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2 MR. KERR: The meeting vill come to order. This

3 is a meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor

4 Safeguards, Subcommittee on Regulatory Activities.

5 My name is 'Jilliam .Kerr; I am actin'q as

6 subcommittee chairman in the abrence of Mr. Siess.

7 Other ACRS members present are Mr. Ray, Mr.

8 Moeller, and Mr. Mathis.

9 Consultants Catton, Lipinski, and Zudans are also

10 present.

11 The meeting is scheduled to discuss limited

12 revisions to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J; this is a post

13 comment discussion; a proposed amendment to 10 CFR Part 50,

14 Appendix A to reference 10 CFR 50, Appendix 3 -- whatever

15 that means. This is a pre comment discussion; a proposed

16 revision to 10 CFR 50, paragraph 54, which has to do with

17 staffing of nuclear power plants; Regulatory Guide 1.97,

18 revision 2, a proposed regulatory guide -- 1.97 is a

19 proposed comment discussion, I should add; Regulatory Guide

20 1.3, a second revision; and finally, Reg Guide 1.33, a

21 third revision for a pre comment discussion.

, 22 This meeting is being conducted in accordance with

23 the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act and the

24 government in the Eunshine Act.

25 Mr. Sam Ouraiswamy is the designated federal

V

i
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r
( 1 employee for the meeting. F.ules for participation in the

2 meetinc have been announced as part of the meeting no tice

3 published in the Federal Register of July 22, 1980, as<

4 amended in the July 28 issue.

5 A transcript is being kept and will be made

6 available as stated in the Federal Register notice.

7 I request that each speaker identify himself and

8 use a microphone.

9 We have received written comments and requests for

10 time to make oral statements on Heculatory Guide 1.97 from

11 six different groups, and I believe there has been some

12 discussion of scheduling of those presentations already.

13 The schedule looks formidable. We will attempt
O
\~ l'4 the proposed coverage, but we may have to regroup and give

15 some thought as to what the schedule is by noon today.
i

i

16 The first item on the agenda, the revision to 10'

17 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, ha been distributed, and comments

18 have come in, at least from some members of the committee,

19 indicating no problems with the proposed version from Mr.

20 Ray, Mr. Sender, and Siess also has no problems.

21 I have no problems with it.

22 Are there further comments from other members of

Z3 the subcommittee or consultants on the pro, posed revision of

24 Appendix J?

l

: 45 Ile staff und2r the circumstances probably wants

C
t
%,

i
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1 to keep quiet.V
2 5R. 50RRISON: Tha t 's righ t .

.

3 MR. KERR Unless I hear anything to the contrary,

4 then, I will assume that the subcommittee reports to th e

5 full committee that there are no problems on the part of the

6 subcommittee and that we will recommend approval of the ACES.

7 (No resonse)

8 I hear no disagreement.

9 This brings us, then, to item two, which is a

10 proposed amendment to Appendix A of 10 CFR 50. And who is

11 the spokesman for this part of the staff presentation ?

12 MR. MORRISON: I don't think this microphone is on.

13 MR. KERE: I don't think .it is either.

[~)\' 14 MR. MORRISON: The spokesman for this is Mr.

15 Eichardson on my left.

16 MR. KERE: Is Mr. Richardson's microphone on?

17 MR. RICHARDSON: My name is Richardson.

| 18 MR. KERR: It is, how about that.

19 MR. RICHARDSON: The proposed amendment to

20 Appendix A to Part 50 concerns general design criterion

21 one; this criterion requires that a quality assurance

22 program be established to ensure that the structures,

23 systems, and components covered under Appendix A will

24 sa tisf a cto rily perform their safety function.

3 The proposed amendment is to clarify that the
;

|
'

(~T
| %-)
i
I

6
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k-) 1 criteria for the quality assurance program are those

2 criteria contained in Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

3 This was the intended use of the criteria of

4 Appendix 3 when they were developed back in the late sixties

5 or early seventies. '4e published a sta ter.ent of

6 considerations when they went out for public comment and

7 noted tha t they would supplement criterion one; and this is

8 just to clarify -- a clarifying amendment at this time to

9 pull that down.

10 It has been sent to the subcommittee for their

11 in pu t prior to going up to the Commission, before going out

12 as a proposed rule for public comen t.

13 MR. KERas Thank you.

O
14 Are there questions or comments from the

15 subcommittee members?

16 (No response)

17 I hear none.

18 The consultants?

19 (No response)

20 I shall assume, then, that we approve this for

21 relese for public comment.

22 That brings us to a proposed revision to 10 CF3

23 50.5a.

24 YR. MORRISON. This proposed. rule spokesnan is Mr.

25 G u p p y .

ALDERSON REPCRTING OCMPANY ;NC.
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(o_j 1 MR. GUPPYs Good morning. My name is Mr. Guppy.

2 The proposed amendment deals with two parts of Part 50, part

3 Su concerning staffing and also part 36, an amendment to the

4 administrative specifications that call for utilities to

5 establish vowrking hour limitations for overtime

6 consideration.

7 Power plant staffing has been subject to scrutiny

8 as a result of TMI and as a result of the various reports;

9 NUBEG-0560 was developed, and it contained specific

10 recommendations for working hours and also contained

11 specific staffing recommendations.

12 Certain of these have been approved by the

13 Commission to be applied to near term operating licenses.

~ 1<4 And I believe that those have been applied to North Anna,

15 Sequoyah, and Salem.

16 And in these are the recommendations contained by

17 -- concering staffing recommendations. I would like to put

18 up a slide concerning that.

19 (Elide)

20 Before I get started with this, the first thing I

21 would like to say is the bases for the proposed staffing are
|
'

22 two things.

23 One is to take into consideration that we must

24 have enough people available to handle an off-normal event

25 or casual.y. The second thing is that as a basis, if you

O)x.
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(Q, 1 notice the shutdown condition is not -- is considerablys-

2 different than the operating condition for 6 9u as opposed to

3 proposed.

4 And tha t takes into consideration the f act that

5 the maintenance or shutdown condition is probably a very

6 dangerous situation f ron three aspects; first of all, when

7 you are shut down most systems are in an abnormal lineup.

8 Second, there is usually heavy maintenance

9 underway, and last, there is usually a great deal of

10 administrative activity taking up the time of the senior

11 people, such as tag-out, systes lineup verifications, and

12 justu taking care of th a t which takes away the shift

13 supervisor's attenton fron the overall plant.

14 Does anybody have any questions concerning the

15 proposed am ei.dm e nts ?

16 I might note there is one correction. A one unit,

17 one control shutdown, I have one 520 listed which is not

18 contained in th table that you have.

19 52. IUDANS: I noticed that.

20 MR. CATTON: I have.a questions is a consercial

21 power plant that much easier to run than a Navy submarine?
.

I

I ZZ 33. GUP?Y: Under operating conditions, by the

23 nature of the sire, apparently the automatic control allows

24 them to run with fewer operators. In the Na vy , as you know,

| 25 test -- all of the controls are not contained in the
i
, --

'

\,
t

!

!
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.. 9o) 1 maneuvering room, if you will.8

\-

2 And therefore extra operators are needed to

3 monitor both the gauges and to do functions which cannot be

4 automatically done from the control room. Fart of that is

5 due to Admiral Rickover's design idea of simplicity and part

6 of it was due to physical size of the subnarine and the

7 capa bility o f putting everything within the reach of the EL

8 and the central panel operators.

9 So I believe with the proposals -- and again, I

10 reiterate that these are minimum these have also been--

11 verified with people in I C E who hold SRO licenses, and

12 they have concurred in the numbers that are proposed.

13 They also indicated tha t they felt that the

5J 14 shutdown numbers were absolute minimums that they could live

15 with and that their feelings were -- there were seven SRCs

16 who represented six different plants from their previous

17 experience, and they indicated that normally they doubled

18 their shift when they shut down.

19' In other words, they went from a three shift to a

20 two shift situation and essentially doubled their shift

21 staffing during shutdown to handle all the maintenance.

22 MR. CATTON: So the Navy uses 11 as contrasted to

23 four?

24 MR. GUPPY: That is correct.

25 F.R. CATTON: Thank you.

o

.
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(_) 1 MR. ZUDANS: It appears that you have in

2 accordance with the proposed nucher the same number of

3 operatcrs under all conditions.

4 MR. GUPPY: That is correct. I did not allow

5 credit f or common control room: based on the f act that under

6 operating conditions, one, if you have an accident in one

7 unit, if you allowed for common control rcen situations, it

8 would end up with less than minimum staffing watching the

9 operating plant while everybcdy was concerned that the plant

10 had staff -- an accident of some kind.

11 MR. ZUDANSs So the variation is only with the

12 number of units in the plant?

13 53. GUPPYs That is correct.

'')
14 33. ZUDANS: Thank you.

15 MR. KRRR: You mentioned you had discussed this

16 with licensed pechle within ycur staff; I assume that you

17 expect the public comments to provide whatever input you

18 have f rom other oparating people.

19 You have not carried on any inf ormal discussions

20 with non-NRC staff as to what sort of staffing is

21 apprcpriate or needed?

22 MR. GUPPY: No, sir. I have not; I anticipate

23 that we vill probably get some reaction from them simply

24 from the aspect that this is raising the minimum standards.

25 MR. KERRs I was not 1 coking so much for reaction

(s-
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o
(,j 1 as I was for information because it wojld seem to me that

2 although eight licensed people certainly gives one some

3 cross section, that some infornation fron operating I

4 organizations and entities would be worthwhile in your

5 reaching conclusions.

6 MR. GUPPY: I understand that. I have not

7 contacted the individual utilities; the Office of Nuclear

8 reactor Sequlation has done a survey of about 25 plants

9 contained in these categories and has found out that they

10 would have difficulty meeting the staffing requirements.

11 To my knowledge, there is only one that would and

12 that would be Salem.

13 MR. KERE: 'Jhat do you mean by "having difficulty"?

14 MR. GUPPY: Their present staffing indications

15 meet -- in this case, they can meet my proposed staffing

16 already.

17 MR. ZUDANS Is there a clea rcut logic? You have

18 two uuits, one control room, the same number of operators,

19 and two units, two control rooms.
i
|

20 42. GUPPYs Again, that is based on the

21 consideration under operating conditions that if I have a

22 casualty or off-normal event in one unit, the attention of

23 the supervisor -- ! provide f or the shif t supervisor to go

24 to that affected unit.

25 Taat will be directed towards that unit that has a

f
(
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/ 1 problem and therefore if I allowed for common control room i

1

2 considerations by reducing either the number of SRCs or Ros

3 involved, then I would '~e left with less than the minimum

4 desired staff in that operating plant to watch it.

5 So from that aspect, we developed a table so that

6 there was no consideration given to common control rooms.

7 MR. ZUDANS: Actually, they were developed on the

8 basis of two units, two control rooms, and if they choose to

9 make one, they still have the same number of operators.

10 ER. GUPPY. That is correct.

11 MR. ZUDANS: '4 h a t about three units and two

12 cont rol rooms ? f.re there other possibilities, like th ree

13 units, three* control rooms?

O 14 ER. GUPPY Three units, three con trcl rooms would

15 be treated essentially like a single unit control room.

16 Right now there are none presently operating three unit,

17 three control rooms.

18 There is a th ree unit single control room at

19 Dresden, and that is indicated by footnote I that says at

20 sites that don't fall under these categories that are unique
,

21 are addressed separately.

'

22 Every plant fits into one of those categories with

23 the exception of Dresden. Now, I think there are some

24 proposals for differences other than that, but at the
;

,

25 present time the feeling is that they should have the same

'
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's_) 1 staffino reqairements regardless of the control room designs

2 that come along.

3 33. KIRR: What approach did you use to give you

4 some handle on the number that you are proposing? What it

5 just a matter of experience and judgment which said we have

6 not had enough of these people around in the past, that we

i 7 need more?

8 Or did you analyre specific situations and gather

9 that the re n situations arising in which the number

10 of people available was toom small?

11 33. GUPPY The proposal was based on sitting down

12 and forgetting the numbers that existed and saying, given a

13 normal operating situation, what do I need to have? Given

# 14 an accident situation in a single control room, what do I

15 need to have?

16 During shutdown conditios, what do I need to

17 have? I progressed up the line with the dual units and the

18 single control room consideration. That one was the one

19 that was discussed most and thoucht about the most because

20 of the idea of the common control room.

21 And we eventually arrived at the common control

22 room. We still needed the number of operators that are

23 proposed.

24 MR. KIRR. In the past, have there been numerical

25 require ents for operators?

ALCERSON mEPCRTING COMPANY, INC. p-

400 VIRGINIA AVE. S.W.. WASHINGTON. O.C. 20024 12021 554-2345
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0 1 MR. GUPPYa The requirements contained presently

2 in the regulations, 10 CFR Part 50.54 are one operator at

3 all times in the control room with fuel in the reactor core

4 and one senior operator on call except during specified

5 conditions such as refueling or special evolutions.

6 The technical specifications have gone beyond tha t .

7 MR. KERR Would it be accurate for me to

8 conclude, then, that nobody had sat down before and done

9 what you did, which was to say how many people do I need in

10 normal and how many people do I need in accident situations?

11 MR. GUPPY I cane 9t verify that, sir.

12 MR. MORRISON: I think it has been done on a case

13 by case basis by a particular group in the Of fice of Nuclear

14 Reactor Regulation that reviews the staffing requirements.

15 MR. KERR4 I am just trying to understand the

16 reason for the increase because, I mean, it is probably

17 completely logical.

18 MR. MOBS! SON: Tha increase in what is in our

19 regulations now or the increase tha t the plants nor: ally

20 provide ?

21 MR. KERR What is in the regulations now?
i
!

22 MR. MORRISON: What is in the regulations now is
.

Z3 minimal. I don't think there is any disacreement that that

24 is inadequate.

25 MR. KIRR No. I am vendering what vill happen

C'i
V

|
|

!
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1 if, say, three or four years from now somebody else sits

2 down and says, how many people do I need for normal and how

3 many do ! need for unusual situations? Is there some chain

4 of logic which permits one to arrive at a number?

5 I mean, have the-plants gotten more complicated

6 than they were when th regulation came into existence or has'

7 our experience simply indicated that this requirement was

8 inadequate now that we have more experience?

9 Cr -- *

10 MR. GUPPY: ! think that is probably a combination

11 of both, Mr. Kerr. If you like, I will go through an

12 explantation of how I arrived at the specific number that I
'

13 have.
O

14 MR. KERRs Could you jut pick ones I don't want

15 to spend too much time. But pick some number and --

16 "R. GDPPYs I will pick the two unit, one control

17 room situation, since that is the most unusual one there and

18 probably the most difficult to arrive at.

; 19 3R. MOELLER: As you begin that, could you remind
1

20 me, if you have a two unit plant with one control room, are
|

21 the opera tors generally licensed f or bo th units?

22 MR. GUPPYs In some cases yes; some cases no.

23 Not always.

t

| 24 MR. %0ELLER: Which are you assuming?
|
| 25 MR. GUPPY: I am assuming that they are not

O
,

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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(A_) 1 licensed; it does not really make much difference in this

2 case, although the NUFEG-069u assunes for that staffinc

3 requirement that all are licensed on all units at the site.

4 MR. MOELlER: If they weren't licensed -- say you

5 had some operators licensed only for unit one and some for

6 unit two, in an emergency are they allowed to go over

7 andhelp the other people?

8 MR. GUPPYa No. I believe the final

9 considerations there are handled by the emergency

10 preparedness rule chance, which gets extra people to the

11 site, including Ros and SRos.

12 ER. KERRs You vould assume that this rule is in

13 ef fect and if in sn emergency an operator decided to help

h.
1'4 the other unit, it would be a breach of the rule?

15 MR. GUPPYs I would say so, but I will not be

16 involved with the enforcement of that, and I cannet say how

17 that is going to turn out.

18 MR. KERR But you wrote the rule with something

19 in mind .

M MR. GUPPY That is correct. I wrote the rule

21 with the intention that the people at the plant vould be

ZZ able to handle -- on each unit would be able to handle the

Z3 initial stages of their event without consideration of th e

24 other unit beino there.

25 MR. KERRa Okay. And then you did not mean to

("')i

: %J
|
,
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\- 1 permit emergency situations to arise in which people would

2 have to exercise some judgment as to what was the most

3 crucial role that one should play?

4 MR Guppy: I --

5 MR. MORRISON: Could you repeat the question?

6 MR. KERRs let's suppose there are four people in

7 some joint control rooms I would assume that in a very

8 serious emergency there might be a situation in which all

9 four people would be better involved with the emergency than

10 having two people sitting and looking at the shutdown plant.

11 I am hypothesizing something. I guess I would be

12 a little reluctant to have a rule which would say, "Under no

13 circumstances should these two people ge t involved in the

14 emergency because they are supposed to be watching the plant

15 that is in good shape."

16 It would seem to me that one might allow emergency

17 situations to develop in which one would say, in effect, to

18 th e crew, you ought to use your best judgment in this

19 situation.

20 MR. MCRRISON: I don't think that our regulations

21 say that you cannot use your best judgment. I don't think

22 ve have anything in the regulations that indicate in that

23 situation an oprator that was not licensed on a particular

24 plant that was having the trouble, based on his knowledce,

25 could not provide advice to the operators that were licensed.

O

,,
,
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1 I thif.k our regulations would prohibit him from

2 taking over and running that plant because he is not

3 licensed at it.
,

4 MR. KERRs Well, I think that was not the thrust

5 of the question, as I understood it. But I feel better

6 about the situation, if that is the case. You would ex;ect

7 participation to occur or the situation --

8 MR. MORRISON: If the operator on the other plant

9 felt that he could -- that he has observed something that
,

10 his knowledge would indicate he ought to communicate with

i 11 them, I would certainly hope that he would so advise the

12 licensed operators.

13 And I do not think tha t in our regulations theregg
v

14 is anything that prohibits that.

! 15 MR. "UDANS: Did you at any time consider that

16 for a single control room, multiple unit power plants all

17 operators should be licensed for all units?

18 Is there a great d eal of difficulty in doing that?

19 MR. GUPPY I think you will find that most --

i
20 most utilities that have two units, one control room do

! 21 license their SRCs and 30s on both units for the fleribility
:

22 of shif t staffing.

23 MR. ZUDANS: Yes.

| 24 MR. GUPPYs However, you may come to a situation
|

! 25 where one of them has not been licensed on the other plant
I

O
|
|
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(/ 1 yet, and he is therefore only qualified for one.

2 MR. IUDANS: But that certainly would be a

3 desirable situation to eliminate any such conflict that

4 mioht exist.

5 When you explain how you arrived at those numbers,

6 I would like you to remember that I like to see, for

7 example, what is the function of each of those seven people

8 that you propose to be there and how much tine,

9 percentage-vise, are they idle? -

10 MR. GUPPY Taking tha t into consideration, I will

11 go ahead and discuss them. I will start off at the top with

12 the shif t supervisor.

13 38. CATTON: Are they all required to be in the

O
14 control room?

15 MR. OUPPY: No.

16 MR. CATTON: What is the re quir eme nt ?

17 MR. GUPPYs the requirement is durinc operation

18 that one SRO and ono RO be in the control room. One

19 operator is there as a relief operator, and he vill normally

20 be out touring the plant looking at things. The shiftt

i

21 supervisor, obviously and most especially in the two unit

22 situation or above vill be roaming the plant again looking

23 for things.

24 3R. CATTON: In the one unit, one control room --

25 Mk. GUPP!: No, onlyone in the one. The shift

O
!

.
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(9s I supervisor is the overall supervisor in charge of operations.

2 MR. CATTON. He must stay in the control room?

3 MR. GUPPY: No. He is free to roam anywhere

4 within the plant. The SRO is ph ysically in the control room

5 except during shutdown conditions, and I have defined, for

6 lack of a better place to define it, as modes one through

7 four for PWRs and modes one through three for BWRs.

8 And that is defined -- that is the break point

9 between cold shutdown and hot shuttown in the technical

10 specifications.

11 There may be other times when he is needed in

12 th er e , and I have specifically ssked for comments from the

13 utilities concerning when that SRO physically needs to beps
d

1<4 within the control room.

15 The SRO will provide in the control roor. the big

16 picture views he will stand back and look at things. The

17 reactor operator will be the man who is actually,

18 manipula ting controls. If he needs help from that relief

19 30, then that is okay. If the SRO gets involved with the

20 actual manipulation, then he actually becoces an 30 as far

21 as function is concerned.

22 The shift supervisor is the man designated in

23 charge and able to roam the plan, able to see things th a t

24 are going on.

25 During the shutdown condition, helow 200 degrees

O
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k- 1 or 212 degrees, depending on PWR or 3'4R , the S20 also roacs

2 the plant. The indication that I have from the SRC is that

3 the shutdevn condition is very similar to the Navy. He is'

4 extremely busy. There are exceptions to that, and some

5 people have said that we ought to make a minimum staffing

6 based on those exceptions, but they are very rare.

7 There is no maintenance or anything going on

8 during a shutdown condition. And their indication is that

9 normally they do double their shift staffing so thct they

10 can handle all the work that is going on, both

11 administratively and practically from the oversight position.

12 TE. CATTON: How does this differ from the

13 previous requirement?g-

'V
14 MR. GUPPY: The previous requirements are very

15 similar to what 0694 contains. As you can see, the minimum

16 requirements --

17 MR. CATTON: I can see the numbers. I am

18 ref e rrin g to the required number of people in the control

13 room.

20 MR. GUPPY: That was only one RO in the past; he

21 was the only one required to be there except under special

22 co nd itio ns . The SRO also had to be there.

23 MR. CATTON: And now in essence it is two.

24 MR. GUPPY: That is correct.

25 YR. :< ER R 4 Please continue.

OU
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\~/ 1 MR. GUPPY If we take th e two units, two control

2 rooms, we have listed one shift supervisor. He is in

3 overall charge of the site on each shift. his amility to

4 cover two plants is going to be pushed simply because of the

5 physical sire of the plant and being able to physically roam

6 both plants.

7 The same situation exists with three units and two

8 control rooms where he is covering three units.

9 Now, this assumes in both situations that the

10 shift supervisor is qualified on both plants in order to be

11 able to perform this function; if he is not, they must have

12 more than one shif t super viso r .

13 The SRO in each plant comes under the same

O
14 heading, the same situa tion. I have tvc SROs listed for

15 that one control room because in order to provide the

16 oversight ca pability in the control room under operation

17 conditions, we need an SRO in each control room; cne in

18 case we have an accident in one plant; the one SRO and

! 19 shif t superviser can dedicate themselves to the one plant,

20 and we vill still have an S20 and an 30 dedicating

21 themselves to the operating or the non-affected plant.

22 The same situation vculd hold for the three units,

23 two control rooms. And since the three units, two control

i

24 rooms are essentially just two single units and one site,

25 the same holds for them also.

'
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) 1 The shift supervisor can also provide relief for

2 the SRO for short periods of time, and that is designated in

3 the rule.

4 The shift supervisor is also directed by the

5 proposed rule to go to the affected' unit in case of an

6 accident. The reactor operators, essentially, I have two

7 for each unit. That is based on the consideration for a

8 single unit of havnq a relief operator available for the guy

9 who is stuck in a control room for eight hours or whatever

10 time he happens to be there, given the utility's rotation

11 and time schedule.

12 For the two unit, one control room, I have two

13 relief operators, one for each plant. And the reason is if

O 14 we have a situation where that relief oprator is involved

15 with one plant for some length of time, even though we have

16 common control rooms, the two plants are different, and in

17 many cases the control rooms, even though they are common,

18 are different also.

19 And from that aspect the idea of having a relief

20 operator go to one control room and sit there for three or

21 four hours or whatever he happens to sit there and then

22 immediately be called into the other plant, it is going to

23 take him some length of time to reconfigure his mind to that

24 second plant, both in terms of the operating conditions and

25 in terms of the physical conditions of the plant.

L
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(9
\~/ 1 So f rom that aspect, I want a relief operator

2 available for the plants; that also takes care of an

3 accident situation where the shift may -- they may run into

4 difficulties and they may need the extra SRO or the extra RO

5 in the affected unit. And that would provide no other

6 relief available for the operating unit.

7 Now, emergency planning procedures, I believe,

'

8 call for 30 minute recall time, but some plants cannot

9 pohysically make that just because of the physical distance

10 from the plant to any ;cpulated area so that the design for

11 all those people was to be able to handle the initial stages

12 of the casualty and attempt to get the plant into a safe

13 condition.p
(./

14 During shutdown condition, the numbers were

15 arrived so tht we would -- the shift supervisor would be in

16 overall control again of the plant during a shutdown

l'7 condition.

18 Each SRO is in charge of his individual unit, and

19 I wanted an SRO in each plant simply because it is very

20 difficult for that shift supervisor to cover both plants in

21 a maintenance situation. Very difficult.

22 It is difficult for the single SEO to cover that

23 plant during a maintenance situation. The Ros, again --

24 that RC is still stuck at the panel during shutdown

25 conditions, and during his eight or 10 or 12 hour shif t,

.
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o)\_ 1 vhatever the utlity has to be on at that time.

2 He is going te need relief also, so again, I have

3 the relief oprator provided for that operator.

4 During the shutdown, the shift supervisor is

5 extremely busy, I have indication from the 53Cs that I have

6 talked to tha t peo ple were lined up 20 deep outside the

7 shift supervisor's office waiting to get tag-outs approved

8 and system lineups approved.

9 So he is kept extremely busy during that time

10 frame.

11 MR. KERR4 Please continue.

12 3R. GUPP!s There is one other situation that is

13 not specifically covered on that table itself and that is
bu 14 the special evolutier. situation. And I specifically address

15 the refueling situation. In addition to those men who are

16 assioned on this table, I have also proposed that an SRO be

17 in charge and have no other concurrent duties over the

18 refueling operation to keep track of what is going on

19 during refueling shutdown.

20 MR. ZUDANS: You made an interesting statement.

21 You said " lines 20 deep." Who are th e people standing the re ?

22 MR. GUPPY: Nornally people waiting to get systems

23 released to go to work on them.

24 M P. . ZUDANS: Don't they have sone other level of

3 decision makinc power that says who has priority over who?

s
4

J
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(-)s 1 MR. GUPPY: That may be, but the m aintenance boss

2 is trying to get everything done, as many systems as the

3 shif t supervisor who is in charge of the operations will

4 allow to be taken out so tht he can still maintain the plant

5 in a safe condition he will allow to be tsken out.

6 MR. KERR I think the point was that the shift

7 superviso r is busy, and I do not think any of us would

8 disagree with that.

9 MR. ZUDANS: No, I do not disagree, but what I am

10 now forced to think is he might be too busy to make a

11 reasonable decision.

12 MR. KERR: I think we concluded a little bit of

13 hyperbole was involved here. The point was that the shiftg-
V)

14 supervisor was busy.

15 MR. ZUDANS: Well, if you think so.

16 MR. KERR: We are all in favor of busy shift

l'7 supervisors.

18 MR. MATHIS: As a matter of information, how many

19 plants today are staffed essentially the way you are

20 proposing?
,

21 MR. GUPPYs We have done a survey of 25 plants or

22 the Office of Nuclear reactor Regulation has and of those 24

23 can meet the proposed sta f fing requirements listed.

man -use this kind of a scheme a t24 MR. MATHIS: How t

25 th e present time?

t

d
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1 MR. CUPPY I don't know for a fact. I think all

2 24 of those I indicated do staff their plants in that

3 f ash io n . They meet this or even exceed it both in operation

4 and shutdown conditions.

5 MR. KERR Are there other questions?

6 MR. CATTON: This is a matter of the rule catching

7 up with practice, and you are really not imposing much on

8 anybody.

9 MR. GUPPY: As far as imposition, no, that is true.

10 MR. CATTON: Where would TMI-2 fall in this? Did

11 th ey meet these requirements?

12 MR. G"PPY: To the best of my knowledge, they do,

13 yes, sir. I don 't know that for an individual f act, but I

.O
1-4 believe they did so.

15 MR. CATTON: So really what is the purpose of this

16 rule?

1'7 MR. KERR: It is not really quite this sinply

18 because as I think you know this decreases the flexibility

19 which may be good or bad, but it means that one now has a

20 letter of the law to follow, and previously operators could,

21 use more judgment. And maybe some of them used poor
!

22 judgment.

Z3 MR. CATTON: There is one change that is clear,

24 and that is the number of pecple required to be in the

25 control room. :t is now two operaters as contrasted with

O
%s/'

.
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O' 1 one.

2 MR. GUPPY: That is correct. 069u during

3 operating conditions alco requires the same thing; even

4 though their staffing requirements are slightly less because
.

5 of s11owance for common control room considerations. They

6 do require an SRO and an RC in the control room during

7 operating conditions.

8 And these have been imposed, as I said, on at

* 9 least three that I know of: Sequoyah, North Anna, and Salem.

10 MR. ZUDANS: Are these considered to be minimum

11 requirements? -

,

12 MR. GUPPY: That is correct, yes, sir.

.e x 13 MR. KERR Other questions?
r i
V

14 MR. ZUDANS: No, no.

15 MR. KERR Please continue.

16 MR. GUPPY: I am finished with the presentation,

17 sir.

18 MR. KERR Okay. On page 4 of th e proposed rule
.

19 at line 7, I find the language of " command and control"

20 used, which is good military terminology, but why is it

21 used? Why is " command" used in this situation?

22 MR. GUPPY: That is my military ba ckground coming

23 through, sir; no particular reason.

24 MR. MORRISON: Is it limited only to military?

25 MR. KERR: I don't know what it means. I don't
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(-) 1 know what it means in this context.

2 MR. GUPPY My overall intent was simply that the

3 senior licensed operator be there and physically in control

4 of the operstors.

5 MR. KERRs Yes. I did not know whether it carried

6 a connotation in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission beyond

7 control, for example, or responsible charge.

8 MR. MORRISON: How about increased management and

9 control?

10 MR. KERR4 See, I'm not sure because I don' t know

11 what the term means.

12 Are there other comments?

13 Is there a consensus that we approve this be
ba 14 published for pubic comment?

15 I think I gather s consensus. So ve approve. We

16 are ready for 1.97, but before we get to that, I propose a

17 10 minute break.

18 (Recess)

19 MR. KERR: We shall reconvene to consider

20 Regulatory Guide 1.97.

21 Mr. Morrison?

22 MR. MORRISON: Mr. Hintze will make th e,

23 presentation on 1.97.

|
24 MR HINTZE4 Revision two to Regula tory Guide 1.97,

25 " Instrumentation f o r Lich t *4ater-Cooled duelear Power Plants

/'I b'!
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e
(*] 1 to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following

2 an Accident," is a guide that provides the design basis for

3 sele ctin g the variables necessary to follow the course of an

4 accident and for taking actions necessary to sitigate the

5 consequences of an accident.

6 It also provides design and qualification criteria

7 for the instrumentation to monitor those variables. The

8 guide endorses ANS u.5 criteria for accident monitoring

9 functions in a light-water-cooled nuclear power generating

10 station.

11 For selecting the necessary variables, the guide

12 defines five variable types and lists a minimum set of

13 variables for each type.r3b
14 Included in the minimum set are those variables

15 needed f or monitoring the onsite technical support center,

16 the safety parameters display system, the near site

17 emergency operations facility, and the Nuclear Data Link.

18 MR. CATTON: '4ha t was the first one?

19 MR HINTZE: The first one was the onsite technical

20 support center.

21 MR. CATTON: Thank you.

22 MR HINTZEa The types of variables -- the vu-graph

23 is not a word for word definition, just an essence of what

24 the type is.

25 (Slide)

O
V
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1 The definitions are more complete in the guide.

2 Type As those variables that provide information

3 for preplanned operator actions.

4 Type B those variables that provide informaton

5 to indicate whether plant safety functions are being

6 accomplished.

7 MB. KERR4 Is there a difference between

8 preplanned oprator action and planned operator action?

9 MR HINTZE I personally right nov ton't foresee

10 any difference.

11 MR. KERR4 Okay.

12 MB HINTZE The safety functions have been defined

(V~)
13 as reactivity control, core cooling, reactor coolant system

14 integrity, primary reactor containment integrity, and

15 radioactive effluent control.
~

16 Type C those variables that provide information

17 to provide the potential f or being breached or the actual

18 breach of the barriers to fission product release. Those

19 ba rriers are f uel cladding, primary coolant pressure

20 boundary, and containment.

21 Type Da Those barriers that provide information

22 to indicate the operation of individual safety systems.

23 Type E --

24 MR. ZUCANS: Hold on. What is the difference

25 between type 2 and D?

,
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(~s
1 M3 HINTZE Type 3 and D?-

2 MR. ZUDANS: They both refer to -- the first one

3 says safety funcion being accomplished. The other one says

4 individual operation of safety systems.
.

5 How can you accomplish 3 without having D?

6 ME HINTZE You cannot.

7 MR. ZUDANS: '4 hy is D there?

.

8 MR HINTZE D is a systems oriented --

9 MR. ZUDANS D is individual systems.

10 ME HINT;Es Function oriented.

11 MS. IUDANS: And D?

12 MR HINTZE: Let me say it egains 3 is function

m 13 oriented. D is systems oriented.
(s],

14 MR. ZUDANS: Can the function oriented group" --

15 the single instrument have the answers or do you need to

16 process the signals through some other system? Can it be a

17 single instrument under 3?

18 33 HINTZI The idea would to be able to have a

19 single instrument to tell whether the function is being

20 performed. The ideal is not always possible.

21 33. CATTON: You would resort to D if there were a

Z2 problem with 3?

23 ME HINTZE: That is absolutely correct. That is

24 the reason we have the --

25 33. ZUDANS: Maybe you address la ter the

J
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DNl 1 distinction, because after reading the reg guide, I am not

2 so sure that 2 and D should be separate.

3 MR HINTZE: Okay.

4 MR. ZUDANS: I am not so sure, maybe I have just

5 not seen it.

6 MR HINTZE Let's go on, and if we don't make tha t

7 clear, we will discuss it later.

8 .iay?

9 MR. ZUDANS: Yes.

10 MR HINTZE4 Type Es those variables to be

11 monitored as required for use in determining the magnitude

12 of the release of radioactive materials and for continuous

13 assessing of such releases.-

'

14 The guide was issued for public comment in

! 15 December 1979, and the comment period ended February 1980.

16 Regulatory position C6 received the largest number of

17 comments, a total of 14 comments.

18 This provision provides that instrumentation

19 should be qualified for 200 days as opposed to 100 days as

20 specified in ANS 4.5 draft four.

21 I should note that the standard has been modified

22 and now requires that qualification f or 3 instruments be at

23 least the duration of the longest duration design basis

24 event; for C instruments, to at least 100 days.

3 So this is more acceptable to the staff. The
I

(')\\.

a
.
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\' 1 provision receiving the next largest number of comments, a

2 total of 11 comments, was reg 21atory position C4 This

3 provision provides that type D variables should be includedd

4 in the list of variables to be monitored. That type D

5 variable was defined in ANS 4.5 draft four, but was not

6 included as a necessary part of the standard.

7 The consensus of the comments was that the D

8 variables should be deleted. The : staff does not agree. It

9 is essential that the operator know what systems are

10 important to safety or f unctioning and which are not in

11 order o make intelligent decisions in mitigating the

12 consequences of an accident.

~S 13 MR. ZUDANS: That again raises the same
b

1<4 question doesn't the B have it already?

15 MR. '4 EN Z I N G ES : I wonder if I migh t try to answer

16 th a t ?

17 Basically, the type 2 instrument tells you whether
[

| 18 or no t , for example, the core is being cooled or reactivity
i

l
19 is under control. It tells you that the type D--

20 instrument is intended to tell you the status of the various

| 21 safety systems that may be accomplishing one of those

22 functions.

Z3 Let me use the example of core coolings in the

; 24 case of type B, the instrument would tell you, yes, the core
|

| 3 is being Cooled or, no, it is not.

|

|
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(
\ 1 In case that it is not being cooled, ra y , the

2 measurement you might be looking at could be reactor outlet

3 temperature as an example.

4 If it is not being cooled, the question then

5 arisess well, why is it not being cooled? If safety

6 systems have been initiated and are presumably operating,

7 the question ist which of these safety systems are not

8 doing their job and why is the core not being cooled?

9 Ihe type B instruments are monitors of the saf ety

10 systems themselves so that you can tell which are operating

11 and which are not so that you can learn why is the core not

12 being cooled.

13 MR. ZUDANS: You are telling me there vill be

O 14 instruments that will give me direct answers whether or not

15 the core is being cooled?

16 MR. WENZINGER: That is type 3 and the reason why

17 it is being cooled or not cooled will be told to you by way

18 of the type D instruments which tell you the status and

19 operations situation in the individual systems that

20 areaccomplishing that functionn.

21 MR. ZUDANS. I still maintain they still should

22 he under the same group. I am not saying you should not

D have them.

24 MS. KERR: You understand his point, don't you? I

25 don't mean you a;ree with it, but you understand what he is

O
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/ 1 saying, don't you?

2 MR. WENZINGERs I understand the conclusion; I

3 did not understand the reason whwy they should be under the

4 same group.

5 MR. KERR That is another question, but you

6 understand the point he is making.

7 MR. WENZINGER: Yes.

8 MR. KERR Not the logic, necessarily.

9 MR. ZUDANS: I am not saying that you should not

10 have type D; I am only saying that type D should cover the
_

11 entire rance because that is a safety function, monitoring;

12 whether you monitor by specific instrument that indicates

13 some state of a system or some device that is coupled to a
O(~s

14 number of ratings or you 1cok at the individual systems,

15 whether they are running; it is still the same thing.

16 MR. WENZINGER: It is a question of importance.

17 Is it more importan t to know the status of the reactor, or

18 is it more important to know the status of the individual

19 systems that are accomplishing the various safety

20 f unctions?

21 We have made the proposal that is inherent in this

ZZ particular regulatory guide, which is somewhat new, I have

23 to sdmit, and will be followed up, hopefully, in the not too

24 distant future by a general regulatory guide on this subject

3 that covers the graded approach, if you will or the grey --

(~h
V
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~/ 1 g-r-e-y approach to design requirements.

2 So, as pointed out by the Kemeny Commission and

3 many others, we just don't have two kinds of things -- the

4 gold plated or the other stuff.

5 That is intended by this regulatory guide to have

6 a graded approach to the requirements tha t go f rom the most

7 important to safety in terms of accident monitoring to those

8 of lesser importance, not necessarily unimportant to safety,

O but of lesser importance.

10 And the type B work considered by us is one of the

11 more imor ta n t to safety and those in type D of lesser

I 12 impo rtance.

13 Now, the reason for that is that there are a

14 number of ways of accomplishing core cooling, but it is

15 important that one know whether the core is being cooled or

and there are certainly a very limited number of ways16 not --

! 17 of determining that.
|

18 Therefor 3, va concluded it is more important and

19 therefore the requirements should be more stringent on the

20 type Bs that is, to de termine that the core in fact is

21 being cooled, not to menton the other safety functions.

ZZ .4 R . ZUDANS: The reasoning sounds all right,

23 except this is exactly what brings my question up; I don't

,

| 24 see the type D instruments, by your own statement, would be
|

| 25 used to make the cr:aciusion in type B areas. Sometimes, not

O1

V

.

*
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(3N/ 1 alwayc.

2 MR. KERE: I think there is a fundamental

3 disagreement here, and I believe you understand and you feel

4 differently than he does, and he understands.

5 So, may we go ahead with the presentation. After

6 the presentation I think the points you are making are--

7 very important.

8 But at least you have made it now, and I would say

9 let's discuss it further after the presentation if we can.

10 3R HINTIEs Okay. Thank you.

11 The third largest number of comments -- eight

12 comments -- was on regulatory position C3, which pertained

13 to the definition of design basis accident events. The ANS

14 standard, ANS 4.5 deletes anticipated operational

15 occurrences f rom being included in the definition of design

16 basis accident events.

17 The staff does not agree with this deletion. All

18 even ts should be considered in order to have an integrated

19 approach to accident monitoring. Anticipated operational

20 occurrences, if not p ro perly accounted for, could lead to

21 degraded conditions.

22 Eight comments were also received on the variable,

23 environs radioactivity, listed in tables two and three. Th e

24 purpose of the measurement of this variable is to detect

25 release of radioactive materials from unidentified release

.
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39() 1 points.

2 The comments succested tha t the 16 to 20 monitors

3 were excessive. The staff's response is that the exact
3

4 number of monitors is site dependent and that the numbers 16

5 to 20 is an estimated number for a typical plant. In total,

6 there wee 69 comments consolidated from a much larger number

7 of comments received during the comment period.

8 The consolidated comments and their resolutions

9 are contained in the discussion of public comments.

10 Subsequent to the transmittal of the guide to the

11 ACES, additional letters were received from three

12 commanters. We received a fourth one this morning as we

13 entered the room: Geometrics and Endor Corporation and a

O
14 transmittal from Westinghouse. We received one from GE this

15 morning.

16 Geometrics was concerned with the deletin of the

17 provision which stated that the -- at least one of the

18 neutron flux measurements should be a fission counter. That
,

|

19 deletion was made in consideration of several comments that'

20 the guide should specify wha t is wanted, not how it should

21 be done.

22 The fission counter provides -- that provision was

23 the only place in the guide tha t specified a specific

24 instrument.

25 (Discusion off the record)

O
l
l

.
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Il\' 1 Endor Corporation expressed concern that the NBC

2 was making little use of the peer review process; ci tin g

3 what he called the disparity between the draft ANS u.5

4 standard and the proposed regulatory guide.

5 He provided some statistics on the number of

6 comments accepted and made some pointed observations on the

7 way the public comments were handled and stated that the

8 guide was another example of staff defining unique solutions

9 and methodologies to a problem rather than defining criteria

10 and soliciting solutions from industry.

11 His comment on the way the public comments were

12 handled has some justification. We did not really take th e

13 time or have the time to go in depth with every single(-)
U

14 comment because there were so many.

15 As one who has been associated with the

16 development of guidance f or accident monitoring

17 instrumentation over the last seven years, it is my j ud gm er. t

18 th a t the present version of t.*e guide is the only way

19 guidance in this area car. be given and understood.

20 As far as Regulatory Guide 1.9 is concerned,

21 providing criteria by NEC and sosliciting solutions from

22 industry has not produced agreeable results in the past.

23 Westinghousa submitted by teletype an extract from their

24 presentation to be given today from their position on

25 re vi sion two to Regulatory Guide 1.9.
-

&1
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\~/ 1 They stated t ha t it is inappropriate to expand the

2 scope fo the guide beyond the scope of ANS 4.5 since other

3 vork is currently being pursued in relation to emergency

4 support f acilities and human f actor reviews associated with

5 optimized data presentations.

6 They also suggested --

7 MR. KERR4 I think there is some concern that you

8 are referring to it as Regulatory Guide 1.9.

9 MR HINTZE I am sorry.

10 MR. KERBa I assumed that that was shorthand since

11 you had gotten tired of saying "1.97."

12 MR HINTZE I did not really mean to drop the 7.
,

13 Thank you.

14 They also suggest the change in the definition of'

15 typeA variables in order to prevent its scope from being

16 ex pa nded beyond a reasonable extent. As to the first point,

l'7 it seems prudent to us that all accident monitoring concerns

18 should be consolidated in one document. This will help

19 avoid duplica tion of the requirements which could be the

20 case if each user of monitoring instrumentation imposed

21 independently his own requirements for measurement.

'

22 It would slso help assure that the plant operating

23 organi=ation has a coordinated approach to preventing to--

24 providing necessary information in every aspect of its

25 responsibility to protect th e health and saf ety of the

Ot
(_)
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2 Regarding the proposed modification to the

3 definition of type A variables, .e share the concern for

4 unwarranted expansion of type A -- of the scope of type A.

5 We have some problem with the proposed modification s it

6 omits manual initiation of automatically indicated --

7 initiated protective actions, which should be a

8 consideration.

9 However, we would be willing to work with all

10 parties involved to modify the definition and alleviate the

11 concern.

12 Fajor changes in the guide, as compared with the

13 one issued for public comment are: A, the guide was

1<4 modified to account for changes in ANS 4.5 standard. The

15 ANS 4.5 is now intended to be a standard addressing function

16 and system level criteria.

17 The component level criteria vill be addressed in

18 IEEE standard 497, which is under development.

19 Consequently, all of the component criteria was

20 removed from the ANS 4.5 standard. The guide was modified

21 to include romponent desi;n -- to include the component

22 qualification criteria which had been deleted from ANS u.5
!

23 standard.

24 Th guide was reformatted to align more clcselyvith

3 ANS 4.5; th a t is, the variables are listed according to
.

(

|
|
'
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1 type. Table one was modified to provide just the design and

2 qualification criteria.

3 Further changess there are two sets of tables

4 included in the guide; one set for f uture plants and future

5 plants have been defined as plants licensed to operate af ter

6 June 1982; and number two, for operating plants, plants --

7 that has been defined as plants licensed to operate before

8 that date.

9 Specifically, the changes a re , number one: fermer

10 regulatory position C6, which pertains to the measurement

11 duration, was deleted from -- was deeleted since ANS n.5 has

12 been modified.

13 Number twos regulatory position Cn was modified73
(_/

14 to provide for complete -- to provide more completely the

15 design bases for types D and E variables.

16 Regulatory position 05 was added, which provides

17 the process for selecting the type D and E variables.

18 Regulatory positin C6 was added, which provides
,

19 the performance requirements for the D and E variables.

20 For requ13 tory position C5 was modified and is nov;

21 position C7. Position C7 with a new position CS provide the

22 design and qualificaton criteria f or the instrumentation to
.

23 be measured in the selected variables -- of the selected

24 variables.

! 25 Table one was modified to mesh with the

,

e
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O 1 reformatting of the tables two and three, which now list the

2 variables according to type.

3 I have a vu-graph of that; you have the table in

4 your handout.

5 (Slide)
e

6 It is on page 2. If you will remember initially,

7 the categories were listed according to instrument type.

8 This became unmanageable in doing that because not all type

9 D instruments were to be qualified to the same criteria.

10 And so this table one is now reformatted and arranged to

11 provided for the grad ed a pproach , which 3r. Wenzinger talked

12 about in qualification criteria.

(~S 13 However, the table was drawn up with some thought
L.)

14 of the varolus types of instruments that were defined. So

15 that was the reason for changing table one.

16 The more stringent criteria are the lower numbered

17 categories; the less stringent as we go father out. Tables

18 two A and Three A were added and provide the variables f or

19 operating plants. And this is a new table that was not in

20 the f or comment issue.

21 As to the list of variables, one variable was

Z! dele ted from table three during the comment period. I am

23 not going to take time to go through those; those are in

24 the handout that you have. th ree variables were added to

25 table two and five variables were a*ded to table three.

/~)T'm
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\' 1 We have some proposed additions to the tables that

2 are in addition to the one that was transmitted to the

3 ACRS. There are three deletions -- three additions to table

4 two and two additions to table three.
.

5 In summary, Mr. Wenzinger, if you could --

6 (Slide)

7 As a comparison between the f or comment issue and

8 the issue he are now proposing, in table two there were 60

9 total in the for comment issue; in the final issue there

10 are 66.

11 Table three, there were 51 total; in the current
,

12 version , 56.

13 Some graduate students at Ohio. State University
p%J

14 took on a project of evaluating proposed revision two to

15 Regulatory Guide 1.97 and concluded that all but four of the

16 variables listed in the guide were considered as essential

17 for accident monitoring.

18 They concluded that there was one additional

19 variable th a t should be monitored, and the staff agrees with

20 their addition and have included it in the guide.

21 Tha t is the end of my presentation.

22 MR. KERR Mr. Okrent?

23 MR. OKRENT4 In considering who has commented on

| 24 the req guide, would you say that NUREG/CR-luu0 is a comment

25 on the guide? Have you seen the report?

/-]s
t

| \-
!
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()\- 1 MR HINTZEs Yes, I have seen the report. That was

2 done under the auspices of Dr. CiSalvo.

3 MR. OKRENT4 That is right. Do you consider it to

4 he a comment on the guide?

5 MR HINTZEs We consider it more to be a

6 verification of the parameters that we selected, that they

7 would adequately cover situations which he took up in his

3 study.

9 MR. OKEENT: 'I as curious to hear you state it

10 that way because I thought when I read this report, which

11 did not pretend to be a complete study of all sequences,
d

12 that they felt that there was additional informstion that

13 would be valuable f or certain kinds of sequences.

14 MR HINTZEs I think part of the reason for my

15 statement was that his -- as I remember when I read his

16 report -- it considered multiple failures, which in the

l'7 design of plants we do not consider.

18 We design for the single failure -- to meet the

19 single failure criterion, not for multiple fcilures. And as '

20 I remember, that report did consider tha t.

21 MR. OKRENT: I am not sure what you mean; the

22 single failure criterion for the instruments you are

23 requiring or single failure criterion for other systems?

24 MR HINTZEs For sy s t ?m s , righ t, systems.

25 MR. OKRENT: You are kidding me. You mean tc say

n
v
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O 1 you layed this reg guide out in terms of the single failure

2 criterich? You must mean something else.

3 MR. WENZINGE3 Dr. Okrent, we have in fact

4 considered more than just single, individual f ailures in the

5 plant systen designs.

6 In fact, the type C instruments are specifically

7 included for conditions which might be characterited as

- 8 degraded conditions which could conceivably be caused by

9 multiple failures.

10 MR. OKRENT: Can you give me an answer as to

11 whether or not you think you have dealt with the comments

12 here, whether.you have included them by what you already

13 have or whether you have ruled them out or for some reason
V

14 -- I cannot tell from what I have heard.

15 MR. WENZINGER: The report you have in your hand

16 hs been reviewed, and we have compared each recommendation

l'7 in that report to what is in the guide.

18 I do not have on the tip of my tongue a one for

19 one evaluation of which of the requirements -- excuse me --

20 the recomendations in the regulatorygule hav0 been included

21 in the report you have there and which have not.

22 MR. KIRRs Mr. Wen ring er --

23 MR. WEN INGER: Rut they were reviewed

24 individually.

3 MR. KERR : It seemed to me th a t Professor Okrent

(~,

t
.
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''/ 1 really was asking whether you believed that 1.97 had been

2 modified to take into account th e recommendations of this

3 report.

4 It is one thing to say you had read the report and

5 compared it to 1.97. It is another thing to say whether or

6 not it has been modified to meet the recommendatons.

7 From your answer, I cannot tell which of the two

8 questions you are answering.

9 MR. 'JENZITGER: I understand. I would like Mr.

10 Hintre to answer that question.

11 MR HINTZE: All of the key variables listed in

12 types 3 and C which were to tell us whether the functions

13 were being performed, and Mr. ~4ensinger correctly indicated{}
1-4 that with those variables we considered any accident, not

15 just the single failure, as I had indicated.

'6 So all the key variables that came out of this1

l'7 report we have added. The difference came in the variables
,

|

| 18 as to which were to best indicate the opeeration of the

19 system; the D variables, there were some differences in

20 th o s e .

21 MR. OKRENT: let me look at table 5.1 in the

22 report.

23 5R. KERR: ~4ould you give a page number, please?

24 MR. OKRENT: It is page 50.

25 YR. XERR: Thank you.

bs
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N/ 1 MR. CKRENIs And I will pick items at random, and

2 I must confess that I have not had a chance to look at what

3 is in your latest version of the reg guide, since this is a

4 rather recent report. It is dated May and June, but it has
.

5 only recently come to the committee; I guess, yesterday. I

6 know it was reprod uced earlier.

7 It says RCIC valve positions not specifically in

8 reg guide 1.97; 1PIS valve positions not specif.tcally

9 included in reg guide 1.97. .
.

10 MR. KERR: 'le we re on page 50.

11 MPJ. ~ CKRENT: I am sorry. On Page 50, containment
,

12 sump water temperatures not included in reg guide 1.97. If

13gg you go through this table and go over to tne righthand

O
14 column, you will see various items which have been

15 identified by the authors as not included and presumably

16 which they concluded based on their studies could be usef ul.

17 I am not'trying to endorse the report, but I am

18 trying to understand whether in fact you have looked at this

19 in detail and item by item have reached a decision that

20 either it is already covered or it is not worth including,

21 and if so, why, and so forth.

22 MR HINTZE To answer your question, yes, we

23 looked at the report. Is Mr. Eenaroya here? He is our

24 expert on the list of variables.

25 MR. KERR Mr. Benaroya, come out from behind tha t

n'\ ._-
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V 1 table where you are hiding.

2 I guess he is not here.

3 MR. WENZINGER: We have word he is on the way

4 down. The p'roceeding has gone in advance of the proposed

5 schedule, so there are some persons that are missng for the

6 moment.

7 MR. KERRs We could reserve,that question.

'

8 33. WENZINGER: Then we could proceed with it.

9 MR HINT 2E. Dr. DiSalvo, who was the sponsor of

10 this study, was part of the committee helping to select the

11 variables.

II I am sorry; I cannot answer in detail at this

A 13 poin t.

U
14 MR. CKRENT: Well, in fact, the report raises some

15 specific questions, but it really raises some general

16 questions: whether the approach you have taken, at least in

17 its initial thinking, was sufficiently broad.

18 In other words, is there merit to using the

19 approach taken in this report to see whether there are

20 certain specific pieces of information that can be really

21 quite important to what the operator may be able to do to
f

22 help the situation or to kncv what it going on, and so forth.

,
23 In fact, I would say this report is responsive in

!

24 part to one of the ACRS recommendations made in its safety

25 research report of sbour a year ago where they said they

O
V

!
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1

('' I should look at in detail at the various kinds of accidant--

2 sequences to see what happens.

3 And I think they looked in detail at certain of

4 these and tried to see where the information vould be useful

5 if you had it. I would like to understand whether it is

6 relevant to reg guide 1.97.

7 Well, when Mr. Benaraya -- if and when you are

8 ready to talk about this report in detail, please tell me,

9 and I will ask Sam to find me because I have to go and

10 answer a phone call.

11 MR. KERE: Thank you.

12 Er. Zudans, you had your hand up earlier. Has

13 your question been answered?(g
\-)

14 MR. ZUDANS: That was with respect to table two

15 under guide B on your page 50. Aren't those instrunents

16 already under type A included, like RCS hot log temperature,

17 RCS cold leg temperature.

18 3R. KERR Do you understand the tenperature?

19 MR HINTZE: Yes. As you are probably aware, we did

20 not address type A variables; we looked only at types B and

21 C and we make a statement in the guide that in the process

22 of determining type A, they will undoub tedly cover a lot of

23 the variables wich are already listed.

24 MR. ZUDANS: You are not asking for duplicates?

25 %R HINTZE: A bsolu t ely not, right.

O
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1 MR. KISRs Mr. Lipinski?

2 MR. LIFINSK!: On table one, the second line lists

3 single failure criteria.

4 MR. KERR: You are now referring to table one of

5 what?

6 MR. LIPINSKI: It corresponds to table one in the

7 reg guide as revised.

8 MR HINTIE: It is just a cleaned up version.

9 MR. LIPINSKI Either place is applicable. The

10 second line covers single f ailure criteria. Under

11 categories one and two you say yes, and then for the

12 remainder it is no.

~ 13 It is not clear that each variable has been
k_%)

14 assessed, and in looking at this, I offer the following

15 comments in specifying that a measurement need not meet

16 single f ailure criteria , questions should be asked. Hov

17 immportant is the information?

18 Can I live without it?

19 If I need it, can I make repairs in -an acceptable

20 time limit?

21 If it cannot be repaired, do I have a backup

22 source of inf ormation?

23 In going th ro ugh table two, I have asked myself

24 thse questions, and I have come up with examples where I

25 think you need a single failure criteria.

!
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1 MR. KERR: Incidentally, just for my edification,

2 is the use of the plural here seant to imply that there are

3 several single failure criteria, or is the word meant to be

4 " criterion"?
-

.

5 3R HINTZE It is meant to be criterion.

6 MR. KERE: My own feelig is, if there are several

I thought this was a recognition7 single failure criteria --

8 of that. Okay.

9 MR HINTZE: Thank you for pointihg that out.

10 MR. LIPINSKI: Earlier you said in the case of the

11 category two where you are loking for the safety function,

12 in many cases the safety function cannot be deternined by a

" 13 direct measurement.

14 Therefore, you rely on category four as a backup

15 source.

16 But you do not require single failure criteria to

17 be applied to category fours namely, these measurements

18 could be unavailable.

19 MR HINTZEs Tes, that is true.

20 MR. LIPINSKI: I think there is a shortcoming in

21 looking at table two; the specific items where the single

22 failure is not required.

23 MR HINTZE The shortcoming would be in assignment

24 of category, not in the tacle.

25 MR. LIPINSKI: No, the listing is one thing, but

O
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\# 1 you also have the colunn that gives the category

2 requirement, which is the last column in table two where you

3 have the one and two. The single failure applies, but in

4 any other catego ry, it does not.

5 M3 HINTZE: I guess what I meant what I thought--

6 I was saying is that if you find a parameter that you say

7 should not have to meet the single failure criterion, then

8 it should be category one rather than category three.

9 MR. LIPINSKI. Or.four.

10 MR EINTZE: Or four, yes.

11 MR. LIPINSKI: Eight.

12 MR HINTZE: And -- so the fault is not in table

rm 13 one but in th9 assigning of the category.
.t

14 MR. LIPINSKI: Well, yes. It would be in the

15 fault of table two as to whether you picked category four or

16 category one.

I'7 MR HINTZE: Right.

18 M3. WENZINGES: If you look on table two, page 15

19 as an example, under reactivity control, you will find the

20 principal measurement, neutron flux, which is category one

21 and therefore redundant meeting, the single failure

22 criterion, and yet there are alternate means which are

23 provided by more than one mechanism to provide the backup.

24 So although type five is in fact, as you pointed

25 out correctly, not redundant, there is more than one

b)%
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/ 1 different type of measurement to provide an indication of

2 the reactivity status of the reactor.

3 And that is also true for core cooling which you

4 will find at the bottom of the page.

5 There are a number of measurements provided for

6 core cooling. There are a number of measurements providing

7 reactor coolant system in teg rity which is on the next page

8 and also for containment integrity which is at the bottom of

9 the page.

10 for type C, that is generally true as well. for

11 example, under reactor coolant pressure boundary, there is

12 th e high range area radiation monitor and then twc backups

13 of different measurements that are provided. So as a

14 general rule --

- 15 MR. LIPINSKI Let's go to the next one,

16 containment.

1:7 MR. WENZINGER: Okay.

18 HR. LIPINSKI That is category four.

19 MR. WENZINGER: OKay. The principle here is

20 looking at types which are variables which indicate a b reach

21 or potential breach for the containment, and those are

22 individual, single measurements, as you have poin ted out.;

|

; 23 MR. LIPINSKI Yes, but you do not require a

24 single failure requirement on the containment, noble gases

t

25 exposure rate, and --

/~
I ()}
l

1 -
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1 MR HINTZE The reason for that is we did not list

2 the parameters twice or variables twice. Okay. So that the

3 one of the earlier ones, it would also be the--

4 containment --

5 MR. WENZINGER If you go back to page 16, for

6 example, maintaining containment integrity; it is a safety

7 function as well as a measurement of a variable; in the

8 case of the breach of one of the barriers -- namely,

9 containment.

10 So if you look at thebottm of page 15 -- the

11 bottom of page 17 -- together those provide you with the

12 information concerning containment integrity.

13 MB. LIPINSKI: But the radioactivity is a single

14 - measu ro.nent, and if it fails, I do not have any indication

15 of what that radioactivity is for noble gas or exposure rate

16 within containment.

17 It is a piece of information in its own right. I

18 may know I have an in tact containment, but I don 't know
,

19 what I have in the conttainment.

20 MR. WENZINGER: Have you pr'epared a list of those
.

21 items which you consider necessary to meet the single

ZZ f ailure criteria ?

23 MR. LIPINSKI Well, page 18, secondary system. I

24 don't know if ycu want to go through this list at this time

25 in d e t ail .

)
%./

.
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(~Ts/ 1 My question is whether somebody had systematically I

!

2 gone through these individual ones, examined the category

3 and asked themselves these questions that I quoted earlier.

4 5R. KERR4 I think the answer to that is no. Or

5 is the answer yes?

6 MR HINTZE: I don' t want to say know until I knov

7 what I an saying.

8 ER. LIPINSKI4 Let me repeat the questions that I

9 used as criteria.

10 In specifying tha t the measurement need not meet

11 the single failure criteria, the questions shoultd be asked:

12 How important is the information?

13 Can I live without it?

O
14 If I need it, can I make repairs in an acceptable

15 time limit? I cannot get into the containment. I don't

16 have access.

17 If it cannot be repaired, do I have backup -- a

18 backup source of information?

19 If, as you point out, you have other ways to make

20 a judgment, that is fine. But if I look at a single pint

21 measurement where ! cannot get access to it, how important

22 is i t ? Can I live without it?

23 MR HINIZEs Containment reactivity is a single

24 failure criterion. It is on page 17 under reactor coolant

25 pressure boundary; an indicaton of the breach of the

O
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f%*O 1 boundary is the radioactivity in containment.

2 It is a category two, which is single failure.

3 MR. KERRs You are responding to a different

4 question. His question was whether somebody had

5 systematically gone through and asked these questions. My

6 response was, no. You said you wanted to hear the questions

7 again.

8 MR HINTZEs The answer iss yes, we have, and if

9 ve had Renaroya here --

10 MR. KERRs They have gone through and asked

11 exactly those questions that you asked and have answered yes

12 to all of them.

13 MR. WENZINGER. I would like to correct that aS
sJ

14 li.ttle bit. I don't know the questions we asked were

15 precisely those that Dr. Lipinski asked, but they were very

16 similar, and the als was certainly the same.

I'7 MR. LIPINSKIs Okay.

18 MR. WENZINGER: That was zy reason for asking you

19 whether or not --
'

20 MR. KERRs You are willing to make available to

21 this group your list of questions you have so that they can

Z2 double check and make sure that they have taken into account

23 your concerns?

24 MR. LIPINSKIs Right. It may be that I have not

25 gone back through the list like they have to poin t out this

O
V
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LO 50\J 1 overlap. *

2 I may have gone through it once and not realired

3 that there was an overlap and concluded that I really needed

4 this measurement. Y0u may say, look over here, and you have

5 got it.

6 MR. WENZINGER: We had a version of this guide

7 that did include in fact all the overlap, and I think all of

8 those of us who reviewed it found it extremely confusing to

9 find the instruments listed more than once.

10 In fact, we feel it would have implied incorrectly

11 that perhaps four instead of two instruments might have been

12 required in order to avoid any confusion in that regard.

13 We only listed them once.

14 MR. LIPINSKIt That takes care of my concern.

15 MR. KE32: Thank you.

16 Mr. Moeller?

17 MR. MOELLER: In terms of the type E instruments,

t

|
18 I was curious whether they would be seismically qualified

|

| 19 and wqhat your thinking was on them.
1

l

|
20 MR HINTZEs These are the, radiation monitors?

l

i 21 Could we ask Phil Stoddart to respond to tha t?

ZZ MB. STODDART: The only monitor that is required

23 to be seismically qualified is the high range in-containment

24 monitor. All the other monitors being 'utside are not fullyo

25 seimically qualified. There is a requiremen c that they be

O
V

| '

|
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A
U 1 mounted in a manner equivalent to the seismic requirements

2 for the buildings, but in most cases these are not the full

3 seismic one category.

4 MR. MOElLER: And what was your thinking on that

5 if you had a seismic event which in turn caused a serious

6 accident in the plant and simultaneously destroyed your

7 monitors that are telling you how much radioactive material

8 is escapig into the environment?

9 You felt you could go repair them in time or what

10 is the philosophy? -

11 MR STODDART: The basic philosophy on that, for

12 example, if a monitor is servicing a stack and tha t stack is

gs 13 subjected to the seismic event, the probability of that
d

14 stack no longer standing -- in general, the equipment is
i

15 very good, and a lot of the equipment has in fact been

16 seismically qualified.

17 It is just not a requirement. 'Je do feel that th e

18 instrumentation is as qualified as the buildings or

19 facilities they service.

20 MR. MOELLER: ' dell, in a sense, is this another

21 example, maybe, where the rules are not quite u to the level

|
22 o the practice?

23 "MR. SCTDDARTs That might be. However, we did

24 plan to revise the existing rules on seismic qualification.

3 Perhaps M r. Wenringer might address that.

ORJ
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O
\- 1 MR. KERRs Mr. Wenzinger, do you know what it was

2 you might address?

3 MR. WENZINGERs No.

4 MR. KERR I'm not sure I know either.

5 Would you tell Mr. Wenzinger what it is you want

6 him to address?

7 MR. STODDARTs We were discussing the seismic

8 qualification of instrumentation, and I pointed out that we

9 had not attempted to change the existing definitions for the

10 seismic qualifications.

11 MR. KERR Of type E instruments, I think; isn't

12 that the qualification?

13 MR. MOELLERs Yes.

14 MR. WENZINGER: I guess I have to ask first the

15 ques tion s which radiation monitors are you referring to,

16 those within the plant or those that might be surrounding

I'7 the plant..

18 MR. STODDART: The only instrument fully
,

19 seismically qualified is the in-containment radiation

20 sonitor. All of these others are not required to be
,

l 21 seismically qualified, although many of the manufacturers
!

22 have been doinc this.

23 MR . WENZINGER s I presume the question was

, 44 directed at those that are outside of the buildings and in
l

25 the general area of the plant providinq for monitoring of

:
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1 what might be released from the plant.

2 MR. MOELLER: Yes.

3 MR. WENZIN G ER : Okay. First of all, there are

4 rather a large number of those devices. I guess you could

5 argue that perhaps all of them would be caused to fail due

6 to a seismic event. But they are also physically accessible

7 as well.

8 It is not as thouch they are buttoned up in the

9 containment. They can be reached. There should be no

10 reason why they could not be repaired or replaced or perhaps

11 a portable instrument substituted for the ones th a t are

12 fixed .

13 MR. MOELLER: The previous commenter said that

14 some of them were seismically qualified. Do you know which

15 these are ?

16 MR. '4EN ZI N G ER : I would ask Phil to answer that.

17 MR. STODDART: A couple of the instrumentation

13 vendors have been at the request of certain utilities --

19 have been fully seismically qualifying th eir

20 instrumentation,more on a custon basis. However, they are

| 21 using the same design f or sales to other utilities' plants.
|

22 These are not sold as seismically qualified

23 equipment, but essentially identical equipment has been

24 seismically qualified.

25 MR. MOELLERs It seems to me in listening to the

|
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O 1 discussion, you do have on high range monitor inside th e

2 containment that must be seismically qualified. I would

3 just like -- the reason I raise the question -- had you

4 therefore likewise given consideration to all the monitors

5 outside of containment and not decided tha t at least one of

6 those might have been seismically qualified?

7 MR. WENZINGER: Not as a recomendation in the

8 quide; that is correct.

9 MR. MOELLER: Okay. Now, in the guide, which

10 refers back to ANS 4.5, it says that th e airsam pling and

11 monitoring equipment -- it says the equipment is covered by
.

12 IEEE 497, and yet that is what is said in ANS 4.5. And yet

13 in ANS 4.5, they do not include type E instruments.
{

14 So, are type E instruments covered by IEEE 497 or

15 are they not?

16 MR HINTZE: 497 is under development as of right

l'7 now and has not been completed. They will address, as I

18 understand it, only the instruments that ANS 4.5 addresses.

19 MR . MOELLER: Right. And they do not address a

20 type E instrument.

( 21 So who addresses type E instruments?

22 MR. W ENZING ER : We do, sir.

D MR HINTZE: They are addressed in th e g uid e .

24 MR. MOELLER: And you have the electrical

25 requirements and comparable requirements as covered in IEEE

Ov
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1~a97? You have those in reg guide 1.97?~

2 MR HINTZEs They are essentially in positions of

3 five and eight, I believe, of the guide, and table one.

4 MR. MOELLE3s You do state in reg guide 1.97 that'

5 the -- essentially the type E instruments are covered by

6 ANSI N 13.1, which helps you to some degree, not necessarily

7 in terms of electrical components, but in terms of design

8 and installation, and so forth.

9 But you say you recognize that IEEE 497 does not

10 apply to ttype E and you have taken care of that.

11 MR HINTZEs We have not recognized it at all as

12 being n existence right now. We have included all of the

13 requirements that it will contain, as we understand it in

14 1.97, in position eight and in table one.

15 MR. MOELLER: Okay. In the guide itself, at the
I

16 top of page 10, in terms of monitoring using type E

1'7 instruments, you list an item three, and you are telling us

18 a t this point in the guide that these, I gather, are places

19 that would be monitored.

20 You have the planned paths for effluent release

i

1 21 and then two and then three is onsite locations where
22 unplanned releases of radioactive material vill be detected.

23 I wondered if you could elaborate on th a t path or

24 place of monitoring. Page 10, ites three at the top.

25 MR HINTZE. Well, those again are the site

i

;
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( 1 dependent monitors that we talked about, the 15 to 20 or 16N -

2 to 20 that we indicated in the footnote ref erencing those

3 monitored va riables.

4 It is pretty difficult to tell them where to put

5 then, that they will pick up any plant releases, but that

6 note in intended to cover that point.

7 MR. KERRs What is the intent of this array, to

8 just pick up --

9 MR. MOELLER4 Where unplanned relaises will be

10 de tected --

'

11 MR HINTZEs Releases that come from breaches in

12 the containment through either a valve being left open or a

13 door beinq left open.

14 MR. KERR4 Is the idea that ene will use enough

15 detectors so that no natter where a release occurs, it will

16 he detected?

I'7 MR HINTZE: The idea is to be sure that we know

18 what is going out. If it goes out the stack, we can get

19 that pretty easily. but if it does not go out the stack,

20 admittedly this is a very hazy area as to how that can be

21 done.

ZZ Phil, did you want to elaborate on that for us?

23 MR. STODDART: There are several layers of

24 detection for releases. You start out with the radiation

25 levels inside the reactor buildings, which would indicate

t -_-

,
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1 releases of noble gases within the buildings.

2 You supplement t hat with effluent monitors which

3 detect and measure the releses going out through the plant

4 ventilation exhaust points; then to pick up that and any

5 other releares that could occur by an unplanned release

6 path; such as to say the side of a buiding could go out.

7 We are asking for a ring of 16 to 20 very sensitive monitors

8 surrounding the site which vould pick up unplanned releases

9 as well as te releases which go out through the

10 pred etermined paths.

11 ER . MOELLER: I think that helps ne. Those are

12 just then generally placed to try to catch anything that the

/5 13 others have missed.
N.]

14 While ve are on page 10, this is a minor point,

15 but it is the type that troubles me when I try to read it.

16 At the bottom of page.10, I have ites eight and

17 then I have an A and a 3 and then at the top of page 11 I go

i 18 back to A.

19 I did not understand your breakdowns. You have

20 eight A, eight 3, and then eight A, eight 3, eight C and

21 then eight C again.

ZZ All I am saying is there are three items at the

23 top of page 11; for me, they might better have been

24 numbered.
~

25 3R. KERR I think 11 must have come from some

b)
N_/
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o)(_ 1 other reg guide and gotten in here inadvertently.

2 MR. MOELLER: I think A, B, and C at th e to p of

3 page 11 might have been 1, 2, and 3 in parentheses.

4 MR HINTZE Dr. Kerr is absolutely right. That

5 is my error. I copied it from the old reg guide, and we

6 vill straight.en that out.

7 MR. WENZINGERs We willmake them one, two, and

8 three.

9 MR. MOELLER: Okay. One things this morning in

10 the handout you gave us, you said you had deleted the

11 requirement to know the flow rate through the charcoal delay

12 bed in a SWR.

13 Is that correct?,g

("!
14 MR HINTZE: That is correct.

15 MR. MOELLERs I could not find that you recorded a

16 temperature in the offgas system.

17 MR. STCDDARTs In the accident condition, that

18 flow path is automatically blocked by a signal f rom the

19 existing radiation monitor in that potential release path.

20 In the event of an accident, there vould be zero

21 flow through that system.

22 MR. MOElLER: What is you had a problem, though,

23 in the offgas system?

24 Say I have an accident in it or a fire, for

25 example, do I understand, then, that I do not know the

Ov
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('
\ 1 tespera ture in the off;a s bed?

9 w;. e . m. S. S. a* g a .y c . .w.e a.. . . . . . . . . a a .c.4.. 4
,

.s*4. s1* .... . ....... ..

3 te=;eratures, pressures, radiatien level in these beds.

4 McVever, it is not specifically identified as accident
.

5 instrumentation.

6 ME. MOELLER: Okay, that helps se; se tha* th e

7 instruments are there, but they are not covered by T.97.
.

. o. . r. . : 3 2. .v. . .v e .3._ , ~. w..s ., .. ve 3. e s.43., _4 _. . s. .8 w
.. .. . .. .. .

3 vicinity of pa;e 10, can ! interject a questica? Cn page 10

10 under ty;e I instruments, number fcur talks abcut additional

11 variables for defense in depth.
.

12 ~4 h. a . .' s *. .*. e s .' . .. .' ' .' c.= m o e .# . .*. e v a . .' = ' .' = .# c =. . . . .

13 defensein de;th?
f-

(
ta EE HINT I As you actice, in cate; cries 3 and C,

15 ve list se:e key variables and then we list scne other

16 variables that perfern the same function er ;ive 70u similar

17 infersation but are listed with a lower cate; cry of

18 requirements fc thes.

19 For instance, en reactivity centrcl, the key

20 variable there vculd be neutren flux. Cne can infer

21 reactivity contrciled by cont:ci =cd position and content of

o.n.u.c.4c an.sa. a.,.4.g : , . .d ... . .. . - ...

23 NE. KEEE: '4 hen you sa y def ense in dep th , 700 are

24 sayin; diversity?

.- ...y=... p .s .I ._ . 4 . , s .K . 4.e.... 4 .w
. ... .a..: - -v a...-... a.3 .

[ w,
,

|
,
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1 MR. KERRs Okay.w

2 MR. MCRRISON: We would be glad to take out --

3 MR. KERR: I did not know what you mean t.

4 MR. MORRISON: We will be more explicit.

5 MR. KERR: Excuse me.

6 Go ahead, please.

7 MR. MOELLER: Okay. I am nearing the end. The de w

8 point tencerature on page 22, for example -- I don't I am--

9 not knowledgeable about this, but is -60 degrees fahrenheit

10 is that typical?--

11 MR. KERR: This is also supposed to cover reacto. s

12 in the artic.

13 (Laughter)

O
11 After all, one has to look ahead.

15 MR. MOELLER: I understood, you know, 120 degrees

16 as the upper limit. That sort of made sense to me, but I

17 did not understand the -60 cegree f ah renheit lower limit

18 requirement.

19 MR HINTZE: If you look on pages 5 and 7 of the

20 handout --

21 MR. MOEllER: Yes, sir.
i

|

Z! MR HINT *Es -- that unfortunately or fortunately

23 has been deleted from the list of variables. So we no

24 longer 4111 require dew point te m pe ra tu re .

25 MR. KERR: '4h a t a shame.

O
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1 (Laughter)

2 ME. MOELLER: You have deleted it, so I don't need

3 to know whether it was right.

4 (Laughter)

5 I guess my last question right at the moment would

6 be that you have given the tables two and three and then the

7 tables two A and three A and one is for future plants. The

8 two and three are for future plants. Two A and three A are

9 for existing plants or ones to be completed by a certain

10 date. '

11 What are the basic differences in the two tables?

12 In a nutshell, can ,you tell me what it is you are requiring

- 13 -- not requiring on existing plants that you are requiring

a
14 on the new ones?

15 MR HINTZEs The differences are to take into

16 consideration the differences in plant design. The earlier

17 boilers, for instance , have the Torus. The later designs

'

i 18 have a coolant, so you would not require the same
|

19 seasurements.

20 So basically it is to --

21 MR. 30ELLEas It is for the changes in design
,

i
! 22 rather than lesser or more requirements.

23 MR HINOZEs No change in requirements.

24 MR. McELLER: No change in requirements. Thank

25 you.

.

!

l

I
,
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1 MR. KERE: That brings up an interesting question

2 since this is a regulatory guide. I get the impression as I

3 read this and as I listen to the discussion that this really

4 is a rule in effect and that it is not a regulatory guide

5 anymore.

6 MR. MORRISON: It is a regulatory guide.

7 MR. KF.RR : Okay. 'de can continue playing this

8 game, I suppose.

9 MR. CATTON: Are all reg guides enforced?

10 MR. MORRISON: No.

11 MR. KERRs No regulatery guide--

12 MR. MORRISON: They are not requirements. Ther

13 staf f will listen to alternates to acconplish the same thing

O 14 in different ways.

15 MR. KERE: Don't you know the gospel according to

16 the "St. Nuclear Regulatory Commission." Regulatory guides

17 are only guides.

18 MR. MORRISONs I would be glad to cite specific

<

19 examples to where alternatives to what is in the regulatory

20 guides have been accepted.

21 MR. KIRR Mr. Zudans?

22 MR. ZUDANS: I have a question pertaining to type

23 3 instruments. Is there any way of monitoring reactor

24 coolant inventory and if so, what do you use for that?

25 1R HINTZI: The reactor coolant inven to ry --

)

..
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n' MR. ZUDANS: That is right.% '

2 MR HINTZE I think Mr. Eenaroya will probably

3 vant to answer that, but with the additions we have, let j

4 them flow in and let th em flow out --

5 MR. ZUDANS: Those are in category D.

6 MR HINTZE: You mean in 3?

7 MR. ZUDANS: I am talking about D.

'

8 MR HI3T2E. I am sorry.

9 MR. ZUDANS: I consider reactor coolant inventory
L

10 one of your more significant primary reactor safety

11 systems.

12 MR. KERR: Zenon, what do you mean by inventory?

13 Do you mean water level or total volume of coolant available?
(w),

\-
1<4 MR. ZUDANS: Total volume of coolant in the

15 system: what coes in and what goes out. There has to be a
.

16 continuous balance.

17 MR. BENAROYA For a boiler I don't think you can

18 do it.
,

19 MR. ZUDANS: I am talking about a BWB.
i

,

l

| 20 MR. KERR: What is the information, the basic

21 information you want, where the water level is or do you

22 wa nt to know more than that?
,

|
[ 23 MR. ZUDANS: I am not interested in water level
,

l
l 24 alone because it is not conclusive, and it does not tell me

25 ho w nuch water there is in the system. Temperature does not

C)
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k_) 1 tell me that.

2 MR..KERRs I want to know the question you want

3 answered: whether wa ter is on the f uel?

well, it could be a4 MR. ZUDANS: My --

5 consequence of my previous question, but the basic question

6 is how much reactor coolant is in the reactor coolant system?

7 MR. KERR: In the system or in the vessel or both?

8 MR. ZUDANS: In the system , in the entire system

9 because the system is assumed to be an expandable. If you

10 have it, it is there.

11 MR. BENAROYA The only way that we have now is on

12 the category three in type D, and tha t is where the letdown

13 flow is.
OV 14 MR. ZUDANS: That is why I brought up type D as

15 probably not being adequately qualified, as Dr. lipinski

16 also mentioned.

I'7 MR. BENAROYA: Let me add here -- I am sorry I am

18 late -- that post accident monitoring does not include

19 accident mitigation instrumentation. That is in a different

20 category. And if the requirements for accident mitigation

21 are higher, which they usually are, the ICCS system, then

22 you go by the qualification of those instruments. And this

23 is quite clear.

24 MR. KERR: Are you vorried ahout the categories?

25 MR. ZUDANS: Or whether the information is

Ow-

*
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N/ 1 available. There are two *.spects ; one is the category I

2 vondered about before.

3 The other thing is: I vculd like to know where

4 the reactor coolant inventory is a t any given tine because

5 it is the most significant piece of infernation.

6 53. KEEE: So your question could be put: does

7 the reg guide :ake reactor ecclant infor:atica -- inventory

8 infersation available with sufficient reliability ?

9 MR. ZU0ANS: That is the question. Thank you fc

10 the translation.

11 M3. KIER: But Mr. Sena:cya was not listening, sc

12 he =issed that ges of wisden.

13 Next tine, maybe.rs
\v]

14 53. SENA30TA: 5:. Z dans, again, the main thing

15 is this, for the ECCS syste=s and accident sitigation

16 inst ru=enta tion , tha t would fall in a different category,

l'7 and they would have higher requirements if they are

18 necessary to riti; ate an accident f cs the ;cint Of view of

19 accident :enitoring, and tha t is all we are talkin; about in

'
20 this guide.

i

21 And all we are saying is we need a verification

22 that this has happened.

23 M3. ZU0A35: Are yce telling me that the same

24 instuments essentially might show u; under ty;e A?
,

25 M3. BINASCYA Nc, it sight he under accident

%i
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1 mitigation or emergency systems.

2 MR. KERR Mr. Eenaroya, rather than

3 hypothesizing, can we deterine whether one has a way of

4 knowing rather unambiguously and reliably what the coolant

5 inventory is in, let's say, a PWR.

6 Is there some -- in whatever category -- does one

7 have that information readily available?

8 MR. BENAROYA: Yes, we do.

9 MR. ZUDANS: How?

10 MR. BENAROYA: With the 1ctdown flow in and the

11 letdown flow out and the level in the pressurizer.

12 MR. ZUDANS: And the level in the quench tank?

13 MR. BINAROYAs Right.

O 14 MR. ZU1ANS: And level in the containment sump

15 and what else ? Who integrates all these things and reports

16 to the operator the status of the system?

1'7 The reg guide is supposed to address plant

18 variables and status of plant systems.

19 MR. BENAROYAs Correct.

20 MR. ZUDANS: That is a plant variable as I

21 understand. A single reading will tell you that. The

22 status of plant systems right now we count half a dozen

23 readings that you need and lots of logic to decide --

24 MR. BENAROYA: Tha t is true. In a lot of cases

25 what we are never -- we do not say that 1.97 is a computer

O
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\> 1 that is going to diagnose whatever accident you have.

2 MR. ZUDANS4 But the objective is that of a

'
3 computer; you want to define what the systems are and you

4 do not address that, how it is done afterwards.
.

5 What is the point in specifying all those

6 instruments, that you don't have a mechanired device or

7 automated device that will sun up the readings and tell you

8 what the system status is.

9 12. BENAROYAs 1.97's objective was not that;

10 naybe we should have some other kind of an objective to do

11 that.

12 MR. KERRs Who does have this objective, Mr.

13 Senaroya or what regulatory guide or what --

14 MR. BENAH0YA: I think we have to establish the

15 philosophy that everything that is necessary for safety is

16 not in guides or regulations. It is engineering. I think

17 les can answer the question that you want.

18 YR. BELTRACCHI4 I think the thrust of your

19 question is really one towards diagnostics. And it is a

20 questions of being able to measure th e total mass inventory,

21 and there is obviously no way of doing that.

22 However, there is technology th a t can be brought

23 to bear to address that issue, and you alluded to the fact

24 -- the measured, the unmeasu red -- there are ways that you

25 can model to synthesire the measurement. '

'

%J

-
I
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( 3 Okay?

2 That technology -- I hve seen proposals on the

3 very issues that you measure by synthesis the coolant mass.

4 However, I have not seen anything in the form of a firm

5 product.

6 Therefore, I would still put this in the area of a

7 category of reseatrh type issue that could be developed for

8 diagnostics. The technology is here to do it. It just has

9 not been utilized.

10 MR. ZUDANS. Then the reg guide should be limited

11 to variables and not to the status of systems.

12 MR. KERR It is interesting since we are

13 discussing philosophy; it seems to me that this guide

14 originally had a title something like " Instrumentation to'

15 Follow the Course of a Serious Accident."

16 My original understanding of instrumentation was

17 no t sensors, but rather a system which would permit one to

18 make measurements and from those measurements derive some

19 inf orma tion. .
|

,

20 The current version seems to put emphasis on

21 sensors. Mr. Senaroya, for example, tells me that the

it is something that will22 integration of this information --

23 provide information -- it is somewhere else and not in this

24 regulatory guiGJ.

25 It seems to me that if one ic really going to try

J
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1 to g e t information to follow th e course of anything, one
i

2 needs more than sensors. I an saying the obvious, and I

3 apologire and indeed unless one has some logic developed, it

4 is difficult for me to see how one knows what variables are

5 appropriate. And I recognire that one cannot solve all the

6 problems in one regulatory guide, but it seems to me a

7 synthesis of some sort is fairly necessary before one

8 decides on the variables and the sensors associated with

9 that logic.

10 13. BELTRACCHI: I guess I have to agree with such

11 of your approach, but what you are saying is: if it is an

12 online -- if it is used for diagnostics -- if you can get it

13 online in real time, then I think there has to be some

14 development work done in that area.

15 ME. KERE: What I as saying is if the ultimate

16 objective is to help someone follow the course of, let's

17 say, an accident, he needs inf ormation which he can

18 understand and which is usef ul; it seems to me that is

19 where you start.

20 And then you ask yourself what sort of informa tion

21 and what sort of information is one going to need, and from

3 that you then go to , well, I need tenperature, pressure,

23 derivative of temperature, or whatever.

24 But you do not start essentially by sayings what

25 do I measure. That vold be one approach. I can me Are
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J 1 temperature. I can measure pressure. I can measure flux,I

2 and so I ought to measure them because somebody may need

3 th e m .

4 I mean, in a sense you have to do some of both.

5 Obviously, you cannot get information that you cannot

6 measure. But the impression I get in 1.97 is that there has

7 been a lot of emphasis on sensors and variables, but that

8 perhaps there has not been asmuch emphasis on information

9 and it seems to me that that is fairly important if it is

10 going to be useful.

11 MR. MINNESS: I am Warren Minners, Division of

12 Safety Technology.

13 I don't think I am going to answer your question

O 14 completely, Dr. Kerr, but the staff is working on a document

15 which is now NUREG-0696, which gives some functional

16 criteria for the technical support center and the emergency

17 o p er ation s f a cility , which are conceived to contain the

18 information displays which would be produced by the
.

19 instruments which are specified in reg guide 1.97 plus any

20 other instruments which the licensee believes is necessary

21 to monitor accident situations and mitigate accident

22 situations.

23 So people are thinking about how to use this

24 informationin integrated systems so that accidents can be

25 not only monitored but also controlled.

O
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'' 1 MR. KERR4 Thank you.

2 Are there other questions?

3 MR. CATTON: I would like to pursue this inventory

4 business a bit more. If you cannot figure out what the

5 inventory is, you cannot --

6 MR. SENAROYAs I did not say that.

7 MR. ZUDANS: You need three weeks and four slide

8 rules.

9 MR. BENAROYAa I disagree with th a t , too. If you

10 can add, you can do it.

11 MR. KERRa I'm sorry. What?

12 MR. SENAROYA: Add. Simple addition. Subtraction

13 sometimes, saybe. Simple mathematics.

14 MR. KERRa That lets me off because I cannot add.

15 MR. SENAROYA: Sorry, professor.

16 MR. CATTON: Maybe I ought to start over again.

I'7 Are you going to measure core water level? Is

18 th a t a requirement?

I 19 MR. S EN A'. C Y A : It is.

20 MR. CATTON: Then I -- to me, that is the heart of

21 the matter.

22 MR. SENARCYA I have to qualify the question.

Zi For boilers -- we have it for pressurirers. It is a

24 requirement that 1. ;9 der development, and when it is

25 developed f ully --

O
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% 1 MR. CATTON: Repeat that.

2 MR. RENA30!A: For boilers it is in; for

3 pressurirers it is under development.

4 MR. ZUDANS: For PWRs.

5 MR. RENAR0YA For pressurirers it is under

6 development, and it is a requirement that will have to Je
J

7 installed eventually.

8 It is not now developed yet.

9 MR. CATTON: Why can't they use a level sensor

10 from a ?WR in a PWR?
.

11 MR. KERR: Mr. Catton, I am sure we both could

12 design better sensors than now exist, but let's --
.

13 MR. RENAR0!A: Let me say it does not work verynv 14 vell right now.

15 MR. KERR: Mr. Moeller?

16 MR. OELLER: I am not sure there is a direct tie

17 here, but I do have a question: I understand one of the

18 proposals for the rentrol of hydrogen in containment after

79 an accident is various types of spark --

20 MR. KIR2: Igniters they are called.

21 MR. dOELLER: -- that burn the hydecqen. Is there

22 any possibility and have you looked at any possibility of

23 any interaction of these igniters and instrunentation, any

24 impact on the instrunectation in containment?

25 MR. KERR: Is that a reg gu id e 1.97 question or |
|

(
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\ 1 just a good question?

2 MR. MOELLER: No, it is 1.97.

3 MR. BENA30YA: Dr. Moeller, the only thing that we

4 have in there is to measure the concentration of hydrogen.

5 You should take th e tempera ture and pressure calculated

6 from LOCA type accidents, not from an explosion, if that is

7 what you have in mind.

8 MR. KERE: I translate the answer to mean "no."

9 MR HINTZE Are you talking about the environment

10 that would be caused by burning the hudrogen and therefore

'
11 affect instrumentation?

12 MB. MOELLER: Yes and any byproducts or side

13 effects.p)
R.

14 MR HINTZE: That is not specifically mentioned.

15 It could come under the definition of the environment that

16 an instrument must be qualified for. Now th e radia tion , th e

17 temperature, and all that, that is one which would have to

18 be added to the list.

19 MR. BENAROYA: I have to disagree with Dr. Ker:

20 because if the -- the answer is yes if you are saying

21 burning. The answer is no if you say exp lo s io n .

22 MR. MOELLER: And I gather these igniters are

23 designed to burn the hydrogen.

24 MR. BENARGYA That is the general idea.

25 MR. KERE: They are designed to ignite it.
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1 MR. MCELLER: To ignite it. I

2 (Laughter)

3 MR. KERR If one had an explosive mixture, then

4 1:n ey would explode it, I guess. But they are like

5 computers; they are sort of dumb.

6 (Laughter)

7 ER. MOELLER: I have a couple of othat minor

8 things. Cn page 3, the middle of the page, the paragraph

9 that begins just below the middle , you have an example of

10 serious events that could threaten the safety of conditions,

11 degrade beyond -- those assumed are LCCAs, overp ressure

12 transients, anticipated -- the ATWS, reactivity ex cu rsions ,

13 and releases of rad materials, radioactive materials.s,

1-4 I do not und.?rstand the last one. The first do'

15 appear to me to be events and types of accidents.

16 Did you mean just the accompanying releases of

17 these materials?

18 MR HINTZE4 That is probably a better way of

19 looking at it, yes, sir.

20 MR. MOELLER: On page 4, just below the middle of

21 the page, the second word from the left, you talk abort the

22 blind operator.

in order that the operstar23 Do you find that --

24 vill not be blind as to th e pressure inside of containment,

'

25 I assume you mean unava e of the pressure.

O
e
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O\_- 1 MR HINTZE: Yes.

2 MR. MOELLER: At the bottom of page four,the last

3 paragraph, about the fourth line, you have there that it is

4 prudent to select the required accident monitoring

5 information from the normal power plant instrumentation to

6 enable the operator to use during accident conditions

7 instruments with which he is most familiar.

8 Are you actually doing th a t ?

9 MR HINTZE That statement existed before we had a

10 list of instruments.

11 MR. RENA30YA This is guidance to the designer.

12 ER. MOELLER: '4111 th a t stay in the reg guide? Do

13 you plan to keep th a t in it?

O
14 ER HINTZEs I think it is all right since we do

15 not really define everything that is needed by the guide,

16 particularly type A. I think it is appropriate.

I'7 MR. MOELLER: Let's see. I had one or two others
.

18 if I can find them. I guess page 3, maybe, where they are

19 -- 7 ell, no, I have already covered thoce.

20 Just a monent.

21 'de were talking earlier aJo ut the gospel according

22 to NRC, and I found -- oh, yes, an page 7, if you come down

23 th re e , six, nine, 12, 15 lines -- it is three lines up from

24 the end of that first longest paragraph at the top of page 7.

25 Those verses that you are singing should bc

O
.
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1 v-e-r-s-u-s.

2 six lines up above that, there is a word -- the

3 line ends with the word "limita" and I presume that was just

4 a typo. Are you with me? The one where it just says

5 "l-1-m-i-t-a." I assume it is limita tion.

6 Thank you.

7 MH. KRRR Mr. Ra'?

*
8 MR. RAY: '4hile we are dealing with trivia --

9 (laughter)
'

10 I wonder, this question of core coolant level

11 indication that is covered at the bottom of page 2,

12 indicating it is beyond the capability of present

13 technology, and it is to be developed.
ba

14 At the top of page 3, continuing that discourse,

15 you say it is imortant that this capability be developed

la within a reasonable time.

l'7 I assume nov ve will all walk away from this guide

18 and say that has been covered and now we are going to get a

19 core level indicator sometime.

20 In other words, it is going to go in that long

; 21 list on the shelf of generic items to be developed.
l

22 MR. KERR Jerry, you are familiar with reg guide

23 protocol. This is in the discussion, and therefore this is

24 not an NRC position. It is just a discussion.

25 MR. RAY: Let me ;enerallre the question: what

O

i
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'- 1 pressure exists on th e development of this device such that

2 the industry will move on it and not just shrug it off?

3 MR. BENAROYA It is in the TM Action Plan.

4 MR. RAY: I see.

5 MR. BINAROYA Item 2F2.
-

6 MR. RAY: Thank you.

7 On page 11, item 93, it reads, "Wh enever means for

8 bypassing channels are included in the design, the design

9 should f acilitate administrative control of the access to

10 such bypass means."

11 I would just like a little amplification of the

~

12 concept behind that. Does this mean that the access would

13 he means through the medium of a locked compartment or a

14 locked cell or would the bypass be implemented by a switch

15 which could be locked in position?

16 7 hat is your concept as to how that mi;ht be

17 accomplishef?

18 MR HINTZE Do you have that?

19 MR. WENZINGER: First of all, this is -- Al might

20 correct me if I'm wrong -- a direct quote out of IEEE 279,

21 which has been in the rules, I think, since 1972 or 1973 or

22 some thing like that.

23 A general understanding of what that means, I

24 think, goes across the gamut of the examples that you gave.

25 MR. RAY: It is that kind of thing.

n
\_/
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\ 1 MR. WENZINGER: It is a general requirement, and

2 it does depend on the specific situation involved where the

3 equipment is located behind a locked doce, in a locked

4 cabinet, and sometimes the controls are in fact purely

5 administrative.

S MR. LIPINSKI On that same subject, there is reg

7 quide 1.u7 that deals with the bypassing. In the earlier

8 discussion on the effectiveness of the reg guide, that still

9 leaves me puzzled because ! reviewed a system at a reactor

10 vendor that was not built to rec guide 1.47 and the comment

11 from the vendor was that this guide has not been

12 im plemented, and therefore th ey were not obligated to use

13 the precepts in reg guide 1.47.

i

14 .Y R . WENZINGER: I would be glad to comment on

15 that, Dr. Lipinski. As I think Mr. Morrison mentioned

16 before, these regulatory guides, regardless of what might be

1 17 said with regard to the gospel, are in fact no requirements.

18 If is acceptable for an applicant to propose an

19 alternate means and if the staff in reviewing this

20 application feels that those alternate means are acceptable,

; 21 those alternate means can be used.
|

22 And that may have been a plant where you were

23 which proposed alternate means and had not in fact obliged
i

1 24 themselves with their own selection to use reg guide 1.47

25 and make it a condition of their license.

_

..
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1 MR. LIPINSKI: Reg guide 1.47 is really specific-

2 in making it electronic rather than administrative. In this

3 particular case it was relying on administrative controls.

4 MR. WENZINGER: 1. 47 a lso allows f or

5 administrative controls for events that will not occur more

6 than once a year.
.

7 MR. LIPINSKI: This was for monthly testing.

8 MR. WINZINGEBa 1.47 was not being applied, but it

9 ma2 ' ave been found acceptable, depending on the particular

10 proposal that vendor had. And it is also possible that he

11 was proceeding with his design on an assumption which may
.

12 have been found to be unacce ptable later in th e review.

13 NR. KERRs Mr. Moeller?

O
14 MR. MOELLER4 On the assumption that we are

15 nearing the completion of the review, are we going to hear a

16 discussion of NUREG/CR-14407

17 MR. KERRs The first assumption is probably

18 somewha t erroneous, but the the question is appropria te, and

19 I have asked for Dr. Okrent.

20 He is tied up on the telephone and will be here

21 subsequently.

ZZ MR. MOELLER: Ar.ot her sub ject that I don't really

23 kn o w how to address, but I would like to hear some
i
f

I 24 discussion of how the staff handled the critiques; you
!

25 k n o w , they indicated earlier, as we well know, th a t many

A
t/

!
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(_) 1 people commented on the draft reg guide as it was submitted

2 for public comment, and yet I notice one commenter here

3 points out and I gather the same impression -- in looking--

4 at the responses to the critiques, this persen pointed out

5 that of the tota'l comments -- that some 67 comments were

6 received on table one and 56 of these resulted in no change.

7 And that is the impression you gain; the overall

8 impression you gain looking at the comm4nts is that most of

9 them resultad in no change.

10 53 . KIRE: I think that is a good question. May I

11 make a suggestion? Since we do have six presentations

12 scheduled, ! vould suggest that we discuss that after the

13 presen ta tion s , because you may also want to ask some
O
\- 14 questions about tha ;resentations.

i 15 I would ho pe we could make time available for

16 that. let me ask some questions in an effort to try to

l'7 understand some of the thinking that went in to this.

18 let me go to page 15, table two, for example, and

19 concentrate a moment on reactivity control. And I presume

20 ve are talking p rim a rily about following an accident rather

21 than a no rmal situation.
'

i

22 Is the idea that some combination of these four

23 things that are mentioned, control rod position, neutron

' 24 flux, soluble boron content, and boric acid charging flov

| 25 vill be necessary and /or suf ficient to give one a good idea

/~Tr

\_/'
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O ~\/ 1 of reactivity control so that you need them.

2 For example, if I look at the neutron flux, what I

3 really need in order to re-establish reactivity control is

4 something about what is happeing to the fission rate and

5 neutron detectors, which I assume have a habit of reading

6 only the flux in the vicinity of th e detector.

7 Now, if you have a nice, well behaved system in

8 which you can infer something about the total flux pattern,

9 knowing what the flux is in the vicinity of the detectors,

10 then that gives you some inf ormation about reactivity

11 control.

12 But if you have abnormal situations, then it is

13 much more difficult.

O
14 Is this just based on the assumption that you will

15 need to know something about flux and so you can put

16 together af ter you give it some thought some logic that will

17 give you information on reactivity control.

18 At what point in the thought process do I find

19 myself here if I am worrying -about accidents?

20 MR. BENAROYAs Well, actually, the main thrust of

21 the information you have in front of you there is to tell

Z! you whether you are going back into criticality. That is

23 the main reason for it.

.
24 If you have a problem, then you have the analysis,

25 the sampling , the hydrogen content, radioactivity releases,

O
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() 1 and a lot of other things that will tell you.

2 MR. KERRs My point iss there is plenty of

3 experience that indicates that local perturbations in

4 neutron flux -- I should say local perturbations which lead

5 to changes in response of what one might think to be neutron

6 detectors don't tell you what is happening to reactivity,

7 especially in accident situations.

8 Now, has some though t been given to the fact that

9 you really are worried about accident situations here and

10 not just talking about normal reactor operating experience

11 because it seems to me unless you address the accident

12 situation head on, just saying you are going to measure

13 neutron flux does not have much significance.

14 MR. WENZINGERs The significance of all of the

15 measurements in here are related to accidets and unusual

16 situations.

17 The whole purpose of the guide was to describe th e

18 measurements --

19 MR. KERR4 Unless you have addressed in some

20 detail what it is you are going to do with this neutron flux

21 in this accident, I do not think you are going to learn much

Z! about reactivity.

23 MR. BENAROYAs No, sir. All we are trying *o.

24 determine is whether you are getting back into the regime

25 where you could --
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(_) 1 MR. KERas I don't think you could.

2 33. RENAROYA From the counting?

3 ER. KERR: Exactly. That is exactly my point.

4 MR HINTZE: I think, Dr. Kerr --

5 ER. KERRs If you get a voic somewhere or several

6 detector responses go off, you could assu=e you are going

7 critical when it say not mean that at all.

8 MR. RENAR0YAs Idon't think we have said that 1.97

9 is a panacea to all --

10 52. KERR I an not talking about a panacea. I an

11 talking about something that will ;ive you useful

12 info rmation.

13 This is headed " Reactivity Control."
Ci
U 14 53. RENAROYA: Give us a suggestion.

15 MR. KERE: I don't know how to do this in five

13 minutes. My question ist have you given thought to the

17 fact that you are dealing here not with the normal situation

18 in interpreting reactivity in ter:s of what is happening in

19 the neutron flux, but have you looked at the serious

20 accident situation and said, aha, here is what I have to de

21 is there is the possibility of large voids or whatever might

22 occur in a serious accident.

Z3 ER. RENARCYA Yes, we have. And that is the

24 reason we have a lot of instruments that are beino

25 chal.lenged by some people because it is under -- only under

%_d
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f
\ 1 those conditions would they be valuable, like the core

2 thermocouples under some conditions in some type of reactors.

3 33 HIFTZE: In relation to reactivity control, th e

4 people tell me that neutron flux is the primary seasurement,

5 but as you say, not always is that going to be able' to be in

6 the right place or are you going to be able to tell exactly

7 what is aappening.

8 The next level of backup would be the control rod

9 position, the boron content, and the temperature.

10 ER. KEER: Let's look at the soluble boron

11 content.. I find in parentheses " continuous indication."

12 What does that mean?

13 M3 HINTZE : It means it is a meter that gives you

O
14 th e boron content continuously.

15 33. KEER: Soron meters tend to tell you a little

16 bit-- not such -- about what is happening to the boren

l'7 content 1a a very small volume, frequently a volume that is

18 quite isolated f rom the core .

19 Now, I would assume what you want to know is

20 so=ething about the boron content and the water that is in

21 th e core region.

22 I don't kncv how you are going to get that on a

23 continuous indication basis.

24 53 HINTZE: That is why we ha ve sas;lin g of core

25 water, then.

OG

.
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1 MR. KERR This says continuous indication. What

2 does it mean?

3 MR. BENAROYAa It means that we have a meter.

4 MR. KERR: Do you think it is possible to get a

5 continuous indication of the boron content of the water in

6 the core region?

7 ER. BENAROYA: It says only we are taking the

8 sample; we cannot assume anywhere else that --
,

9 ER. KERE A sample system, is that what you mean

10 by continuous indication?

11 3R HINTZE: No.

12 53. HENAH0YAs It is a continuous =eter that

13 measures the boron content at the point of. sampling.

14 3R. KERE: But, Mr. Senaroya, that is useless.

15 MR. BENAROYA: Again I have to ask you, Dr. Kerr,

16 what other alternative do you have to propose? That is the
-

17 best we could come up with.

18 MR. KERRa I do not propose cor . thing that I

19 consider useless.

20 MF. SENAROYA: I don't think it is useless. I

21 think it is the only way we can know the boron content in

22 the system, that we assume that there is a certain amount of

23 mixing and that it is representative of what we have in the

24 core.

25 MR. KERE: The experience of people who have used
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I( 1 what are called boron seters has been that they tend tov

2 clog up, that they are not very accurate, that they are not

3 very reliable.

4 If what you are saying is you are going to =ake

5 thes more reliable, even then you have not solved th e

6 problem of the relationship between -- and I as trying to

7 keep in sind that I as not dealing with a normally c;erating

3 reactor in <hich I have saybe good mixing and I have a

9 fairly good idea of what te:;eratures I as dealing with.

10 MR. 3ENAROYAs We have the sampling also as a

11 backup.

12 MR. KERE: I as talking about this that says we

13 vant continuous indication of the soluble boron content.

( 14 What does tha t mean?-

15 YR. 3ENAROYAs It means you are ;cing to have an

16 idea of the boron content in the system, and it is a

17 representative sas;1e of the system.

18 MR. KERRs Well, saybe that makes you feel good.
.

19 It does not give se a lot of confidence that I know what I

20 as doing.

21 On pace 17 1 have some indications that I need to

ZZ know something about radioactivity concentration in various

23 places and that the ranges given are in curies per cc.

24 Down at the botto: it is in fractions of r's.

25 Now, why does one talk about curies per gras, for

s
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1 example? Can you really reasure that unless you know in

2 some detail what the activity is or is what you measure

3 really gammas or something ?

4 52. STODDAET: You are primarily going on the

5 calibration based on some -- the assumed values for the

6 energy present.

7 Really, there is no direct way of measuring

8 curies. What you a re measuring is the radia tion being

9 emitted.

10 YR. KERS: If you cannot measure curies, why is

11 that specified? I mean, I am not trying to answer the

12 question for you because I do not know the answer. I have

13 not looked at this in that much detail.

O
14 But if I were trying to measure it, I would not

15 know how to measure a curie in a sample whose activity I did

16 no t know in some detail.

I'7 What I probably would measure is counts on a

18 detector and that would give se some indication of gamma and

19 maybe of beta. But my quess is these measuring devices are

20 likely to be primarily gamma sensitive, aren 't th ey ?

21 ER. STODDART: That is correct.

22 33. KERRs And it seems to me that therefore if

23 you are primarily talking about sensors, you would vant to

24 specify this in terms of something that the sensor would

3 tell you. M3. STODDART: The problem is that different

O
\_/
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q_) I sensors have variable sensitivities, and it is really

2 nececessary --

3 MR. KERRs None of them measure curies.

4 MR. STODDART: That is correct. They measure a

5 certain number of disintegrations per second which take

6 place and they measure a certain number of counts per second

7 or counts per minute, all of which are relatable to the

8 curie activity by assuming --

9 MR. XERRs Assumiong you know what is there. Rut

10 this is precisely the situation, it seems to me, an accident

11 situation in which you don 't have very good inf ormation on

12 what is there.

13 MR. STODDART: That is correct, but over quite a

O 14 large spectrun of gamma energies, you can very closely

15 relate the counts per minute.

16 MR. KERR: You looked at it and you are convinced

17 this is the way this to specify it.

18 T.S. STODDART: Icu cannot really specify it in

T much of anything else. If you specify counts per second,

20 then you are limiting yourself to certain instrumentation.

21 MR. KERR: I guess I would have the same question

22 about : per hour.

23 Rut there is probably an easier translation there.

24 Any other questions?

25 MR. CATTON: I am still a little bit confused
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n
k- 1 about this level sensor. It seems to me that when you want

2 to know the level in a ?WR, the flow is very low, and so the

3 dynamic pressures are almost zero.

4 And if that is the case, the plain old delta t

5 meter --

6 MR. KERR: You have some very good ideas about

7 design of a level sensor. I urge you write them down. But

8 we just cannot design them here.

9 MR. CATTON: I understand. But what I as b tehred

10 by is the need f or a design.

11 MR. KZERs We cannot do it. I mean, we agree --

12 the ACES has written repeated letters saying one is needed.

13 MR. CATTCN They say they need a developmentfs

14 program. I want to know why. Not the design, just why.

15 MR. KERE: Okay. Well, I don't kn v why either,

16 but I bet you are not going to find out here.

17 MR. CATTON: Can I ask a question?

18 MR. KIRRs Yes.

19 MR. CATTONs Why?

20 (Lauchter)

21 MR. KERRa We don't have time for an answer. Dr.
,

;

22 Okrent is here.

23 Would you permit me to take a 10 minute break so

24 you can give somethought to the questions you want an answer

25 to ?

O
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g
(_ ) 1 MR. KERR: Mr. Renaroya, we have some questions

# 2 about NUREG/CR luno, and you were represented in your

3 absence as an expert.
'

4 (Laughter.)

5 I therefore will turn things over to Professor

6 Okrent who wanted to ask some questions.

7 MR. OKRENT: I have not had a chance to fully

8 digest everything in this report. If I understand --

9 MR. RENAROYA Could I have a little background,

10 Dr. Okrent?

11 MR. KERR If you had another 15 minutes, you

12 could.

13 MR. OKRENT4 I gather they had icoked at somep
v 14 specific sequences and in terms of th e sequences tried to

15 ask themselves what interpretation would be useful at

16 different stages of the sequence. And as a result of this,

17 have arrived at certain, I suppose you might say

|

| 18 recommendations for instrumentation that could be useful.

19 MR. EENAROYA Correct.

i 20 MR. OKRENT: And so I noted that in their Table

|
21 5.1 they had a certain number of items which they said where

Z1 not included in 2eg Guide 1.97. I guess that was the draft

23 they had in hand when they were writing this report, so I

24 guess I am interested in knowing to what extent and how you

|

| 25 have factored in both the specific kinds of recommendations

O
kj
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n\~/ 1 or suggestions made in this report and airo the kind of

2 thinking th a t th ey have gone through in a rrivir ; at your

3 decision that what you now have in 1.97 is okay.

4 MR. BENAROYA: First let me say that Dr. DiSalvo,

5 who is the project monitor for this report, was a member of

6 our team in preparing 1.97. I personally read this report

7 completely. and we took into consideration what they have.

8 After reading it we found that indeed there were a few

9 parameters that we had missed, and we included them in

10 numerous places where it said it was not in 1.97 -- and
:

11 maybe they were right because I do not know which of the

12 1.97's they had, probably the November 1979 version. Since

13 then we have had extensive modifications to the Guide.

14 But most of the ones they say we don't have, we do

15 indeed have, and there are very few where I disagreed with

16 them because that parameter was either obtained in a

l'7 different parameter from different methods, or I did not

18 think it was necessary.

19 "R. OKRENT: Could we go down Table 5.3 and just

20 look at the column ma rked " Comments." It begins, I guess,

; 21 on page 47. The first point where I noted something was

22 page u8, things where it says not in 1 97. I don 't know if

23 we have to go through all that, but I would like to get a

24 flavor at least of what you're telling me specifically

25 rather than the general comment.

O
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t
N 1 MR. SENAROYA Vessel water level for boilers is

2 in for pressurized water reactor. It is a requirement that

3 vill be installed as soon as we have developed one, and they

4 are supposed to be developed by January '51.

5 53. OKRENT: let's skip that. That has been

6 talked about. Let's go on.

7 53. BENA30YA Okay.

'

8 5R. OKEENT s On page 50, containnent sump water

9 temperature.
,

10 5E. EENAROYAs We have that. By the way, that was

11 addad because of this report.

12 5R. OK2ENT: I see. On page 32, condensate pump

.

13 flow or discharge pressure. I am not endorsing these. I an

d 14 just trying to understand what your thinking has$2.on.

15 MR. BENA30YAs In this case the condencate pump ve

16 felt we had the auxiliary feedvater system, and the

.+
1'7 auxiliary feedvatar system if that did not treat anything,~

18 ve knew we had problems. It was part of the whole train.

19 MR. OKEENT: Is the condensate pump part o# $he

20 auxiliary feedvater?

21 33. SENAROYA No, no. I as sorry. I as talking

22 about the train, and we have a lot of other instrumentation

23 in that train that vill give you the same infornation. And

24 when you look at the recommendations, it is ;ctentially

25 useful in diagnosing of initiating events. And since ve

)'
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e)(, I already have the supply of feedwater to steam generator --

2 excuse me.

3 (Pause.)

4 In the table itself is says that its effectiveness

5 in checking the supply of feedwater, we do have that as part

6 of our 1 97. This takes you one step earlier than the

7 requirement, and we felt tha t it was going too far in this

8 case.

9 MB. OKRENT: So you think the one on condensate

10 pump flow and discharge ;ressure is more detailed than you

11 think is appropriate.

12 MR. BENAROYA: That is correct.

13 MR. OKRENT: How about steam supply?

O
14 MR. BENAdOYA: We do have that.

15 MR. ZUDANS: You missed one on page 51 at the

16 bottom, discharge pressure in main feedwater flow.

I'7 MR. BENAROYA We have the flow meter in there.

18 The pressure does not do anything. The pressare usually

19 might be there when the valve is closed. The flow is more

20 indicative of the condition.

21 MR. ZUDANS: That is correct.

22 MR. BENAROYA: You usually can have the block
,

23 valve closed. As you start the pump you can have-all .<inds

24 o f prnssures.

25 MR. 2CDANS: That is correct.

O
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) 1 MR. CKEENT: All right.

2 MR. RENAROYA We tried to keep in mind, Dr.

3 Okrent, the philosophy that we should limit the nu.9her of

4 instruments to a minimum number and not put everything and

5 everything in there that sight be needed as a third or

6 fourth level of defense. We do usually have three levels.

7 MR. OKEENT: Page 3, LPIS, isolation valve

8 position.

9 53. RENAROYA: That is a good one. The valve

10 positions, we are half pregnant in the Guide. I have to say

11 that. We don't have all the valves. It is a long, long

12 list, and we did put some valves there because of

13 require =ents of some people. If we put all the isolation ,

(') 1<4 valves away, it would take a huge book by itself, and we'

15 could not completely ignore them either because there were

16 some very unhappy people who did ignore them all. So we

17 arbitrarily set some valves in there and took out some

18 others, and this one is not in the Guide, that is correct. i

19 MR. OKRENT: Now, are you able to, in your ~~

20 opinion, tell that a check valve failure or an isolation

21 valve failure has occurred w i th the current ins tr u m e n t a tio n ,

ZZ and if so, how?

23 MR. RENAROYAs I don't follow you.

24 MR. CKRENT: In other words, one of the sequences

25 they analyred in this is the assumption that yee lose

("hG
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1 isolation between your primary system and connecting lov-

2 pressure system.
.

3 MR. BENAROYA That is correct. We depend on flow

4 meters usually or level in the tank, depending on which

5 sequence ve are talking about.

6 MR. OKRENT: I'm sorry.

7 MR. RENAROYA Level in the tank or steam
~

8 generators or where it is pumping to a point --

9 MR. OKRENT: The steam --

10 MR. RENAROYA: I as just talking --

11 MR. CXRENT: These are things connected to the

12 primary system.

13 MR. RENAROYA: I was talking in general throughout

Os
14 this table.

15 MR. OKRENT: Rut I want to find out how you have

16 addressed this sequence, the one that involves the potential

l'7 for loss of isolation between high pressure and low pressure

18 systems . We are talking about the primary system now. It

19 is connected at various places like to the RHR system and

20 maybe some others and -- which has the potential for leading
'

21 to a loss of coclant accident, and also loss of water from

22 the containment building, so you end up with no ability to

23 recirculate the water that you cet into the primary system.
i

24 MR. RENAROYA: We don't look at mitigation of

25 accidents in this case or how to initiate them. All we do

O
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1 is give this instrumentation to know where you are or uhat
.

2 is happening.

3 MR. OKRENT: What I asked you was whether you had

4 looked a wha t a study in regard c that sequence --

'

5 MR. BENAROYA We have indeed because we have the

6 same problem in some RHR systems. We have that problem. I

7 am trying to remember which one it is that we have evaluated

8 and made sure tha t some thing 'had to be done about it. But

9 that is usually from an operation point of view and failure.

10 that would cause the accident, not monitoring the accident

11 itself. That would cause the accident if two valves failed.
.

12 3R. OKRENT: That is right.

13 5R. BENAROYA: Then we have the instrumentations

14 that would say well, you have a problem. You busted the

15 line. You have a leak some place.

16 MR. OKRENT: That is part of the information in

17 which you are interested. What I am trying to ascertain,

18 and I don't think I've heard you say, is whether you have

19 looked to see whether there is instr" mentation that could be

20 useful to tell the operator not only are you losing

21 inventory and pressure from your primary system, but in fact

22 this water is not collecting in the containment, but it is '

23 leaving the containment building and may be in fact via

24 which route.

25 I as trying to understand do you think this is

O)
| \~J
i
,
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- 1 information not worth trying to get to the c;erater,

2 impossible to get to the operator, already available to the

3 operator? I don't think you have told se.

4 MR. HENA30YAa The reason is this. Where we have

5 this category it is plant-criented. It is a specific plant

6 condition. Usually it happens in the EHE systems. That is

7 taken into consideration as a part of design and approval of

8 the systes and not as post-accident monitoring.

9 53. OK2ENT. What is taken account of?

10 3R. BENARCIA: The failure of the check valve, so

11 you will know sc=ething has gone wrong.

12 53. !!NNEES: I think you cannot specifically

13 localize where a break is with the instru=entation in thes

14 Guide, but it does require that the sub-levels in the

15 containment a.id in the other auxiliary buildings are

16 required instrunentatien, so in that sense ycu can get a

l'7 general location; but you probably could not tell which pipe

| 18 b cke or which pipe failed. I don 't believe tha t
t

19 instrumentation is in the Guide.

20 53. OKRENT: Well, have you reviewed the analysis

21 done here? They suggest that =aybe there ceuld be things

22 th a t an operator sigh t be able to do that could alleviate

23 the situation , if I recall what it says, if he knew seen

24 enough. And I'm wondering whether you reviewed this

25 critically and arcived at a decision that there is not

/3
V:
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(_) 1 anything, or there could be something, or just what.

2 53. 9ENARGYA We reviewed the report.

3 ER. OKEENT: I reviewed the report, too, but it's

4 such a general statement. I am trying to focus in on what

5 they call the V-sequence.

S 52. MINNERS: The answer would be is that the

7 sub-levels in the auxiliary building would have to be relied

8 upon to give you sone indication that the break was letting

9 stuff outside containment.

10 MR. OK3ENT: And you are satisfied that this is an

11 adequate way, or the only way, or the best way, or just

12 what, or in fact have you really reviewed this particular

13 report in that regard in detail? Maybe the answer is no. I

O 14 don't know.

15 MR. BENAROYA4 : don't know what level you are

16 talking about.

17 52. OKRENT: Event 7 in particular, and thought

18 and detail as to whether what you now have in the Guide is

19 optinum in a practical sense.

20 ER. BENAROYA: What we checked was whether the

21 instrumentation that was recommended would be useful to be

22 included in 1.97 or not. That we did. "hether I checked

23 critically their analysis, the answer is no, I did not.

24 33. OKEENT: I guess ! do not understand the

3 answer.

gs
t
%
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Os,/ 1 MR. CUDANS Dr. Okrent, ve previously asked the

2 sa me question about reactor coolant inventory, and I did not

3 even think about this event V. There is no answer.

4 MR. OKRENT: I said I am raising the question both

5 specifically but also in general, because what they have

6 tried to do here is take a somewhat different approach, I
,

7 think, than has been taken previously -- not completely, but

8 they try to look through a specific sequence to see what

9 instrumen tation would be potentially of interest.

10 There is some interest in initiating the studies

11 of DiSalvo and so forth, and are now trying to see what way

1:2 that people preparing the Guide have responded to these

13 specific studies.

14 MR. MINNERS: From my view the Guide is a

15 compromise. Peoole said balance having knowledge versus

16 having instrums .it -- certain instruments, and people made

17 the judgment . Since it is kind of a collegial document, I

18 th'ck your question is kind of hard to answer. I think you

19 have to look at the result; that is, they have certain

20 instrumen tation, and it is harder to understand what the

21 intent was of the various people who looked at the Guide.

22 I think you really have to make your own

23 judgaent. 'Jhat is there is there , and people should

24 evaluate for themselves whether that is sufficient. And

25 people were awa re of th e report tha t you a;a looking at.

(
's
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! s)(_/ 1 Pec;1e were certainly great svare of event V, and .'.' don't

2 know how else to answer your question as to what the intent

3 was.

4 53. CKEENT: I guess sometime today sounds like

5 it's unlikely -- but nayhe when we are c'cing to mee t with

6 then tc=crrow, they could cc:e in with a nice, succinct

7 discussion of event V as presented .T:re.

8 ME. BENAECTA: "e do not have that, Dr. Ckrent. *

9 52. GKEENT. Let se finish what I think veuld he

10 nice. Then you can tell us.

11 (Laughter.)

12 A nice, succinct discussion of what it was that

13 followed cut of the event V analysis here, and how the Secs

14 Guide matches or does not satch this. I consider this

15 re;c;t as just another co=nent on the Eeq Ouide and one
,

16 which I think those preparing the Guide should address !--

17 am not picxing on event Y hecause I know others are less

18 interesting -- if they have others that they think are of

19 equal or greater interest in here, and present the same kind

20 of questions that vculd he relevant to that, tec.

21 If you have not done this, then I de act kncv what

n you are telling me. You are ignorin; certain infernation in

23 your review. I have to assune you do not de that.

24 YE. KEEE: You have heard the q;estien and the

25 asscelated cc ents.

~
T

&
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(-) 1 MR. RENAR0YA All I can say is that the report
,

!
2 that we got was way after the comment period. We did look !

3 into it because it is a very nice, noble way of looking at

4 instrument requirements, and it is a very in teresting way of

5 doing it, and that is why we icsked at it.

6 We tried to see what instruments, if any, should

7 be added to the Guide, which we did when we thought they

8 vere necessary; but we did not do a systematic way of

0 sitting down, evaluating, or recommending anything about

10 it. And that was done a month or two ago. I certainly do

11 not remember every event. If I did, I would be a genius, I

12 think.

13 MR. KER34 You were represented as a genius, which,_ s

I i
' '''- 14 is right next door to a genius. -

15 (Laughter.)

16 MR. RENAROYAs Genius and expett. Expert, yes;

17 genius, no.

18 MR. OKRENT: That's why I said you could do it

13 until tomorrow. Then before you remember anything, only to

20 look at this and see what you have and how they matched and

|
why whatever is the situation was okay.| 21 how --

|
22 MR. KERR Mr. Zudans.

23 MR. ZUDANS: As a continuation of previous

24 discussion on reactor coolant inventory, do you have an

3 instrument to measure sump levels in the auxiliary building?

hh
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(_) 1 MR. RENA30YA: Yes.

2 MR. Z '.* D A N S : Where is that listed?

3 MR. HINTZI Fage 19.

4 MR. KERR Are there further questions?

5 (No response.)

6 If I evaluate my agenda correctly, this probably
;

7 gets us to a point at which we can have comments from those

8 who have asked to make comments, and my agenda indicates

9 tha t we have some from representatives of the ANS.45 working

10 group, Mr. Stanley and ?.r. Summers.

11 Who is going to speak, or are you both going to?

12 I have Stanley first. Is that appropriate?

13 Mr. Stanley, do you want to come to some point at

1-4 which you can use a microphone, at which you can use this

15 table? You had better come up, please.

16 Mr. Stanley, a question considering logistics. I

1'7 show your presentation -- I presume this includes the two of

18 you -- as about 45 minutes.

19 MB. STANLEY: We are going to try to hold it to

20 thirty. I'm going to try to stay within, if you could alert

21 me.

22

/ 24

25

cy|Y
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1 MR. KERR Mr. Stanley, just a question concerning

1) 2 logistics. I show your presentation -- I assume this

3 includes the two of you -- a s about u5 minutes.

# 4 MR. STANLEY: We are going to try to hold it to 30.

5 MR. KERR Okay.
t

6 MR. STANLEY: I am going to try to stay with 10.

7 If you would alert me in 10 minutes, I would appreciate it.

8 What I would like to do basically is discuss some

9 of the philosophic issces that we from ANS 4.5 see, and I am

10 representing a number of people that have participated with

11 our rating group tha t are in the audience. Mr. Summers will

12 address himself to specifics in detail as part of this

13 presentation.

J 14 There are four basic conclusions that I have come
t

i 15 to. Point 1 is that the points of agreement between the REG

'

16 GUIDE and the ANS 4.5, in my opinion, are too few in number

l'7 and are too few in content and technical and technical

18 agreement.

19 Point number 2 I would like to drive home is that

20 the areas of difference between us, which were part of my

21 public comments in February, have not narrowed since
s

22 December of 1979. From my point of view, that result is

23 unexpected.

24 Point 3. ANS 4.5 has been developing and has nov

25 a broad base of industry support for accident monitoring

g
\J
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13
kl 1 variables and requirements. I would like to come back to |

l
2 poin t u in just a minute.

3 The approach that we have taken that some of you

4 were addressing earlier this morning in you comments was a

5 systematic approach, and basically we defined the accident

6 phases, we then defined what the functional requirements

7 were, we defined a process for variable selection, we

8 defined criteria to be applied to the variables that we had

9 then selected. We defined the minimum variable set, and a

10 then we permitted the designer to select the variables and

11 the performance requirements to meet the particular needs.

12 In other words, we attempted to follow and use a

13 systematic approach. After much, much deliberation of the

14 committee members over quite a period of time, we ended up

15 endorsing just three types of instruments for accident

16 mo nito rin g. We saw the need to go no further in an accident

17 monitoring instrumentation document than th e se . -

18 There is the Type A for preplanned manual action,

19 the Type a for critical safety functions -- and we defined

20 five of those safety functions -- and Type C, the variables

21 for barrier integrity, and ifter much deliberation, we cut

22 ourselves of f at these four. the failure of the fuel, th e

23 f ailure of the reactor coolant system , the f ailure of the

24 containment, and then the potential for failure of the

25 containment. And we believe we had good reasons for

(2).
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1 accomplishing that,
i

2 Now, to give you a perspective on where ANS 4.5

3 is, and this data is two days old, this particula r sheet

4 gives a complete synopsis of the sequence; but the important

5 thing is from the arrow down because that is where we are at

6 today. NUPPSCO met last week and gave it under 30 seconds

7 cons ideratio n . The reconsideration period by the NUPPSCO

8 balloters ends the end of this month. It vill then be

9 submitted to the Stadards Steering Committee for one month.

10 It will be submitted th e 1st of October to ANSI, and ANSI

11 approval is expected in two months.

12 The document will carry a 1980 number and probably

13 vill be available around the 1st of February. It is moving.Ov
1-4 fast, it is on track, it has been on schedule all the var

15 through, and it does have industry support.

16 I would like to go back to point 4 In my point,

l'7 a major overhaul of the REG GUIDE is needed. Nov, I don't

18 aean throw the whole thing out; I mean restructuring, which

i 19 I think can be done within a f airly limited amount of time.
|

20 The scope, the audience, the purpose of the document needs

21 to be stated much more clearly than it is now.

22 The requirements that the document puts forward,

! 23 in my opinion, should be tied to objectives and functions.

j 24 Right now it is very difficult to tie those together and

25 find out what objective or what function is triggering a

O
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\- 1 particular requirement. The document, believe, over the

2 last four or five months has degraded in terms of clarity

3 and understanding.

4 I would suggest strongly that it be reforsatted;

5 that the references to systes-by-systen be totally

6 eliminated; and that the Type 3, C, 3, I c: whatever you
'

7 vant to carry on through there he the structure of the

8 document; that the format be improved, the clarity be

9 improved, and that areas of ambiguity, which exist now and

10 some of which you were pointing out, be removed; and

11 finally, that the document be tested for reasonableness. I

12 sean that in just that sense, practicality.

13 I would like to ;o into a very brief discussion of
C,))

14 some of the differences as we see it, the significant

15 differences between the document. In terms of purpose, the

16 document's title is Instrumentation to Assess Plant and

I'7 Environs Conditions During a:: a After an Accident. On the

18 other hand, the ANS docu=ent says it is Criteria for AMI

19 functions, variables and requirements.

20 So we clearly have a different purpose between the

21 two documents. Secondly, we have --

22 53. KERE: You probably think that I know exactly

a what AMI means, but would you remind me?

24 MR. STANLEYs Accident monitorin; instrumettarion.

3 53. KISR. Thank you. I

N
]
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1 MR. STANLEY: The audience. In the REG GUIDE it

2 says it is addressing the operating organiration. The

3 audience for this document was only the control room

4 operator. We felt that we could do a good job on solving

5 what the operator needed and that was a big enough of a

6 task. In the document, the scope of the REG GUIDE addresses

7 accident monitoring inst r ume n ta tion , safety system status

8 displays, emergency plan support, safety parameter display,

9 tech support center needs, emergency operations facility

10 needs, and the nuclear data link.

11 The standard addresses strictly accident

12 monitoring. In the scope area in terms of what events are

13 covered, it covers accidents and anticipated operational

O
14 occurrences. We have addressed only accidents. So it is

15 very clear that in the area of purpose, audience and scope,

16 there are wide differences, and I will have recommendations

l'7 on how I would handle this later.

18 As you pointed out earlier, variable types A, 3,

19 C, D, E, a truncated version that we believe is correct, A,
|

20 3, C . The specific technical requirements. With the last

21 set of revisions through the working papers, Table 1 has

i 22 been reorganired from the variable type A, 3, C, D, E to be

23 a qualification category. So the specific technical

24 requirements are organired around the qualification category

25 and are not directly easily relatable to functions and needs.

/~T.

V|
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t

1 On the other hand, the requirements in the

2 standard we have very deliberately tried to tie back to a

3 function. The recording of a given variable is done on a

4 variable basis f or a particular function. We have listed

5 specific situations. I would like to continuc. Take only

6 the TWR in this particular case, Table 2.

7 For the five f unctions, critical saf ety f unctions

8 being solved, there are approximately 15 variables

9 iden tified . In the ANS standard, the minimum set is 9, the

10 maximum is about 11. However, when you look at the content,

11 the identification of the variables, there is not the

12 agreement that there ought to be at this point in tim e .

13 When you look at the type C, we have approximately3
d 14 the same number of variables, so you would say, gee, tha t

15 one looks okay. Except if you look at the three variables

16 in the REG GUIDE for the reactor coolant pressure boundary,

l'7 they are not the same three that are in the standard. There

18 is absolutely no correspondence between those.

19 Apain, because of the introduction of type D

20 variables and type E variables, you end up with

21 approximately 50. That is the best count I could do by
;

22 going through the list. Again, the standard did not address

23 those two issues. We feel in type D we will be covered by

24 ANS 4.6 or should be covered by one of the IEEE standards.

25 It is not now currently covered very well. Type E, ANS 3

i
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(_N) 1 was being asked to look at setting up a working group to

2 vork on the radioactive effluent controls.

3 Now, this little piece of statistics at the

4 bottom, I think, really illustrates the confusion to the

5 poor user of the REG GUIDE. We have one table in the

6 standard with six notes. We are boiled down there in the -

7 six that we feel we need. For just Tables 1, 2 and 3 there

* 8 a total of 58 notes. I contend that it is going to be very,

9 very difftcult for the user to be able te make use of that

10 document.

11 So I feel that the RIG GUIDE is still in a

12 relatively immature state in terms of communicating to the

13 user, and I think that it should be improved. So I wanted

14 to finish my portion of this talk with some recommendations

15 as to how I would approach it.

16 Recommendation 1 is I would split the content of

l'7 SEG GUIDE 1.97 into topical sections -- accident =enitoring,

and put it in18 safety system status display and so forth --

19 various regulatsry guides. I would make AMI be SIG GUIDE

20 1.97 for it is compatible with ANS 4.5. The safety system

21 status information could be fitted into the bypass REG

22 GUIDE , 1.37.

23 The effluent discharge path requirements could be

24 fitted into 3EG GUIDE 1.21, and the NUEEG 0696 communication

3 needs that are still energing could be put into an entirely

OQ
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kJ 1 new REG GUIDE dealing with the communication needs of

2 various audiences at va rious distances.

3 Then I would require that each topical section be

4 self-sufficients in other words, that it specify the
t

5 criteria, it specify the requirements, it specify the

6 variables, and have a logical structure for preparing that.

7 The third point is I think the REG GUIDE should

8 really endorse ANS 4.5, It takes pages 8, 9, 10 and 11 to
,

9 state how it doesn't endorse the standard. ! really believe

10 that the REG GUIDE should endorse it, and it shouldn't take

11 four pages of exceptions.
.

12 Fourth, I would eliminate the confusion introduced

13 in the last revision by the qu.slification criteria

14 ca te go rie s . I would tend to go toward f unction specific

15 requirements, requirements that are specific to the function

16 you are trying to do, and also requirements that are

17 specific to the variable tha t you are interested in, not

18 just the general category that all Qualification Category I

19 variables have to be recorded or that all Qualifica tion

20 Category IV have to be recorded. But make it specific.

21 I would emphasize clarity in communication. In

22 other words, I would assign that REG GUIDE to one person to

23 rewrite it, not a committee. From my vantage point, it is

24 very clear that this REG GUIDE is suffering from conflicting

25 forces.

("%
()

.
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o(_/ 1 Tho last poin t I think we overlooked entirely. By

2 saying -- and I heard some of it said around the table this

that you want things to meet the single failure3 morning --

4 criteria, this line of thought is forcing down the path of

5 in fle xibilit y . We are doing 1.97 in the old way, wi th the

6 criteria that we have had for many, many years.

7 Consequently, we are not encouraging flexible solutions that

8 may be more valuable to the operator, things like C3T

9 graphics and trade-offs on criteria.

10 I believe it is entirely possible that in this

11 area we could do some trade-offs and not affect or sacrifice

12 sa f e ty .

13 So basically what I would like to do is conclude.f-
14 on that point and let Dave Summers address some specific

15 comments from the ANS 4.5 perspective. If there are any

16 short questions, I might take them now.

17 3R. ZUDANS: I have a short one. Does the ANS u.5

18 address the question of reactor coolant inventory in some

19 form or fashion?

20 MR. STANLEY: Yes. We discussed reactor coolant

21 inventory at great length and determined that inventory per

ZZ se was not an easily measured va ria b le , but tha t by having

23 measurements of the leakage into sumps and by having

24 measurements of pressure on the primary system, one could

25 inf er that inventory was adequate. We discussed tha t for

b%/

*,
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o#\~ 1 quite some tine.

2 MB. ZUDANSs And your staff has then required such

3 measurements be collected.

4 MR. STANLEY: Yes. If not, I would like to turn

5 it over to Dave Summers.

6 MR. KERRs Mr. Sta nley, I gather that among those

7 things you point out there is a significant difference in

8 the scope of 4.5 in addition to differences in viewpoint,

9 even if one takes out that portion of 1.97 thet represents

10 4.5. Suppose for the time we just take tha part of 1.97

11 which deals with tha t with which 4.5 deals. It seems to me

12 that there are even then significant differences in

13 vi ev poi.- t .

14 MB. STANLEY: The differences are much smaller

15 than you would otherwise believe. In the example that you

16 h a d today of reactivity, you had the four variables. The

l'7 one that had the qualification Category I, var neutron flux,

18 and on that we are in total agreement. 'de have required

19 neutron flux . The defense in depth concept, the diagnostic

20 concept, is causing Tr.ble 2 to require those other three
:

1

21 variables, control rod position , boron concentration,

22 charging.

23 It is the blending over of the requirements of

24 different audiences and different needs that is causing that

3 table in the REG GUIDE to contain more requirements, and

!
'

s.

i
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{Ts/ 1 consequently it is harder to find out what the AMI portien

2 is. In our meetings at ANS '.5, there is a disagreement,4

3 not that large. There have been disagreements, but not the

4 magnitudes that you would think by looking at the REG GUIDE.
,

5 ER. KERRs Again, I don't understand the defense

6 in depth idea, but if you mean diversity in order to try to

7 achieve greater reliability, which I guess is what is meant,

8 was it the view of ANS that neutron flux would be a

9 sufficient indication and that one did not need any --

10 MR. STANLEY: In that particular case, that

11 happens to be a type 3 variable, type 3 safety function, and
.

12 that was our recom=endation; that we had as a type C,

13 sampling of the coolant. But that is not an insediate --

O
14 MR. KERR: It seems to me that that represents a

15 fairly significant difference in viewpoint, and it isn't

16 obvious to me how one resolves that so readily.

17 .52. STANlEYs Except that there are three other

18 variables in that section, we are type 4, qualification

19 category O.

20 53. KERRs But it seems to se the difference in

|

| 21 viewpoint is one of whether one depends primarily upon one
1

l 22 variable or whether one needs some diversity in ceder to
i

23 perhaps decrease the ambiguity or increase the reliability.

24 I think that is a fairly significant ;oint.

I

25 ER. STANLEY: '4 e ll , a statement was =ade today

(~h
\_)

.
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1 that it was for diversity. I am not sure that that is quites

2 -- I am not sure in my mind that that is quite the reason.

3 Defense in depth I would agree with.

4 MR. SUMM ERS : Dr. Kerr.

5 DR. KERE: Yes, sir.

6 MR. SUMMERS: Excuse me, Dr. Kerr. Dave Summers

7 from the Consumers Power, ANS 4.5 rep.

8 Specifically with regards to diversity, the ANS

9 4.5 standard does state that the diversity is pref erred over

10 redundancy. In this particular case of neutron flux, we

11 could not think of any other single diverse i*ndication cr

12 multiple sets of indications that we felt were better than

13 neutron flux. Ihis is admittedly a variable where you run

14 into a problem that there is no real good cleancut answer.

15 We felt this was the best.

16 DR. KERRa I am not trying to debate the me_rits of

1'7 the positions, although I would be willing to some other

18 place. But it does seem to me, if I understand the
|
:

'

f 19 dif f erence, that there is a fairly fundamental difference.

|

| 20 As you have concluded, and maybe it doesn't carry over to
l
!

21 all concluded, you have concluded one measurement is the'

22 only thing that is very sig nif ic a n t . The staff has said we

23 can think of four, and they don't necessarily say tha t they

24 are all of equal importance, but they seem to me to be

25 saying we are unwilling to depend on neutron flux alone; we

("N
%_s|

|

|
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O(/ 1 think one needs some diversity in o rder to establish more

2 reliability and perhaps less ambiguity.

3 I don 't mean that they have achieved it. But it

4 seems to me that is the position they have taken. Now

5 ag51n, without try to discuss the merits, it seems to me it

6 is a fairly fundamental difference.

7 MR. STANLEY: Well, let me go back to this slide

8 for a second. If you total these up, there are 15 variables

9 that relate to the SEC, and 8 to 11 in the standard, and we

10 are virtually the same on the number of variables for Type

11 C. We don't agree that this particular variable is the same

12 as that particular variable, but we are not off by a la rge

13 fraction in the scope of what we are striving for. I think

O 14 th e areas of disagreement could be reconciled.

15 MR. HINTZEs Loren, I think it would be better to

16 poin t out that some of the Type 3 are also Type C in

17 function or nelp to define the Type C functions, so that you

18 can't just say because we have the same number that we are

19 therefore equal.

20 MR. STANLEYs What we tried to do in the standard

i 21 is to make sure that Type 3 were for the critical saf ety
|

22 functions and Type C were the extended range. In the REG

Z3 GUIDE, if you have Type 3 va riables with the extended range,

24 you have confused the difference between 3 and C. Reactor

25 coolant system pressure is zero to 3000.

'

|
,

4
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<8
~# 1 MR. HINTZE4 It is only confusing because we 1-ist-

2 th em first and then only once, not --

3 MR. STANLEY: That is correct. That is part of

4 the reformatting that I think is needed. You are blurring

5 the distinctions to the user. I think we agree that v.a need

6 a 3000.

7 MR. RENEROYAs Don't you think that the main

8 difference is that you want four guides and we have ended up

9 with a single one?

10 MR. STANLEY: That is part of it.

11 33. KERR That is what I was trying to get at. It

12 seems to me the difference is more fundamental than that.

13 If that were the only difference, it seems to me one could

14 resolve it one way or the other. If that is the only

15 dif f erence, I guess I feel better; but it does not seem to

16 me that is the principal difference.

17 MR . '4RENZINGER : Dr. Kerr, I would like to comment

18 on that . 'I think you are absolutely right, there are some

19 fund amental dif f erences. I would like to home in on one .

20 which may sound like an administrative problem when you

21 first hear about it, but it is really not. Ihat is the

22 question of what constitutes accident onitoring

23 inst rumentation. let se home in on a specific example, the

24 Type D instrumentation.

25 I guess I was very surprised and I continue to be

OG
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o
(. 1 surprised and I suspect I will continue to be surprised at

2 the thought that accident monitoring instrumentation does

3 not contain monitors that tell the operator what is going on

4 in the individual safety systems. Ihis is just almost

5 unbelievable to me. Although I understand that ANS is

6 proposing that a standard be written on this subject, it

7 apparently is still not going to be called accident

*8 monitoring.

9 I can't imagine an accident in ; gress where you

10 don't need to know the status of the individual safety

11 systems that are operating to mitigate the consequences of

12 that accident. I think that is an extremely fundamental

13 disagreement on which I don't see any agreement at the

O 14 moment.

15 MR. KERR Well, that one strikes me as not being

16 particularly important if they really are going to set up a

17 group tha t writes standards on monitoring of performance of

18 systems. I have not gotten the impression that they think

19 that is unimportant, but just that that is the job of some

20 other group. To me that is a difference of opinion that is

21 irrelevant as .ong as one has the standards.

22 MR. WHENZINGER: Well, if it is not for accident

23 monitoring then I don't know what it is for.

24 MR. KERE: Okay.

25 M3. STANLEYs It is for system status. We have

O

.-
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O
k/ 1 made that distinction.

2 MR. ~4RENZINGER: I wonder if Mr. Stanley might

3 comment on how long he thinks it might be necessary to
.

4 develop the standards that he has outlined.

5 MR. STANLEY: I am not current on the schedule for

6 4.6 or whether a working group has been set up in ANS 3 for

7 the radioactive monitor ones. I am just not current on

8 those.

9 MR. KERE: Other questions?

10 Thank you, sir.

11 MR. STANLEY: I will turn it over now to Dave

12 Summers.

13 MR. CATTON: As long as you are still there,, Ig)
\m/ . in your view, you don 't need14 have a question. I notice that

15 PWR in-core temperatures, nor do you need ?'4R vessel levels.

16 Is this a result of your reasonableness category?

1'7 MR. STANLEY: Yes, very much so .

18 MR. CATTON: That is what I thought. Tha.k you..

19 So you would change your position, then, if it was -

20 reasonable to have such instrumentation.

21 MR. STANLEY: Yes.

22 MR. SUMMERS: I thought I would start, as a means

23 of introduct ion , with my past extensive testimony to the

24 ACRS on this subject last November so you know what my

25 credentials are in speaking to you today, one paragraph.
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O
\_/ 1 As a sesber of ANS 4.5, we set out, as loren had

2 sentioned, to cose up with AMI objectives tha t had a number

3 and clearly tock a systematic approach to accident

4 monitoring. As stated before, the idea was to characterire

5 the safety status of a plant by these three Type A, 3 and C

6 variable types. To do se in a systematic and practical way,

7 ve said AEI has to be clear and understandable.

8 To be' clear and understandable, we said you have

9 to have a sinizus set. It has to be cris; so the operator

10 can handle it. So we applied a sufficient and necessary

11 criteria as we reviewed the number of variables. We stated

12 that we wanted to have the most direct indication pcssible

13 and we used tnis as part of our evaluation.

O'
14 We said that AMI should be uniquely identified se'

15 that in an accident, the operator can distinguish readily

16 between what instruments are, if I say use the phrase, super

l'7 qualified, at least qualified, as opposed to others that say

18 or say not be qualified; and then mest appropriately, as a

19 result of T5I considerations, we attempted to consider the

20 san /sachine interface in a numbers can the operator

l' 21 assimilate all the inforsation here tellin; hin it is
|

2 important and he has to be looking at it.

23 The other criteria, which ! don't think we had

24 quite as much difficulty with with the staff, was in terms
|

25 of assurance of availability, that is the power supply and

O
,

1

a
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(~)
\/ 1 the qualification of equipment.

2 MR. KERE: Mr. Summers, do you think if you

3 presented that set of objectives to the NRC staff, they

4 would have any disagreement with those as desirable

5 objectives?

6 MR. SUMMERS: I think they would say they are

7 desirable objectives, but one of the everriding items in

8 terms of the list put up here would be that, as stated, I

9 think by Mr. Catton with regards to hunan engineering, that

10 this recognizes a problem but we are no t going to censider

11 it.

12 Consequently, the defense in depth concept goes

13 counter to that, and I think --

L
14 MR. KIRRs No, I as simply saying that these were

15 rour objectives, and it occurs to se that they p cbably

16 would have been acceptable to the NRC's objectives as well.

17 I am trying to establish where the disagreements arise. I

18 don ' t think there is a disagreement between you and the NRC

19 en these objectives; do you?

20 MR. SUMMERS: I can't answer that completely

21 elearly, Dr. Kerr.

ZZ MR. KIRR : No, but I ean just give se your best

23 jud;=ent.

24 MR. SUMMERS: In my best judg=ent, in terms of

25 applyinc the sinimus set of sufficient and necessary

D)tv
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b)'s ' 1 criteria, that we came and held that fast; that as a

. 2 criterion it --

3 MR. KERE: I do not believe that the NRC considers

'4 anything th a t they have asked for as unnecessary or
,

5 insufficient. I think they ask for things that ther

6 consider necessary and --

7 MR. SUMMERS: And hence, in terms of your

8 question, two sets of people are doing the same problem with

9 two different viewpoints. *

10 MR. KIRRs No. What I as trying to state is you

11 could have set out with completely different objectives, and

12 in some senses you did. You stuck to AMI and they put in

13 AMI and two or three other things, I think . But insofar as-

a
14 the AMI objectives, I don't see anything on there with which

15 I think the staff would disagree.

j 16 MR. HINT"2: I think you can agree to that, Dave,

l'7 without any problem.

18 (Laughter.)

19 MR. KERR: I don 't mean tha t this .s good or bad;

20 I am just trying to find out where the point of departure

21 arises.

ZZ MR. CAITON: I might mention, Dave, these

23 objectivec look quite similar also to this CR 1440.

| 24 MR. SUMMERS: I have not had s chance to reviev
l
l

25 that.

|

| s-

|
| |

'

|
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1 HR. CATTON: It would be interesting to compare

2 this third set of required instrumentation ~with the other

3 two.

4 MR. SUEMERS: Briefly, we have in terms of REG

5 GUIDE 1.97 five basic concerns. 'Je f eel tha t a systematic

j 6 approach is missing, that the scope expansion, that is, both
!

7 with Types D and E and likewise the expansion out of the

8 control room in to other areas of the plant, is unsupported

9 in terms of functional requirements specified in the guide,

10 and tha t the scope of expansion blurs the AMI focus, that

11 is, the crispness of the information to the operator.

12 We think that the requirements are overly

13 prescriptive and that human f actors consideration is

'
14 missing, and I would like to address each of these points

15 separately.

16 In terms of the systematic approach being missing,

17 the NRC has four pages of single-spaced exceptions, as Loren

18 had pointed out, with respect to a 25-page standard. This

19 was just kind of bulk comparisons. That may not be an

20 adequate way to compa re, but it is about 25 percent of the

21 stadard in comments.

Z2 MR. KERE: ! must adr t I as curious as to how the

23 NRC could use the word " endorse" with reference to what they

24 did to the standard, but that i. aaybe here nor there. It

25 seems clear that there is some disagreement.

i

t
s

a
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('M
k# 1 MR. SUMMERS. As mentioned by Loren, the possible

2 20 variable matchups that we have in Type B and C. We only

|3 matched up on 10, but I understand from his discussion that

4 that is because there wasn't cross-referencing. That is a

5 format problem. REG GUIDE 1.97, we feel, does not evolve
.

6 from a basic functional criteria or analysis. Again, out of

and this may be a formatting problem7 the standard ----

8 under Type 3 the radiological efiluent entrol was

9 eliminated as an AMI type 3 variable "anction. We said it

10 was important and has been, in esuence, downgraded in the

11 REG GUIDE.

12 In terms of containment integrity for barrier

13 monitoring, there is only environs monitoring and
(wg

el
14 containment effluent monitoring. Again, I think this may be

15 drawn out in terms of format problems so I shall move on.

16 The tables mandated unjustified div sity

I'7 requirements on the functional level. .nis is to address

18 your question, Dr. Kerr, specifically. ANS 4.5 has the
|

19 requirement, or it states, if I may paraphrase, that

20 diversity is preferred over redundancy on the functional

21 level. That is, af ter you have identified a functional

22 requirement, we designate one parameter and you have

23 redundance requirements. It would be preferred if you can

24 come up with a diverse variable that also is adequate,
t

25 necessary and sufficient criteria is met, and that you have

(us)
|
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n)\- 1 a diverse parazeter that you can cross-connect between the

2 two.

3 ~4 hat we feel, at least in our reading of the guide

4 and our interpretation of the guide., is that the redundancy

5 requirements are also being applied on the diverse

6 parameters on the functional level. This jacks up the

7 number of instruments, and f rom our standpoint there is an

8 adverse impact on human engineering.

9 DR. KERE: In what sense do you consider that

10 unjustified?

11 MR. SUMMERS: That if you have as an objective to

1:2 verify a certain functional requirement and we apply a

13 single failure criterion in terms of diverse indications orfS
5J

14 redundant indications on a given parameter or two

15 parameters, we feel that suffices in lieu of havino

16 redundant requirements on a multitude of parameters. I am

17 not' sure I --

18 MR. KERR4 To say that you feel something is

19 interesting, but that is not a very logical argument to

20 demonstrate to me tha t something somebody else has done is

21 unjus<ified. One is looking for some level of reliability

22 and unambiguity. Did you establish some level and conclude

23 that one could reach it without going to the diversity that

24 NRC is requiring, .or did you just use a feeling that you had?

25 MR. SUMMERS: Basically we went to a historical

n
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n,
'' 1 perspective of single failure criterion and applied that to

2 --

3 MR. KERE: But I thought everybody had agreed tha t

4 the single failure criterica has, if not become obsolete, at

5 least is in the process of becoming obsolescent, and we want
1

i 6 something batter.

'

7 MR. SUMMERSs I guess the answer to the question

8 directly is in lieu of a probabilistic risk assessment on a

9 number of acetdents, it is very difficult, without being

10 arbitrary --

11 MR. KERR Well, I would think a forward looking,

12 progressive organization like the American Nuclear Society

(Gg
13 would be doing this kind of thing to some extent.

14 MR. SUMMERS: You must keep in mind th e time

15 frames by which we are acting.

16 MR. KERRa Okay.

I'7 Md. SUMMERS: And again, t?.e time frame of being

18 able to support a draft standard by November starting in

19 late July. We have to make engineering judgments in terms

20 of w ha t the basic reliability criteria would be, and tha t

! 21 was the single failure criteria.

22 MR. KERR Okay.

23 MR. SUMMERS: In terms of the scope expansion, ANS
l

'

24 4.5 felt that scope expansion wa s unsupported in terms cf

; 3 the functional requirements. Basically, ANS 4.5,, being the

Ov
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1

s ,

( )s_- 1 reference document and being control room operator oriented ,

2 cannot really legitimately be used as a reference document

3 for functional requirements when extending those functional

4 requirements out to the entire plant organiration.

5 In terms of functional requirenents in identifying

6 what the objective is, what the functional requirements are

7 for the given emergency facilities that we are talking about

8 today, there are really ne functional requirements as a

9 basis for determining the lists in the accompanying tables.

10 We might point out that in terms of these

11 activities, functional requirements are now being defined by

12 the NRC for these activities as part of the draft NUREG 0696

13 ongoing work. !t is just our basic feeling that it is the,

i

s _) 14 cart preceding the horse in terms of the requirement, in

15 that the parameter list is leading the way as opposed to th e

16 f unctions being required leading th e way .

I'7 MR. ZUDANSs Under your Type C instrumentation

18 th a t the ANS 4.5 proposes, how far do you go to the outside?

19 ME. SUMMERSs Excuse me. I --

20 ME. ZUDANS: How far do you go with the potential

|
21 for reaching the boundaries and getting radiation out?

i

|

| 22 ME. SUMMIES: Well, we have the potential for

! 23 breach of the containment and the actual breach of the

24 containment.

3 MR. "UDANS4 Do you look at what is happening

(
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C.
.

- 1 outride the --

2 XR. SUMMERS: Yes. We endorse requiring radiation

3 monitors currounding the plant.

4 MR. ZUDANS: That is under Type C.

5 MR. WRENZINGER: Dave, since there was a

6 considerable debate with regard to the Type C during the

7 meetings that both you and I were a party to, I wonder if

8 for the benefit of the ACES you right tell them why you

9 chose to exclude the potential for the b' reach of a fuel and

10 th e potential for the breach of the primary boundary.

11 32. SUMMERS Loren, could I defer to you on that?

12 MR. STANLEY: Let me answer that one, if I could.

13 The basic problem that we have is that the statement is mades

(
14 in the REG GUIDE and has been in their drafts for some time,

15 that Type C would be instrumentation that would detect the

16 potential for breach of the fuel clad, the reactor coolant

17 pressure boundary and the containment. One of the industry

18 commenters , and it was endorsed later on by a second

19 industry commenter, pointed out that he didn't think we had

20 th e e xpe r tise to detect all of the potential causes, what
i
' 21 are all the things that have the potential for breaching the

22 f uel clad ba rrier and the reactor coolant pressure boundary

ZI barrier.

24 We deliberated on that for some time and ve

3 decided that we did not want to make a promise that we

ALOERSON AEPCRTING COMPANY. NO.
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(^)u 1 couldn't fulfill. So we elected to detect the breach of the

2 three barriers and the poten tial f or the breach of the

3 containment, and not go beyond tha t because that would be

4 promising something that could not be delivered.

5 MR. ZUDANS: That means tha,t you are not going to

6 monitor anything that happenc outside with respect to
|

7 release of radioactive materials in accordance with this --

8 MR. STANLEY: No, that is not true. ~4e are

9 monitoring outside, in our Type C. Environs monitoring is

10 one of the things that detects actual breach. Now, the

11 potential for breach of the containment is reactor pressure

12 coolant boundary.

f~ 13 MR. ZUDANS: Is it then correct that your Type C

(>
14 contains the 1.97 Type E?

15 MR. STANLEY: Yes.

16 MR.. SUMMEPS: 'J e call it --

1'7 MR. STANLEY To a certain extent.

18 MR.. ZUDANS: In other words, what is in your Type

19 C covers Type C of 1.97 plus the Type E.

20 MR. SUMMERS: I think this is one of the criticisms

21 that is very confusing to know what the functional

22 requirements of the ANS document are as it is nov

23 transcribed.

24 MR. KERR: Mr. Stanley, now that you have seen how

25 to detect those potentials for breach of cladding and

i '

' -s
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(- 1 pressure boundaries, maybe ANS u.5 ought to go back and take

2 another look, because the staff knows how to do it.

3 MR. STANLEY: I am sorry, but I have looked at the

4 last copy of the REG GUIDE, and it says that the in-core

5 thermocouple measures detect the potential for fuel clad
,

6 barrier. It seems to me that that is an after the fact. It

7 is not a potential thing at all. You have already

8 encountered the region where you probably have perforated.

9 I think the NRC has made promises that are not fulfilled in

10 the actual tables, and we in ANS decided we didn't want to

11 tackle that one.

12 MR. WRENZINGER: There was one measurement over

13 which there was a good deal of debate, and I recognize you

O 14 have included it as a potential for the breach of the

15 containment. But I would succest that the measurement that I

16 think we all agree on, and that is the necessity to measure

17 the pressure in the primary coolant boundary, is probably

18 one indication -- I grant it is not the only indication --

19 but at least one indica tion of the potential for breach of

20 the primary coolant boundary, not just the containment.

21 MR. KERRs It does not strike me that that is a

22 very serious difference. If both of you are going to

23 measure the pressure and have it readily available, what you

24 use it for strikes se as being slightly irrelevant.

3 CR. WPENZINGER: I am only pointing that out

O
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m
A/ 1 because there really isn't a difference of opinion there,

2 and yet it has been characterired that way.

3 MR. KERRs Yes. Maybe if you gentlemen had had th e

4 late, great Lyndon Johnson to say "Come, let us reason
,

5 together for a few minutes," you could have resolved some of

| 6 these differences. Thank you, Mr. Stanley.
i

7 MR. WHENZINGER: We reasoned together for more

8 than just a few minutes.

| 9 MR. ZUDANS Was my question fully answered? Does

10 your Type C contain what 197 calls Type C and Type E?

11 MR. SUMMERSs The answer is no.

12 MR. ZUDANSs It was yes before.

13 MR. SUMMERSs Except on the one parameter.
(~S
t_/

14 Specifically, if you say all Type E, the answer is no. ANS

15 u.5, again, addressing the control coco operator, only

16 addresses that part which is relevant to the control room
.

17 operator. There are parts of Type E that are there as part

18 of the emergency plan, sampling, off-site, and as far as ANS

19 4.5 is concerned, are not relevant to the control room

20 operator. Those are not addressed.

21 MR. KERR* Does that fully answer your question?

22 MB. ZUDANSs Well . it only tells se that there are

23 pieces that correspond and pieces that do not.
c
|

24 MR. KERE: Le t =e answer your question fully. No.

25 MR. ZUDANSs Then I don't think AUS goes far

O
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V 1 enough.
.

2 MR. KERR: Please continue, Mr. Summers.
1

1

3 MR. SUMMERS: In terms of the scope expansion,

4 again, getting a little more on that, we felt that this

5 blurred the focus. As Loren has stated, Type D and E

|
6 variables, we felt, were not, in terms of a crisp

.

7 presentation to the operator, functionally essential for

8 accident monitoring. That does not preclude their need for

9 safety status monitoring for the given safety system. We

10 never had a disagreement on that. It was in terms of where

11 that should be done. We f elt that ANS 4.5 did not have the

12 representation to address that. That was one of the reasons

13 for not addressing.gs
d

14 Also, in teras of the AMI hierarchy, in terms of

15 impo rtance, it is more in a diagnostic sense. I might add

16 that ANS 4.5, curiously, agrees with REG GUIDE 1.95, Rev. 1,

17 in the statement and the discussion, where it noted based on

18 a Ratte11e report that it should be noted that in safety

19 analysis many padameters may be identified that will be

20 desirable but less essential information to the operator.

21 Any instrument used to measure these less essential -- i.e,

ZZ backup -- parameters is outside the scope of this guide. We

23 hear tily endorse REG GUIDE 1.97,'Rev. 1, for that statement.

24 Perhaps our most serious objections come in the

25 a r ea of requirements being overly prescriptive and in terms

,
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1 of human factors considerations. REG GUIDE 1.97, since it is

2 not based on functional requirements, as we see it, in many

3 areas, leaves the designer in kind of a tacky situation of

4 really having to blindly comply. It is very hard to argue

5 parameters when there is no common justice to analyre and

6 show otherwise.

7 Specifically, we have a requirement, position C.5,

8 which requires us to analyze and identify instruments for

9 defense in depth. It is very difficult because that could

10 sean every parameter in the plan t. In such an approach

11 where you attempt to comply with everything, I think you end

12 up getting_nothing. You have not had crispness in terms of

13 the presentation of parameters to the operator. It results

L
14 in a na.. w and prescrited approac.Y to safety.

15 Likewise, we feel ' hat the NRC getting in this REG.

16 GUIDE into the position of designer has some unique problems

l'7 in terms of designers trying to implement. Specifically,

18 position C.7 of the guide states tnat rriteria for variable

19 Types D and I will be like Iypes B in the table ; however,

20 there is no -- excuse me, in table 1. However, there is no

21 d.signation for Type 3 variables in table 1.

ZZ In terms of the EEG GUIDE, at this point in time

23 it is very hard to give a detailed consideration of project

24 uniqueness, again since there is nc analysis basing much of

25 th e ret.uirements. The detailed design requirements of ten

)
%s
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(^3
1 are unjustified or beyond the existing state of the art.'

2 Position C.8(a) mandates electrical isolation of all AMI

3 instrumentation. Since a number of the AMI instruments nov

4 are no t Class I, are non-I-E, we are now requiring

5 electrical isolation between non-E parts in two systems,

t 6 which doesn't make a whole heck of a lot of sense.

7 Position C.8(b) requires operational availability

8 checking of instruments. At the high raDqe radiation

9 monitors where we have a number of very high range radiation

10 monitors, where we have a number of very high range

11 detectors, low range detectors, it may not be possible and

12 it certainly is not one of our considerations to go off and

13 have a check source to be able to automatically check thegg
U

14 radiation levels at the higher dual-range devices.

15 I guess in terms of specific examples that we have

16 heart ache, and one that was mentioned previously, environs

17 radiation monitoring, which we endorse as a variable, in our
-3 2R

18 guide we had designated 10 and 10 per hour range,

19 and we left the number of stations unidentified. Based on a

20 designer being able to look at his plant-specific
-6

21 considera tio ns , the requirement in the guide is from 10
1R

22to 10 per hour.
|

| 23 I might add that the lower limit is a decade below

24 ambient background at scst sites. We just feel it is
i
' 25 absolutely unreasonable. In terms of sceident monitoring,

;
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'' 1 it is not really accident monitoring oriented in that

2 because you have the lower end, you end up having an
!

3 ambiguity during an accident where shine from the !

4 containment, the LOCA, is picked up by these monitors, and

5 if you have self-shielding from your auxiliary building or

6 what not, the operator may be led to believe that he does

7 have a release, unplanned release, which he is not having.

8 Again, in terns of getting into'the specific

9 de si*gn , there is a danger of not allowing the designer, the

10 plant-specific designer to identify the requirements for his

11 plant. I might add in terms of these ranges and in a number
,

12 of stations, there have been a number of studies that were

13 tentatively ignored in preparation of the guide, prepared by(sv)i

14 Battelle Northwest laboratories for the DSC, in which

15 stations, a limited number going down to even three of

16 monitoring stations would suffice for accident monitoring

l'7 capability.

18 Sasically, the range that ANS 4.5 is specifying

19 was generated as part of a working group which included Dr.

20 John Folston from Georgia Tech and Dr. Mawny Schultr,

21 f o rm e rly from Penn State, where we tried to ascertain

22 specific range requirements, we considered shine problems,

23 and these were ignored.

24 'ie have a prcblem with the core exist

25 thermocouples where you have a requirement for 16

O
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1 thermoccuples for FWE and 50 for EWE. An obvious question

2 is why the difference. For radiation exposure in areas

3 required for access for safety-related equip:ent, ve have a
-1 uE

4 range requirement in the cuide of 10 and 10 per
43

5 hour. Gentlemen, I wouldn't go into a roos at 10 per

6 hour. I would have about 10 seconds. I wouldn't ;o into it

7 below that.

8

$ 10

1|4 11

12

13

'

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
!
|
'

3

|O
i
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o)(_ 1 Ten to the fourth 3 per hour is approximately ten

2 seconds before you would see your lethal dose limit before*

3 you would be able, even in an access situation, to be able

4 to drag a body out.

Ij 5 In terms of the high ranges for radioactive

6 effluent monitors, we endorsed noble gas monitoring and we

7 did not specify a range. I feel again that you have to take

8 more than a nonmechanistic approach to range. The guide was

9 based on vaporizing a core and dividing it by containment

10 volume. That certainly is conservative.

11 However, we don't feel that it reflects reality.

12 In our Sandia reports we indicate that a meltdown will be at

13 least paged if it occurs. There are problems in terms of3
O

14 high range effluent radiation monitors not being available

15 within the existing state of the art in terms of actually

1S performing the requirements that are deemed necessary by the

17 quide.

18 ~4e have suggested independently fo r the high range

19 radiation monitoring, the gross gamma radioactivity, would

20 be an acceptable alternative to the very high range, because

21 at that stage in the ball;ame in terms of a release, it is

22 whether your radioactivity is going u; or down that counts.

23 What a designer or emergency planner would be wanting to

! 24 know, the iodine is the thing that would be doinc harm to

l 25 the public. Noble gas at that stage is just an indication

! g3
%-)
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Q/ e'
1 that q.hings are getting better or verse.ss

r
2 {

RCS radioactivity at 10 curies per cc, I thought

3 that was kind of curious. You might be able to do that in a

4 hot cell where you have a 1C cc sample, but wi th a 36-inch

5 pipe with several hundred liters of water and 10 curies per

6 cc ! think that vould probably be impossible despite your

7 heat generation.

8 Che requirement for providing reliable power for

9 indication of voltage in the current on non-II power supply

10 status just doesn't really "aake sense, providing reliable

11 power indications for non-II power.

12 I guess I would like to highlight by admonition of

13 the Kemeny Commissions stated that this conmission believes

O 14 that it is an absorbing concern with safety that vill bring

15 about safety, not just meeting of narrowly prescribed

16 complex regulations. I submit that with the detailed,

l'7 specific criteria of Eeg Guide 197, this is a strong example

18 of narrowly prescribed complex regulations.

19 Perhaps scst significantly human factors

20 consideration is missing. I do recall that one of the ACBS
(
,

21 members had a comment, and I think it was Mr. Catton, I

22 do n ' t recall, with regard to human engineering. The basic

23 reply was that it was recognised but there wasn't a lot we

24 could do about it at this time.

25 ANS 4.5, and I think for the industry in general,

(
i

%

t
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(m)
e

N' 1 would have to say that we have to do something about it. We

2 have to take that as a yardstick against being alive. You

3 have to look at the cost tradeoff in terms -- and excuse me ;

4 for using the word " cost" the value of tradeoff, and you--

5 kill it before you consume it -- excuse me -- the value,

6 safety value tradeoff with regards to human engineering.

7 Human factors enhancement in control room and

8 accident monitoring is going to be at cross purposes. That

9 is inherent. Actually monitoring , if you did it the way an

10 accident monitoring designer, he would say put e7erything

11 you can, all the information you can in f ron t of th e-

12 operator. Human engineering says make it as concise and as

13 robust as possible so that the operator can assimilate that
,f-

(>
1<4 information.

15 If you blow him away with information or give him

16 an overload, you end up defeating the entire purpose of

1'7 accident moni to ring .

18 MR. CATTON: 'Who is suggesting tha t the operator

19 be given an overload? I think what is being suggested is

20 th a t suf ficien t information be available if he wants it. I

21 think it would be foolish to blast him with all the

' 22 information at once, and I don't think anybody is suggesting

23 that.

24 MR. SUMMERS: My next point here I think will give

25 you - some idea, if you can defer your comment till tnen.

n%s
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O(_) 1 Eeq Guide 197 has a very substantial inpact, and

2 saybe this is an a;;ropriate time. Again I will sention

3 that the numbers I as putting up here is again ANS 4.5,

4 sitting down, trying to take the reg guide and read it and

5 interpret it. And we tried to be fair. The ranges you see

6 in terms of the numbers that are put up en the overhead

7 righ t new give a range in some cases of looking at a plant

8 backfit.

9 Some of the problems you have in terms of human

10 engineering, actually =cnitoring, is the fact that you have

11 an existing control rocs, and some of these panels are

12 non-II panels and you just cannot get the channels, lE

13 channels in the non-II panels to separate and still be able

b 14 to cran everything in.

15 In terms of th e re; guide requirement of saying

16 that the instrument should be the same one used by the

l'7 operator in theory that is a real gcod idea. In reality,

18 for backfitting it will be extremely difficult, especially

19 in the extended rances where the operator ends up in a

20 situation where in an accident he will have to rely on an

21 instrument channel that he ner: ally igncres. It is reading

3 rero during ac r:al c; era tions.

23 Likevise, as I have sentioned, because of the '

24 constraints in the centrol rocs you have the situation where

25 you say have an AM channel separated frc: another AMI

O-s

|
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1 channel because there are constraints of what you can put in'

2 existing panels. You may have a situation where you have

3 the non-IE channel being relied on by the operato r because

4 the AMI channel could not be fit Lext to his controls and

5 the AMI channel is sitting in another panel in the back of

*

6 the room.

7 You have the problem of different qualification

8 requirements. Specifically, some of the AMI channels will

9 he more qualified than related instpument channels on the

10 safety systems that are supptsed to actuate and protect the

11 plant. So you have another anomaly in there in terms of

12 which one does he rely on.

13 Let me go through the list of displays. We racked'

14 up basically taking from a perspective of whether we could

15 convince the NRC, the lower numbers are based on, whether

16 we could convince that existing warning equipmente whether

l'7 they met the qualification requirements, could be acceptable

18 operated in place.

19 The high range is the more conservative if

i 20 everything goes wrong in terms of your review. The bottom

I
! 21 line is for total Class II displays. We are talking in the

22 vicinity of 20 to 30 additional Class II displays re ANS

i

i Z3 4.5, between 29 and 41, Reg Guide 1.97.
I

l
| 24 'J e a r e talking upgrading up to 8 per ANS 4.5 and

25 upgrading up to 16 for 1.97.

O)\_
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/ 1 Of course, one of the other things that come out

2 is the fact that I literally used the. designation Class 3,

3 the environmentally qualified sensors. You will note that

4 in, Mr. Catton, with respect to your comment on displays and

5 flooding the operator, one of the problems you have is that

6 again we don ' t have the flexibility necessary to go to

7 plant, shoving things , isola ting and putting them into a

8 plant computer. When you are talking about applying a

9 uniform building code, even at one-third the G 1evels, you

10 are talking about for seismic events, most plant computers

11 cannot handle that. If you get a normal shake, rattle, and

12 roll, that is it for the computer. There's not too many

- 13 seimically qualified mainframes.

s_-
14 So that you have another problem which I am not

15 really reflecting here, and that is what you do with these

16 Class 2E displays, the ones that are environmentally

1'7 qualified but only required on demand. Well, to me all the

18 qualifica tions that are now specified I think there are some

19 major problems, at least we will have to do some

.
20 nego tia ting , to be able to get that on demand as opposed to

!

! 21 a display in the control room.

! 22 One of the significant points, trend recc der
!

23 poin ts . Now these I had problems -- A1, excuse me -- I had

24 problems with really understanding whether these are

|
25 supposed to be all Class lE analog s pli t en t, r ts . That

/~]v
i
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\ 1 seemed to be what it says. I don 't think that is what you

2 meant, but that is what it said. ANS u.5 would have 34

3 recorder points; Reg Guide 1.97 would have 95 by the Table

4 1. Even if you accept 15 point recorders as acceptable for

5 human enginee ring , that is one heck of a lot of recorders.

6 The power upgrade on non-IE displays, the

7 categories 5 in Feq Gaide 1.97 -- exctse me, categories u

8 and 5, I think, would requite reliable power battery back

9 upgrades on 172 channels.

10 The total addition al instrument ch annels, now what

11 I am factoring in here is the fact for existing plants where

12 you have to take the channel all the way back, for

13 multi-range detectors -- I have not really addressed

14 multi-range detectors where you would end up having possibly

15 additional channels for the multi-range detectors. Assuming

16 that will all be one, channel, we computed 163 to 175

1'7 additional instrument channels. Admi tte d ly , that is not all

18 going in the control room, but that is a substantial impact

19 in terms of being able to get this done in any reasonable

20 fashion.
|

( 21 MR. KERRs Mr. Summers, I was told at the

22 beginning of this presentation that it would take about a

23 half an hour. We have now spent 70 minutes. I don't want
i
i 24 to cut you short.

25 MR. SUMMERSs I will finish up in two minutes, Dr.

!A)v
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d(x 1 Kerr.

2 MR. KERR: Oksy.

3 MR. SUMMERSs Cur basic point then is human

4 factors must play a significant part in the AMI. It cannot

5 be ignored to =ake this thing work. 'de have to have

6 flexibility to be able to have things in a computer based

7 system, the less essential items, so they can be useful for

8 the operator. And we should make AMI crisp and robust with

9 a minimum set, so that it tells the operator in a very

10 succinct way am I within the safety bounds defined by my

11 design safety analysis.

12 I would point out in closing, at TMI where 50 to

13 10C alarms represen ted a severe imposition on the control
7. g
O 14 room operator, 110 plus 53 Class II displays would certainly

15 have the same effect.

16 Thank you, unless there is any questions.

17 MR. KERE: Yes, sir.

18 MR. RENEROYAa David, forget.u.5 and

19 qualifica tion . How many instruments do we have in 1.97 that

20 are not now installed in Palisades? Can you give us a list?

|

21 MR. SUMMERS: You are looking at a number that

22 would he close.
.

23 MR. RENESCYAs How many?

24 MR. SUMMERS: As far as instrument channels, that

25 is what I -- ,

O\
%~)t
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\ 1 33. BENEECTA: No, instruments. Ckay, channels.

2 MR. SUMMERS: Channels. That is what I as

3 saying.

4 33. BENEROYA Yes.

5 53. SUM 3ERS: You take a normal existing plant,

6 and we are talking in the vicinity of 153 to 175 instrument

7 channels if the Reg Guide is in;1emented by the ;1snt to the

*
8 letter of the law. Excuse me, I realine it is not law, but

9 if implemented it specifically adds --

10 MR. SENEROYA David, now that is not the

11 questicn. What are the instruments that.are now in 1.97

12 that we don't have new in Halisades?

. 13 33. SUMMESS Well, if we are talking centrol room

14 displays --
;
,

15 Y3. BENE 30!As Any place in the plant. Yes, from

16 the gate door to the control roca. Any place.

17 53. SU55ESS: I will give you a good example.

18 MR. 3ENE30YA No, no, I don't want an exas;1e.

19 The list. Do you have a list?

20 MR. SUMMERS: We have done this ad infinitus.

21 XR. BENE 30YA: Yes. I kncv. So I want to hear

22 the list, so people vil; kncv hov sany instru ents are not

23 now.

i

24 MR. SUMMERS: I don't kncv wh a t else can do.

|
25 YR. XEER: It seems to me that questien is net

| /*'
i
\

|
,
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e
\ - 1 very meaningful unless one has a better understanding than I

I

2 have of how 1.97 fits into existing instruments. I must |

3 admit I don't know. This group has probably studied it in a

4 lot more detail. M.y impression is that it will require some

5 changes.

6 You are telling me that it will require very few

7 apparently. Is that the import of your question?-

8 MR. BENEROYA: Oualification, definitely there

9 vill be some changes; but in the number of instruments I

10 don't think there vill be much number of changes. So that

11 when he talks about human factor, I don't think it is a

12 problem for this one.

13 MR. KERRs It is a pretty simple process. All yougs

U
14 do is rip out the existing instrumentation and replace it

15 with qualified instrumentation. Is tha t --

16 MR. BENEROYA4 Definitely not. Fobody said that.

17 But that is where the implementation comes in and where we

18 talk to each utility and find out what can be done at each

19 place.

20 MR. KERR: ' Jell, witho ut defending any point of

21 view, Yr. Kemeny at least, and since Mr. Kemeny obviously

22 doesn ' t understand a single failure criterion and I am not

23 sure whether he understands alarms either, but he did seem

24 to indicate that existing pcVer plants had somewhat too much

3 clutter.

I
N.)i

/i
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1 I don't know anything about human engineering, so

? that is enough.

3 33. ZUDANS: 'J ell , Dr. Kerr - '

4 MR. KERRs Yes, sir.

5 MR. ZUDANSs -- that leaves se now unclear.

l 6 MR. KERR All questions have to be restricted to
|
,

' 7 those that ran be answered in 30 seconds.

8 MR. ZUDANSs Okay, last line. Are these 153 to

9 175 new distinct instruments that have to be placed or are

10 they already covered by lastruments existing in the plant?

11 XR. SUMMERS: It is a six.la

12 MR. ZUDANSs '4 ell, you can ' t say total additional

13 instrument channels.

14 MR. SUMMERSs No. '4 hen you go back and rationally

15 see how will I implement this, it is a reasonable point to

16 say that if I cannot put it in the existing panel because

17 the panel is cluttered, then I can't change that out because

!
18 it is a non-IE display. I have got to put it someplace else

19 in the control. Tha t is an additional channel.

20 MR. ZUDANSs Okay, that is fine. That means that

1

21 there is still an answer that would be interesting to know;

22 namely, if you would eliminate that need, which may be

23 because of the way it is specified, would this number reduce

24 dramatically?

25 MR. SUMMERS: It definitely would reduce, yes.

(O_/

1

1
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1 MR. ZUDANS: '4ha t would be the number then, if you

2 could use all the lines and al' the racks and all the holes

3 in the panel?

4 MR. SUMMERSs I possibly would be able to refine

5 What we have by this af ternoon.

6 MR. ZUDANSs Yes.

7 MR. SUMMERS: If this is going to continue. I

8 don' t have it handy now.

9 MR. KERE: Are there further questions? Thirty

10 seconds.

11 MR. LIPINSKIs In looking at your single failure

12 criteria you say diverse variables are preferred. Yet when

13 I look at your general requirements for Type 3 variables for

O 14 reactivity control I only find flux.a'

15 MR. KERR: I am sorry, I thought he was being

16 critical of required diversity, not in favor of it.

17 MR. LIPINSKI No. He is in favor of it.

18 MR. KERR Oh, he is? Okay, then I misunderstood.

19 MR. LIPINSKIs In the listing of all of his

20 measurements here I do not find the diversity coming in

| 21 here. Yet if I were to do this job accor' ding to your
!

22 prescription I would have to expand your list.

23 MR. SUMMERSs Okay, what we were doing in ANS 4.5,

, 24 again to understand the ob jec tive , was not to set really a
!

25 minimum list but if you applied this list everythin; vent

O
,

I
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1 away, but we were saying that this shall be one of the

2 variables. You have to do an analysis to show that you are

3 covered.

4 MB. II?INSKIs Okay. If you had done , cur
'

5 analysis for the person that is q0ing to apply this, I thinx

6 you will find that your list arpands to icek scre like 1.97.

7 MR. SUMMERS There is a possibility of that.

8 ME. LIPINSKI4 They h' ave done their analysis and

9 they have cose to conclusions and they are offering you.

10 guidance. I don't get the guidance from yours. You have

11 left the work for me to do.

12 MR. SUMMERSs Eut it is prescribed, and it also

13 has (inaudible) prescription in terms of rance, in terms of7 s,

U
14 qualifications. The designer is very :uch (inaudible)

15 MR. KERE: Other questions? ' dell, there is a bit

16 of human engineering, I understand, and that is a lot of

17 people like to have lunch. So I d9clare a lunch break, and

18 ve vill begin again at five minutes after two.

19 ( *4 h e re u po n , at 1:05 p.n., the do==ittee was

20 recessed, to be reconvened at 2:05 p.m. of the same day.)

| 21

22

D

24

25

O
V
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'N_) 1 AFTERNCON SESSION

2 MR. KERR: We continue with our consideration of

d) 3 Regulatory Guide 1.97. We have a request for presentatien i

V 4 from representatives of the Atomic Industrial forum. The

5 first name on my list is Mr. Coley.

I' 6 MR. WRENZINGER: Mr. Chairman, before Mr Coley
'

j

L 7 starts his presentation, I wonder if I might ask a question

8 with regard to the schedule. We do have a number of people

9 here for Reg. Guides 1 8 and 1.33, and I wonder if the Chair

10 would like to comment on the likelihood of getting to either

11 or both of those.

12 MR. KERR: I plan to stop work at about five

13 o' clock. I don't know how much longer the 1.97 will take.-,

I(Jx.
,14 I would think it would not take an additional three hours,

|

| 15 so it seems to me that we might get to one or both cf those

16 two.

I'7 MR. WRENZINGER: The schedule that was handed out

18 is not correct because it indicated going to 6:15, or 6:30
:

19 at the latest.

20 MR. KERR: Let's just say that I might consider

21 compressing it a little.

! 22 MR. WRENZINGER: Thank you.

|
Z3 MR. MERR I cannot imagine that this is going to

| 24 take another three hours, and I don't think that it is goinq

! 25 to take long on these pre-comment items.
1

(3
V
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1 If you people feel good about working until 6:30,

2 I could favorably reconsider.

3 MR. WEENZINGER: I was plea:ed to hear that

4 because we were told that we might work until 8 t00 o' clock,

5 and that we were to be prepared to stay for as long as

6 necessary.

7 MR. KERR Cece is a younger and stronger man than

8 I am.

9 Mr. Coley.

10 MR. COLEY: My name is Rill Coley, and I am

11 Manager of Engineering Services Steam Production Department

12 of Duke Power Company and I am here today representing the

13 AIF Subcommittee on Saf ety Parameters Integration. I am

14 also chairman of the AIF Subcommittee on Control Room

15 Co nsidera tion s.

16 We have a team of people representing our

l'7 subcommittee today to make a presentation to you. The

18 purpose of this presentation is to offer a way to allow the

19 proposals for the amergency facilities to be realized, to be

20 im pl em en ted , and placed in action in a very timely and

21 safety effective msnner, while at the same time providing a

22 vehicle for resolving a great deal of the controversies

23 surrounding Reg Guide 1.97. Ferhaps, in the area of

24 controversy around Reg Guide 1.97 we can all agree. Perhaps

25 th at is a point of common agreement.

(} The approach we would like to present is an

i
'

,. * 3
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o
/. 1 outgrowth of the work of our Safety Parameter Integration

2 Subcommittee, and the NEC technical staff. This work has

3 evolved over the past three-and-a-half months, and has

4 included some intensive interaction between our subcommittee

5 and the staff. We have also involved a great deal of

6 industry experts from around the industry in developing this

7 approach.

8 We would like to make our presentation in three
;

9 steps.

10 First, I would like to give you the rationale

11 behind the approach, what we are proposing and why.

12 Second, we would like to give you an idea of the

x 13 methodology that we have developed for making the analysis

A
1-4 for what parameters should be monitored, and to give an

15 example of the f ruits of that effort, the first parameter

16 list that we think ought to be implemented in all plants.

I'7 Finally, we would like to underscore some of the

18 very serious problems that we see with Reg. Guide 1.97, and

19 the effect that its implementation in its current form will

20 have with regard to the emergency facilities.

21 At the time Reg. Guide 1.97 was developed, our

22 industry did not have in place emergency plans of the scope

23 that we now have, and emergency organirations established

24 within each utility. Further, we as an industry did not

25 h a ve plans for the safety panel display ~ system, the

'

I

|
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* 1 technical support center, and the emergency operations

2 f acilities , and other emergency facilities to support us- on

3 site accidents or site incidents.

4 Therefore, Reg. Guide 1.97 has been developed

5 independent of these emer.gency f acilities,' which you should

6 support. Consequently, Reg. Guide 1.97 is not in concert

7 with the industry and NRC ef forts on those emergency

8 facilities.

9 This disconnect is very important to us as an
3

10 industry at this time because the NRC is now requiring that

11 th e R e g . Guide 1.97 variables be the basis for

12 implementation of emergency facilities. We feel tha t this

13 is not in the best interest of creating in a timely manner

O 14 those emergency facilities our industry needs.

15 We are also concerned certainly about Reg, Guide

16 1 97 being used as this basis since we feel tha t it ignores

l'7 the very importan t area of human factors.

i 18 In our efforts with the NRC, we have embarked on a

19 systematic approach for defining the data and the parameters

20 necessary to support an accident or incident. This approach

21 in contrast with the approach of Reg. Guide 1.97 integrates

i 22 human f actors considerations, the need for and the
!
'

23 importance of the inf ormation, and the use of the

. 24 information.

25 It is our feeling that Reg. Guide 1.97 in its

.

|

I
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) 1 present form, if implemented, will preempt this more timely

2 and more saf e ty ef f ective approach we advocate.

3 We wish to suggest a phased approach and a

4 systematic approach to defining these emergency facilities.

5 First, we feel that we should sequentially apply the

6 methodology that we have developed to defining, first, the

7 requirements for safety parameter display system for the

8 control room display to give the operator an overview of the

9 safety status of the plant. We think the methodology should

10 then be applied to the remaining emergency facilities.

11 It is our position that in taking this structured

1:2 systematic a pproach the end result will be a parameter list

13 plus functional requirements that fully meet the intent and
'

1<4 the purpose of Reg. Guide 1.97.

15 Further, we think that this will allow ut as an

16 industry to implement in a timely ma.iner those things which

I'7 are most important, which vill be timely and safety

- 18 effective, and which will improve plant safety.

19 We are now in the process, as an industry, of

20 several parallel ef forts. One is the defining of the

21 functional requirements of the emergency facilities. The

22 second is a year-long human factors review of control

| 23 rooms.

24 We feel that ther,e is a logical evolution of the

25 spirit and the purpose of Reg. Guide 1.97 in taking t ua

( ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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~/ 1 progressive, systematic approach we propose. Accordingly,

2 as I have indicated, we do not feel that if Heq. Guide 1.97

3 is implemented in its current form that it will be in the

4 'best interest of timely and safety effective improvements in

5 our industry.

6 Our first step has been to develop a minimum

7 universal parameter list for SWRs and PWRs for only the

8 safety paraseter display system. Again, this is the system

9 which should be installed in a control room, or would be in

10 a control room to give an operator the overall safety status

11 of that plant.

12 We feel that, first, defining and implementing

13 that facility and scving on to the other emergency

14 fac.411 ties that we can identify all those parameters
j

15 essential to operstor focus in the control room, then the

16 tach. support center, and other emergency planning

17 facilities.

18 To give you an idea of the kind of methodology we

19 propose, Dave Cain of the Nuclear Safe'ty Analysis Center

20 will give you the background behind the methodology they

( 21 have developed, and the list of parameters we think should

22 be on the safety parameter display system.

23 MR. MOELLER: Excuse me. You are speaking on

24 behalf of AIF. Is Mr. Cain appearing as NSAC, or on behalf

25 of the AIF group?
'

/'%

!
!

l
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1 MR. COLEYs Mr. Cain, and the other speakers are'

2 part of the AIF team, which was put together to develop this

3 one approach.

4 MR. MOELLER: Thank you.

5 MR. CAIN: Good afternoon. My name is David Cain,

6 and I as with the Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, and

7 concerned with the plant modifications and improvements, and

8 with the saf ety rela ted da ta acquisitions display.

9 In this context, the th ru st of our recent efforts

10 at NSAC has been to develop a structured approach to safety

11 parameter identification and selection. We have worked with

12 industry to determine which parameters are needed for

13 displaying the various emergency facilites.

14 In our work, we have found tha t Vithout a

15 structured approach to parameter selection there is no way

16 to reconcile the differences between the parameter lists

l'7 that are drawn by the diverse and various industry groups.

18 Indeed, without a formalized rationale, or a rational

19 structure on which to base our agreements there is no option

20 except to adopt the largest parameter list, or the union of

21 all parameter lists to finesse the issue. In our view, this

22 is f ar from being a desirable alternative.

23 What I would like to do today is to briefly
~

24 highlight the approach that we have used to select

25 parameters fo r the safety parameter display system which is

O

*
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,r
\ 1 required by the NEC Action Plan, and was described in a*

2 recent draft document on functional requirements for safety

3 data displa y system. This is NUREG 0696.

4 The approach that we have developed has played, we

5 think, a substantial role in achieving an industry consensus

6 on a paraneter list for pressurized water reactor display

7 system, and we believe the same approach can be used to

8 select and provide a rational basis for parameters used by

9 any safety facility to monitor an accident. This includes .

10 the control room. It does include safety functions that

11 extend for detection, diagnosis, or any operating function.

12 The procedure for safety parame ter selection

13 consists of three basic ingredients. First of all there is
O

14 a need to define the functional requirements for specific

15 safety display facility, he it a safety parameter display

16 system, a display facility in a tech. support center, or

17 whatever. Then a set of parameter selection criteria have

10 to be find which embrace these requirements. Third, a

19 decision logic must be developed which can be used to

20 combine the various function criteria to serve as an

21 acceptance test.

22 The functional requirements for the safety

23 parameter display system are variously stated. A concise

24 rendition is that a saf ety parameter display system should

25 present to the operators a key set of plant paraseters in a

(~Ti
' .>

.
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o)\_ 1 compact format to give him an overview status about the

2 plant's saf ety condition . Such a system should serve the

3 purposes of detection rather than diagn'osis.

4 From this functional classification, a list of

5 selection criteria can be prepared. First of all, to

6 qualify these are the selection criteria that we have--

7 used -- as a parameter to use in a safety parameter display

8 system, we believe that a variable might be a leading

9 indicator of dominant accident sequence.
.

10 What I am talking about here is a variable tha t

11 responds to particular branch point of event tree sequence.

12 The poin ts of the tree that we used were from WASH 1400, and

13 consist of the dominant accident sequences for pressurired

14 vate r reactors.

15 Cr, a parameter could be a primary indicator for

16 whether or not a key safety function is being accomplished

17 such as reactivity control heat removal, and so forth. The

18 parameter should be indicative of the status of a primary

19 radioactive barrier. For fuel cladding, for example, th e

20 pressure boundary reactor building indicator.

| 21 In addition, because of the peculiar function

22 served by the safety panel, as it is called, the variable

23 must be useful primarily for detection as opposed to system

24 status, for example. It should be directly measured. It

25 should be a reliable sarameter. That is, not in the sense

(
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o(-) 1 of the statistics of failure for instrumentation, but does

2 it really present to the operator the variable that you want

3 measured.

4 Finally, the particular parameter must be useful

5 to the operator from a spectrum of plant operating

6 conditions. It is not narrowly applicable to the specific

7 event, or specific point in tine in accident sequence.

8 The selection logic for an optimum parameter set

9 aust reconcile two competing display characteristics.

10 Simply stated, one is, "more is better" versus efficiency in

11 design. The "more is better" attribute assures that the

12 safety panel can be responsive to every conceivable accident

13 situation by monitoring essentially an unlimited number of

'
14 parameters.

15 The design ef ficiency a ttribute recognires that

16 the information overload human factors concerned, and the

17 overriding need for a streamlined, finely tuned emergency

18 facility design. Efficiency promotes une of a rather

19 limited set of plant parameters. These considerations

20 dictate that the logical decision structure incorporates

21 both and and or components. This is explained in the next

| 22 vu-g ra ph .

I 23 The flow diagram shown here truly describes the

24 procedures that we have used to obtain the safety parameter

25 display system data set. As feedstock in this process, we

O
|
|

e
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O 1 took the union of six individual or candidate parameter list

2 that we could have applied in any parameter list of specific

3 plant in bulk. To achieve robustness in concert with the

4 idea that "more is better" it was, decided that a candidate

5 could qualify if it were a leading indicator for events in a

6 dominant accident event, or if the pa rameter provided

7 primary indication that a critical safety function was

8 accomplished, or if it served a key function in determining

9 the status of a radioactive barrier. The parameter could

10 qualify if any of these criteria were met.

11 However, the parameter, it was felt, should serve

12 the purposes of detection because that is the fundamental

13 role of the safety parameters display system. These are the

14 lower string of parameters.
%

15 MR. KERRa What is the fundamental role of the

16 safety display system?

1'7 MR. CAIN: The fundamental role is to present to

18 the operator in a concise format the key parameters to let

19 him know that he has got a problem. It is not necessadily

20 there to tell him what the problem is specifically -- this

21 or that pump failed, or you have a break in this or that

22 location. It is to give him an overview of what is going

23 on.

24 In additior. to being directly monitored as a

25 variable for the instrument itself, the measuring function,

O
V
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1 if you will, has to be reliable, and it must be useful on

2 the spectrum of plant conditions. These are the "a n d "

3 components in the decision logic, whereas the criteria

4 listed above are the "or" comnonents.

5 MB. ZUDANS I can see the process would work

; 6 nicely if your first line were a complete set. If you just
|

7 take a sample consisting of a union of all those sets that

8 you have listed at the top, and none of which may be

9 complete, and then also your final results will be

10 incomplete. How do you assure yourself of the completeness

11 of the first line?

12 MR. CAIN: The process could be achieved by trying

13 to really describe here the process, and that is a
*

14 legitimate question. To be complete, in principle, you

15 would have to apply the total group of plant parameters,

16 even some of the most benign and absurd ones. So there was

l'7 some pre-filtering that was necessarily applied to protect

18 ourselves against the fact that we may have missed'

19 something.

20 You see, over on the left, is NSAC, and TEC who is

21 our contractor that did some of the work. '4e decided to

ZZ roll into our list the total group of lists from many

23 dif f erent sources. There is some risk in doing this, but it

24 is the best that we could do under those circumstances.

25 MR. IIPINSKIs Under diverse conditions, is it

()'
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Q\s 1 conceivable that you would only have certain accident

2 sequences where a single measurenent is of benefit,

3 consequently you would not meet your diverse condition

4 requirement. ~4ould you reject it?

5 MR. CAIN: It is possible we would, and I think

6 that that is a legitimate concern. However, something I

7 have not pointed out to you is that from the human f actor

*

8 standpoint, if you really look into this, there are several

9 studies that have been done on the amount of information an

10 operator can assimila te in a reasonable period of time. It

11 turns out to be about one bit per second. You can reduce it

12 in terms of bits. It is a very limited amount.

13 For a safety panel parameter display system, the

14 functions you can accommodate are about seven or eight fine

15 histories of parameters before you begin to confuse the

16 ocerator, and to provide any special insight as opposed to

17 what is on the board already. For that reason, the safety

18 panel, or the safety parameter display is necersarily

19 incomplete.

20 It is not a control room display panel. There is

21 a control room display panel, and this is to aid the

22 operator, but not to substitete. The panel instrumentation

23 is already there.

24 MR. LIPINSKI: That was not the purpose of the

25 question. I will take containment pressure as an example.

C>
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\ 1 I don't know how many accident cases you have examined, but

2 the containment pressure vill be ' minor in terms of the

3 number of tines that it vill come up in various accident

4 sequences unless you he.ve ruptured the primary containment.

5 MR. CAIN: The containment integrity --

6 MR. BENEROYA I don't think I agree with that

7 statement because you neglect to keep it under negative

8 pressure during normal sequence of operation of the accident

g --

1J MR. LIPINSKI I may be wrong in selecting my

11 example, but I would expect containment pressure to come up

12 in a minimum number of cases for all the accident sequences

~g 13 that you are going to look at. Would you then reject it

(d
14 because it is not diverse -- that is the purpose of the

15 question.

16 M3. CAINS I think I would not, and it has not

17 been rejected for that specific instance. Maybe I can go

18 through and complete this, and then I can come back and pick

19 th a t up.

20 What we have, then, is a logical -- or you can put

21 it in a mathematical expression that is fully described here

22 -- acceptance test, and that is indicated down below. Ihis
s

23 is the one that we have used in selecting the parameters.

24 Th e candida te parameters th em selve s, which is a

25 union of all these sets can be developed into a selection

0
\_
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'- 1 matrix, as I have shown here, where ve simply list the

2 criteria satisfied by any pa rticular parameters. Notice

3 that the topmost parameter is hot leg tem;erature which is

4 satisfied by all of the selection criteria except the

5 reactor barriers. However, because of the decision logic

6 that we have selected, it does become one of the safety

7 systems for the safety parameter display system data set.

8 As you continue down the list, you can develop

9 this sequentially.

10 Con tinuin g , what we get as a direct end product

11 is, in fact, the safety parameter display system list. This

12 data set is the industry consensus from a data requirement

13 to the safety parameter display system for a pressurired

14 vater reactor.

15 ME. MINNERSs I as sorry, but you skipped over the

16 last part. How does that become the list?

17 32. CAINS This does not become the list. This is

18 the matrix to describe the decisions that are made with

19 respect to each particular selection criteria, and I was
,

20 going to put up, and I as going to put up the list.

21 MR. L ?INSKI 3efore you take the other one off,

n I have a question on your DC column with all the X's. Is

23 this judgment on someone's part to enter the X's into these

24 columns?

25 3F. CAINS The whole thing is a judgment. There

Ov
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o)k- 1 is nothing automatic about it.

2 MR. LIPINSKIs You did not look at specific

3 accident sequences to see which parameters come up.

4 MR. CAIN: We did look, and that is under LI. We

5 looked at specific accident sequences and there is a report

6 on this which describes what are, in fact, leading

7 indicators for specific branch points in those sequences.

8 In every case, we came up with leading indicators for each

9 of the branch points contained within this list, not

10 necessarily more than ore, like 10 or 100, but at least

11 one. Some of these are secondary indicators for the same

12 branch points.

13 MR. LIPINSKIs What was your source for the branch

O
14 poin ts ?

15 MR. CAIN WASH 1400.

16 In conclusion, what I tried to show is that there

l'7 is a logical progression for developing data system

18 requirements that begins with functional specifications,

19 makes use of formal selection criteria. Ihis structured

20 approach maximizes the opportunity for arriving at an

|
21 optimal data set for minimiring the subjective arguments as

!

22 to the relative safety significance of the required numbers

23 and kinds of parameters.

24 This step by step procedure should lead to a

25 consistent, fully justified, in short, a much improved

O
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(~) 1

(_/ 1 guideline for arcident monitoring. |

2 Thank you.

3 "R. MINNERS You were going to put your second

4 slide on and explain how you get to the decision criteria
.

5 from this (inaudible).

6 MR. CAIN: You could put ones and reros. Put ones

7 for the X's. Then you put in a formula which is pre-formed,

8 such as I as putting' here at the bottom. If it is, yes, it

9 is in; if it is, no, it is not.- -

10 When you can go back, you can argue, why don't you

11 have --

12 3R. MINNERSs Why don't you put th e lis t up.

13 MR. CAIN Basically expressing what I said in

14 words, this is just a concise description of what we did so'

15 you can understand. If you take the X's you have there, it

16 is simply a Boolean expression. If you get a one from the

17 result of that formulation, it is in. If you get a rero, it

18 is out.

19 MR. MINNERSs What logic is tha t?

20 33. CAINS The logic I just described. What I am
.

21 trying to show you is, rather than argue whether we should
| <

| 22 have , le t us say, boron concentration because I think it is
i

23 important and you don't, or becauso you think it is

24 important and I don't, you step back from that and you say,

25 "W ha t are we really trying to do here? let's find out whatj
i

(
l
|

!
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e
t I the key selection criteria we want to apply." If we want to'

2 argue about something, let's argue with that. If we come to

3 agreement as to what the selection criteria are, it goes.

this is the same speech4 If you want to complain about it --

5 I gave to the industry people '-- argue with the criteria,

6 and don't argue with the parameters.

7 MR. KERRs Mr. Cain, before we philosophize too

8 much, let me get down to a very simple level. Go through

9 and tell me again what is LI, SF, RB, etc. are.

10 MR. CAIN: There is x l'egend here on this

11 diagram. LI is the leading indicator for a preanalyzed

12 accident sequence.

13 MR. KERRs Who decides what a leading initicator
7g
V

14 is?

15 MR. CAIN: This is was decided in the course of

16 the study performed by the Technology for Energy Corporated

1'7 funded by .s. We divided indicators into four categories.

18 One is the leading indicator. Again, it is a somewhat

19 subjective notion. The secondary indicator. No indicator

20 at all, it is completely neutral. Four is a misleading

21 indicator.

22 We feel that the leading indicator should be

23 represented, but there is the risk --

24 MR. KERRs Now I understand the leading

25 indicator. What is the safety function?

O
.
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1 MR. CAIN Let me give you a parameter that is
,

|

2 also a leading indicator. Rear in mind that they are not

3 mutually exclusive.

4 A safety function -- whether a key safety function

5 is being accomplished, thic is backing away --

6 MR. KERR Who decides that?

7 MR. CAIN: This was decided by me.

8 MR. KERR Okay. I just want to understand the

9 system. Now I understand what the safety function is.

K) MR. CAINS The radioactive barrier is the status

11 of the fuel cladding, the primary system pressure boundary,

12 or the pressure boundary per se for the containment

13 building.

14 MR. KERR: In that logic chain, when I see an RR,

15 how do I determine whether it is a one or a rero?

16 MR. CAIN: The containment pressure would

17 definitely be a one. For the radioactive barrier, which I

18 am talking about, it is the containment. So you can go

19 through there.
;

i 20 MR. KERR Would reactor coolant pressure also be
I

! 21 one?

22 MR. CAIN Yes.

23 MR. KERR: Who decides what a radioactive barrier

24 is? Is it so obvious that anyone can decide ?

25 MR. CAIN: ~4 hat the bscrier is, or whether the

(^%
\_)
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i\-) 1 parameter fits with respect to the barrier.

2 3R. KERRs Yes.

3 YR. CAIN: I decided that. When I say, I decided

4 that, I decided it once and we vent through several

5 iterations with the AIF Committee, and there were certain

6 changes made based on things that were pointed out to me.

7 HR. KERR What does D-detection mean?

8 3R. CAIN: Detection is whether the parameter

9 primarily serves the purposes of detecting the problem, or

10 whether its f unction is to detect something else.

11 3R. KERRs Give me an example.

12 3R. CAIN: Whether your high pressure injection

13 system is operating or not It is not detecting that you

14 have a problem necessarily. It determines that you have
;

i

15 high pressure injection. It is a system status indicator.

16 Whereas, primary system pressure is quite a different

17 animal.

18 I should restate c: reaffirm the fact that this is

( 19 not a substitute for judgment. Judgment is what it is all
|

20 about. It is structured approach for making decisions so
j
t

21 tha t we don't get into top level arguments, and we reduce it

22 to the fundamentals.

23 MR. KERRs It strikes me that it is a way of
1

24 f o rm aliring judgments which might make you think that ycu

25 were not utili=ing judgment when you really are, but I don't

,

I
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n/\_ 1 object to that.

2 We are now at 3-reliable measurement, all

3 measurements are reliable. What does that mean? -

4 MR . CAIN s I will give you an example of that. It
*

5 is fixed in my. mind because we came up with this argument

6 yesterday.

7 People want to put in reactor coolant flow. When

*
8 you think about it during an accident situation,

9 particularly with regard to instrumentation currently

10 installed or available, reactor coolant flow does not give

11 rou a reliable indication in mass transport. It just does

12 no t work. Be'cause of that limitation --

13 MR. KERRs I am trying to understand the

O
14 measurement. Why does a measurement of coolant flow not

15 give an indication of coolan t flow?

16 MR. CAIN: As far as a reliable indication of how

17 much, it is not very good.

18 MR. WRENZINGER Is it a question of reliability

19 or one of accuracy?

20 MR. CAIN: I think that the two go hand in hand.

j 21 I think that a reasonable accuracy can be expected, bearing

22 in mind that if I had no other parameters that were worthy,

23 reactor coolant flow would p ro bably be one of them.

24 But under limited circumstances, where you want to

25 reduce the number of parameters, it comes up last in all th e

O
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1 other enes.

2 YR. KIRR: The R is zero or one. It is either an

3 R or it isn't.

4 .Y R . CAIN. Right.
.

5 '4 e talked about the diverse conditions.

6 MR. ZUDANS: Does your scheme come up with reactor

7 coolant volume or weight as a parameter at the end?

8

9

10

| 11

.

12

- 13
'

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

OV
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0 1 MR. CAIN: The reactor vessel water level? Is

q/ 2 that what you are after?
h pf

3 MR. ZUDANS: Inventory, yes. All the time.

4 (laughter.)

5 MR. CAIN: There is one here. I will tell you how

6 it came out on the evaluation. You can argue with what was

7 done. If you could get a reliable indication -- that is

8 what this tells you it would definitely be in there.--

9 MR. ZUDANS: Why wouldn't you get reliable

10 indica tio n ?

11 MR. CAIN: You want me to give my opinion.

12 MR. ZUDANS4 Because it is a judgment, you know.

13 MR. CAIN: I think that the current

Os
14 instrumentation that has --

i 15 MR. ZUDANS: Oh, that has nothing to do with it

16 You are not really tied down to current instrumentation.

17 You are trying to resolve an idealistic problem of what is

18 the minimus sufficient and necessary set.

19 MR. CAINS My opinion is that we are talking about

20 instrumentation that is going to be in a plant in a few
!
1

21 months.

22 MR. ZUDANS: A few months.

23 MR. CAIN: Whenever this regulatory guide is --

24 MR. ZUDANS: We are not going to resolve the REG

25 GUIDE in a few months, I think.

|
l
i
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r-)k- 1 MR. KERR: The implementation schedule calls for

2 fairly early effectiveness. ! don't know what that means,

- 3 whether it means it still has to be in place and operating,

4 but it is early.

5 MR. CAINS There is a host of reasons why the

6 instruments that have been proposed, either commercially or

7 experimental stage, may not work. I feel that it would be

8 better, for instance, to put more emphasis of PWR on

9 monitoring the core exit TC, thermocouple, and looking for

10 superheat to give myself very reliable indication th a t I

11 haven't undercovered the core. I would put more emphasis

12 on that in the interim than putting in a reactor vessel

13 water level indicator that may mislead the operator.
7-)g\-

14 MR. ZUDANSs Why can't you provide the multiple

15 measurements to account for a single parameter such as

16 inventory?

17 MR. CAIN: I think that we need to distinguish

18 between what the Safety Parameter Display System does and

19 what it doesn't do. This is not the only instrumentation in

| 20 the control room for monitoring an accident. I could
|

21 describe to you what I would do to make this a larger set,

22 to make it reflect the kind of decisions that you would make

23 for the control room.

24 Having that informa tion in the control rcom,

3 telling the operator as a part of his training that it is

i

t J
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0, 1 probably not reliable when you saturate or it is probably

2 not reliable under certain circumstances, but not putting on

3 the Safety Parameter Display System is a good move. There

4 are a number of situations where I have deliberately'left

5 the information of f of this to make it a clean, concise

6 display that I would put somewhere in the control room.

7 The process of deciding what goes in the control

8 room works the same way. I could show you how I think it

9 would be done in my o wn opinion. You come out with s

10 somewhat larger set.

11 MR. CATTCNs Why don't you make the same argument

12 that the toilinc water reactor people makes namely, that

13 vessel level is one the most reliable kinds of measurements

O
14 I have in order to decide whether or not I am in trouble,

15 and then get rid of the I hot.

16 MR. CAIN: Not the core exit TC.

I'7 MR. CATTON: That is a different judgment.

18 MR. CAIN: Get rid of the T hot. '4 ell, the T hot

19 gives you more than invento ry.

20 53. CATTON: Sure. Throw off the top one because

21 it is unreliable, based on this particular report I have got
|
| 22 here, it tells se nothing, and require vessel level

23 measurecents of the same types as 3'4R. I'm just curious.

24 Your judgment seems to run contrary to my own. That is not

25 had, but --

'

( \_/
!
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IO
(/ 1 MR. CAIN: Ellery's presentation --

2 SPEAKER: Let's cover that.

3 MR. C.3 IN : We are going to do a similar kind of

4 thing for the BWR.

5 MR. 7.OELLE R : Could you put up your last slide --

6 I don 't know why you didn't show it -- and take a moment and

7 go through it?

8 MR. CAIN: I got ahead of myself, is the reason.

9 MR. WRENZINGER: There is a general question I

10 think we need to address here so I can understand the

11 perspective of all of this. We have all heard from the

12 regulatory staff with regard to whether we think that what

13 is in 1.97 is necessary and suf ficien t we do. But we have

O
14 heard from Mr. Stanley and others that what is in 4.5 is

15 necessary and sufficient.

16 What say you wit 21 regard to to this listing ? Is

l'7 this necessary and sufficient for accident monitoring?

18 MR. CAIN. It is necessary but not sufficient, and

19 I will explain what I mean. Recall that one of the criteria

20 that are used to filter the candidate parameter is

21 detection. That is not good enough. You want to do

22 diag nose. Ihere are a number of parameters that you want to

23 add in, not necessarily on i display panel, which could be a

24 CRT and a lot of high technology, to give the operator a

25 real clear picture of what is going on.

O
O,
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o/k- 1 MR. WRENZINGEP: So you are not exactly talking

2 about the totality of what you would consider to be

3 necessary for accident monitoring. This is a subset of that.

4 MR. CAIN4 I am talking about the approach th a t I

5 think should be used to develop such a set, and I have

6 applied it to an example, an importan t example, in fact, we

7 think the most important example of all the emergency

8 display facilities that have come down the road since TMI.

9 MR. WRENZINGER: But the instruments necessary to

10 monitor the course of an accident would be this set and some

11 others.

12 MR. CAIN4 Yes. I can talk to you about that if

13 you want, but right now I wanted to -- it is not the

14 parameters; it is the process you use to get there. That is

[
15 what I am trying to talk about.t

16 MR. KERR Okay.' Continue. You might talk about

17 this slide, if you like.

18 MR. CAIN: Would you like to talk about this?

19 This is the end product, and we have chosen to break up the

20 parameters or categorize them in accordance with saf ety

21 functions because we think that the opera tor is primarily
,

1

22 concerned with the accomplishmen t of sa f e ty functiens. He

23 is concerned about radioactive barriers, but the safety

| 24 function should be and is his correct focus.
i

| 25 So what we have is a repeat. Some of ycu that
!

t''D(-)
,
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(D
Ll 1 have handouts can notice there is an asterisk after a number

2 of these parameters. These are the ones that did become

3 candidate -- vall, they were the end product. They did

4 satisfy the selection criteria. And they, in turn, are

5 shown on this slide here. It is just a repeat of that.

6 MR. ZUDANS: Here you have under 2.1, inventory

7 control, yet those four items listed, how would they control

8 inventory?

9 MR. CAIN: Say you were pressurired. let's say

10 that you had to pressurire the water level, not too bad when

11 you are pressurired.

12 MR. ZUDANS: When I am pressurired, yes. '

13 MR. CAIN: *4 hen you are not pressurired, we canjg
%1

14 worry about -- what I prefer to worry about is the core exit

15 temperature. It is a very reliable indicator that the core

16 is covered when you see the absence of -- you don't have

l'7 superheat, in other words. I think in a PWR, it is an

18 extremely useful parameter for monitoring that function.

19 MR. ZUDANS: That mea 2s that really you are

20 monitoring the actual core cooling as ye'l --

21 MR. CAIN: I think that doing a best estimate,

22 state of the art analysis, least neans square estimate and

23 all this good sort of thing on reactor coolant inventory is

24 a useful exercise. We are entertaining some proposals on

25 that. It is n ' t the state of the art today.

OV
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\~ 1 MR. ZUDANS: A good parameter to think about.

2 DR. KERR: Are there other questions? Is it

3 related to this slide? I want to try to get through this

4 slide before we get to general questions. Okay.

5 MR. LIPINSKIs Why aren't exit core TCs asterisked?

6 MR. CAIN: It should have been. That is an

7 oversight. It definitely should. I think it should have

8 satisfied the selection criteria.

9 SPEAKER: It did.

10 MR. CAIN: Yes, it does. Remember there are

11 "and 's " a nd "or's" there, and it does.' ' c have to sa tisf y all

12 o f th e m .

13 MR. KERR Mr. Moeller.

14 MR. MOELLER: You have this slide under 2.1(b).

15 You have combined the hot leg tempera ture and the core exit

16 temperature. So you mean, therefore, that either provides

l'7 adequate information?

18 MR. CAIN: No, I don't mean that.

19 MR . MCELLER: Are you saying that either one would

20 satisfy what you --
|

21 'd R . CAIN: For plants that have them -- and I

ZZ recognire that not all plants have core exit thermocouples,

23 for plants that have them it is not a bad instrument a t all.

24 I am basing my comment primarily on the experience of Three

25 Mile Island where, al tho ugh it was not routinely read out,

I [
! %s

.
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O
N' 1 continuously read out, if it had been read out and indicr.ced

2 to the operators, it may have saved a lot of grief, and it

. 3 certainly would have saved us a lot of grief in trying to

4 find out what happened there.

5 So I am a strong believer, in plants that have

6 th em , in using them. However, it is true that if you

7 produce a situation where your core is beginning to uncover,

8 you see superheat and hot legs. That was also observed at

9 Three Mile Island very early in the accident. As soon as

10 they turned the pumps off, within a few minutes you got

11 super heat, but it was missed by people who were at the

12 scene. So it isn't bad.

r- 13 MR. ZUDANS: There are a number of parameters in

V)
14 your initial set. fight I duplicate that? How is that

15 eliminated by these criteria tha t you have?

16 MR. CAIN: I don't want to sound trivial, but you

17 got a little ahead. Do you want to handle that? Okay.

18 MR. COLEY: The Safety Paraseter Display System is

19 one element of all the emergenry f acilities that we have

20 been working with the NRC in defining, and we are defining

21 the f unctions for that Safety Parameter Display System.

22 Whether or not these would duplicate what is there is

23 deternined by the ultimate definition of a function in the

24 Safety Parameter Display System. So that -- I understand

25 draft NUPEG 696 is being released.

| (~)
%.J

t
I

)
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(.mI~/ 1 NE. ZUDANS: : guess ! must not have ccnveyed my

2 question. You snswered something else. You had parameter

3 selection criteria. You had listed sevsn items there, right?

4 ME. CAIN: Yes.

5 33. ZUDANS: In those items there is no such thing

6 as non-duplicates.

7 3R. CAIN: Do you mean like scre than one TC?

8 MR. ZUDANSs like hot leg temperature and core

9 exit tem pera ture

10 ER. CAIN: Rather than 50 core exit temperatures.

11 MR. ZUDANS: Or it could be 50 core exit

J2 temperatures, too, becacse they all vould satisfy the same

13 seven criteria. So you must have mentally or by judgment

14 eliminated what ycu consider to be a duplicate information.

15 3R. CAIN: Ther is only one case where that

16 ha ppened . It was eliminated but f or a diffe rent reason.

17 The one ve did eliminate -- I will give you an example -- i s

18 containment temperature, as coposed to containment

19 pressure. If you lock through, you see it satisfies

20 everything except reliable. That is sort of a judgment

21 call. Containment tempera ture tells you tha t you have got

22 energetic elease in the containment, as can pressure. So

23 you can say, yes, they are duplicate. But the reason ve

24 eliminated is not for the reason it was duplicated , b ut

3 because a containment temperature in ene place does not give

.v
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N' 1 you a representative indication of what is going on unless

2 you are very lucky in where you are located.

3 So, as a judgment call between whether it is

4 reliable or whether it is not reliable, we decided not to

5 include it. So that does happen. But there was no explicit

6 attempt to eliminate duplication. If it sa tisfied all the

7 criteria, it is in.

8 MR. KER3: Mr. Lipinski.

9 MR. LIPINSKI4 Could we go back to your selection

10 matrix?

11 MR. CAIN4 Okay.

12 MR. KERR Just a minute. I want to see if we can

13 get through this slide, unless the selection matrix is

14 necessary for you to understand this slide.

15 MR. LIPINSKI: It is only with respect to the

16 elimination process as to how he got here based on this

17 ma trix.

18 MR. CAIN: Ihere is not much to this slide to
*

19 indicate, except that we have what we feel is the list, and

20 I strongly feel, obviously, but nevertheless, the list for

21 PWRs to use as a Safety Parameter Display System data set.

22 MR. LIPINSKI That is the minimum set, which

23 means it is sufficient --

24 MR. CAIN: To meet the objectives, to meet the

25 functional requirements of the Safety Parameter Displa y

O

o.
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k- 1 System. I am saying you could do this for any safety

2 facility.

3 MR. KERRa Okay. Now Mr. --

4 MR. LIPINSKI I don't agree with that until I

5 have my discussion on the selection matrix.

6 MR. KERR: Mr. Lipinski wants to see the matrix.

7 MR. LIPINSKIs Now, based on your Roolean formula,

8 failure to put an x in the first four columns rejects

9 selection.

10 MR. CAIN: It would be the first four.

11 MR. LIPINSKI Yes, the first four. So now if I

12 run down the first column for detection, I find a lot of x's

13 missing. Let's take RHR flow. '4 hy is detection not an

O)%
14 entry?

15 MR. CAIN: It is a secondary indicator, but if you

16 were not remo ving residual heat --

l'7 MR. LIPINSKI: You have got some criteria in your

|
18 mind , according to your discussion, that you are trying to

,

i 19 sa tis f y , and you are looking at RHR flow as to whether it is
:

20 sa tisf ying for detection, correct? '4 h a t criteria --

| 21 MR. CAIN: RHR flow would be sort of a diagnosis

ZZ function, okay?

23 MR. LIPINSKI Of what condition?

24 MR. CAIN: Inadequate heat renoval.

25 MR. LIPINSKI Okay, but you elect not to enter an

L
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n\' 1 x that flow -- if I do not have my auxiliary feedwater flow

2 and my steam generators are nonfunctional, I must remove

3 residual heat.

4 MR. CAIN: That's right.
,

5 MR. LIPINSKI How do I determine whether I am

6 removing residual hea t?

7 MR. CAIN: How about core temperature?

8 'MR. LIPINSKI So you are going to settle for a

9 single measurement without redundancy, which gets to the

10 earlier question, or diversity.

11 MR. CAIN: Well, there is diversity. I cannot

i 12 quantify, give you a number which tells you how much

13 diversity there is in it. In a control room situation where

14 you are monitoring accidents, this isn 't the universe. If

15 you put too many indicators in, leading indicator, secondary

16 indicator and every other indicator, you get to an enormous

17 number of parameters.

18 MR. LIPINSKI The leading indicator is anothe r

19 column, but the earlier question you were asked was did you

20 eliminate any of these based on diversity, okay? So already

21 you have made a decision not to enter RHR flow.

22 MR. CAIN4 That is correct, yes.

23 3R. LIPINSKIs So somewhere you are mentally

24 exercising diversity and eliminating entries in that "I"

M column.

O
t_J
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(3s/ 1 MR. CAIN: No, I as exercising detection, not

2 diversity.

3 MR. LIPINSKI I'm corry, detection. But you are

4 eliminating the detection based on a diversity decision.

5 Y6u told me that on RHR flow, temperature was your first

6 variable, therefore you did not enter 'he x for RHP flow,

7 because it was diverse.

8 MR.-CAIN: As you move away from the center of the

9 plant, which is the core, you get less and less immediately

10 a tta ch ed to the causal problem. You should center the

11 action at the core and removal of the heat there. You begin

12 to accommodate in a safety panel all of the subsystems that

13 support the central focus of the attention, which is the

O
14 core. You are getting into a diagnostic situation, not a

15 detection situation .

16 MR. COLEYs Excuse me. Dave, the detection eclumn

17 listed here has to deal with the de tection of those major

18 functions on this one panel, which is the pu: pose of that

19 panel.

20 MR. LIPINSKI: But I don't know what your

i 21 functions are because you have not given me the equivalent
|

ZZ list.

23 ME. COLEYs Those functions are by the Poman

24 numerals: reactivity control core cooling, cooling system
|

25 in tegrity , containment integrity and radioactivity release.

i I ')
' %J

l

|
.
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o
k. 1 Those are the functions c: these are the areas we were

2 trying to detect. Now, that is the reason EHE ficv does not

3 appear there, because we are liniting the secpe. This panel

4 is defined, the function is defined as to be an overall

5 safety status indication of the plant, and for that reason

6 it is not listed as detection.

7 Now, as we get into this sane analysis in the

8 contrcl reca, EME flow will be there because ve are trying

9 to perforn different functions, one of unich is diagnosis.

10 3E. L:PINSKI: But under heat transfer paths, you

11 have got the stean generator water level, pressure,

12 f eed water fiev, main feedvater fiev listed. Without any of

13 those fuctioning, I don't have the equivalent with respect,-

k
14 to EHE.

15 52. CAIN: I can tell you why it shows up there.

16 It is not because of the hea t transf er path. This is a

l'7 g cuping for operator understanding, not a grcuping to

18 provide rationales why. As it turns cut, these levels are

19 leading indicators. If you go through the accident sequence,

20 you have got te have that as a leading indicater. It is

21 connected to the hea t renoval f unction, but it turns out to

22 he a leadin; indica tor in the accident sequence, and that is

23 why it is there and EME is act there.

24 ME. 1:?!NSK!: 'et's continue devn the colunn.

25 EHE radiation nenitor. teu de net have an entry fe: the

(~s
\/%
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k/ 1 ejection on radiation.

2 MR. CAIN: Let's see. Go back here. There are

3 more parameters tha n that, too, by the way.

4 MR. LIPIN SKI : It is down in the second group,

5 starting down in that last group after main -- all ri gh t .

6 MR. CAIN: RHR radiation monitoring.

7 SPEAKER: RCS.

8 MR. CAIN: RCS?

9 MR. LIPINSKI: RHR. He has got BR9 cadia tion

10 monitoring.

11 MR. CAIN: It is RHR.

12 MR. LIPINSKI: With no entry for detection.

13 MR. CAIN: That is right.
Ov

14 MR . LIPIN SKI: Okay. Under what condition is this

15 to be used and why you didn't enter under detection. What

16 is the though t process?

I'7 MR. CAIN: The thought process there is that,

18 first of all, in the case of an RHR radiation monitoring

19 function, you would have detected in a gross problem

20 radiation either from the station vent, main exhaust, you

{ 21 would have detected that the air condenser --

22 MR. LIPINSKI Hold it. 'a'e m a y have our steam

23 generators to tally shut of f under these conditions, and the

24 RHR system functioning. TM! almost got there when they had

25 to shut off their steam generators because they thought they

h/m
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m
k-) 1 had a leak. So if RHR is the only functioning circulating

2 system, without going to feed and bleed, what do we have?

3 MR. CAIN: As far as detection?

4 MR. LIPINSKIs Yes, radiation and the primary
a

5 coolant.

6 MR. CAIN: I think that as far as the -- that would

7 be a breach of one of the principal barriers --

8 MR. LIPINSKIs Yes, the fuel barri*er, right.

9 which would be cladding. I thinkMR. CAIN:* --

10 that in order to breach the cladding you would have to -- I

11 quess you could have a severe mechanical shock to the fuel,

12 but you would probably have to overheat it. I think that

13 you would probably overheat it. I wouldn't be surprised if

14 you would see that.

15 MR. LIPINSKI: But you have eliminated this as one

16 of the prime measurements.

17 MB. CAIN: Overheating the fuel?

18 MR. LIPINSKI No, being able to measure

19 radioactivity in the primary coolant with the steam

20 generator system shut off.

21 MR. CAIN: The path to failing fuel requires

22 overheating it.

23 MR. LIPINSKI: Okay.

24 MR. CAIN: If the operator gets to the problem

25 where he hasn't detected the problem because he has missed T

!

.
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I hot or core exit temperature being hot, then the Safety-

2 Parameter Display System has failed to serve its purpose. I

3 vill tell you, you can get into a judgment call. Rather

4 than that, you could postulate -- I think there are going to

5 be gross radiation detectors on p rima ry system loops.

6 Rather than RER, just a gross radiation detection. You might

7 be able to make an argument for that. In this case I think

8 in is too restrictive.

9 MR. KERE: We have now spent an hour on

10 one-quarter of a uS-minute presentation. I am going to

11 reverse my decision, 3111. I think we probably are going to

12 have to go beyond 5 o' clock because it is not fair to get

13 your people down here, but we do have to make some sort of

O
14 progress on this presentatior..

15 I think at least you have given us some notes so

16 ve have the essence of the approach, whether we agree with

I'7 it in detail or not. Are there other questions or

18 comments?

19

20

.

)
21

| )
22

23

24

25

O
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1 MR. MINNERS: WASH-1400 does not have all accident
r~

k_), 2i sequences and it doesn' t purport to. It only has those sequences
!
,

1
3 that go to core melt.

.

i

4i MR. KERR: So your ques tion is?

e 5; MR. MINNERS: How do you pick up the other accident
2
j 6 sequences such as flow blockage? How would you pick up a flow
3
$ 7| blockage?
Aj 8i MR. CAIN: I'm glad you asked that because I forgot to
d
q 9 say it. You can go down the road and tie your fortune and your
?

$ 10 i future to pre-analyzed sequences, and you can just do that to
E '

_

11 your heart's content. But chances are, the next accident will@
B !

j. 12 <! be the one that wasn' t analyzed. We tried to cover that in two
5 !

(~}/
g 13 different ways, and I think everybody else has, too, including

s_ =

! 14 R.G. 1.97. We covered that by trying to focus on function. That
_t

E 15 was one of the other indicators . And the other is radioactive
$ !

g 16 barrier. You don' t want to go down too far in analyzing every
a

d 17 conceivable accident sequence. It's not productive.
u
=
5 18 , MR. KERR: You only want to analyze the ones that are
= 1

H

"g 19 | going to happen. I agree.
n

20 (Laugh te r . )

2I : MR. COLEY: Dr. Kerr, in the interest of time, since
!

!

22 we are running considerably longer, rather than go into the BWR A

23 parameter lis t, a similar exercise for the paraneter lis t will go

24 into the last part of our presentation.
(-)s%. 1

25 One point I'd like to make about the selection process:

i

I
#4
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1 we concur that it is subjective, that you have to make judgments. |

1 2; But I don' t think it's possible for any of us to arrive at any
i ,

3| list without any making any Judgments. I think one of the things

4, that gives us a great deal of confidence in this approach is the
i

g 5 fact that within a diverse industry group like AIF, we've been able
2
j 6! to take this methodology, to look at these parameters and come to
R
R 7 agreement on these parameter lis ts in a very short period of dime.
sj 8' And the reason we think this is a better approach to defining the
d '

ix 9' parameters you need is because it does take into account the.

?

@ 10 ! function you're trying to accomplish, the need and the use for
3
_

3 Il ! the information, and factors in human factors. That is , keeping
B !

I

g. 12 the lis t down to a minimum.
E i

() f 13 ' Now, as part of our work, our extended effort on this,

x I4
@ of course, human factors will be greatly considered in defining
w
:

15g. the way and manner that you display this information in the
-

|

j 16 i safety parameter display system. We feel that' applying this
s

N I7 , methodology first to this system, then to the control room and to
a
=
w

18 | the other emergency facilities will give us a correct Reg Guide*
_

= ;

6 l9 's 1.97.
5

20 , For the las t part of our presentation, Xavier Polanski

2I will give you some very specific areas or general areas, I guess,

22 ' of disagreement or problems that we see with R.G. 1.97 that we t
:

23 think this methodology answers or ameliorates.

24 MR.'POLANSKI: My name is Xavier Polanski, I work for

Commonwealth Edison Company at Zion Nuclear Station. I am here !25'

I
I
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(b
,

today as a member of the AIF Subco=mittee on Accident Monitoring

'' 2, Instrumentation which was formed a few years ago to work with the

3' NRC on this Reg Guide. The AIF submitted their detailed comments
1

4 on this Reg Guide in February, copies were sent to the Chairman

e 5 of ACRS. Those comments are numerous but thev revolve around ai -n
M
.

2 6 few central issues that I would just like to review.
R
= i
" 7 The first issue is multiplicity of instruments to do

.
- ;

"g 8| the s ame j cb . This is the firs t page from Table 2, and we talked
J
" 9
z.

about this earlier, but it's our feeling that you don' t need four-

o
10 ' secarate ins truments to monitor reactivity control:

a

z -
four separateie

'=
5 II ins truments to monitor core cooling. That's jus t too many and we
a

s" 12 get into the prcblem of information overicad and that sort of;

= '

() 13 thing. And this is, indeed, at variance with the Reg Guide 's

2
14-

g cwn espousal of wanting to minimize the number of instruments
c
-

15
& .

used for accident monitoring.
'=

f 16 ' MR. KERR: Excuse me, Mr. Polanski, hcw do you reach
a
# 17 that conclusion that you don' t need four? Do you do that with a'd
a
=
w I0
$ matrix or is judgment?

i
-

,-

8 I9g MR. POLANSKI: It's j udgment.
n ,

20 ' MR. KIRR: And your judgment was based on what sort of
I
>

21 reliability, or did you use any cuantitative criteria?

22 MR. POLANSK!: I can't say that we did a mechanical or |
.

>

23 mathematical evaluation, but it's the general feeling of industryj
l
i

f~) 24 ) hhat neutron flux is the bes t indicator of reactivity control, !

u- 1
,
i

t

25 | and that one doesn' t need all the parameters in addition. If four!
h
i' ,
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1 , isn't enough, maybe we need six or seven.

b)ws 2. MR. KERR: But how does indus try reach the conclusion j
!

i
1

3| that one is enough?

4i MR. POLANSKI4 Because --

g 5 MR. KERR: What sort of criteria do you have for knowing
n
N

3 6 when you've got enough?
R
$ 7 MR. POLANSKI: The main criterion, I suppose, is single
-
nj 8| failure criterion coupled with a feeling of how important the

i

d i

y 9| measurement is; whether that should be applied.
2
-

@ 10 MR. KERR: Well, the single f ailure criterion, if
z
=
j 11 neutron flux f ailed, you wouldn' t have anything lef t, so dat

,

3 <

Y 12 does not satisfy the single f ailure criterion.
=
-

() - 13 MR. POLANSKI: Okay, but two of those would satisfy the

m

i 14 single failure criterion; you wouldn't need fcur.
*=

R 15 MR. K3RR: I misunders tcod. I thought you said one was
. .

= 1

g 16 enough.
a

d 17 MR. PoLANSKI: We always get into an argument about how
w
=
$ 18 imoortant is diversity and is it better to have a very good instru-
= i

# I
19g ment you can rely on or two diverse"ones , and --

a
1 20 ' MR. KERR: Mr. Polanski, I am not a believer in

~

|
1

21| diversity, but I am a believer in reliability, and I am trying to

22 find out whether you used any reliability criterion in trying to

23 arrive at your decision, and I haven' t heard any yet.
|

f- 24 MR. POLANSKI: I guess I can' t speak for the commentors |\g) 1
25 on the Guide because I don' t know what went on in their minds, ,

i

a
-
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1| but I'm saying it's just a general conclusion.

<

/ l
'

i

's 2i MR. KERR: Okay,
i.

,

I

3! MR. WRENZINGER: Dr. Kerr, I wonder if I might ask a

4' question which comas to mind having just heard the previous discus-

g 5 sion. We heard, I think, a rationale that I think dignified, if ;

%
j 6| I can use the phrase, a qualitative judgment on what is needed for
3
5 7 at least one aspect of accident monitoring. Did you use that

i-

% .

j 8 particular methodology to come with a conclusion that four was
-4
d 9| too many?
i |
-

6 10 I MR. POLANSKI: No, I did not. What I'm presenting is a
E

'=
'A 11 ; summary of our comments in February, which were based on comments
<
3

j 12 coming from industry. The work that's been done on the safety
=

() 13 parameter display system is since then, and the two are really
w
p 14 indecendent here.
A '

-
i

w
b

E 15 | MR. WRENZINGER: Has the work been done to determine
$ !

j 16 ; what is enough?
s

i 17 ! MR. POLANSKI: Not yet for the control room for accident
5
-

5 18 monitoring instrumentation, but it's the point of our talk today
=
w

I 19 i to say that it should be done, following a system similar to what
x
M

20 , Dave just described, that they used strictly for the SPDS.

21 MR. WRENZINGER: So what you're saying is you don't

22 knew what's enough but four is too =any.

23 MR. POLANSKI: That's right.

24 MR. LIPINSKI: Let me inject one question. It was made
~}

I i''

25 j by one of the previous presentations, and you' re making the point , |
! I

J ! i

..

4 i
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|

1ii now, but are vou under the assumption that an operator has to
^

O) \
\- 2i diges t all this information ins tantaneously? We just heard a

3
! o, resentation where a certain selection will be made in order to

4 reduce the amount of information that he will look at, at any one
I

e 5'
N '

time, to get a snapshot of the condition of the plant. And whens j

3 6 you look at reactivity up there, neutron flux being a prime*

n
3 7i
; j parameter, he'll only have to look at the backup parameters if
n
i 8'n he thinks there's some uncertainty about neutron flux.
d !
d 9i -

That's right. Of course, the fact ofMR. POLANSKI:f

i 10|'
P the matter is that existing plants have backup indicators like
=
E 11 | in control rod position. But I think we' re probably dwelling toog

d 12
5 .

much on one single point in the discussion. We wish to point out
n <

('N n 13
\/ j that you seem to have a multiplicity of instruments in the Reg

E 14 '
d Guide, and our important point is that they haven' t really been
u
9 15 '
@ ; justified.
- ,

'

16| Let me just talk about some of our concerns and then

i 17
get to the major point.a

=
5 18 '
; j MR. KERR: If I may use legalese, we will permit you
s i

19
j to stipulate that there are a lot of ins truments required in 1.97.-

'

20 (Laughter . )
,

21 ,
i MR. LIPINSKI: You won' t have the answer but I'll ask
:

22
the ques tion and let you think about it. How many of these instru-

23 ments do you already have in Zion and how many will you have to
N 24
) add?,

25 MR. POLANSKI: I haven' t done the arithmetic , and the

i
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!

I| reason the question is very hard to answer is because at the same

2| time you ask whether you have the instruments, you have to ask in

3 what numbers and to what qualification levels.

4 MR. ZUDANS: I don' t think that matters; that's an

i

j 5| economics issue.
9 i

2 3
,

MR. POLANSKI: Okay. Another one is ranges, and if you
R
=
E 7 ask me -- if I look at the Reg Guide list, it's dramatic because,

s !
9 84 of the range changes and the diversity of requirements and thatj

d '

x

}. 9j sort of thing. I can' t tell you the number right of fhand.

10 '
$ | MR. CATTON: For many of them, the range change is the
=

! II device you read rather than the transducer, though, isn' t it?
3

12 'd
E MR. POLANSKI: No, in mos t cases it's both.
=

("h E 13 ' MR. KERR: Why don' t we let the presentation proceed.s/ j
3
@ 14 | MR. POLANSKI: The second issue that we commented on
M i
0 15 +
b i in February is that questionable instruments are specified in
*

I

y 16 ' the Regulatory Guide. We've talked already about coolant flow
w
# 17
d and the doubts the industry has expressed about its meaning,

c
3 18 using the lower rr.nge to try to detect natural circulation and
c

19 '"
the like. The thermocouples are a controversial instrument, and8 i

n

20 ' we feel that public safety shouldn' t be dependent on ques tionable
21 i

; instruments ; that a solution has to be found and justified that
i

22 ' doesn' t depend on these ques tionable devices .

23 A third issue is that the qualification requirements in

24() the Reg Guide are non-systematic and confusing. In another presen-.

25 tation we were looking at this Table 1 from the Reg Guide. We

,
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,

1! have six qualification categories. The requirements per category
i(~ '

(_)% 2' vary; some require environmental qualifications, others require

3; continuous display and this sort of thing. There's no rationale

4 provided for this sort. Why is something a Category 4 and not a
.

5' Category 3, and why should it be a Category 4 or Category 3?o
.-
N i

8 6 There 's nothing provided; all we have here is a table that we
e

$ s

E 7i really don ' t unders tand. It's just a matrix without a rationale.
~

<

; *

8 8' Our fourth issue is that many of the ranges are poorly
n

d
d 9 justified, and the extended ranges are inconsistent with another
i I
-

5 10 principle espoused in the Reg Guide, which is using instruments
z_
5 11 ; in an accident that you use during normal plant opera tion.
<
3
d 12 A fifth issue is that any reading of the public comments
z
= i

(')N $ 13 ' shows this, and that's that the Reg Guide in its current form is
\_ 5

,

j 14 confusing. It's clear from the cctmentors that people don't under-
,

t

! 15 stand why ins truments are included, where and why the Guide departs
5 |

16 i from traditional approaches to accident monitoring instrumentation,*

3 i

A

i 17 and this s tate of af f airs just makes the Reg Guide very dif ficult
E
-

E 18 to use.
=
=

[ 19 Another issue is that the Guide is incomplete. For
A

'

20 example, the Guide says that this information provided by the

21 instruments listed should be for the plant operating organization,| |

|
22 and there's no guidance at all provided as to where these readouts

!.

! 23 are supposed to be and hcw they're supposed to be used. But our |
:
,

24 most important comments and our most important objection to tha |

|
25 Reg Guide in its current form is that a sys tematic, logical j

;! !
! 1

!
'

i
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i

I
j approach has not been taken to developing the list and require-

\

2| ments. The Reg Guide does not present a systematic technical

3'
| justification for the lis t of instruments nor for the qualifica-
4

4
tion requirements . Since that rationale has not been presented,

5'e
it's not been properly. discussed by industry, by the public, and; i

n
3 6 many comments and much of the confusion about the Reg Guide resultse

u
7

; from the absence of this justification. It's only by having a
n
2 8' -

M systematic jus tification or rationale for the instruments and for
d

]". the qualification requirements that we can be sure we havethe9

-

C 10y correct list of instruments and the correct requirements. And
=
5 11
g following a methodology similar to that presented by Dave Cain

f just before me is a way to do this, and we propose that this be

E 13(~)5(_ g done as a way of coming up with a correct instrument list. That

E 14
E the Reg Guide not be issued n'ow, but that this rationale be
e
F 15
j developed so we're sure we have a correct list.

'

16| MR. KERR: Have you thought about how long the process

# 17
d that you propose might take before it produces an acceptable list?
=
5 18 i

MR. COLEY: I don' t know that we have an end date for= 2

+
"

19j what we're doing because a great deal of the effort depends on

20 the ultimate agreement on the functional definition for these
i

21
emergency facilities . What we've seen thus far in the space of

22 a month is we in industry in a pretty diverse group have been

23 able to come to agreement on parameter lists for a boiling water

() reactor and a pressurized water reactor for this one emergency

25 ,

|
facility.

I
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I MR. KERR: Would you guess it might take a year or
/3O 2 a month, 10 years?

3 ! MR. COLEY: I would hazard a guess that we could

i

4) probably have the more timely and safety-effective areas implemented

e, 5 in the plant much, much f aster than we can with the proposed
,

3 6! schedule in Reg Guide 1.97. In fact, even considering 1.9 7 and
R
*
S 7

! its end date, there's still many, many ques tions to be answered.
s !

a 8'n For ins tance, where does the information go, what is it used for,
d
" 9'~. how is it displayed, and quite frankly, with some of the qualifi-
?

10
g cation requirements there is a real industry problem with even
=

5 II being able to get some of that equipment. I don' t think we can.,

3
" 12
E I believe June 19 82 is the date that Reg Guide 1.9 7
=

() 13 specifies. Oh, 1983. I question that we can do that as an industry

j 14 MR. HINTZE: That date was collaborated by AIF.
Ej 15 MR. KERR: " Plants currently operating are scheduled. . .

'=
j 16 , . . . .should meet the provision . . . . to becompleted by January s,
s

$"
17 while the balance of their requirements would be completed by

=
w

3 18 June 19 8 3. "
t
"

19
i 8 MR. COLEY: I indicated we don' t have an end date for

n

20 what this whole process will do. In fact, to this point, we have

21 developed lists that we agree with as industry for this ,one

22 function in the control room.

23 In discussion of our effort yesterday, we agreed that
;

~h 24
(G we thought that within the space of two months we could define

25 the lis t for the control room, what was needed in te control room

i
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I

I of the station to supplement this safety parameter display system.

[b 'D
;

2f From that point, of course, we would move to performing the same
i

3 '| type of analysis and exercise for the Technical Support Center,
I

4 which is probably the next most important area.

e 5 MR. ZUDANS: I kind of like the method that you presented,
i

E i
j 6' but all your input that David presented is based on a judgment,

! R :

$ 7| like all the results in the 1.97 are based on a judgment. I
, i
u
g 8{ wonder aren' t we really pitting one judgment against the other,
4 !
* 9

3.
; essentially? It doesn' t matter how slick and perfect the

3
j 10; analytical process is, the Boolean algebra and all that.'

=

$ II ' MR. KERR: I don' t want to defend either one method or
a
" 12i the other, but in a sense what you're saying could also be applied

,

=

(^T D
13(_) i_

to the f ault tree method, and when one builds a fault tree, one

14 | is really taking information that exists and putting it in a ,

2j 15 , framework which, in a sense, makes it look like magic but it's a
x

j 16 ' judgment. But the advantage of the system is that it at least
w

f 37 formalizes and gives one a framework which one can comprehend
=

y 18 better.
E
b I92 If this methodology does that in some f ashion better

| 5
20 than some other methodology, it probably has something to

21 recommend it. I agree with you, I think it's important to

22 recognize that much of it involves judgment.
23 MR. ZUDANS: I just wanted to add one more thing,

!
i

('~J
because I like the method, I like to include the criteria so -N 24l

,

u

25 that such things as Walt discussed here can be resolred without
i

4 i

l
|
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, saying I decided that. That's not good enouch.-

fx 1

N-] 2 MR. CAIN: That's exactly the place where you want to
;

I
3 make your changes.

4' MR. ZUDANS: Righ t, I agree.

5g MR. CAIN: Then you don' t get into endless arguments
n .

5 0 about relative importance without any basis.
R
*

7| MR. MINNERS: Mr. Coley, would you care to hazard that"

;
,

i 8M if you went through your process , what would be the dif ference
d

.
9 ;i between the end result of your process or Reg Guide 1.97. Would

e

3
10'j you have half ac many instruments , twice as many, the s ame

,

=
3 11 '< amoun t?
3

5"
12 MR. COLEY: I really couldn' t tell you without a lot

3,
s : 13 ,

s ,/ g more foresight than I have in being able to project I couldn't

E 14
d tell you. But I can tell you this. I think you would come up
e i

9 15 with a lis t that does something that Reg Guide 1.97 list doesn't,g ,

*
- 16* i even if it's exactly the same list. You'd com'e up with a lis t

A .

" 17
d that says what the important parameters are and where they ought
z
$ 18
= ,

to be displayed, and would consider the human factors involved in
9
"

19 saying what is the best way to display the parameters, even if8 '

n

20 ' we ultimately come up with the same list, which is quite
21

possible.,

22 MR. MINNERS : But we could use your method af ter the
1
'

23 Ifact and make a decision of where to display them.
|

MR. COLEY: Not at this point in time. Of course, I |~T 2#
(G

25 have not seen the draf t NUREG 069 6, but as I understand, the
|;
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13 21Q

1 . position being taken there is that Reg Guide 1.97 is the list for
!,,

O 2i all those f acilities and that doesn' t provide us --,

3 MR. MINNERS : No, it dcesn't tell you where to put 1.97.

i4 MR. HINTZE: It's a list of the measurements and the
!

3! instrumentati,on, but not where you display them.e
A In
j 6 MR. KERR: It seems to me it's going to be dif ficult

'#
R 7| to see where the two are coming out. It's cert ainly clear that

M
j 8| they are different at this point, and whether they finally come

d. :

F39!, out at the same point depends on how they are applied.
i ,

O
y 10 ! MR. HINTZE: At what point in this process are you going
3j 11 ; to come up with what information the operator can use to take
a

f 12 action? So far you said this p r ticular first one told him he's

5 |
.O d 13 in trouble; it doesn't tell him what to do. Where are you coing toO' *y

$ 14 define the ins truments to tell him what to do?

E
E 15 : MR. COLEY: Fine. That is the second part of this
a i

:
I

g 16 effort jus t a projection on the part of those of us on the
s
i 17 ' subcommittee here yesterday. We felt that within a space of about
a
=
5 18 ! two months we could have that, which is what the operator needs
E !

$ 19 to do his job, which includes detection, diagnosis, assessment
M |

20 ' and mitigation.

21 ' MR. KERR: I don' t want to cut of f discussion between

| |
22 , the staf f and AIF, but I would urge that once in a while the AIF

:

I23 get together with the NRC staff or vice versa at times other than

24 at subcommittee meetings. But with that injunction, you have

25 a question?

i
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1

..R. W?I!!:I!iGER: I understand fr0= de discussion frc="

2s

.4r. S tanley eat a national standards 00==ittee; na=ely , the

3
mis, has Oc=e up with approxi=ately I think 20 parameters d-- dey

4
consider necessary. The A:7, on the other hand, I think came up

5.

5 with a nu=ler which is similar. :Icw, whether or not de lists are
,

g 6
identical is not de coint. I would suspect thev. ' re f airiv.

, .
. . ,.

N 7,
si..tilar but I dink what AIF said different can what heard-

n
-

8'=
4
L Mis say -- and* they =ay want to correct =e if I heard s==eding,
-

1 = 9
i

i. incorrectly -: was that de A 7 list is censidered i=cc=plete,
i i- 10

I you have a lot more work to do and de list =ay well : dink you
2 11<
* said even perhaps get as large as what's in 1.97. I didn't hear
i 12z
=, the MIS sav dat; did detect sc=e disagreement a=cngst de
. -

';

E 13

i E national standards ce==ittee and de industry group?
m= 14
.
i- MR. COLEY: :To , I don't dink you did. I think thez
? 15-

5 basis of the MIS effort is to define accident =cnitoring informa ,
'

1.

3-
16

w tion. That was their obj ective. I think our Objective is larger,

h' 17.
S than dat. We're atta==. tine. : define, first Of sil, de parameters:
'

:n 18 l"

.

.

= needed in the safety s tatus disc. lav. syste=, de control :=c= for 't- .

f. 1

19 >
-

A !.etection, diagnosis, =itigation and assessment cf an accident,
I 20 ;

and then dose parameters that are needed in ancther facility,f ,

i
21 :

,

i the Tech Support Center. |,

, .

f. 22 ! !
I .MR . WPI!::iGER: So your scope is very similar, den, !

,

23 ' i

j to 1.97 which extends much beyond de control rec =. |

24 i i

i. .u.. c y. .ies. ..u.. so~re c: .g- , : . . .< . . . t s, v= ;. . - --. .

25 ! '

i methodology : din't is consistent wie what we understand de ;

i |
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1!
I in tent of Reg Guide 1.97 to be at this point in time. I think

(~)s
!

1k. 2
! certainly the intent of Reg Guide 1.97 has changed significantly

3|| over the past few months.
i

4i
| MR. BENANOYA: 1.97?

5Ie
1 MR. COLEY: Yes.g

3 6!* MR. BENANOYA: I obj ect to that. It hasn't changed an
:_

n -

!M
! 7| iota since we first met in July 1979.
N '

2 8'N i MR. COLEY: Let me --
d

9| MR. KERR: Gentlemen, this could go on and on, and
n
j
-

E 10 i
j I' urge that you get to know each other and talk to each other.
=
5 11 ;

MR. WRENZINGER: We do know each other, we have talkedj |
d 12 I
j and these disputes have continued.

I'T E 13 ;

(_/ 5 MR. KERR: You mean you've asked this same question and
E 14 '
d gotten the same answer before.,

M
15rj MR. STANLEY: Could I clarify one point? The only

,

,

? '

j 16 j thing I can say for the ANS 4.5 list is that it does represent
,

H 17 '
E a consensus. The members in industry, 45 people in UPPSCO, are'

5 i

w 18 '
! no longer desiring to have a change made. Now, every one of those

g
" !

19 | members would like to have one or two different things. And when5
3

20 ' you get to a plant-specific case, it could be larger. So ours
i

should be considered an absolute minimum; I don' t personally yet,

I22
consider it fully sufficient.

23
MR. KERR: Okay. Where are we in the presentation

24 '(g process?q_j ,

25
MR. COLEY: I ' d j us t like to s ummarize , I guess, what

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. |'
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|

I! our concern with Reg Guide 1.97 if implemented in its present

2 form is that it f alls short of defining the use and function ofss

3|i information, how it's used, fails to integrate the very important
i

4
i need of human f actors. The other things that concerns us very
|

5 much, of course, is the fact that Reg Guide 1.97 has been definedj
3 6! as the basis for all of the emergency facilities we 're nowe
= ,

4 7
j f implementing in nuclear power plants or to implement in the future.
n !

i 8I It's our concern that simply stating those parametersM i

d .

- 9,
}- | belong in all those facilities will probably lessen the ef fective-
-

E 10 '
j ness and usefulness of those facilities. For instance, can we put
=

k II i Reg Guide 1.9 7 parameters in everywhere, in all of those f acilities ,
3 1

d 12 '
E ! or do we put those in those f acilities that belong there and
= |

() f 13 ' support the function we ' re trying to accomplish.
z i

| I4 So we would propose that for developing our concept of
E j
r 15 :y a correct Reg Guide 1.97, and again, I think the scope that wei

~
\

T 16 ''
g have in mind is exactly the same one that Vic espouses for Reg
# 17 '
d Guide 1. 9 7 - . We dif fer in that we would like to see that
E -

18 |' achieved through the systamatic development, through a systematicw
=
s !

" 19 'j me thodology, and we're confident that this approach will give us
20 |'

| those important changes in plant safety that we really need at'

,

21 !
this point in time. And we urge your support of that kind of

;

approach.
,

!23 MR. KERR: Thank you, Mr. Coley, are there questions

f'D or comments? I'm going to declare a ten minute break at this'

J
25

point.

! (Short recess.) ;
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(3(-) 1 3R. KEERt We have scheduled now a ;:esentation

2 f cs the GE Cc=;any and tha SWR Owners' G cup, and the first

3 name on my list is Dave Waters.

4 Mr. Waters.
.

5 MF. WATERS: Thank you, Dr. Kerr.

6 I am Cave Waters from Carolina ?over and Light

7 Company, representing the EWR Cvners' Group. The particular

8 one, and there are many, is One that was for:ed about a year

9 ago to address post-T!! issues * I will ; esent a ;crtion of

10 our presentation this af terncen, and Mr. Crai; Sawyer fres

11 General Electric Company vill ;c through also a part of the

12 presentation dealia; with some of the analyses and work that

13 ve have done, and sussarizing the core exit th ermocc uple

s
14 discussion which is in this document which I heard referred
15 to by several people as they had read it last night.

16 I apologize to the staff that we did not ;et it to

17 them any earlier so they could have time to review it and
.

18 have consents to us. With that apology, I will go ca.

19 Maybe they had a chance this morning.

20 The purpose of ou: presentation is to p cvide 3WE

21 consents en Draft 2 of Regulatcry Guide 1.97, which we have

22 done in our white paper that we ; Ovided to you, and to

23 discuss the technical aspects of core exit temperature

24 seasurement requirement, which is one particular ites that

25 ve have a particular pro blen with.

b)
\_)'
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1 You notice in the white paper we had some 13'

2 comments on specific aspects of Tables 3 and 3-A. Rather

3 than discuss the philosophy of the F.egulatory Guide, we wish

4 to address just certain portions of it without saying that

5 ve d o no t support the efforts described earlier by ANS and

6 AIF. We do support that.

7 Just a brief history of comments by the Owners'
,

8 Group. We did meet as several separate groups of near-ters

9 operating license plants in December with the staff, and as

10 operating plant owners in February with the staff to discuss

11 the additional tables that were going to be provided to

12 Regulatory Guide 1.97 and the Pevision 2.

13 We provided these comments, near-term CLs, I

14 believe, and provided their comments in January, and the

15 operating plants provided their comments informally in March

16 to the staff. During that time, at one point an earlier

l'7 version of Draft 2 did not have core exit thermocouples as a

18 requirement for operating plants. Since then, as you are

19 aware, it is in the current version of Draft 2, but I refer

20 to Mr. Orlotto 's fo rwarding letter of July 7th in which he

j 21 says that this requirement for core exit thermocouples is

22 still under discussion.

23 That will be the gist of our presentation today,

24 the rcasons why we believe on a technical ba sis , not on an

25 emotional basis and not necessarily on a cost basis, but on

v
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1 a technical basis, why exit core thermocouples is a

2 marginally useful, if not totally useless, piece of

3 information in a boiling water reactor.

4 Cur concern, as I say, is that the revision to

5 Regulatory Guide 1.97 is, I say, inappropriate now, and I

6 would qualif y the use of the word " inappropriate" with the

7 type of discussions that have cone earlier, particularly the

8 AIF discussion, the more orderly approach to the

9 instrumentation lists and the places that they will be

10 provided. That needs to be done before we get into issuance

11 of the regulatory guide at this point in time, we believe.

12 The second point which we will cover is core exit

13 measurement is not necessary for SWR. We leave the

14 additional specific comments, the 13 additional specific

15 comments on Tables 3 and 3-1 for your consif era tion , not in

16 this meeting.

17 MR. CATTON: How far down into the core can you

18 track level?

19 MR. WATERS: Pardon?

! 20 MR. CATTON: How far down into the core can you

21 track liquid level?

Z2 MR. WATERS: In most of the later SWRs we can

23 track it down to the bottom of the ac tive f uel . In some of

24 the earlier plants, particularly EWR-1s and 2s, level

25 instrumentation does not go that low. So level

OV

|
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1 instrumentation would not go down tha t far in those

2 particular plants, but in later plants it would.

3 MR. CATTON: Are your comments, both in this

4 report that we got this morning and what yon talked about

5 today, directed towards all of the RWRs or just the one

6 where you can track the level to the bottom?

7 MR. WATERS: It is directed towards all the BWRs.

8 This implies, of course, that the earlier BWRs, in order to

9 su pp or t these comments, would have to install additional

10 level instrumentation.

11 MR. CATTON: Oh, okay.

12 MR. WATERS: It is an implication. I don't want to

- 13 speak for them specifically.

'"#
14 MR. CATTON: Just to iake sure I understand, for

15 systems where you can' track the level to the bottom of the

16 active core, you f eel no need for the thermocouples, the

17 core exit temperatures.

18 MR. WATERS: That is right.

19 MR. CATTON: For systems that cannot track it to

20 the bottom of the active core, you feel there may be a need

21 to track it.

22 MR. WATERS: I'm sorry. I misunderstood your

23 question. No, I don't feel there is a need in any case tha t

if you have a BWR that does not track level to the bottom24 --

l 25 of the active fuel 7 just puttinc in four exit thermoccuples

O
,
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s
~2 1 is not going to solve the problem. Let us get into the

2 technical discussion and I think you will see that more

3 clearly.
,

4 MR. CATTONs Okay. I thought I understood.

5 MR. WATERS Did I confuse you?

6 MR. CATTONs Go aread.

7 MR. WATERS 31sply, these additional comments

8 that we provided, the 13 additional, reflect unique RWR

9 futu res -- f eatures. -- f utures, may be , too; provide variable

10 selection criteria because they integrate with the procedure

11 quidelines that the Owners' Group has developed and has

12 provided to the stafd for their review and approval. They

13 integrate with NUREG 696 and they focus on key variables.

14 They elimiina te marginal va riables, and again, notably core

15 exit tenperature measurement for the BWR.

16 Without any further ado, I will turn it over to

17 Craig Sawyer to go onto the technical discussion. I have

18 one last slide in my package, which ! will present after

19 Craig is done, which is a summary of the impact that we

20 believe, from radiation and cost factors for operating

21 plants, operating 3WRs and those under construction.
,

l
i 22 MR. SAWYER In the writeu; which we provided you,

23 we go through a logical development from two sides of the

24 story. First of all, if you wanted to put thermocouples in

25 a RWR, where would you put them? " hat would be the most

A
(Ji

;
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n\/ 1 practical place to put them? We developed that line of

2 logic. And also from the other side, we looked at it from

3 the point of view of, given a certain event scenario leading

4 to core heatup, core melt, late recovery and potentially

5 some core damage, does it make sense to have thermocouples

6 in interpreting what is going on?

7 In the time that we have allotted, I chose to cut

8 back going through all the argunents and all the scenarios,

9 and instead concentrate on the scenario for which we can see

10 some utility for thermocouples and concentrate on what it

11 means to have or not have thermocouples under those

12 circumstancas.

13 The first chart I have got here goes in to the

14 requirements per the current version of HEG GUIDE 1.97, for

15 the reasons for having core exit temperature measurements

16 for BWRs. That is to indicate the potential f or or actual

l'7 fuel clad breach, and by means of a footnote, to measure the

18 extent and trend of core damage down to the 5 to 10 percent

19 core blockage level, assuming no ECCS is functioning. That

20 is the statement of the REG GUIDE.

21 The next chart here I want to go into for a

22 moment, and the text does a much better development of this,

23 what variables we already have in the EWE which can indicate

|24 cladding breach. First of all, a definition. We believe

25 that cladding breach occurs when there is a combination of

|
|
.
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/"}\/ 1 high cladding temperature and high hoop stress, and by high

2 temperature we mean somewhere near the rupture temperature
'

3 of 2200 degrees Fahrenheit, and/or if there is a long time

4 at excessive temperatures such as the order of 1500 degrees

5 Fahrenheit where you can produce significant oxidation of

6 the rirconium cladding and thereby reduce its strength over

7 a longer period of time.

8 Variables indicative of the breach. '4e have on

9 BWRs right now high hydrogen level in the containment, high

10 steam line radiation, fission product monitor products in
,

11 the reactor coolant, containment air and suppression pool

12 vater, offgas radiation levels, low water level, which we

13 will go into in grea t detail in a moment , and complete loss

14 -- k nowledge tha t you Pave no systems pumping water in --

15 complete loss of makeup. That's ECCS plus other systems,

16 which we also gr, .ato in some more detail.

I'7 These currently measured variables, we believe,

18 provide diversity, provide unambiguous indication, and are

19 qualified and tested for accident conditions. So we believe

20 ve already have currently measured variables that provide

21 inf o rmation about the potential f or or actual cladding
.

22 brea ch.

23 I am not going to spend much time on this chart

24 .because it summarires the three phases that I want to talk

25 about in a particular scenario for discussion here on the

(~h'
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1 next three charts. There is an error on this chart which !

2 vill correct, and ! hope you vill, too. This should say

3 prior to core uncovery.

4 The three phases we want to talk about are of

5 situations, no matter how you get there, whether it by by a

6 break or just a stuck open valve and no makeup systems, but

7 some 2"'*.anism that threatens to uncover the core. Prior to

8 core uncovery, the 3WE c;erates saturated. Water level is

9 the ker variable. I will go into these in much more detail

10 in a soment.

11 Durin; the core heatup phase, which is the second

12 phase, we believe, and we have had several discussions with
.

13 the staff and I think we are in agreement on this point,

14 that there is some utility if water level is below the top

15 of f uel and there is no makeup, in which case you vill, in

16 addition to knowin; that water level is low, have a

17 secondary indication from thermocouples, which, by the way,

18 could be located under those conditions anywhere, not

19 necessarily at the core exit.

20 F.R. KERE: You say it would be useful under those

21 circumstances. Useful in what sense? That it would give

rou information --

23 32. SA*iYER: They would provide another indication

24 to the operator other than those he already has that the

25 core is heating up. "e already kncvs that he has a probles

O
V
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1 because water level is low. If I may postpone that for a

2 noment, sir, we will into that again on the charts.

3 MR. KERRt Fine.

4 MR. SAWYER: I want to make the point that during

5 the core heatup phase, the thermocouples will not provide

6 unambiouous inf ormation when core sprays are operating, when

7 there is a two phase mixture in the upper plen m: for ,

'

8 example, under certain accident conditions when you have

9 coun ter-curren t flow limiting situations which fill the

10 upper plenum with water, or when the water level is above

11 the core. The third phase is during recovery phase.

12 In a general sense, we are no t worried in the BWR

13 about natural circulation. We are not worried about bubbles

1-4 and inability to get enough water circulating to remove the

15 decay haat from the core as long as the core is covered in a

16 bulk sense. We require the operators, through the

l'7 quidelines that we have issued and the staff is reviewing

18 right now, to depressurire the reactor if necessary to

19 provide enough injection systems and to main tain the water

20 level. That is his primary function during emergencies.

21 We have done studies that show that once water

22 level is recovered, presuming that it ever uncovered, in a

23 bulk sense, that there is no mechanism that we can come up

24 with that w i.' 1 cause a propagation should there be local

25 damage, and I will go into that in some scre detail in a

ta
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1 moment. And it is primarily because there are numerous

2 paths for flow on individual bundles. On the SW3, every

3 single bundle is channeled and every bundle has its own

4 therschydraulic flow path for removing its heat.

5 That same channel which doe s that th e rmo hyd raulic

6 interaction to remove the heat from a bundle also provides

7 the necessary separation to prevent pro;agation. Ouring th e

"

8 recovery phase, we believe thermocouples will not indicate
,

9 it above saturated in any event.

10 I will now go on to the next three charts. We

11 have looked at a large number of scenarios in the last year

12 since TMI, but basically they all come down to the same

13 thing. The only way in which you can put SWE in trouble isgg
O

14 if you withdraw makeup systems and don't, either in a slow

15 sense as in loss of feedvater events or a stuck open valve

16 or small breaks, water level is decreasing, threatening to

17 reach the top of the fuel and there is no makeup ac tion

18 going on, either automatically or nanually by the operator

19 to restore water level.

20 The large break is a special scenario because the

21 core is uncovered for a short period of time and then ~

22 flooded with water, and as in all risk analyses, the

23 greatest risk f or the SW3 comes from these more likely

24 events, small breaks and degraded t ra n si en ts .

25 So let me take a typical example which we have run

N.
!
i

)
1
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1 through. Cthers are very cinilar to this. There are three--

2 phases. The first phase I am talkinc about here is core
i

3 covered, and what I have shown on the left far all three of

4 these charts is the water level with the top of fuel and

5 bottom of fuel indicated, referenced to an arbitrary zero

6 plane. ~4ater level reference to the lef t. Fuel temperature

7 for an average bundle, and thermocouples located in the

8 practical location that we could put them into a core, which

9 would be in the bypass zone in the LP R.T strings for 3WRs.

10 During the first phase, as I mentioned before, the

11 core is covered, the reactor is running satarated, and there

12 is no additional information tha t could come from having

r- 13 thermocouples, whether they be located above the core or in
o)

14 the core. The temperature scale I have indicated out to the

15 right for the temperature.

16 First the operator perceives a lov level SCHAM,

17 which is enunciated in the control room. At a lo wer water

18 level, high pressure ECCS, it is supposed to autonatically

19 turn on. At yet a lower level, the low pressure ECCS will

20 turn on, and for some events, they will get an automatic

21 depressuriration with an additional delay of 120 seconds,

22 and/or for operator guidelines the operstor is instructed to

23 depressurire at tha t point to insure that when the lov

24 pressure pumps are f mally running at the rated speed, the

25 reactor is at a pressure which vill permit the injection

m
k,
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\/ 1 flow to occur.

2 In a typical scenario, this is what operator

3 quidelines have prescribed. An operator might actually be

4 taking action before low pressure ECCS on level has occurred

5 if he confirms to himself that in fact he has no high

6 pressure injection. We hava prescribed the latest possible

7 time, which I indicated there, that he should take that

'

8 action.

9 During the second phase, which is the time in

10 which you can get damage in the core, I have shown here a

11 continuation of that scenario. For convenience, we presumed

12 fuel temperature calculated at the midplane and fuel

13 temperature measured by means of a thermocouple located at

O 14 the midplane.

15 We could have done a similar analysis f or fuel

16 temperature at the core exit, but it wasn't as interesting

117 because the midplane is more typical of what the hot spot in

18 a reactor is going to be. So it would start sooner. You
,

19 would ret a slightly earlier indication, but it would cross

20 over and not get too high a temperature.

21 What we have shown here is that durino this period

22 of time you have a general low water level in the reactor;

23 there is still steam coolinc ;oing on so that the

24 temperatures do not approach 2200 degrees until the water

25 level gets extremely low in the core. For the sake of

Od
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(,.-) 1 argument we have presumed that, for exanple, when the fuel

2 temperature a t the midplane exceeds about 1500 degrees, you

3 will begin to get detectable hydrogen production, and on

4 that time scale have shown ipproximately when you would see

5 significant hydrogen production and be able to detect

6 fission products in the wetwell airspace should this

7 scenario continue.

8 For this case, if there is no ECCS systems on, the

9 bypass thermocouples will, in fact, be tracking with some

10 temperature delay of about 100 to 200 degrees what is going

11 on in the fuel. However, as indicated in the summary chart

12 which I have for you, if there is a core spray operating,

13 even at only 5 percent or so of its rated capacity, it isf3O
14 suf f icie nt to remove all super heat in the upper plenu . Soa

15 with the core spray running even only partially success'ul,.

16 the bypass thermocouple under those circumstances would be

17 following this path, the o riginal path.

18 So, there is a case in which the fact that the

19 th ermocouple is tracking or not tracking depends upon the

20 operation of the ECCS system.

21 MR. WRENZINGER: A question.

22 3R. SAWYER: yes.

23 YR. WRENZINGER: Does that depend on the location

24 of the thermocouple?

25 MR. SAWYER: No, it wouldn e depend on the

C

,
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1 location of the thernccouple.

2 F.E. ZUDANS: Did you have a core spray ;araneter

3 that will indicate whether it is in or not?

4 ER. S A*dY E3 : Che core s;:ay? All the ECCS systems
-

5 have flew and head that vill allev you to confi = that in

6 fact you are ;etting the injection, and injection valve

7 position, tec.

8 During the t.k i rd phase, what was shown here, for

9 the sake of argument, is suppose that ! don't go to a full*

10 core seit but get a delayed sakeup. Here we have ;cstulated

11 one of the ICCS syste=s en the line late in the scenario,

12 with the reactor de; essurized, and ;et a ra;id reficed fres

13 the core sprays and/or core injections systems, which will_,

14 1:2ediately drive the bypass ther:ccouples and any unbiccked

15 fuel channals back down to essentially saturation

16 temperature again.

17 For the sake of argu:ent, I shev here a channel

18 100 percent biccked. ~4e have done analyses that show that

19 you have te have the channels under these circusstances :cre

20 than 99 percent of the c css-sectional area of the channel

21 blocked in order for the channel to continue heatin; up. So

22 the circumstances under which ycu are trying to get this

23 infernation are extremely nar:cv in that regard.

24 For all channels that aren 't biccked, Of course,

3 they vill also follow this pathway down, essentially riding
*

'r\
\ )v
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o)\- 1 right on top of the bypass thernoccuples when you

2 essentially quench the reactor again. So once again there

3 is a dichotomy here where there is a choice, as there was

4 here, where what is going on with the thermocouple is not

5 necessarily what is going on with the core.

6 Pretty much for all other scenarios that we have

7 generated, because the reactor stays essentially saturated,

8 there really is no additional information that we feel you

9 can learn from thermocouples, whether they be located near

10 or in the core. So this is the worst one. And I think, as

11 I said before, we have always agreed with the staff's

12 position that for this time period here with no core sprays

13 ope rating , thermocouples will provide information in

O 14 addition to the fact that the operator 11 ready knows he has

15 low water level and he already, by design and by our

16 operator guidelines, if he has water level low or if for any

l'7 reason he is not sure where water level is, is supposed to

18 depressurice and flood the reactor as his rules.

19 MR. WRENZINGER: A question on ECCS initiation.

20. W h a t is the parameter that is used to initiate ECCS?

21 MR. SAWYER: Low water level and/or high drywell

22 pressure.

23 MR. WRENZINGES: So if you just simply have a low

' 24 water level, no high drywell pressure --

25 MR. SAWYER 4 You will get ECCS for that one. It

(,

I

|
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(_ 1 is and/or.

2 MR. WRENZINGER: No, I say where you don't have --

3 NR. SAWYER: If you don't have low water level --

4 MR. WRENZINGER: And you don't have --

5 MR. SAWYER 4 High drywell pressure --

. 6 52. WREEZINGEas Then you --
!

7 MR. SAWYER: You do not get automatic ECCS.

8 MR. WRENZINGER: Okay. Now, if for some reason

9 the low water level instrumentation is broken and you

10 actually do have low water level, how would you get ECCS

- 11 initiation?

12 MB. SAWYER 4 That is a very good question, in fact

13 one which we have discussed wi t' the staff because it hasf-

G 14 never been clear to us whether this requirement,

15 particularly when discussion got around to measuring local

16 damage as opposed to just global effects such as my water

17 level instrumentation has all common mode failed, what th e

18 reason is for the thermocouple.

19 A typical JWR operating plant has two, and the

20 later ones have four level measuring devices attached to the

; 21 reactor. On those are hung a number of instruments that are
l

ZZ powered by safety grade, and in some cases nonsaf ety grade

23 power', depending upon the function. So you would have to

24 postula te pretty much a common mode failure of a lot of

25 instrumentation in order to not have the water level

O ,

v
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(_) I instrumentation.

2 33. WEENZINGEE: Aren't they all the same kind of

3 3p cells?

4 33. SAWYEPs Yes. That's what I say, it has to be

5 a common mode failure.

6 33. WRENZINGER: So one common mode failure could

7 cause all the water level instrumentation to be f ailed.

8 ER. SAWYEPs What is that common mode?

9 MB. WRENZINGER: Some manufacturing defect, perhaps.

10 MR. SAWYER: Yes, if they all failed at exactly

11 the same time during the event.

12 MR. KERE: Common mode failure by definition is a

13 failure that causes everything to fail simultaneously, so,

14 all you have to do is say common mode f ailure and that does

15 it .

16 MR. SAW!ER: It is hard for me to postulate that

17 all the BP cells made by a manufacturer would decide to fail

18 during this particular event.

19 ME. KE3E You don't understand common mode

20 failures. Thef fail things simultaneously and --

21 ME. SAWYER: I know how it is done in an analysis,

22 but I as just talking about what I think would happen. But

23 as I said, if you want to apply a diversity ar;ument, then

24 ve would say that if you really don't believe that the water

3 level instrunentation that we have ha s adequa te protection

m
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1 against common mode failure, it is not necessary to have 50

2 core exit thermocouples.

3 MR. KERR I am not sure I understand the drift of

4 this conversation. Are you succesting that the reason you

5 vant thermocouples is to trigger an ECCS?

6 MR. SAWYER: He was worried, I think, that the

7 ECCS functions, as well as many other automatic safety

'

8 functions on a BWR, are triggered by water level.

9 MR. WRENZINGER: And then the point he made

10 earlier was that if the automatic system didn't operate, the

11 operator would actuate it. If the operator is going to use

12 the same information, how is he going to know to actuate

13 it? And theref ore, 'how is the water going to be injected?

14 ER. SAWYER: You have to understand that th e

15 instrumentation which does fire off the ECCS, or the

16 operator, for that matter, in decisionmaking process is

17 redundant or is not the same. The failure of one cell, for

18 example, will not stop that process.

19 MR. WRENZINGER: But again, if we talk about

20 common mode f ailures, the in strumen ta tion --

21 MR. KERRs The nice thing about common mode

22 failure is it gets you, just like th a t.

23 MR. SAWYER Okay.

24 MR. WRENZINGER: It kills both automatic and

| 25 manual.

OG
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s/ 1 MR. EAWYER: If that is the requirement, which is

2 not what I believe you have said in the REO GUIDE, but if

3 that is the requirement, it certainly can be ret a let

4 easier than putting in 50 thermocouples to measure core exit

5 temperature.

6 MR. KERR Common acde failure can get you there,

7 too. But I would think that less than 50 might be required,

8 I ag ree.

9 MR. CATTON: For your older RWRs, once your level

10 gets down the top of the core, you are going to be in the

11 blind. Right?

12 MR. SAWYER: That's correct, on a couple of the

13 older SWRs, yes, that is right.

O
14 33. CATTON: Are you going to recommend anything

15 for that or do you figure that that's okay.

16 MR. SAWYER: I happen to know that some of those

17 plants are already taking action to extend their level

18 range. This was in tended to be a generic discussion as

19 opposed to a particular application to a particular RWE.

20 MR. CATTON: I understand. I can kind of buy your

21 arguments on you can track the water level through the whole

ZZ core .

'

23 MR. SAWYIR: Yes.

24 YR. CATTON: Rut for situations where you can't

25 track the water level, I don't know that I would buy the

~)
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1 arguments about the exit thermoccuplec, or exit temperatures.

O MR. SAWYER: I understand wha t you are saying. I

3 am not personally in a position to recommend what an older

4 BWR should or should not do. That discussion really should

5 be made with the utility.

6 MR. CATT0Hs I understand.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

(D
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15
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( ) 1 53. WATERS: Just to wrap up and summarire our

2 discussion, our presentation today, I would like to give you
\

3 some feel for what we believe are the costs in terms of

4 dolla rs and radiation dosage associated with they

5 installation of in-core thermocouples in the power range

6 monitor position in those strings.

7 As we said before, this is what we feel is the

8 most f easible or the only feasible place to install them.

9 In looking at the dollars, this is a summary of what is in

10 the handout or the white paper, we see that about Tu00,000

11 per plant for one that we call the f orwa rd fit, one that is

12 not in operation as of yet, and 5600,000 per plant for an

13 operating plant which would be a backfit situation. And of
A

1<4 course you can do the arithmetic, and tha t comes out to 528

15 million for the 58 plants under consideration, all the

16 operating and all the ones that are currently intended to be

17 built.

18 The numbers were arrived at looking at how much it

19 would cost to run so much wire through several penetrations

20 if we have the penetrations available, running from

21 un de rn ea th th e reacto r vessel out through the dryvell,

22 running to the control room and providing the recording.

Z3 Doing the engineering for that, doing the hanger

24 engineering, one estimate I believe was something like 70 or

25 80 hangers within the drywell for the conduits and so forth

(')v
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1 that would be required. This may be a factor of two or

2 three either way.

3 The main thing is to give you an appreciation for

4 the cost and say it is not extraordinary. It is high, but

5 it is only a f actor of two or three higher than what the

6 staff came up with in their cost value assessment. I think

7 they used an average of like $200,000 per instrument to

8 modify it. And this would be on the order of two to three

9 times that. *

10 So yes, the cost is substantial, but it is not the

11 basis of our argument, as I said earlier.

12 Cost in terms of radiation dose, the maintenance,

13 the annual radiation dose for maintenance is the 8 man rem

O 14 that we use there, is an average of the numbers that we have

15 in the white paper. 'ie had a range of f rom 2 to 15 man res

16 for all of the handling of the control rod drives and the

17 1PRM strings, and the 8 is simply an average of that. That

18 comes out to 18,500 man rem over a 40-year life. Of course

19 that is not definitively accurate becauso some of the plants

20 are operating plants, but it gives you an idea of the
,

21 arithmetic.

22 The installation, that was one portion tha t we did

23 not cover specifically in the white paper. So I would refer

24 you to this. 'ie feel that it would be 100 man res per

25 operating plant. This would be a backfit item, so this

O
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() I would only occur on 25 plants. So the summary there is

2 21,000 man rem for maintaining and installing the 40 to 50, /

3 essentially 40 thermocouples if you installed one in every

4 LPRM string.

5 In summary, we feel on a technical basis that the

6 usef ulness b y core exit thermocouples, in this sense putting

7 them in the LPRM strings, is limited, extremely limited and

8 is not worth putting them in, I feel personally, even if

9 they were free. If we could get someone to put them in free

10 and not pay that $600,000, I am not sure I would want tt' em

11 in there because they might provide a source of confusion to

12 the operator rather than provide his useful information that

13 he cotit cely upon and know that he had to -- that he could

14 make the right decision once he had that piece of

15 information.

16 I refer again to the slide, or the series of

17 slides that Craig presented.

18 MR. KERR Are there so thermocouples in existing

19 BWR's?

20 MR. SAWYER: 'i Ae p ire one or two BWB's that have
21 thermocouples located external to the vessel, but they were

22 put there not for this purpose but f or the purpose of

23 quantifying things like irradiation damage --

24 MR. KERR: No, I didn't mean external to the

25 vessel. I mean within the fuel region.

n
V
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1 MR. SAWYER: No, there aren't.

2 MR. KERE: The re a ren ' t ?

3 MR. SAWYER No.

4 MR. WATERS: And again just to, rather than 40

5 thermocouples or some nunber of that magnitude, Craig also

|
6 presented one thermocouple f or one particular accident

|

7 sequence, which is a no-makeup sequence, would be just as

8 usef ul as the 40 distributed th ro ugho ut .

9 And another problem that we have, a final problem, .

10 we have difficulty as a result justif ying their use and the
,

11 use that the operator would make of them. !f this becomes a

12 requirement we will be asked as we have experienced in past

13 practice to justify them and to show how they would be used,

14 and tnat, we see, is something that is kind of like the

15 promise that can 't be delivered. That was discussed this

16 morni.:q.

1:7 MB. KERR4 You have discussed this some with the

18 NRC staff, I take it?

19 MR. WATERS: Yes, we discussed this with the staff

20 about two or th ree weeks ago, I think shortly after the Reg

21 Guide was sent to the ACRS. In fact, I believe it was a

22 month ago, wasn 't it, Jack, I believe on the 10th of July, ,

23 and we were given the challenge at that time to go away and

24 do work to provide a technical, a more technical basis, do

25 our homework a little' bit better, and we were also told that

(s_-

*
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(m) 1 our best opportunity would be to present this type of
e

2 information to the ACES for their consideration of whether
3 core exit thersoccuples were necessary for SWR's or not.

4 HR. KERR: Well, the staff must have had some

. 5 reason that they thought they would be useful, that you did

6 find their arpuments persuasive?

7 MR. WATERS: No, we did not, especially, more so ,

8 now that we have gone back and looked at the analyses that

9 have been done in the last sonth. We have done a lot of

10 additional work. We have looked at so=e of the scenarios

11 which were discussed in our meeting of a month ago and have

12 resulted in the inf ormation that Craig presented, and we

13 stand by our argument and we feel that we have a better

14 technical basis than we had a month ago to remain convinced

15 that installing these is unwarranted and we believc

10 unreasonable.

I'7 MR. KERRt Thank you, Mr. Waters. Any further

18 questions?
.

19 KR. CATTON: Where are you going to place these

20 thermoccuplas?

21 MR. WATERS: We believe the only feasible place,

22 and this is pointed out in the white paper, is to put them

23 in the LPRh strings if we vere to put in multiple

24 thermocouples. Putting then in other loca tions --

25 MR. KER3 Excuse me, do you know what the LPEM

[)
%.s
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( 1 string is?

2 MR. CATTCN: I take it is not at the top of the
,

3 fuel.

4 MR. WATERS: No, it is not at the top of the

5 fuel. It is in the by-pass region. You have the

6 channelized fuel assemblies, and it is outside those

7 channels.

8 MR. KERR Excuse me, that is inside the channel

9 boxes.

10 MR. CATTON: Okay, I know where that is.

11 MR. KERE: Okay.

12 MR. WATERS: From our discussions today with the

13 PWR folks and so forth I thought everybody understood how a

O 1<4 BWR worked but --

15 MR. KIRR: He understands it. He understands it

16 now.

17 MR. WATERS: Yes, okay. We sometimes feel like

18 th e lef t-out choice when all of the discussions concentrate

19 on PWR paraseter lists.

20 MR. CATTONs (inaudible)

21 MR. WATERS: Okay, that is only, that handle is

22 for insertion and removal of the fuel assembly during

23 refueling operations.

24 MR. CATTON: Rut it doesn't stay in there after

25 you put it in?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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m
's_) 1 MR. WATERS: The handle goes down and it stays in

2 there, but it comes out. So it is moveable piece. It is i

3 not a fixed 40 year, lifetime, or sonething that remains

4 fixed in the plant. It comes out after refueling. So if

5 you were to place something on there, you would have to

6 connect and disconnect, for example, during refueling. This

7 is an underwa ter operation. This is something th a t is

8 fraught with problems. We are fraught with problems just

9 trying to grab onto those handles and pull fuel assemblies

10 in and out.

11 MR. CATTON: the natural place to pull those-- --

12 ou t .

13 MR. WATERS: It is if you don't want to read it.gg
V

1<4 It would be a great place to put one.

15 (laughter.)

16 I think that we would agree that th e be st place to

l'7 put a thermocouple outside of any other considerations, the

18 other considerations being of a very large magnitude, would

19 be to put a thermocouple in every fuel rod. Then you would

20 know. That we think is highly impractical. Putting a

21 single thersoccuple --

Z! MR. KERR: He said it first.

23 MR. WATERS: Putting them at the top of 564

24 bundles would give you better information -- be with you in

25 a minute, Jack -- would be better inf orma tion, but the

O
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s \
(_/ 1 feasibility of putting 1- there would be again very large

2 problebs, especially because.once a year or so you have to

3 get in to the top of the reactor and do something with it,

4 to those fuel asseablies. You do not have the type of

5 arrangement that you have in a TWR where you have the

6 thermocouples coming down through the upper package, through

7 the upper head, and through counterseals and so forth, and

8 located in a mixing device that is in the up7.er package.

9 You do not have that type of upper package in a RWR.

10 MR. KERRs Do you have a question or consent?

' '
11 MR. ROSEN*HALs Jack Rosenthal, Isplementation

12 Control Systems Branch. I believe there are logically

- 13 something like this. We recognize that the l?RE strings

' 14 sere the easiest place to put the thernoccupies. And

15 depending on what we thought the utility of having

16 thermocouples vocid be in the 1 PRE's, we vo'uld come up with

17 some implementation date. Ne also recognized that wasn't

18 th e op tis al location, that it was better to put them in the

19 fuel assembly someplace.
,

20 !t was clear to us that vould require more

21 engineering work and hence that vould change th e

22 im plemen tation date . I believe in the staf f 's thinking it
.

23 wasn't a question of wanting the thermoccuples but only

24 deciding where they should go and decifing on a reasonable

25 engineering completion date based on where we thought they

.
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(m/ 1 would go.

2 I think that is the logic we had.

3 MR. WATERS: Okay, you are saying this in

4 definition of Mr. Arla ta 's commen t in his letter?

5 MR. ROSENTHAl: No, we reviewed that a month ago

6 in Madison.

7 MR. KERE: Mr. Johnston?

8 MR. JOHNSTON: William Jchnston, the Core

9 Performance Branch. We have had the opportunity of

10 discussing some of these things with GE. The difficulties

11 that we have had with their presentations in the past and

12 the same one that they have made today is in the assumptions

13 that they put into their calcula tions. And if you look at,

14 some of the assumptions that were presented in the package

15 today, you will find again that they predecide the answer

16 before they start the calculation, which makes it not really

17 an objective calculation.

18 As we have indicated to them, we indicated there

19 were two areas that we were interested in. It was to

20 provide inf orma tion confirming that the core was either

21 remaining cooled or to provide an estimate of the extent and

22 degree of core heatup if the water level was falling below

23 the top of the core. To that extent we all agree.

24 We are not only concerned about when the cladding

25 fails and whether we can detect hydrogen. You obviously

'A
()

'|
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( 1 don't get hydrogen until you have gotten hotter, then th e |
!

2 clad generally fails.

3 But the point that I think is really the technical

4 issue and which we have been encouraging GE to evaluate is

5 whether the cannisters can f ail by oxidation or anything

6 else during this kind of an event.

7 If the assumption is made that the wall of the

8 cannister vill never get hot enough to breach or fail or

9 anything, then a thermocouple that is located in the space

10 where four of them come together, while it will indicate

11 temperature and it will follow the temperature of the system

12 as it warms up, it will in fact, as we agree, it will be

la revetted when you reflood the core. And in that case it
O
'' 14 would not indicate the degree of damage to the core. If on

15 the other hand, the cannister is oxidized and becomes, so to

16 speak, rubbelired or becomes damaged when you reflood the

17 system because you have got it hot enough and oxidired it

18 enough , then you are not dealing with a system with

19 by-passes and all these things that is assumed in their

20 calculations, but you are dealing with a situation which is

21 more similar to what portions of TMI probably is.

22 You do have a more rubbelired, or at least you

23 have messed up the geometry. And under those conditions I
;

24 don't feel that GE has made an attempt to calculate the
1

! 25 usefulness of the thermocouples under those type of

(v~)
!

:
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() I conditions.

2 MR. KERE: What would you do --

3 MR. JOHNSTON: Excuse me. If you look at the

4 assumptions that are obtained in their graphs here, the
.

5 heatup rate is approximately 1 degree F. per second in their

6 sample. The kinds of heatup that GE uses in their other

7 calculations are between 1 and 7 degrees per second. In a

8 1000 degrees it would go up 1000 degrees F. in this one. If

9 you use some of the other bases for esiculation it could

10 have gone up as high as 7000 degrees F., which I think

11 anyone will agree is a temperature at which one has some

12 concern.

13 So I think that the heating rates that are used in

14 the calculation here are probably low by a factor of at

15 least 2 and probably 3 or u. I think the temperatures

16 reached would be higher. The references that are used in

17 their discussion about assuming channels blocked in the 99

18 percent flow and so forth, flow blockage, are calculations

19 that GE made for their inlet flow blockage calculations,

20 which assume th a t the pumps are running and you have a

21 pressure that is forcing the water up through that region,

22 no t presumably the situation that we would be talking about

23 in which the pumps are not on and you are not forcing water

24 and you would not automatically have natural circulation

25 under those conditions. So if you also apply the criteria

O
\-)

'*
.
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./ 1 th at we heard from the AIT this :ornin; er this afterncen as

2 to whether they are prine indicators and so forth and you

3 use the WASH-1300 types of scenarios, you will find that the

4 ther:ccouples pet the same points that they got on Dave

5 Cade's presentation.

6 MS. KERE: let se see if I understand what you are

7 saying. Icu are saying that with water above the tcp of the

8 core you anticipate a possible situation in which the

9 channel blocks is oxidized significantly?

10 52. JOHNSTON: They would have oxidired while the

11 core was hea ting up befcre the water recovery.

12 ME. KEBR: Well, but you see, the presentation I

13 heard GE =ade says that they can see perhaps sese use for
b
"' 14 these things if water is belev the top of the core. But as

15 long as water is above the top of the core they can 't.

16 Now do you see some usefulness for then when water

17 is above the top of the core?

18 33. JOHNSTON: Not if the water level never drcps

19 below the top of core.

20 53. KERE: Okay, so en that ycu agree?

21 MR. JOHNSTON: Yes.

22 3R. ERRS You only disagree with then when ther

23 drop the water belev the top of the cere?

24 %3. JOHNSTON: Sure. When you have an accident

25 that causes the water to d:cp below the core ycu start te

v
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n
s_s I heat up the fuel rods. There is no argument about that.

2 MR. KERR Okay. Now what are you going to do

3 with this information you get from the 50 thermocouples?

4 MR. JOHNSTON: During --

5 MR. KERR When the water drops below the top of

6 the core.

7 MR. JOHNSTON: All right. Well, there are two

8 parts to the discussion. One of them certainly is that

9 there is information to the operators that there is a

10 distribution of temperatures within the core and you are

11 seeing the temperature rise.

12 It st. arts to rise --

13 MR. KERR: But I mean, if he knows the water is

O
1<4 below the top of the core he doesn't need a th ermoco uple to

15 tell him that the temperature has gone up.

16 MR. JOHNSTON: ihat is true, but we also discussed

I'7 single f ailure modes already in which you wouldn't have that

18 information available, or --

19 MR. KERR: I am assuming now --

20 MR. JOHNSTON: (simultaneous conversation)

21 MR. KERR If you are using this as a redundant

22 system because your water level doesn 't work, that is one I

23 question. But I am assuming now that you have information

24 so that you know where the water level is. Now you still

3 v a n's the thermocouples?

O
|
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m
(_) 1 MR. JOHNSTON If you know where your water level

2 is and you know that it is continuing to fall below the

3 midplane of the core, you know then that your rods in the

4 upper half of the core are on a temperature ramp, which

5 involves oxidation.

6 MR. KERR Right.

7 MR. JOHNSTON: You won't know -- you would like to

8 know how hot it got because that is going to determine ncu

9 much oxidation and damage you are going to get to your zire

10 alloy shrouds and rods -- --

11 MR. KERRs What would you do with this information

12 if you had it?

13 MR. JOHNSTON: It helps you to decide how you are
O)
\/ 14 going to handle the remainder of the racovery f rom th e

15 accident. If you feel quite sure that you have damaged no

16 shrouds, that they have not lost their geometry, then you

17 will probably know that you have natural circulation. You

18 were not going to measure it apparently. You know that you

19 have it because --

20 MR. KIRR Okay.

you will know thac you have not21 MR. JOHNSTON: --

22 lost geometry or you will have indication that indeed you
l

i 23 have lost geometry, which tells you something about the

24 seriousness of the event.

25 MR. KERR. And wha t would you do differently in

nv
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1 the two cases?

2 MR. JOHNSTON: I have to go back to the TMI

3 situation in which there was a great deal of uncertainty as

4 to whether the pump should have been turned back on again,
'

5 whether the pump should have been shut.off at what point,

6 because we didn ' t know enough about the state of the core.

7 MR. KERE: But this is not a PWR.

*
8 MR. JOHNSTON: I know it is not.

9 MR. KERR And this is the argument, it seems to-

10 me, on which, this is the point on which GE is basing its

11 argument. It is not a PWR core.

12 MR. JOHNSTON: Well, the point tha t I --

13 MR. KERR: So there may be reasons, or there mar

O 14 be things that you would do differently, but I don't think

15 TMI is a good analogy.

16 MR. JOHNSTON: Well, I think the point that I

17 wo uld like to make is that it makes no difference who

18 designed the core if the core becomes uncovered and it heats

19 up. Zire alloy is zire alloy. It doesn 't know what it

2 pedigree is.

21 MR. KERR No, I sgree. I grant you hot rire

22 alloy in the presence of oxygen will oxidize.

23 MR. JOHNSTON: And it won't be --

24 MR. KERR: Rut what I am trying to find out is

25 what you -- and scien tifically this is interesting, and

w

'
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1 academically what I am trying to find out is what an--

'

2 operator would do with the information with the information

3 which says th'e channel boxes have oxidized versus what he

4 would do if he knew the channel boxes hadn't oxidized. Is

5 there some different procedure he would follow?

6 MR. JCHNSTON: I think what it will do it will

7 tell you, it will help -- the circumstances under which the

8 thermocouples are going to give you information in the

9 recovery region are dependent upon the extent of damage of

10 the core during the previous regions.

11 MR. KERR What will the operator do differently?

12 I am not trying to be facetious because I think you have got

13 to ask questions like this if you are really trying to help

O 14 the operator. Now what you are trying to do is help

15 somebody who wants to study the accident later on, two or

16 three months later and try to estimate what happened to the

17 co re . That is a legitimate objective. But if what you are

18 trying to do is to tell an operator what to do during the

19 course of an accident, it seems to me you have got to ask

20 yourself what would the operator do with this info rma tion .

21 MB. JOHNSTON I think there is two ways you can

l

l 22 approach that. The operators at TMI, and all I can do is

23 talk about the only accident we ever had, because if this

( 24 discussion --

25 MS. KIRRs I am sorry, this is the only thing --

, 0\
| V
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ts_/ 1 fR. JOHNSTON: -- -- said it couldn't happen --

2 MR. KERR: This is the only thing you could do.

' 3 In fact, if all you do is study the TMI accident, we have

4 not made any progress. What you have got to try to do is

5 anticipate the next accident, and especially the accident in

6 a BWR. If we keep reliving the TMI incident we haven't

! 7 learned much.

8 MR. JOHNSTON: Then you have given me a difficult

9 thing to answer.

10 MR. KERRs Of course I have. And I don't mean

11 tha t I have the answer to it. I don't. But if we are going

12 to help operators, it seems to me we have got to try to ask

~

13 ourselves what sort of information will be useful to an

O 14 operator in carrying out his next step? What does he do?

15 MR. JOHNSTON: I think that is a fair question.

16 And let me attempt to answer it. And I still have to use a<

17 point of reference, nevertheless. One case has to do when

18 the operator suddenly realizes something he has been

19 ignoring for some time, and I have to say that that has

20 happened once already.

21 Under those conditions he sees some informatio.

Z1 that he hadn't noticed before, and he takes action to ;et

23 more water into that systen that he hadn't been doing before

24 for whatever reason it was.

25 The other things, if we are observing that the

'
i
,

.

I
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() 1 thermocouple temperatures are continuing to drift upward

2 af ter you have presumably recovered the core, you got the

3 vater level above it but you got thermocouples in there

4 reading tha t are showing high temperature regions. And I

5 view that there is no difference whether it is a PWR or a

6 BWR, and if you have got a rubble bed you are going to have

7 regions in which water has not poitetrated and you are hot.

8 If your thermocouples are located in that kind of a region,

9 you have got information about whether the trend of th e

.10 system is up, whether the system is getting hotter or

11 getting cooler.

12 MR. KERRs Okay, but what would the operator do

13 differently?
;

14 MR. JOHNSTON: Me may depressurice, he may

15 repressurize.

16 MR. KERRs He has already depressurized. If he is

l'7 in a SWR he has already depressurized.

18 MR. JOHNSTON I don't know whether under Atlas

19 conditions he has depressurl ed. Tha t is one of the

20 assumptions that he hasn't. That is a boildown under
.

21 pressure.

22 MR. KERBS Well, if he has gotten to the point

23 where the water is below the top of the core, he has

24 depressurized as far as he can depressurize, because he has

25 go t all valves open. So he can't do anything else to |

O
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2,b 4

(O_/ 1 depressurire.

2 I know we can't settle it here, but I do think you

3 have got to ask questions like that.

4 MR. JOHNSTON: That is fine, but I think we have

,

5 the same kinds of dialogue for every single instrument in

6 every reactor as to the --

7 MR. KERRa Well, I think you should.

8 MR. JOHNSTON: same regard.--

9 MR. KERR4 I think you should. .

10 MR. ROSENTHAL: I just wanted to make one more

11 point, and that is that the -- -- channels and radiation

12 monitors, et cetera , are global, and they indicate that for

13 this horrendous scenario where you fail fusl, total failure,

14 but they don't tell you the locations, you don't know if you

15 have a small area that is highly damaged or a big area.

16 MR. KERRs But I would still ask what does the
/

17 operator do differently if he knows there is a small area

18 that has been damaged or that half the core has been

19 damaged. If there is something he does differently and tha t

20 inf o rmation tells him what to do, that is one thing. But if

21 he doesn't do anything independently, whether he has got a

22 small amount of damage or a big amount of damage, then I

23 don't see that the information does his much good.

24 I am not trying to prejudge. I am simply saying

25 I think you have to ask that question.

"%
(\-) |
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.fA(m,) 1 MR. JOHNSTON: What would he see if he saw the

2 water level going down?

3 ME. KEE2: Well, if he sees water level going

4 down --

5 32. JOHNSTON: (inaudible) do something to raise

6 it up.

7 53. KEHR: That is right.

8 ME. JOHNSTON: All right, I just give you the sase

9 an sw er . It would be just as valid.

10 MR. KERE4 No, but you see, if the water level

11 gives him all the inf ormation he needs to take action, then

12 it seems to se the thersccouples don't help things any. I

13 sean , I say be nissing so=ething._.

14 33. ECSENTHAL Well, I don ' t thin k as seaning

15 in terms of the first few hours that has passed. What

16 happens the next day in this event, where the core is

17 supposedly recovered, or is recovered, the instrument -- the

18 levels are up, whether it has subsequent recovery

19 oper ations, and there I can't quantify it but it seess

20 usef ul to know the extent of the core damage.

21 ME. SAWYE3: Or. Kerr, if I say, I kncv ve are

22 running out of time, and I don't think this is the
.

23 appropriate focus to be having a technical debate on numbers

24 that the staff has only hsd a chance te see for about a

25 da y . But ! just wanted to leave at least en the record tha t

O
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\_ ') 1 ve disagree with the statements that were put on the re co rd
>

2 by the staff and I think we need to get together and in more

3 detail go over exactly what we have done.

4 MR. KERRs I would think that that would be a good

5 idea.

6 Does that complete your presentation?

7 MR. SAWYER: Yes. If there are no further

8 questions.

9 MR. KERR: Any other comments or questions? Thank

10 you, sir.

11 MR. SAWYER: Thank you.

12 MR. KERE: My agenda shows a presentation from

13 Westinghouse by Mr. Timmons. Is Mr. Timmons still here? He
!n% -)

14 is.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

1

1

l
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(o ^_ y 1 MR. TIMMONS: My name is Tom Timmons from

2 Westinghouse. I'm the manager of the Mechanical and Fluid

S
3 Systems Evaluation Group in the Nuclear Safety Department.

d

4 Since many of us have suffered through an extended period of

5 discussion I'll try to make this as brief as possible.

6 I gave Mr. Duraisvamy some copies of a detailed

7 position and I'll just highlight some of tha t and then go

8 into a short discussion on some of my views as to what

9 accident monitoring is and perhaps some comments to address

10 some of the issues that people have been talking about

11 during the day.

12 Gne of the problems that Westinghouse has with the

13 cu rr ent form of Reg. Guide 1.97 is that the Reg. Guide

14 encompasses too =any functions. This includes the technical

15 support center, the emergency operations facility, the data

16 link and also the control room. Without giving specific

l'7 help to the designers as to where to put what instruments,

18 everything could go in the control room or everything could

19 go in the guard shack and the discussion as to what goes

20 where would have to be forged on an individual basis with

21 the NRC staff.

22 Westinghouse is also concerned that the Reg. Guide

23 presents detailed requirements

24 MR. XERRs Do I interpret this, th e n , to think

25 that Westinghouse thinks that the Reg. Guide is not

b
G'
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Ok/ 1 descriptive enough?

that it's2 MR. TIMEONS4 That's my next comment --

3 too prescriptive in some areas and too loosely worded in

4 others as to give any kind of a guidance to the operator.

5 The NRC staff is very well aware of the fact that I'm hard

6 to please.

7 The Reg. Guide presents detailed requirements

8 without going into some of the criteria that should be used

9 to derive the requirements. It gives requirements for

10 instrumentations, for ranges for things, but i t. doesn't give

11 any basis for the requirement. If you're going to have a

12 document that gives requirements it should give some sort of

13 a detailedl basis so that the designer can understand the
O%l 14 reasons why the requirements are being levied on the

15 particular design.

16 A third concern is th a t the Reg. Guide fails to

l'7 utilire ongoing work in the areas of the technical support

18 center, emergency operating facility, and human factors

19 analyses of the control room and also of the other

20 f acilities which would be used f or accidents and incidents.

21 In the attachment to the handout there's a number

22 of logical and technical problems which are ennumerated,

23 some of which have already been previously discussed and I

|
24 v o n ' t go into those in any creat detail.

;

25 "ith respect to sceident monitoring

i
%./

i
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k_ 1 instrumentation is there are four main things, I think --

2 ANS 4.5 -- the Reg. Guide, and Westinghcuse all feel should
o

3 be in a set of accident monitoring instrumentation. I think

4 everybody could agree that these are criteria or a small set

5 of criteria which would be usef ul in helping the designer to

6 design the instrumentation and also the operator to

7 understand what it is and how to use it. In large measure

8 the differences in philosophy are -- between the various

9 f actions -- are merely a difference of degree.

10 The NRC staff says that it's an accident

11 monitoring Reg. Guide and then goes about and includes

12 anticipa ted o pera tional occurrences, which I don't call

13 accidents. I think that that tends to blur the focus of the

O
14 instrumentation when you say that you're going to include a

15 bunch of other events and have instrumentation specifically

18 address those and then tell the operators that those

17 instruments are part of the accident monitoring

18 instrumentation set and he should be aware of those and be

19 trained to use them and spend a lot of time learning what

20 their characteristics are and how to use them.

21 The idea of a sinimum set has been bandied about

22 by a number of people in a number of contexts. ANS 4.5 says

23 the =inimum set is about twenty variables. The Seg. Guide

24 says a minimu: set is 65 variables for a PWR 55 or a RWE.

25 When you discuss minimum sets you have to decide how the

s

%
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1 minimum set should be arrived at and what things influence

2 the known set. If you decide that the minimum set, as ANS

3 4.5 decided, a small number, you have to make tradeoffs as

4 to how~many instruments the operator or the person who is

5 going to be using the information can be tra ined to use and

6 can use properly in the event of an occurrence. There's

7 been some discussion as to why neutron flux has been added

*

8 as the single instrument for purposes of measuring

9 reactivity control and not having four as in the Reg.

10 Guide. If you have four you identify all four of them to

11 the operator as being accident monitoring. You tell him

12 that when he has an accident or an untoward occurrence that

13 he has to check for reactivity control. In the training of

O 14 the opera tor he 's trained to check all four every time and

15 he has to be able to reconcile any differences which occur
.

16 in reading the four of them.

17 And then if you make them Type B, or Type A or

- Type C, then you have the requirement that they also be

19 redundant, so then he 's got eight things to check. And then

20 if there are other things he may twelve ,or sixteen to

21 check. So you're proliferating the number of things to
,

|

| 22 check .

23 MR. KERS: I nust admit that I don't find that

24 argument very convincing. If indeed one needs this

! 25 information in order to make a decision. It seems to me the

O
\_J'

*
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m
(_) 1 argument's stronger if you say that the ,other information is

2 reliable and I don't need it. But to ': ell me that you're

3 going to confuse an operator by giving him the information

4 he needs to make a decision says to me that you either need

5 smarter operators or better systems.

6 You have got, I think, if you need to make a

7 decision you need the information that will be required to

8 make that decision. And if it takes on variable, fine. If

9 it takes four then you'd better get it and you better have

10 an operator or system that is smart enough to analyre it so

11 he can make that decision. But to say that you're going to

12 confuse the operator if he really needs the information to

13 make a decision I find not very strong an argument.
)'''

14 Now if he doesn 't need the informa tion, sure you

15 do n ' t want it. But --

16 3R. TIMMONS: '4 e l l , I think that's a bone of

1'7 contention among various people in the industry end the

18 staf f as to whether or not he needs all of that information

19 in order to make tne decision when, besides having neutron

20 flux he has other indications which tell him the same thing

21 -- that there's something going on in the core that he

Z2 doesn't want going on.

23 ER. HINTZE I think Mr. Timmons is arguing on the

24 basis of an incorrect premise and tha t is that all of them

25 vill be uniquely identified -- only the ones and twos will

n
f I

L
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1 be uniquely identified. And in that case and in the case of-

2 core neutron reactivity control there's only one, which is

3 the same as the ANS standard.

4 MR. KERE: So the operator doesn't have to knov

5 about the other three?

6 3R. HINTZE: He has to know about them because he

7 knows th ey ' re th ere . But they're not uniquely identified in

8 terms of having a red circle around them.

9 MR. KERR: That might be even more confusing

10 because then he's got to understand colors.

11 MR. TIMMONS: Another thing that is necessary is

12 that,the thing that you chose to display to the operator or

13 the person interested in the avent is the most direct'

g-
U' 14 indication, wherever that's possible. Thus a level is a

15 direct indica tion of wh ether there 's wa ter -- hopef ully it's

16 a direct indication of whether there's water in the core.

17 If you were to specify a variable as inventory mass--

18 inventory -- in the reactor cooling system it would be very

j 19 difficult to come up with a direct thing that indicates how

20 auch mass there is in the coolant system because of the

21 possible leakage pass and the sources of where the water can

22 go and that type of thing.

23 MR. ZUDANS: May I ask a quick question. I didn't

24 miss your joke. That's okay. Rut I did miss the point.
,

25 What was this uniquely identified? What did you say about

O

1
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O

> 1 this uniquely identified?

2 MR. HINTZEs Perhaps I shouldn't have said it.

3 MR. T!MMONS: In table 1 of the Reg. Guide there

4 is a line iten that says that certain qualification

5 categories are required to be uniquely identified to the

6 operator so that he knows that those instrunents are

7 accident nonitoring instrunents and tha t he should use those

8 in diagnosing, following the course of the event, and

9 deternining whether the actions that are being taken are

10 sufficient or whether there are other things he should be

11 doing in order to influence the course of the accident.

12 MR. ZUDANS: And out of those four only one is?

13 MR. HINTZEa Yes. 'de only require those uniquely-~

J
14 iden tified as those in categories one and two, which would

15 say that the backup or defense in depth instrunents vould

16 no t necessarily be uniquely ide".tified. However, the

l'7 operator would know they are in place and they*ve been

18 qualified to be used.

19 MR. ZUDANSs Thank you.

20 MR. TIMMONSs The last iten is a consistent set of

| 21 criteria and design bases so tha t the uses, the reasons

22 behind the choica of the instrunents, what tae instrunents

23 are, the functions that they serve, what acti?ns can be

| 24 taken based on the instruner s, whether the instrunents are
i

25 to be believed in all conditiens would be plain to the

!
i
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n(_/ 1 people who would be using a set of accident monitoring
)

2 instrumentation.

3 MR. KERR Do think there is any disagreement

4 between yourself and the NRC staff on those criteria, with

5 the possible exception of interpretation of accidents?

6 MR. TIMMONS: In the area of criteria and design

7 bases I think that the bases behind the requirements -- a

8 number of the requirements in the He'g. Guide -- are lacking.

1 MR. KERRs But I think the NRC would agree on a

10 minimum set, on a most direct indication, and on consistent

11 criteria and design bases. I bet everybody on the staff

12 would agree on that.

13 MR. TIMMONSs Yeah.

O
14 MR. KERR Okay. I just want to e stablish what it

15 is --

16 MR. TIMMONS: I agree that they have done tha t in

17 the Reg. Guide.

18 MR. KERR: But everybody's following the same

19 criteria. You neard the story about the two grandmothers in

20 Brooklyn who could araver get together. They lived across

21 the alley from each other and they were always shouting and

22 they couldn't get together because they were arguing from
\

23 different premises. Now you're starting with the same set

24 of premises, I think, so --

25 MR. TIMMON: I we all agree that the premises are

O
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k ') 1 the same. It's a matter of whether or not the fistance

2 hetween the premises is sufficient to co=e to sc=e closure

3 as to whethat the right set of criteria have been

4 implemented and used and the ri;h t set of instruments have

5 been decided upon.

'R. ZUDANSs Have you heard the presentation by6 M

7 David King on impact criteria?

8 3R. T!MMONSs Tes.

9 MR. ZUDANS Well, I think th a t it's a more

10 complete set than yours.

11 ME.,TIMMONS: I think it's a different set. I'm

12 not se sure that it's scre cosplete.

13 12. ZUDANSs Because you're talking about criteria

(
14 sets, not th e outcc =e .

15 MR. TIMMONSs It's a structured approach. The ANS

16 a.5 approach was structured. Westinghouse internally went

17 thrcuch a process of trying to determine what the optisum

18 set of accident scnitcring instrumentation was, which is

19 also a fairly structured apprcach. If you use slightly

20 dif f erent approaches you're likely to cc:e cut with slightly

21 different lists of instruments.
:

22 MR. ZUDANS New ( in audible ) . Oc you have some

23 kind of =cck-up ta b le that you would recom:end that

24 Westinghcuse uses?

25 MR. TIMMONS: I don't have it with se nov.

(v'
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O
\/ 1 MR. ZUDANS: But you do recommend less instruments

2 than (inaudible).

3 MR. TIMMCNS: We came out with a list of

4 instruments in the end of May, early June, that was either

5 nine teet or twenty instruments. That predated the lists
,

6 that same out in ANS 4.5. That was in 1979.

7 MR. KERRs' Did the staff, in its promulgation of

8 1.97 leave out any that you suqqested?

9 MR. TIMMONS: I don't recall. I don't think ther

10 left out any of that we had.

11 MR. KERRs Any further questions? What

12 significance should I attach to the fact that each of these

13 pages is stanped with a large " preliminary" stamp?

14 MR. TIMMONS: Ihe significance of that is that

15 when we left Pittsburgh last night the letter hadn't been

16 signed off by the appropriate person. You can ignore that

17 " preliminary". It's since been signed off.
e

18 MR. KERRs Thank you.'

f

19 Is Mr. Stern here from the Westinghouse Plant

20 Owners group?
|

21 MR. TIMMONS: No, he's not here today.

22 MR. KERRs Okay. Is Mr. Raj Gopal here? He is
.

23 indeed. He represents an organiration or an individual -- I

| 24 don't know which -- called lightwater Instrument
|

[ 3 Specialists. No, it has to be more than one person.
I

!

i
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(~
1 .59 GCPAL: I'm manager of instrumentation

2 developnent at "estinghouse, but I'm not representing

3 '4estinghouse nov. I'm here to represent a grour of

4 specialists -- light water reactor instrumentation

5 specialists.

a one-day session -- where ve had6 At a meeting --

7 representatives from three national labs, three reactor

8 vendors, one utility and an equipment supplier to consider

9 Reg. Guide 1.97 and give our evaluation and recommendations

10 to you. The chairman of tha t session couldn ' t be here, so

11 I'm just representing that group of specialists.

12 The summary of what we discussed has been passed

13 out to all of you so that summarires what happened at that

O
14 meeting. Cf course, this has not been approved by all the

15 participants yet, but it was read at th e mee ting and people

16 cenerally agreed that was the consensus of the group.

I'7 01 course the first point we are trying to make is

18 that as instrument engineers the guide would be more useful

19 to us if the rationale f or choosing the various variables

20 was presented. Even better would have been that if

21 functional requirements were given we could have selected

22 what instrument would do the job in the best pcssible

23 manner. Of course you have had all this, so I'm not going

i

| 24 to dwell on this point a .9 v further.
!
,

25 The second task we undertook was to list all the

| \

|
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(.
5 1 variables that were given in the Reg. Guide and go through

2 each one to identify what is installed in existing plants

3 and what are their qualifications as they are now and what's

4 commercially available and what might give a development
'

5 requirement. It became clea r that what is installed in

6 plants is quite dependent on which plant we consider, but in

7 our discussion it became obvious that in most instances

8 instruments specified in Reg. Guide 1.97 are available.

9 However, they are rarely qualified now to category three and

10 to make them meet category one will be a lengthy and

11 expensive process and it is our opinion that it will tax the

12 commercial capabilities of providing such instrumentation.

13 The other problem we had with the Be g . Guide wa s

14 that we could not establish any priorities so that there

|

| 15 cannot be any assignment of what instrument channels should

16 be worked first insofar as development or qualification can

17 be met

18 The third point is that the timeframe for

that is, June '82 for new19 implementing this Beq. Guide --

20 plants and June, '33 for retrofitted existing plants -- will

21 not allow sufficient time f or qualification to category one

22 of the many required instruments. Of course, we had several

23 problems in what the qualification requirements are,

24 especially as to what the I mean, all instruments are not--

25 going to extend to all conceivable accident conditions, so

|
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O' |

1 it will be necessary to identify what instruments are useful
|
|
'2 to the opera tor and wha t will be the minimum qualification

3 requirement- on.

4 The fifth point is that the instrument

5 qualification program cannot address the issue of gauging

6 without establishment of some accelerated life testing

7 criteria.

8 The sixth point is that we ran into serious

9 problems and if you really put all this additional

10 instruments how can you get wires out from inside of

11 containment to outside? Of course there is a technical fix

12 to such a problem, but it's not existent now.

13 The last general point we got to was that we had

14 great difficulty with the P.eq. Guide was that there were no

15 accu racy requirements. The rances were spelled as rero to

16 some extended range. Operating range is generally quite

l'7 narrow so if the operator has to use these instruments

18 during normal operation use, the reading should be something

19 that's meaningful to him. Sc I think what the required

20 ranges, what the accuracies and wha t's the range that should

21 he displaced during normal time and given normal operation

22 and what should be the range during accidents -- all of this

23 we think needs further clarification.

24 So these are the general comments, but some of the

3 specific problems tha t we had was summarized starting with

O
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('
1 8. Now we talk about reactor vessel level indica tion.

2 Technically there are solutione available now and that can

3 he -- the new systems can be developed even f aster than

4 qualifying certain other instruments to category one. So we

we couldn't understand why it's not included in one5 just --

6 of the tables.

7 MR. KERRs Mr. Raj Gopal, if you are just going to

8 pretty much read this. list of specific problems areas -- and

9 it seems to me they are re le v'a nt I would suggest that you--

rather than read these you make any additional10 make --

11 comments you want to make and then ask for questions, since

12 we a re trying to --

13 MR. GOPAL: I guess on this the only comments I

14 vant to make are relevant to hydrogen monito rs. '4e don ' t

15 think -- as experts -- we don' think they exist now and the

16 other one is on the radiation monitors. There seems to be a

~

l'7 trend that radiation monitors meet those requirements. But

18 it is our opinion that those radiation monitors will not

19 work under accident conditions and we don't think -- there

20 is technology available, but I don't think there is any

21 hardware available and it will take tim e to develop this

22 thing.

23 The only other concern we had was on thermal

i 24 couples to the -- where they are now they will not go up to

I 25 2300 unless we change them all. So that's basically the
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f3
(m) I general comments we had. If you have any questions on these

2 I will be glad to answer them.

3 MR. KERRs Thank you very much. Are there

4 questions? Yes, sir.

5 MR. STODDARTs I'd like to make a comment on the

6 radiation monitoring. Both this presentation and to Mr.

7 Sommers. The general gist of this has been that the

8 instrumentation is not available, vill not wo rk , and so

9 forth. I don't think this is really true. For example, on

10 the containment radiation monitors there are two vendors who

11 are pretty well along on qualification programs for full

12 local conditions and operation of the systems.

13 The state of the art as represented, perhaps, by

O 1-4 the instrument vendors catalogues a year or so ago certainly

15 did not represent this. But state-of-the-art has been

16 developed at the national laboratories and in the weapons

l'7 prog rams they had this sort of equipment twenty years ago.

18 MR. KERR: I understood him to say that technology

19 existed but that instruments that you could purchase which

20 would withstand the environment probably didn't. I don't

21 see any disagreement between what he says and wha t you're

22 sa ying.

23 MR. STCDDARTs As I mentioned, two vendors are

. 24 quoting very short delivery in containment radiation

25 monitors, specifically the monitor reading of 10

/"S
k_)
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o
k) I roentgens per hour. I don't think I need to be specific

m

2 about the vendors, but --

3 MR. XERR: I don't either, but I guess that I have

4 some skepticism about some of the things tha t are

5 purportedly measured in here, too, in terms of laboratory

6 instruments being available -- field type instruments being

7 quite a different matter -- and I sure believe that if you

8 look at this in detail you'll find that that's the case.

9 MR. GOPAL: Just one comment. You know, this was

10 a representative from a defense laboratory and another one

11 from EGCG. Those two, at least, concurred that what's sold

12 commercially will not work under accident conditions. So

13 it's not my opinion. It's the consensus that was developed

O
14 from various labs.

15 MR. KERR You may be right.

16 MR. STODDART: These tests I'm speaking about are

17 being conducted by Wiley Laboratories under the same

18 conditions as in the other containment instrumentation.

19 MR. GOPAL: Well, the problem is played out on

20 shielding. What would that instrument read? That's more of

21 a problem than just meeting environmental qualifications.

Z1 It can be different than in the extreme conditions and

23 pressure conditions. It may not be the same as an accident.

24 MR. XERR: Are there other questions or comments?

25 Thank you very much, sir. Does the staff have additional

bx_-
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O( / 1 comments? -

2 Well, the schedule as it now stands calls for us

3 to take this to the f ull Committee tomorrow. The .NRC staff

4 is asking for endorsement by the ACRS, I believe, of the

5 Reg. Guide in its present form. Do members of the
i

6 Subcommittee want to try to arrive at any recommendation at
,

7 this point? Or do we want to recommend that presentations

8 be made to the full Committee and we hold a discussion and

9 try to arrive at a recommendation at that point? I'm open

10 to suggestion.

11 MR. MATHIS: Rill, I don't feel we're in any

12 positi5n -- I should say I personally.am in any position--

es 13 to have the nerve at this stage to take it to the full
\ |
v

14 committee. I wouldn't know exactly what to tell them..

15 MR. KERR You metn to take a recommendation to

16 the full committee? I don 't have any hesita tion about

17 taking a presentation to the committee because I think it

18 needs to get an update on what's going on.

19 MR. RAYS I think if a decision were to be

20 forthcoming --

21 MR. KERR4 Excuse. Jerry we want not to miss a
t

22 word.

23 MR. RAY: If a decision were to be forthcoming in

24 line of the desires of the staff to the effect, for

25 instance , that this is not acceptable, I think more than the

O
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\/ 1 subcommittee should deba te that.

2 MR. XERRs No, I'm suggesting that we might want

3 to make a recommendation. It would be just tha t . We don't

4 make the decision. But it 's certain that such a prestigeous

5 subcommittee's recommendation would be taken very seriously

6 by the committee. Mr. Lipinski.

7 MR. LIPINSKI4 One of the key things that should

8 be presented to the full committee, I think, is a summary

9 statement as to where the differences lie with respect to

10 the industry viewpoint versus the Reg. Guide, and I think

11 this feature of the functional specifications that have been

12 complained about from AIF, ANS, I tnink is one of the key

13 areas that seems to be of objection to accepting the Reg.

1<4 Guide. I'm sure the staf f has done it and that's part of

15 the problem -- that it isn't part of the document and if

16 industry caw the work then maybe they would be -- they're

17 villing to accept it. Particularly, say, in what the key

18 variables are , what the factor variables are, what the

19 accident situations a re and as to why the particular ranges

20 have been accepted to be specified the way they are.

21 And as to what the committee decides to do after

22 being this information I think will be up to the full

23 committee to make a decision.

24 MR. XERBs I think tha t 's a good poin t, Walt. It

25 also seems to se that there is another f airly significant

G
V

.
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5 1 poin t of contention and that is that F.e g . Guide 1.97 is
.

2 aimed at solving a numher of ;roblems simultaneously, which

3 is an efficient way of proceeding, certainly, if it works.

4 But at least it seems to me that the consensus we've heard |

5 from industry is that it perhaps tries to cover too many

6 things in one document and thereby produces some overload in

7 the information transfer procerss.

8 It does, it seems to me, have in it elements of

9 systems to follow the course of an accident, systems which

10 will -- if I can go to a mode which I an reluctant to follow

permit the Governor of Pennsylvania to know whether to11 --

12 evacuate people or not in a timely manner, systems which

13 would permit information to be gathered which would be

O 14 displayed in an emergency operating center, systems which

15 would lend themselves well to instrumentation in an off-site
16 emergency center, and a nuclear data link. Now when one has

17 to take into account all of these considerations
18 simultaneously the document and the approach is, perforce,

19 somewhat more complicated and yet I sympathire with the

20 staff because it would be unfortunate if each one of these
.

21 things were approached in some way so that when you got

22 through the total systems were completely inconsistent one

23 with the other.

24 So that it seems to me there's some logic in

3 trying to do what the staf f has tried to do, and yet it adds
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1

(')8\- 1 to the complexity of the document and to the complexity of

2 understanding, and I don't know that my personal--

3 preference would be to try to hammer at these problems one

4 at a time, but I think if one tried to do that and tried to

5 do it successfully there would have to be fairly close

6 coordination between the various parties of it. Because

7 there is overlap.

8 I also think that one of the complicating features

9 of the situation at this point is that some of these systems

10 aren't yet defined so that if one tries to talk about

11 functional requirements they just don't exist. And the

12 staff has had to labor under this -- if I interpret the

13 situation correctly they' ve had to labor under this and--
,-

V 14 try to come up with something even though in some cases

15 nobody is exactly certain yet what he will do with the

16 information.

I'7 MR. IIPINSKIs Reg. Guide 1.97 in terms of being

18 a comprehensive list covers the instrumentation requirements

19 as to how the information is to be displayed, selected for

20 these other various functions as yet to be covered. And

21 reading some of the other documents they refer back to Reg.

22 Guide 1.97 as being the source for the input information f or

23 some of these other systems.

24 If the package was totally visible then you would

25 h av e assurance that all the details have been covered and at

O
N.Y
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1 this point intuitively I look at the list and say well I

2 think it's fairly comprehensive. It probably will do the

3 job. But I wouldn't want to say that with one hundred j

4 percent assurance.
|

5 MR. HINTZE: Could I make a statement, Dr. Kerr?

6 This is your discussion, but I --

7 MR. KERR ' Jell, if it 's relevant and succinct,
.

8 yes.

9 MR. HINTZI I'll try to make it both. The list

10 of the parameters were developed on the basis of what the

11 control room operator is going to need, plus some extra ones -

12 for emeregency preparedness. These inner panels -- the

13 safety display panels -- came along after we had the list

O
14 developed and their requirements were compared with what we

15 already had without even considering them in the first

16 place. And as f ar as I can remember, there was only one

17 parameter added after they came into existence and we began

18 to consider them.

19 MR. KERR I think everybody involved agrees that

20 you have a pretty complete list.

21 MR. HINTZE '4 e ll , I say that in defense of trying

22 to meet a whole bunch of requirements at the same tim e . I'm

23 saying that if you consider the primary requirement -- and

24 that is controlling the plant -- as the primary thing and
|

3 then you make any other displays a subset of those then you !
i
,

e

,
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/T
k/ 1 have no problem.

2 MR. KERR 'd e ll , cgain, I find myself reflecting

3 on some of the comments made in the Kemeny Commission

4 Report, which were all thest bur:ers burzing and light

5 flashing and ind lcators indicating. There was a myriad of

6 things -- information available -- apprently to the operator

7 and it was the conclusion of that group I'm not sure it--

8 was a valid one -- but I've never been absolutely convinced

9 that this was what caused the operators to do the wrong

10 thing. But at least it was the conclusion of that group

11 that one needed a much simpler system at which to look.

12 Now it seems to me 1.97 is very inclusive, but I'm

13 looking for the simplicity and the simplicity of it has-

14 escaped me so far.

. 15 MR. *4RENIINGER: Dr. Kerr, I'd like to make, I
l

16 think, two points and one was just made by the most recent

17 speaker. But let me 'aake one other point just before that.

18 I think, first of all, and I'm sure you are aware

19 of this -- let me rer:ind you -- that Reg. Guide 1.97 does

20 not specify the need for any particular alarms of any kind.

.
21 It talks primarily to the ;a rameters that should be

|
22 seasured. Ihat's the first point.

23 The second point is -- and I'll read directly from

| 24 th e ge n tlema n , I forget his name, I'm scrry, who made the
i

25 last presentation. !n most instances instruments for

O
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(r
1 measuring the specified variables are already installed and'

2 operating LWRs.

3 MR. KERR But when you say that -- and with all

4 .tue respect to you -- they aren't. They aren 't qualified.

5 They aren't separated. They aren't a lot of things. And so

6 one is going to have to go in --

7 .5 R . WRENZINGER: Yes, but I was responding to your

8 point about the opera tor being sa tura ted with information.

9 MR. AERR Yes, but what I could conceive cf is a

10 plan which said look, let's go into these things and throw

11 away two-thirds of the stuff that we don't need and let's

12 p u t in a much simpler system which will operate when we've

13 got an accident going. Now, you know, I'm talking about

Os,

14 Alice in Wonderland or something , probably, but, you know,

15 to say that we aren't adding any additional information to

16 me is not very convincing if somebody has looked at the most

1:7 recent accident and said the trouble is tha t they had so

18 much information they couldn't absorb it.

19 Now I don 't know whether that 's th e right analysis

20 or not , but that's what at least o te Committee said. And if

21 you're going to follow that Committee what you'd say is hey,

22 we ' v e got too much information. We only need about six

23 variables but they all need to be very meaningful ones and a

! 24 big board with those six variables so the operator can

25 unambiguously know what to do.

O)\-,

r

.
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/~N
(_) 1 Now I don't think life is that simple. Don ' t

2 misunderstand me. But you see I'm not sure we need more

3 information. We may need better information and b'etter

4 analyses.

5 MR. WRENZINGER: We agree that better information

6 is needed and that's one of the primary reasons for

7 specifying the qualification requirements that are currently

'

8 included in 1.97.

9 MR. WHITES I think the accurate standards and

10 coordination. I think the (inaudible) are mostly related to

11 limiting conditions for operation -- the things tha t are

12 rela ted to tech specs that say, hey you shouldn't be

13 opera ting he re . Now I think we're talking about a different

O 14 set of instrumentation in this post-accident monitoring.

15 I'm trying to rela te the Xemeny Report statement.

16 Yes, it looks -- go to a sis'11ator. It lights up like a

17 Christmas tree. But much of the information isn't

18 necessarily that which is specific. Certainly the lights

19 saying that you're out of limits aren't necesssarily valid

20 for a post-accident condition.

21 MR. KERRs Okay. The other thing Kemeny said --

22 a.'d again I don 't know about the validity of this -- he said

23 we have all given too much emphasis to equipment and not

24 enough to people. It seems to me that 1.97 is giving

3 emphasis almost entirely to equipment. Now maybe it has to

(3v

"
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O 1 because that's what it is. It's equipment to follow the

2 course of an accident.

3 But has one really looked and said hey, what's

4 really needed is maybe not any new information at all but a

*

5 different group of people or a different mindset or

6 something -- to coin a new phrase -- that permits us to make

7 better use of this. Again, I'm sure you guys probably went

8 through this. It's just that it isn't anywhere that I can

9 see it so that I can follow through your logic and say, hey,*

10 this is exactly the righ t set of information that's necded

11 for these newly trained operators and this new management

12 organiration to help them follow an accident better.

'o ,

kV
,<

|
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25'

O
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erb 1 |

I| I t 's no t the re , it's in your minds but I don' t have it

(-) 2 I so I can' t interpret it.

3 MR. HINTZE: It seems to me there's two ways of looking
i
i

4| at the problem. One is, you design a plant for the operator, or

5|i

do you train the operator for the plant. Now, the plant is a
,

g 6 design, they've got certain systems in place. Those sys tems have
R '

*
E 7| certain functions to perform. Are you going to say that because
s |
2 8'n i the operator can' t look at every system he doesn' t need to have
d
". 9I~

the information about those systems available to him? I don't
-

0 10
g think you' re saying that. We 've got to s tart with the plant as
_

5 II i designed; the parameters that tell us those systems -- or else
a
'# 12
i you' ve got to build the plant simpler so one operator can look

.' 4 i
~ 13 ' .

g at it.

3 14
@ MR. KERR: I hate to give more credence to the Kemeny
e
0 15
h i Commission report, but as I read it, it said when we firs t
= ,

y 16 started this investigation, we though probably' we were going to,

e <

''
17-

3 find that a lot of equipment malfunctioned, or that the equipment
= '

}- wasn' t so good. We have now conc 2 uded that the equipment is damn18 '

G I9
H good and what went wrong was the people. I don ' t know that this
n

20 ' is a valid conclusion, but what I'm saying is it is not possible

21
; for me to apprehend the response of 1.97 to this comment. It may

22
be there, it may be very strong in what you finally concluded.

23
It's jus t that the information that's available to me does not

() enable me to see how one has responded to that comment, which is i4
:

25 a very significant comment if it's true.
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1 | MR. MORRISON : Dr. Kerr, could I rake a comment on that?
i

( w) ~

-

x' 2' It's true that Reg Guide 1.97 applies and is intended to only

3 I treat a part of the problem. It's the equipment and a very
:
i

4| small part of the equipment; namely, accident monitoring instru-

g 5 menta tion. The operator, the personnel problem, is being handled
N

i

j 6' on a number of fronts. One of the things that you reviewed here
R
$ 7 was on the increased staffing. In the control room we have
Nj 8 actions going on to improve the qualification and training of the
d
[ 9| operators, so there's a broad range of actions that's being taken

z
O <

h 10 ! and on that front, that's separate from the Reg Guide 1.97.
'E

h 11 i Now, they should' mesh.
s

( 12 ' The point I'd like to make, though, is if you assume
= i

(]) 13 tha t -- if you're concerned about operator overload based on

m
. 14 , the Kemeny Commission recommendation, that may well have been3

'

t

15 i valid and maybe valid with the instrumentation we're providing
=

g 16 | here, for the operators as they were trained before Three Mile
~ m

''
g 17 Island. But I think we all recognize that that was inadequate.
x
E I

E 18 | MR. MATHIS: Along that line, I think we had a good
= i

F ;

$ 19 , example here a while ago of the kind of problem that I have
5

20 anyway, and that was when we were talking about the thermocouples

21 ! in boiling water reactors. And the ques tion arose as to what are
!

22 you going to do with the information; how is the operator going

i23 ' to use it, and we didn' t get an answer. i
i

/~} 24 , MR. MO RRISON : I think that's a valid question.
,

. v . i

! 25 MR. MATHIS: These are the kinds of things that give !
I
i

|i
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I me trouble, anyway.

,

/~
k-)T 2 MR. WRENZINGER: But that creates a basic problem that

3! I think we recognize that we were faced with when we began work
4 on this item. You know, if I were to look back and forget that

|

5
$ TMI had occurred and say, what in the world did I need those
n i

3 6
3 outlet ther=occuples for, I think I might have been in as difficult
n
4 7
j j a position to answer that question. But I think in hindsight we
n .

E 8n can say gee, having those thermocouples, had we paid more attention
d

- to them and the information been more readily available to the
o
" 10 ''j operator, we would have been able to save at least part of the day .

II You're always faced with that problem in an event thau
3
" 12i you don' t know what it is and what the next event is going to be.
-

() 13 We made the bes t attempt that we can and that's specifically
w

! I4 exemplified I think in the Type C instruments of providing informar
u
9 15
g tion that gives the operator a notion that he's gone beyond what
_

163 was excected and gives some information that allows him to know
m ,

-

* 17
3 especially the extent of these ins truments , that he knows which
=
5 18

way he's going so he can fix it.-

u
"

19
8 MR. KERR: Okav. But there is a significant difference-n

20
between now and Three Mile Island, and it's very significant

21
that is , about 90% of the people in this business didn't really "Aeve

22 you could have a serious accident at a reactor. There isn't

23
,

'
'anybody anymore who believes that.

i :
24() MR. 3ENANOYA: Yes. Because if you'll just come )
25

to our 1.9 7 meetings .-

a
s I
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|
i

I| MR. KERR: No, Vic, if you think that, you're missing --

s. 2 People believe now, and hence, they're willing to look in more

3 detail at off-normal situations . They may be not looking at the
i

4; right things, but there's been more looking at of f-normal situa-
|
.

g 5| tions in the last year thar there was in the last 20 years. And
a ;

j 6| real bona fide looking.
R
d 7| Well, I don' t know how much more we ought to say about
M

f. 8 1.97. I gather that we take to the Committee our accumulated >

d i

i 9i wisdom and talk if we're asked. I will try to make some presen-
z io i

G 10 | tation to the full Committee without making any recommendation and
z
- ,

5 11 | I expect it will be an interesting discussion.
3
" 12 '
E MR. ZUDANS: I'd just like to make a very short comment.
= i

() 13 I think it would de lots of good if the staff would tabulate'

m I4j their instruments and make some judgment. Your judgment is at
,

uj 15
!

the end product; the j udgment that NSAC and AIF made was of the
z

j 16 con tent; they used some structured procedures . I don' t really
A

*

a I7 '
@ see that there's a great deal of difference. You can make your

E
; 18 judgment that that's how well you know the system. But would you
=
b I9g be able to label each of these things as to their intended
n

20 function. If it says EES I guess that stands for safety parameters ,

21 if it's for technical support system, if it's for operating room
,

22 or if it's for accident monitoring instrumentation. There have

23 been claims made here that you've covered all these four grounds

24 , with your set of instruments. I might find that they are not all
,

25 the ins trumen ts I ' d like to s ee , but that's besides the point.
!

r
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1 . If you could label them, then I think you would do

/^')\- 2| lots of additional work with the same shot.
I
.

3! MR. WRENZINGER: Just two comments in answer . One is
|

4 that they 're all accident monitoring instrumentation. And the
I

g 54 second question is I understand your request with regard to the
'

8
@ 6 various nuclear data link, onsite technical support center and
R
5 7j so forth. Did you want us to do that between now and tomorrow

';

j 8; morning?
d
n; 9| MR. KERR: I don' t because I don' t think you can do it.
z
c 1

g 10 | But Mr. Zudans might.
z i

'5
S

11 MR. ZUDANS: I think it's something you could do later.
3 i

1

y. 12 And maybe retrospect you have a set that you feel comfortable with .

E
'

O g 13 ' MR. KERR: But I am pu:: led by one of your comments
a

h 14 t because I thought you had concluded that some of the instruments
w
'

zj 15 were needed to monitor anticipated transients, not just accidents.
* i

j 16 MR. WRENZINGER: The use of accidents'in the sense that
A .

N I7 ' I just used it included the anticipated operational occurrences
'

s .

} 18 and monitoring the course of those -- I'll call them events --
C
6

19 to assure that you don' t get to what is classically known as an

20 accident.
,

2I MR. KERR: But it seems to me that you are really
,

I

22 sort of deluding us when you say anticipated transients or

23 accidents. I'm not unwilling to monitor anticipated transients,

rg 24 but at leas t it's a very new nomenclature if they have now become
V

25 accide n ts .
j
!
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I
j MR. HINTZE: Dr. Kerr, those will come up mostly in

O 2:
| the Type A variable.
!

3| MR. KERR: I'm not trying to disagree that they need

4 looking. It just seems to me it's slightly inaccurate to say that

5 you're only monitoring accidents because the English text says

j 6i that you're monitoring anticipated transients and I don' t believe
R
b 7| they 're accidents.
A I

j 8' MR. WRENZINGER: Yes, I understand your comment.
d :

9'"
~. | MR. ZUDANS: I think the entire Type D, you are not
3

h10 monitoring accidents; you're simply making more information .

=
$ II | available to the operator. But the fact that those systems
is
" 12
i function, information is already available

13 so the entire Type D is not the AMI; it's something else. Not
#) i

$
I4 that they are bad.i

ej 15 ' MR. WRENZINGER: I think we'll have to agree to
=

ij 16 disagree on that topic, as to whether they're accident monitoring
A

{ 17 , or not. I would only add that we feel, I believe, that they
=

} 18 ' are necessary in order to cope with the accident, if you will --
c <

t'*

9 MR. ZUDANS: But that's not monitoring.
M

0 MR. WRENZINGER: Well, it's monitoring what's going on

21 in the individual safety sys tems so one knows what to do about
!

22 what's going on in those systems in order to cope with the

23 accident.

p 24 - MR. HINTZE: In ter=s of the lis t of variables , that's
V

25 really the basic dif ference between us and ANS 4.5, the D,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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i ass
I because when you consider the D and C which they cover and the

O 2i B and C which we cover, the difference is very small.

3, MR. ZUDANS: Yes, I understand that. But it is difficult '

'

4 for me to accept that the Type B is for accident monitoring.

5
$ It provides useful information and I'm not saying they shouldn'ti

|"

3 6|
' be there. I'd like you to give them the right label. Wh at 's

,

. .

b 7 their real purpose?
%

.k 0 MR. KERR: Gentlemen, I'm going to declare this
J

}". discussion closed and have a ten-minute break, after which we9

o

h
10 will take up two more proposed regulatory guides for comment.

=

! II I (A short recess was taken.)
3 1

31 i.:

I j MR. KERR: Mr. Morrison, according to my agenda, it's
-t 4

O : 13
g 5:40 p.m. and we're ready to talk about proposed Reg Guide 1.3;

E 14 -
? : Revision 2.
Si

b MR. MORRISON: Okay, the spokesman for this will be
*

i

E
'

Mr. Milhoan.
| a ;
' "

17 |d MR. MILHOAN: I'm going to, because of the time of day,|

18 |
^ *

:n
| make the presentation rather brief. I have slides prepared on=

# i

j individual questions or background material as it comes up, and

20 after the initial part if you want additional discussion I will
! ,

I be glad to go into it.
I

22 ' '

This is the second proposed revision to Reg Guide 1.8,
. I

23 ' '

Personnel Qualification and Training. It is being re-issued for

24 public comment. The first proposed Revision was issued in February
5 of 1979, and discussed with the ACRS Regulatory Activities

i
I
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1 Subcommittee in December 19 78.

1

(^/ 2f Af ter the Three Mile Island accident, additional public

i

T
\-

r

3| comments were requested in the area of personnel qualification

4j and training in May of 1979. The additional public comments were
:

; 5 forwarded to the ANS 3 subcommittee, along with consideration
8

3 6 being given to the revision of this particular Reg Guide.
R i

b 7| This Guide incorporates the revised staff guidance completed to
M Ij 8| date in the area of personnel qualifications and training, and it

' e :

9|i also endorses with appropriate exceptions the December 1979 draf t
e

.

I ic '

5 10|' of the ANS 3.1 standard which has undergone significant revision
z .

= 1

3 II | since the 1978 s tandar'd was published.
8

1

I I2 ! The Guide also contains a considerable discussion section
=

(') which discusses ongoing staff efforts. You were provided in your13 '

w

% I4 ! submittal package enclosures which summarize -- which contain
E ;

j 15 '
. documents which summarize many of the ongoing s taf f areas .
= .

j 16 | The Guide is being issued at this time to invite
s

f 17 public comments on the present staff position, with the recogni-
x

{ 18 | tion that in this particular area of personnel qualification and
c !

b I9g training the area is receiving considerable review by the staff.
n

20| But the positions in the Guide hopefully will be consistent with
6

2I| future staff efforts in *he area of personnel qualifications and

22 training.
-

.

23 With that in mind, if you want discussions cf the other

24
(v~) areas of ongoing staff efforts I'd be glad to do it, but I think

25 they were su=marized in the Guide. )
i
i

e l
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1! MR. KERR: You recognise that what is being proposed
i(m

k- 2 here is that this be sent out for public comments, so we're being

3. asked to ultimately give our approval to that and in the meantime
!

I make any comments that are appropriate.4

5! MR. ZUDANS: I haven't really had a chance to read ite
A i

n :

3 6 in detail, but I saw the passing grade, 90% overall and 30% in
e
R
$ 7| each category. Do you want to accept an operator with a 30%
; |

j 8i grade in any given category? 70% is like an average grade?

d
d 9; MR. MILHOAN: The grading criteria reflect Commission
i ;

$ 10 f approval of the SECY-79 ~ 330E recommendations that the grading
3 !
_

j 11| criteria have been revised .from previous grading criteria. When
R !

j 12 | you talk about grading criteria, you have to talk about also the
=

() h 13 ! passing marks of the exam, the difficulty of the exam. There
= '

,

| 14 | has been considerable effort that is being accomplished by the
$
2 15 ! staff in the area of grading the exams. For example, time criterim
$ I

j 16 | are now established for the exams. Additional. categories are
A '

d 17 being added to Ehe examinations.
a
m
E 18 , The statistics on the pass / fail grade -- Ithink if I
E |

$ 19 | remember correctly, the revised grading criteria by going to the
5

'

20 ' 80% overall, 70% in each category, if applied to old examinations

21 would result in something in the area of a 40% greater fail rate

22 for the reactor operators. So the grading criteria have been

23 ' signficantly upgraded.

{} 24 , MR. ZUDANS: So 70% doesn' t necessarily mean C average.
I

25 MR. MILHOAN: Yes. I think the difficulty of the

,
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1
examination --g~s

N- 2' MR. KERR: There's a related question, too, which I

3
! wish I had the answer, and that is whether these written examina-
i

4|
tions really tell you very much about an operator's capability.

I
5,e

g I have been skeptical of this for some time but with no particulari

basis for the skepticis.7 other than that I have read some of the

R" 7, !

! questions that are given on operator exams, and I'm just not sure
'n

I 8 !9 that they have a lot to do with -- but the exams are being
J
d 9'
g improved, and I agree with what I think you're saying, eust to
-

6 10 |
talk about a grade is not too relevant. It's what on the examE ,

=
G 11
j and hcw dif ficult it is, and you can bury that. Given that there ' s

d 12 :
j a set pass / fail rate, you can sort of determine what the operators

/~ 3 13(-} 5 are going to look like by changing the exam. The staff s till

E 14
y I has a lot of discretion in making up the questions.
-

7 15j MR. MILHOAN: You recognize that the examination isi

|- 16|'
*

both written and oral and a simulator portion is going to be

p 17 ,

y proposed. There's a contract presently out, and you have a copy

E 18
g | of the contract, with Analysis and Technology, that is going to
* 19 '
$ look into this particular ques tion of the pass / fail rate of the'

20 '
examinations, the content of the examinations, how NRC administers

,

21
i the examinations, and the results of that investigation should

22 1
j be available at the end of this year, by probably the last of

23 '
October. So we'll be sending you daat information.

24
(~)x(_ | MR. MATHIS: Can you give us any significant highlights

25
of the dif ferences between the Revision 2 of 1.8 and the ANS 3.l?'

i
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| MR. MILHOAN: Yes, I can. The major changes which ares
,

2'v-
incorporated -- and I'll take the ANS 3.1 draft first. The major

3i
; changes that are incorporated in the ANS 3.1 draft are, first of
a

4|
l all, a reformatting and redefinition of the Section 4 of the

5a

1 3 standard called Qualification, to define in terms of education,
I

j 6
i experience and trainir., the required qualifications. In previous-

n ,

R 7|
! | versions of the standard, these qualifications were lumped together,
n -

i 8|
i ,] | you allowed a certain academic education to account toward experi-

d 9|
ence and it was a jumble and it was very difficult to determineg i

E 10 '
E

|
the actual qualifications you desired of an individual. That

j ?l|'
2

nas been changed.

d 12 i
$ The other upgrade concerns upgrading of a number of

,.-.

E 13 |'

E specific qualification requirements. In this regard, a Bachelor'

E 14
y ; of Science degree has been specified for a number of plant posi-

i 15 ,

1 y ! tions, and by that I mean starting with the professional technical
T 16 I

'

$ | group leaders, the manager positions; that has been incorporated
f 17 j;

y in the standard.

$ 18
g The Reg Guide incorporates a provision for a Bachelor's

E 19 '
A Degree for the shift supervisor. A special appendix to the Guide'

20 .
because we expect significant comment in this area, has been

,

21 <
j prepared in an attempt to foster public comments on this specific

22 i
! question.

23 '
The training requirements in Section 3 of the standard

24
n(_/ have been significantly upgraded, and by that I mear. the expansioni

and more de finition of the training program for the licensed

i
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i
1 operators and senior operators. The requirement for a position

Il 2; task analysis has been added to section 5, but the trainings_-

l3 program for other personnel in Section 5 is not diat definitive

i

4' of the standard to date.

e 5 MR. KERR: In adding a degree requirement to a number of
$
j 6' the positions, was it the intent that by adding the degree require-
R
$ 7; ment you would be selecting a different type of person, or that
s ,

j 8 the training one got in the course of getting the degree would
d
9 9|
?

'

be relevant to their job position?

@ 10 MR. MILHOAN: I think if you -- I think first of all
3

! 11 . that Bill Morrison said both. I think it's a recognition of what
E |
.

,

j 12 : we think would be the academic education necessary for accomplish-
: !w

(} 13 ment of the job function, recognizing that you would have plant-4

$ 14 specific training in addition to the academic education require-
c=
r 15 ment. Does that answer your ques tion?
E

j 16 MR. KERR: I think you said the same thing he said
t

d 17 except in slightly different words. I guess the answer is you
a
5
g 18 jus t sort of had the feeling that you'd have better operators if
c ,

b
19g they had a degree,

n
20 MR. MILHOAN: You' re talking about the shift supervisor.

21 ; MR. KERR: Well, your statement was that you had raised
j

22 i qualifications and in a number of cases you're nos requiring

23 degroes ; whereas , you didn't before.
4

i /~T 24} MR. MILHOAN: That's right, the s tandard was silent on
(_) ji

| 25 ' education requirements before. It had recommendations only.

|
f ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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I ! MR. KERR: You do some selection now to the job market.

(~) I
\/ 2: There are certain positions in the job market that are open to

3 people with degrees that aren' t open to people without degrees.i

4 So you're now selecting from that pool rather than from the larger

s 5 pool which included both people with and without degrees. Was it
n
+
g 6 a conscious choice on your part that you wanted to select from
G
=
S 7{' this different pool?
~ ;

f. O MR. MILHOAN: I think with the position of shift
e !
", 9 supervisor is the area where you're talking about changing selec--

3
@ 10 l tion, pool of selection,.of personnel. I think if you look at
3 i
_

! II the professional technical group leaders and the managers of the
3
d 12
E plants, for the mos t part -- and I'm talking about in the area of
E i

f"T 13
"

(,) j take plant manager, for example. We've done a brief survey of

a i

I4 ! 60 plants , and 57 of the 60 are already BS degrees. As you go on%
_

I

j 15
. down, some of the positions are not that good, so I don' t think
= i

j 16 ' there's a dif ferent pool you would be selecting these people
A

II from. With the shif t supervisor I think that's a different

:w
3 18 question. The implementation of that particular provision
t
"
g 19 , would have to be very cautiously applied, and we have developed
n

20 , a separate appendix on that to try to describe that particular
21 area and to get some public feedback.

22 MR. KERR: I guess I'm a little pu== led. If you have

23 changed the plant manager requirement frem one that didn' t

('_/')
24 mention a degree to one that now mentions a degree --i

-

25 MR. MILHOAN: Yes. Before in the standard, there was
!
!

,

3 ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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|
1 : no requirement for education for a plant manager. There was a

i

O' recommendation that he should have a BS degree.2|
|
1

3: MR. KERR: I won' t push this too f ar, but I would
I

|

4, suggest that if the majority of people already have a degree,
i

5: and you're now requiring a degree, the people you're likely toe
2 i

H

j 6, be eliminating are those very unusual and very competent people
%
$ 7i who will make it even without a degree. You see, you're eliminating

!sj 8; the mediocre people who have degrees because some of them are
d .

already there. You're eliminating the people who probably have@ 9i
.

?

$ 10 i unusual capability and who made it even though they didn't have a
E i
_

11 , degree.j
3

iy 12 Now, I don' t know that that's so, but you ought to
= ,

13 think about that.

$ 14 MR. MILHOAN: Hopefully, in that case there would be
'

Cs
2 15 ' exceptions. In other words , that would be an exception to the
5
-

t

j 16 : standard. We're trying to provide a basis with also recognition
w

d 17 that there will be exception cases in which this should be applied ,

w .

5 !

18 , So that's recognized.w

E I

h 19 MR. KERR: If it's handled with discretion, certainly.
E !

20 , MR. ZUDANS: This college level education doesn't

21 ' really mean that every operator has to have a degree?

22 ' MR. MILHOAN: The answer to your cuestion is no, but for

23 the shif t supervisor there is a regulatory position; for senior

24 reactor operators, reactor operators, the answer is no, they do
{

i s 1

| 25 I not have to have degrees. But we're trying to define the term

f i ,
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I

I college-level education as used in the standard.

I'')\/ 2' MR. ZUDANS: Well, you say he has to have completed

3; course work at an accredited institution. That's equivalent

4; to a BS. ,

i

e 5 MR. MILHOAN: Just because he's completed course work
U

@ 6 doesn' t necessarily mean he has a degree. In other words, he
R i

y'o
E may take courses at an accredited collegiate institution to
sj 8| satisfy the requirements.
d !

". 9 MR. KERR: What sort of accreditation did you have in~

3
$ 10 { mind?
z
=

.

4

! II | MR. MILHOAN: We were talking about -- in the standard
a
" 12 'E we say by a nationally recogni=ed agency such as EBET. It used
5 |

(} f13 to be the engineering council for professional development, which

m

5 I4 has been renamed.
s
m

[- IS | MR. KERR: But the only reason I asked the question is
=

163 most places, be they college or university, that have an engineering
s

N I7 school will have the college accredited, their agencies as
E ,

c i

183 accredited colleges, or will have the university accredited, or
i

: !

"g 19 agencies as accredited universities. In addition, the engineering
n

20 ' college will, if it's accredited by whatever it is , also have an
i I

accreditation. So to say from an accredited program, may be all |
2I

i
I22 you want to say, but that doesn' t mean, for example, if he takes |

i

23 engineering courses he may take them from an accredited institu- |

24] tion--hestillwon'tnecessarilybetakingtheminanaccredite/ '

.

i\ '

' i
t

engineering program. And I'm not sure it's necessary, but I want | |25

t

.
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I
j to point out that there are at least two levels of accreditation

2' that you're likely to encounter.

3 MR. MILHOAN: We were talking about curricula accredita-
.

4j| tion.

I
5y MR. KERR: If you say an accredited curriculum, okay.

l"

3 0' Is that what it says?
R -

b 7 MR. MILHOAN: That's what is meant.
'

A
I8 8 Incidentally, I must apologize to you, Mr. Moeller,a
i

4 !

c 9
?,

because I thought you would be here when we would have a chance

g 10 | to raise a question on 1.9 7 and you weren't.
=

! II i MR. MOELLER: Mr. Chairman, I have some general remarks
* I
d 12 '
3 and some specific remarks on this revision of Reg Guide 1.8.|

: i

() { 13 . Let me begin with my gener al r emarks , and I make them in a construc-
!

-

E 14 -
.

tive vein.g ;
E !

h 15 ! As I read the Guide, I note the discussion of the
-

= .
.

5 I0 maintenance manager, and there we lis t specific courses, or there
'

-A <

$" 17 | are specific courses listed that that maintenance manager should
'

E

3 18
take. I look at a shift supervisor and I see specific courses that

c i

I9 he or she should take. I look at the senior operator and I see

20 | specific courses that they should take. And then when I reach

21 the radi 2on protection manager and look for the description

22 there, I read a direct implication in the Guide that everything

23 this person needs to know can be learned on the j ob , although it
24 says that, quote, "some formal education in radiation protection"()
25 would be desirable.

;
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i

I As a professor at a college or university which offers

2j both a Master's degree and a Doctorate in radiation protection or
i

3| health physics, I would highly urge that we give the same treatment
i

4; to the radiation protection manager that we've given to the other

5j people lis ted, and in fact, enumerate some of the courses that
N
4 i

$ 0 this person should have under his or her belt. Such as, radiation
ig

*
7 I biology, radiation dosimetry, air sampling and respiratory protec-"

~

5 8M tion and radiation shielding, just to enumerate several.
,

2 '

e 9 ',
~. MR. KERR: Also, industrial psychology.
z 4

%
10 '"

MR. MOELLER: I, in fact, find it demeaning to thej |
'

=

! II ! radiation protection profession, which I consider myself to be a
3
"

12 '| memb er o f , the way this Guide is currently written, and indeed,E
1

() 13 i I would call for you to give consideration to expanding that

3 14g section along the lines that I've just enumerated.
3 i

0 15
h j You also in the Guide call for examination, written
= ;

g 16 , examinations , for operators, and I certainly agree with that.
A

* '17
d And you have a come a long way in that you now do cite the
:

f 18 certification program of the American Board of Health Physics ,
m
8 '

I9 | particularly the certification for health physicists at pcwerE
n ,

20 ' reactors.

21 ! The program for that certification procedure, or the
:

22 certification program itself, is, what, 20 years or so old now,

23 and the portion of that certification program applying to reactor
24

[v) health physicists has been carefully feveloped with input from the
25 industry itself, and after many, many years of negotiarions and so

;
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I forth that program now is ongoing.
,

(- 2 I think it's time that the NRC staf f bit the bullet and
P

3|
!, required this certification by the American Board of Health
I-

4| Physics in their reactor specialty for the radiation protection
i

g 5 managers at these plants . The indus try , as I s ay , had input
9 .

] 6I to it. If you are really an organization that is dedicated to
R
*
S 7 upgrading the quality of the radiation protection manager at
;

j 8! these plants, you would not hesitate to make such a requirement,
d
"

9 I and if indeed the industry is interested in i= proving the qualifi-~.
E

@ 10 { cations of their radiation protection managers, they would have
E '

_

! II | no objection to such a requirement.
8 !
"
E' 12 | The reviews that have been conducted in the past months
= |

13 !() since TMI, specifically the review of the Rad Protection Program
-x i

5 I4 ' at TMI 2 showed it was very much below the desirable level. The

E !

15
, NRC's survey program which is currently underway under your

y 16 ' guidance of the Radiation Protection Programs at the 70 operating
a

.h
I7 nuclear power plants has shown that a number of them have very

5
$ IO poor radiation protection programs. It's time we upgraded them.
E i"

3 19 , It's time without any doubt that you require the certification.
n

20! I would even go further, and I wouldn ' t put it in the

2I Guide, but I certainly would encourage the NRC Commissioners or

2 the directors of your I&E group and your own standards group and
23 so forth to encourage the NRC senior staff itself to prepare for

24() and take the certification exam if they haven' t done it and become

25 certified, because then this vould show the industry that the

|
|
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'I people on the NRC staff were willing to go to the same degree,

O\# 2 go through the same procedures and prove their own competence the
j

3! same that they're asking the people they're inspecting prove their
i

4
.
competence.

C 5| Perhaps I am biased to some degree on this in that I,
8

3 6 at one time, served on the examination panel for the American Board
R -

A 7| of Health Physics and later I served on the Board itself and I
; i

j 8' chaired the Board for some four years. But at the same time I say

d 1

% 9| that, I went through the examination procedure, and I personally
3 '

@ 10 ' would say to you that I have more confidence in that certification
_E

@ II program than I do in any degrees that a person would have. Because
i

a
" 12 '
E a person who goes through and takes the written exam and takes
=

() 13 the oral exam and meets the requirements for Board certification

14 and is finally certified, he or she can be proud of that certifica-

i
15 tion. And you could full well know that any person with such5

=
163 Board certification working at any nuclear pcwer plant, I think

m

N 17 vou could have full confidence in their capabilities. And I would
-w

5
y 18 , have full confidence that through such a step, I knew that we would

,

I9 's
3 be upgrading the quality of the people at these plants because
n

20 where they're qualified and can take the exam and be certified,

21 then daat's fine. But when they aren' t qualified and they need to

i
22 i dig in and study, fine, we're upgrading the quality of those
23 people.

24
f~s)

MR. KERR: Just parenthetically, following Professor i

|x

25 ;1 Moeller's injunction, I hope you won't require that the people with.
I

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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i ,

I, engineering decrees be raised to crofessional engineers. And I'm

b'# 2| glad to know that that certification program does ensure high
!

3 quality, and I have no doubt that it does. I just didn' t want

4 the analogy pushed too f ar.

5; MR. ZUDANS: Is that similar to professional engineering?e ,

9

3 6 MR. MOELLER: Very much so, yes.
R
*

7| MR. ZUDANS: Then it's. pretty difficult.S
A

) 8 MR. MOELLER: It's a tough exam but we would know that
d
e 9, they are good people at the plants in charge of that particular". I*

3 1

$ 10 portion of the operation.
E >

_

! II MR. ZUDANS: Does the Board have a grandfather clause?
3

Y I2 MR. MOELLER: I'm proud of what the Board did. It had
'

E

(} f13 a grandfather clause and it certified 100 health physicists back

m
5 I4 in 19 58 or 19 59 or 19 60 when it began, and today they will noti

h
_j 15 even grandfather the President of the Health Physics Society;
=

g 16 they won' t grandfather anyone af ter those first few, and I fully
A
C 17g support th at . Everybody including myself took the exam, and I'm
=

} 18 ' for it. I'm agains t any grandf athering whatsoever.
P
"

19
3 In terms of specific comments on your Reg Guide, I
d .

20 ' would like, Mr. Chairman, to go through rapidly --

2I MR. KERR: Is it something you need to comment on or
,

22 can you just give your suggestions?

23 MR. M0ELLER: I can give suggestions in many cases;

24 in fact, let me formally give them a page of suggestions which

25 7.ve done up. But le t =e ask then about a couple things . On
!

.
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1
!

I '
page 5 at the bottom, lines 25 through 27, you mention the

O
(/ 2

j criteria for onsite and offsite organizations that will provide

3|
1 assurance of safe operation of the plant during normal and ibnormal
i

4
! conditions. I, for one, did not fully understand that. We need
i

e 5
g. I not cover it here, but let me say that I had trouble in under-

. ,

3 6|* s tanding it.
n .

R 7|<

|! On page 8 you mentioned NPO and the fact that they
!n

! 8'
," have developed or are developing recommendations for the qualifica-'

d 9
i tions, education and training of the plant shift technical adviser.,

E 10
E ! I was curious as to how their recommendations compared to yours ,
= ,

11 |
2
j or those in the Guide.

d 12

$, On page 9, you talk Macut, and our Chairman has already

O 5 referred to this , the NRC accreditation of training institutions.
13

m i
= 14 -
d That's in lines 16 through 18. I would be curious as to examples.

e
9 15
j of such ins titutions and such training programs .

,

: 16
3 On page 12, in lines 22 to 24, I presume that sentence '

d 17
i y excuse me, on page 12, lines 14 and 15, I presume that sentence

C
w 18 ,
g beginning in line 14, " Additionally, temporary placements shouldi

I 19
A have experience in the field of ' die individual for which they are

20
serving as a replacement." I presume that sentence belongs at

21
the end of line 18. |

22
: MR. MILHOAN: Yes, it does. It was inserted wrong.

I
23

MR. MOELLER: Okay.
24

) MR. MILHOAN: Before you go on, can I respond to you
,

, ,

25
in part. The draft management organization criteria was an |!

!

l
. ;
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I enclosure to the June 19 th submittal of the management organiza-

[)'' 2 tion criteria that was developed by NPR. That document has since

3 '1 been revised and we'll be pleased to forward you that revised
|

4 document.

4

g The information about the NPO certification, that is5

n

3 6 presently under review by the staff and it's my opinion that the
R
C
S 7t staff will find that NPO description compares very f avorably
A '

j 8! with the staff's position. The accreditation comment that you

d i

e 9 had, a separate Commission information paper will be prepared en!,

?
E
b 10 that subject. The study has not been completed yet and we'll be
z
:

$ II i pleased to forward it at that time, the paper on the accreditation
a
" 12E s tudy . I think that brings us up to date on the comments.
=
,gs

\s) g 13 MR. MOELLER: Right. On page 15, line 2, I did not
=
m

5 I4 understand -- it seems ambiguous. You said Section 4.4.3 and
t_j. 15 , you're referring to the ANS standard, allcws one year's credit
= |

j 16 ' toward NPB experience for a chemistry and radiochemistry training
d t

h
I7

.
program, period.

=
6 !

18 MR. MILHOAN: It should be for completion of the3
:
s 19 ' chemistry and radiochemis try program.g
n

20 MR. MOELLER: Is this some specially-defined program?

2I MR. MILHOAN: Yes. It's a vendor-conducted type program.
j

MR. MOLLER: All right. In terms of the chemistry and22

23 radiochemistry person at a nuclear power plant, I realize that

that title is pr bably a misnomer, but I notice, and this isn't !24
I")3\_

25 } your problem, but in the ANS standard they require an engineering
i
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23
'

30Z
1 degree for the chemistry and radiochemistry supervisor or whatever

b
ss/ 2; he's called. Why don't they require chemistry degree for that

13'
person? That's on page 13 of the ANS Guide.

4
MR. KERR: You can say you don't know since you aren't

e 5
g part of that.
n

3 6'* MR. MOELLER: Well, that is something that was confusing
,

n ,

R 7
; ; to me. Also , in your guide on page 20, in line 24, you said that
n
2 8A the ANS says that the person should have a course in reactor
0 .

: 9'
j theory , and then on your own discussion onthe second. line on page
-

C 10y 21 you said reactor control theory, so I searched this out to see
=
E 11 ; if there was some hidden meaning between the ANS requiring reactorg

d 12
theory and you requiring reactor control theory and I found thatz

= |

k'_') j you had made an error and left cut the word " control", unless
= 13

E 14
5 I've made an error, but I think you have.
u ,

* !r 15
@ i On page 24 --
-

'

165 MR. MILHOAN: Yes, I did.
m

N 17
2 MR. MOELLER: On page 24, in lines 19 to 26, I find
=
5 18 '

tha t the two statements are not compatible. Lines 19 through= ,

+"
19j 26 on page 24, in line 19, you say,"In establishing equivalency
20

with a 3S degree, consideration should be given not only to

21 < !
formal courses in engineering and related sciences , but also to j

i

22
education in the liberal arts ." So you're saying in that sense ;

23 i

be very liberal in the interpretation of whether the fellcw has ;
1

() or the woman has a BS degree.
'25

! Then the next sentence says, quote, "It is recommended
! i
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I
!

I| that the use of the equivalency to a Bachelor of Science degree

) 9
'| be exercised only a limited degree.'' So as I say, I find the

i
I

3
! two sentences in opposition to one another.

4 MR. MILHOAN: I didn' t read the first sentence the
!
i

j 5; way you do. In establishing equivalency to a BS degree you just
n

5. 0
cannot consider the technical courses only; you have to consider

*

$ 7| the other courses in establishing equivalency is how I read this.
n
2 gi'
fa MR. KERR: I certainly don' t see why the NRC should
d i

ie 9

{. start requiring that people have a liberal education for operator

y 10 | reactor. I don' t see anything wrong with people being liberally
= i

E 11 ' '

!g educated but I'll be darned if I can see why we're getting into

d 12 |z tha t. I mean that is really going pretty far.;
= .

I : 13
g MR. MORRISON: I think generally when you get into
B 14 '
E | things like communications , that's sort of liberal arts; it's not
M '

9 15 ig technical training.
-

i

?

M 16 :! MR. KERR: But that is not liberal arts; it is precisely
a
" 17 '
3 not liberal arts. Written communication --
=
5 18

' MR. MORRISON: I didn' t say written communication. I-

l
"+ 19 Ij said communcations, the broad general subject of communication.

20 ,
MR. KERR: But if you want people to learn hcw to

21 :
; communicate, say they need training in communications . But to
.

22 1 ,

say that -- well. |,

MR. MOELLER: Mr. Chairman, those are my =cre signifi-
1

() cant remarks. I appreciate the opportunity.

25
MR. KERR: Thank you, Mr. Moeller, and I thought all
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l those comments were very constructive. Are there other comments?,

o
(_) 2i MB. MILHOAN: Before you drop the subject, Mr. Moeller,

,

3: I think we can handle yocr first comment concerning specifying
|

4' if agreement, since it's a public comment guide, specifying the,

|

g 5| courses for the radiation protection manager as part of the college
r

'

$" 6 degree would be -- I think we can work on that and incorporate
R
* 7"

! that in the guide prior to public comment.
n
2 86 Your second statement about the required certification
'J t
" 9
- that is a different ques tion and I think we will have to take a

~

0
e 10
j | look at it separate from publication of this particular guide for
_-
G 11 I{ public comment, because that would tend to considerably hold up
d 12 '
j tha t ques tion.
~

('T : 13
(_) j MR. MOELLER: Right. I understand your remarks , but

$ 14 '
E I would encourage you to talk to the industry and see -- and I
N

15 |r
2 i have not talked with them, but jus t see what their reaction would
=

T 16 I3 be, because if it is favorable, then I see no reason why it should
W
d 17
3 not be. This, to me, would be a major step forward.
=
$ 18

1 MR. KERR: Are there other comments on this?-

C
* 19 -j MR. CATTON: I just have one comment. I read the BETA

20 report, that's Basic Energy Technology Association, NUREG CR1280.
21 '

i They 're kind of critical of the present NRC program, and I wonder
22 if you've gone through and incorporated their comments into your;

23
thinking .

m 24
[,J4 MR. MILHOAN: In the discussion section of the Guide

25 we said the BETA report is out for public comment tat the present
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I time. The analysis and technology contract also has a charter

2| to review the BETA report. During the public comment period, we'

1

3 will review the BETA report and take into consideration; not

4 necessarily incorporate all the BETA recommendations but take into
|

g 5| consideration during the public comment period the BETA report.
H -

3' 6 It's j ust that we didn' t have time to do a complete review of it.;

R :
*

7| MR. RAY: I have a question for Dr. Moeller. Dade,"

s ij 8' would the requirement of certification of the health physicists
d
"
~. ! automatically require some minimum academic study and qualification?9
z
=
g 10 | MR. MOELLER: The answer is no. The American Board of

'2
-

! II Health Physics will accept experience and work in lieu of a
3

"s 12 ' degree. And if you're able to pass that exam, they know you're
=

() top flight. So they don' t require the degree.13

n
5 I4 MR. MILHOAN: It's an exception. If I read it correctly,
$

15 it's an exception.
-

i

d Ib MR. MOELLER: It's an exception.
A

h
I7

. MR. MILHOAN: In fact, one of the parts of the radiation
=
u

IO
$ protection manager, and we only did a brief survey of 48 of them,
:-

h I9 and we found daat only 3 of the 48 did not hold college degrees,
n

20 ' and 26 of the 48 had an MS degree or higher; very highly quali-

21 fied group.

22 MR. KERR: Is it true that this Guide is being written

23 preparatory to having the Navy take over and operate all the
24

(~ nuclear power plal in the U.S?
x

25 , (Laughte r. )
i

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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I
j Is the procedure that we approve this going out for

,

'''') 2i public comment or does the full Committee approve it? Does the
!
I

3 Subcommittee approve this for going out for public comment? We
i

4 ! approve it.
,

5
$ The next item is discussion of proposed Revision 3 to
"

3 6' Reg Guide 1.33. This discussion will be limited to 10 minutes .e
R r

'R 7' MR. SCARBOROUGH : The first proposed Revision 3 to
M
2 8'n Reg Guide 1.33 was sent out for public comment in August 1979.
3

-
9I Since that time , a number of s tudies have been underway, the

~

-

10 ''j Lessons Learned has come out from Three Mile Island. A number
=
2 11 '< of these studies are discussed in he discussion section of the
a

f Guide, similar to the 1.8 Guide. These studies, the completed
9

O : 13
g reports and reports that are going to be issued here in the

U 14
@ near future will all be considered as they come out. Some of
e
9 15 them already have been considered to some degree in the Guides 1

z
? 16
3 i tself .
A
# 17
d Also , the ANS 3.2 standard which is endorsed by this
E
w 18
- Reg Guide is undergoing extensive revision through ANS i ts elf .
w
"

19j It's incorporated a number of the lesson learned from TMI.'

20 As a result of this ongoing revision of 3.2, theGuide

21 endorses a draf t version of ANS 3.2. We've received permission,

22 from ANS to endorse this version. Because of the living document

23 of this draf t 3.2, an additional draft has now come out. A later

#
l( ) draft that takes into account a number of these Reg positions .

25 We've discussed them in detail with the 3.2 working group,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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I revising the standard. They've tried to include a number ofour
O
'/ 2 Reg positions, and the later draf t we haven' t received permission,

I

3 yet from ANS to endorse the draf t. They're meeting I believe 1

4' this week to determine if that will be acceptable. If that later

5 draf t is available for us to endorse in the near future, what we

,

a 6 propose to do would be to take the revision to the Reg Guide,
R
b 7

i revise it further, to endorse this later draft. There would be no
s !

S 85 ' change in the regulatory positions in terms of the total Guide
d
* 9

}.
endorsing a draft; a total regulatory guidance would be the same;

5 10 it would just be some more would be ~ included in the draft of thez
=
E 11

! ANS document. We've seen a copy of their later draft, there's no<
3
# 12 '
5 change except a number of the Reg positions are incorporated into
n.

O : 13 <= their draf t. It will just make the paperwork and the build of
,

3 14
@ issuing the Guide much less work for the editors and people who
e
0 15
h make the production.
=

j 16 7,m prepared to answer any questions'you have on the
s

h""
17 contents of the Guide. I won' t go through it. There 's a number of

=
6

3 18 The standard itself has been significantly improved.changes.
e ,

P I9 '
3 i The fact that there are a number of Reg positions does not
n

20 indicate the true worth of the standard;they haven' t included

21 a lot of guidance and we do very much approve of the standard.

22 . .

as it is now. ;

i
'

3 MR. KIRR: Are there cuestions or comments? I see

# none, and we therefore approve submitting this for public comment.j() ,

25 One other item of business. The information available

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 to me would indicate that the staff has only one guide to
I

('\
-

(_) 2| discuss if we had a meeting in September. I therefore am going
|

3, to decide that we will not have a September meeting of the

4 Regulatory Activities Subcommittee. In the meantime, if some

g 5| backlog of guides does develop, I suppose-you can get in touch
'#

] 6' with Sam.
M ,

R 7| Gentlemen, I thank you for your patience and
A :

j 8| assistance.
d
:[ 9, (Thereupon, at 6:20 p.m., the meeting in the above-
?
$ 10 ' entitled matter adjourned, to reconvene at 8 : 30 a.m. the following

_E
j 11 day.)

!
m >

d 12
z
3 i

O 5 13
E

$ 14
' e
' u

2 15 :
$ I

y 16
A

f 17
a
b
a 18

E
I 19
A

20
,

21 ;

22

23

24 i

O i

25

|
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VARIABLE TYPES

TYPE A - Those variables that provide information needed for preplanned

operator actions.
.

TYPE B - Those variables that provide information to indicate whether plant
safety functions are being accomplished.

,

TYPE C - Those variables that provide information to indicate the potential
for being breached or the actual breach of the barriers to fission
prod .t release.

TYPE D - Those variables that provide information to indicate the operation
of individual safety systems.

O- TYPE E - Those variables to be monitored as required for use in determining
the magnitude of the release of radioactive materials and for
continuously assessing such release.

.

O
zd /

*

.
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TABLE 1 ;

Q DESIGN AND QUALIFICATION CRITER'IA CATEGORIES i,

CATEGORIES.

CRITERIA
1 2 3 4 5 6

2s 22 22
1. Seismic qualification yes yes no no no no

21* 2. Single failure criteria yes yes no no no no

3. Environmental qualification yes yes" yes yes23 no no2s 23

4. Power source IE6 1E6 NIE7 NIE7 NIE7 AR24

5. Out-of-service interval a a s to 10 N/A

6.

ll7. Quality assurance yes yes yes yes yes yes

g '8. Display typek l3 Con!" Con " OD s OD s OD s AR24l i i i

:

9. Display method Recl7 Recl7 Ind a Rec!9 Ind a AR24i i

2710. Unique identification yes yes no no no no

11. Periodic testing yes yes yes yes AR24 AR242s

.

k
e

4

0
- et

.
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DELETIONS & ADDITIONS FROM/TO FOR COMMENT ISSUE

DELETIONS

Charcoal Delay Gas (from Table 3)
System Gas Flow or
Radioactivity Level

.

.

ADDITIONS

.

TABLE 2 Type B - Soluble Boron Content
'

Type C - Radioactivity - Steam Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feed-
water Pump Vent

Type D - Steam Flow to Auxiliary Feedwater Pump

TABLE 3 Type B - (1) Suppression Chamber Air Temperature
(2) Drywell Temperature

Type D - (1) HPCI Flow .

(2) Core Spray Flo'w

(3) SLCS Flow

.

*

O
sa

,,.. . ,

. . . . . - - - . - . , _ - . - - . - - _ , . . , . - , - - - - - - - - - - - _ . - - . . - , , .



. TABLES 2 & 2A (continued)

.

Purpose & Variables Range Catego ry

. ( / TYPE D - (continued)
'

Auxiliary Systems (continued)

Latdown Flow - In 0 to 110% design 3
flow

Letdown Flow - Out 0 to 110% design 3,

. flow

Sump Water Temperature 50*F to 250*F 3

TYPE E - (continued)

Gaseous Effluent Volumetric 0 to 110% design 4O Flow Rate flow

.

O

e

O
M

I

. r,



TABLES 2 & 2A (continu d)
1.

Purpose & Variables Range Category

gYPE E - (continued) -

U
POSTACCIDENT SAMPLING *
_ CAPABILITY (Analysis
Cr.pability Onsite)

Primary Coolant & Sump Grab Sample 513,14,21
Gross Activity 10 pCi/ml to 10 C1/ml

Gamma Spectrum (Isotopic Analysis)

Boron Content 0 to 6000 ppm
,

Chloride Content 0 to 20 ppm
Disolved Oxygen 0 to 20 ppm
Disolved Hydrogen 0 to 1000 cc/kg
pH 1 to 13

Containment Air Grab Sample 513,21
Hydrogen Content 0 to 10%

0 to 30% for ice condensors
Oxygen Content 0 to 30%
Gamma Spectrum (Noble gas analysis)

15METEOROLOGY

Wind Direction 0 to 360* (tS* accuracy with 4

O. a defliction of 15*. Starting '
speed 0.22 mps (0.5 mph) Dam-
ping ratio between 0.4 and 0.6,
distance constant $2 meters)

Wind Speed 0 to 30 mps (67 mph)(i0.22 mps 4
(0.5 mph) accuracy for wind speed
less than 11 mps (25 mph), with a
starting threshold of less than
0.22 mps (0.5 mph))

Esti=ation of Atmospheric Based on vertical temperature 4

Stability difference from primary system

-5*C to 10*C (-9*F to 18'F) and
*0.15'C accuracy per 50 meter in-
tervals ( 0.3*F accuracy per 164-
foot intervals) or analogous range
for backup system.

.

*The time for taking and analy::ing samples should be 3 hours or less from the time
the decision is made to sample, except chloride which should be within 24 hours.

O
'

sr
22 and 42

.

w---
-

.
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TABLES 3 & 3A (continued)
,

,

Purpose & Variables Range Category.

.

OTveE o - (coatiauea
'

Auxiliary Systems (continued)_
4

Control Rod Drive System 0 to 110% design 3
Return Flow flow

,

TYPE E - (continued)

Gaseous Effluent Volumetric 0 to 110% design 4
Flow Rate flow -

0

|
|

|

.

4

O
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TABLES 3 & 3A (continued)
.

Purpose & Variables Range Category

|| HYPE E - (continued)
*

70STACCIDE'.*T SAMPLING *
CAPABILITY ( Analysis

Capability Onsite)

g,,OPrimary Coolant & Sump Grab Sample
Gross Activity 10 pCi/ml to 10 Ci/mi
Gamma Spectrum (Isotopic Analysis)

,

Boron Content 0 to 1000 ppm

Chloride Content 0 to 20 ppm

Disolved Oxygen 0 to 20 ppm

Disolved Hydrogen 0 to 1000 cc/kg
pH 1 to 12

533, 20
-

. Containment Air Grab Sample
Hydrogen Content 0 to 30%
0xygen Content 0 to 30%'

Gamma Spectrum (Noble gas analysis)

.

15METEOROLOGY

's) Wind Direction 0 to 360* ( 5* accuracy with 4
a defliction of 15*. Starting-

- speed 0.22 mps (0.5 =ph) Dam-
ping ratio between 0.4 and 0.6,

,

distance constant s2 meters)

Wind Speed 0 to 30 mps (67 mph)(i0.22 mps 4

(0.5 mph) accuracy for wind speed
less than 11 mps (25 =ph), with a
starting threshold of less than
0.22 mps (0.5 mph))

Estimation of Atmospheric Based on vertical temperature 4

Stability difference from primary system

-5*C to 10*C (-9'F to 18'F) and
*0.15'c accuracy per 50 meter in-
tervals (t0.3*F accuracy per 164-
foot intervals) or analogous range

for backup system.

.

*The time for taking and analyzing samples should be 3 hours or less from the time
the decision is made to sample, except chloride which should be within 24 hours.-s

s_- ,

1

DV7
30 and 50

. .
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TABLES 2 & 2A

Purpose and Variables Range Category
1

S
TYPE B (changed from Type D)

Steam Generator Level From tube sheet 1 (3 for B & W
to separators plants)

.

TABLES 3 & 3A

Purpose and Variables Range Category

O
\'

TYPE B

Control Rod Position Full in or 5 (for 1 hr
not in minimum)

.

G)
YT

. -
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|; . ..

SUMMARY COMPARISON

: -

TABLE 2

For Coment Proposed Final

TYPE B 13 17

TYPE C 3 7,

.

TYPE D 23 31

TYPE E 21 11

60 66

TABLE 3

For Coment Proposed Final

TYPE B 14 13

TYPE C 4 7

TYPE D 13 26

TYPE E 20 10 -

51 56

.

!

|

O e

.

W
,
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O R.'G. 1.97'AND ANS 4.'5

POINT 1 - THE POINTS OF AGREEMENT ARE T00 FEW IN NUMBER
AND IN CONTENT

4

,

.

POINT 2 - THE AREAS OF DIFFERENCE HAVE NOT NARROWED SINCE
12-79; AN UNEXPECTED RESULT

.

4

.

POINT 3 - ANS 4.5 HAS A BROAD BASE OF INDUSTRY SUPPORT FOR,

ACCIDENT MONITORING VARIABLES AND REQUIREMENTS

POINT 4 - MAJOR OVERHAUL OF R.G. 1.97 IS NEEDED FOR:

(A) SCOPE, AUDIENCE, PURPOSE

(B) REQUIREMENTS TIED TO OBJECTIVES AND FUNCTIONS

(C) FORMAT, CLARITY, UNAMBIGUITY
.

. D). REASONABLENESS(

.

LS -

8/4/80

|
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. hiulsparency |rnoundng frevne
i

c( ~

ANS 4.5 APPROACH

1. Defined Accident Phases j
'
i

2. Defined Functional Requirements
.

:

f3. Defined Process For Variable Selection

h. Defined Criteria To Be Applied To Variables (Based On Functional '
I 'Requirements) :

I
5 Defined Minimum Variable Set !

6. Designer Selects Variables / Performance Requirements By Applying }
{{} Criteria / Designer Analysis

.

!

:
I

-

/

I

I

i

-

i

l
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|
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M0 NIT 0 RING FUNCTIONS
.

TYPE A - PREPLANNED MANUAL ACTION

-
.

TYPE B - CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTIONS

.

REACTIVITY CONTROL
1

CORE COOLING

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTE4 INTEGRITY

. PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT CONTROL

s
TYPE C - BARRIER INTEGRITY

FUEL FAIpIRE

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM BREACH

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT BREACH

POTENTIAL FOR FRIMARY CONTAINMENT BREACH

er .

a o
th C -

(
~

'(
'

._ . . . _ _ _ _

Visual Prnte * Div-is. .
St. Paul, MN 55101 W
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ANS 4.5 PROGRESS

7-31-79 11RITING GROUP FORMED

.

10-15-79 ANS-4 BALLOT ON DRAFT 3~ COMPLETED

2-29-80 NUPPSCO BALLOT ON DRAFT 5 COMPLETED

4-2-80 DRAFT 6A DISTRIBUTED
'

6- 7-8 NUPPSCO LETTERS RECEIVEDO

7-14-80 FINAL CHANGES TO DRAFT 6A SUBMITTED

8-31-80.(E) NUPPSCO RECONSIDERATION PERIOD ENDS

9-1-80(E) SUBMITTAL TO STANDARDS STEERING COMMITTEE |

10-1-80(E) SUBMITTAL TO ANSI

12-1-80(E) ANSI APPROVAL
.

2-1-81.(E) PRINTED COPY DISTRIBUTION

'

LS

8/4/80
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O SIGNIFICANT-DIFFERENCES

R.G. 1.97 ANS 4.5

. PURPOSE ASSESS PLANT AND CRITERIA FOR AMI
ENVIRONS CONDITIONS FUNCTIONS, VARIABLES,

DURING/AFTER ACCIDENT REQUIREMENTS. -

AUDIENCE OPERATING ORGANIZATION CONTROL ROOM

OPERATOR
.

SCOPE AMI, STATUS, E-PLAN ACCIDENT.
,

SUPPORT, SAFETY PARA- MONITORING.
METER DISPLAY, TECH.

SUPPORT CENTER, EMERG.

OPERATIONS FACILITY,
O NUCLEAR DATA LINK

ACCIDENTS AND ANCIP. ACCIDENTS

OPER. OCCURRENCES

VARIAisLE TYPES A,B,C,D,E A,B,C

SPECIFIC ORGANIZED BY TABLE 1 ORGANIZED BY

TECHNICAL QUAL, CRITERIA FUNCTION AND

REQUIREMENTS VARIABLE

,

| *

O
,

!*

8/ 80
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SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES (CONTINUED)(g

R.G. 1.97 ANS 4.5

TYPE B VARIABLES (PWR)
'

REACTOR CONTROL 4 1

CORE COOLING 5 1 To 4
-

RCS INTEGRITY 4 3

CONT. INTEGRITY 3 2
'

RADI0 ACTIVE EFF. CONTROL 0 1

.

TYPE C VARIABLES (PWR)

FUEL CLAD BARRIER 2 1 To 2

RCPB BARRIER 3 3

CONT. BARRIER 2 2 To 4
.

TYPE D VARIABLES ~30 NONE

TYPE E VARIABLES ~19 NONE

.

TABLE NOTES TABLE 1 - 17 6
'

TABLE 2 - 21

TABLE 3 - 20

0
.

LS
,

8/4/80
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; Q SYSTE|1ATIC APPRCACH ilISSIlls

:

{ e BASIC APPROACH OF ANS 4.5 ABARDONED BY GUIDE

e REG. GUIDE 1.97 DOES NOT EVOLVE FR0:1 BASIC FUNCTIONAL

i CRITERIA /AilALYSES
'

:

e TABLES f1AiiDATE UNJUSTIFIED DIVERSITY REQUIRE.'1ENTS Oil -

| FUNCTIONAL LEVEL

|
- ,

,

!

!O
!

:

i

:
!

!

!

,

O
.

4
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([) REQUIRE.'1ENTS OVERLY PRESCRIPTIVE

e SINCE REG. GUIDE 1.97 IS NOT BASED 0.1 FUNCTIONAL

REQUIRE.MErlTS AND A PLAtlT ANALYSIS, BLIllD C0|1PLIANCE IS

REQUIRED

e C0i1PLEXITY IS fiOT ;lECESSARILY A VIRTUE -

e DETAIL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS OFTEN U:lJUSTIFIED AND/0R

BEYOND THE EXISTING STATE-0F-THE-ART

e APPROACH COUNTER TO KE?!EMY CONnISS10tl ADM0MITI0il

e REG. GUIDE 1.97 SHOULD ADDRESS Afil FullCTIONAL REQUIREMEllTS

Il0T DESIGN THE SYSTE:i
~

([) -

O

. __ . ._ _ .
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;

Q HUi!AN FACTORS CONSIDERATION illSSli1G

e HUtiAf1 FACTORS ENHAflCEMENT IN THE CONTROL R00i1 AND Aill AT

CROSS PURPOSES

e f1ECESSARY/SUFFICIEilT CRITERIA tiUST BE APPLIED

e REG. GUIDE 1.97 HAS SUBSTANTIAL IMPACT
~

'

IflFORflATI0fl 0VERLOAD-

BACKFIT AN0fiOLIES-

e HUiiA!1 FACTORS PLAY SIGi11FICANT PART IF Aill TO BE SAFETY IflPROVEf'.ENT

; O

; ,

'

j

,

1

'

l

O

;
.
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O SC PE EXPENSION UNSUPPORTED

e ANS 4.5 CONTROL R00fi OPERATOR ORIENTED

e REG. GUIDE 1.97 EXTENDS SCOPE TO ENTIRE OPERATIllG

| ORGANIZATIO:1

e NO BASE DOCUfiEllT REFERENCE OR FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS ARE
-

IDEilTIFIED IN GUIDE FOR I|lCREASED SCOPE

| e INCREASED SCOPE IS JUST fl0W BEING FUNCTIONALLY DEFINED

,

O

O

..
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.

Q SCOPE EXPAilSI0il BLURS. Aill FOCUS

e PRIOR Atil DEFIflITI0il RECOTlIZED SCO E LI.'11TATION '

!

(P.EG. GUIDE 1.97. REV D

e TYPE D a E VARIABLES NOT FUNCTIONALLY ESSENTIAL
.

e TYPE D VARIABLES WOULD .510RE APPROPRIATELY BE ADDRESSED AS
-

PART OF A STAilDARD ON SAFETY SYSTEf1 REQUIREf1EilTS

e TYPE E VARIABLES FOR " DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH AND DIAGNOSIS"'

ARE INAPPROPRIATE

i

O
.

O
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O Atil IMP ^cT

~

ANS 4.5 REG. GUIDE 1.97

'

TOTAL Clf.SS IE DISPLAYS 34 53
,

e ADDITIONAL 20-30 29-41
~

e UPGPADED 0-8 8-16

e EXISTliiG 4-6 4-8'

.

TOTAL " CLASS 2E" DISPLAYS N0i;E 110

e ADDITIONAL 71

e UPGRADED 39

O
TREND RECORDER POINTS 34 95

i

POWER UPGRADE ON NON-Ir DISPLAYS NONE 172

TOTAL ADDITIONAL INSTRUMEilT CHA!1NELS 20-30 163-175

,

e

'

O

,
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Presentation by William Coley~)

on behalf of the AIF Subcommittee on

Safety Parameter Integration

ACRS Subcommittee on Regulatory Activities

August 6, 1980

. _

My name is William Coley. I am Manager of Engineering

Services Steam Production Department at Duke Power Company

and I am here today representing the AIF Subcommittee on

Safety Parameter Integration. I am also chairman of the

AIF Subcommittee on Control Room Considerations.

(]'; The purpose of my presentation today is to offer a way to

allow the proposals for emergency facilities to be re-

solved and implemented in the most timely and safety

effective way and at the same time provide a vehicle for

resolving the controversy surrounding the proposed R.G.

1.97 instrumentation list and requirements. This proposed

approach is an outgrowth of intensive interactions between
.|

_

V>

\
.

+
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our Subcommittee on Safety Parameter Integration and NRC

technical management concerning development of an

integrated approach for defining the requirements for
' ~

SPDS, TSC, EOF and other facilities to support crisis

management. This effort has involved a series of meetings

over the last three months with many experts who have
'

contributed to our approach.In presenting this approach we

intend to proceed in three distinct steps:

.

(]} (1) To explain the rationale behind our approach.

(2) To propose an example list of parameters that should

be given first precedence and is the first step in
development of subsequent lists and requirements resulting

in an integrated data display system.

(3) To underscore the serious problems with the currently
proposed R.G. 1.97 requirements and the subsequent

implications of these problems on emergency facilities.

At the time work was initiated on Regulatory Guide 1.97,

industry did not have in place structured crisis management
_

g

&

i
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planc and organizations to address fully a major site

emergency. Further, emergency facilities such as the

SPDS, TSC, and EOF, which support the crisis management

plan were not defined. Thus, the selection of variables
.

in R.G. 1.97 was not related to their use in these

emergency facilities. Consequently, the requirements of

R.G. 1.97 are not in concert with industry and NRC efforts on

these facilities.

This disconnect is particularly important since the NRC is

now tying the instrumentation requirements for these

() facilities to R.G. 1.97.

.

.

i Additionally, R.G. 1.97 does not recognize the current industry

efforts and evolving NRC requirements to improve the operator

interface; in fact, it has not addressed human engineering factors

I
which validate the usefulness and help to the operator of the

parameters selected.

'5

-- -. . . - . ._ .- .. .
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In our efforts with NRC Staff to define the functional
requirements of emergency facilities, we have embarked on

a systematic approach to establishing the data

requirements for emergency facilities. This approach in

contrast to R.G. 1.97, integrates the consideration of
.

human factors engineering, the need for and importance of
the information, and the function for which the

information is going to be used. Implementation of

R.G. 1.97 in its present form would preempt this timely
and more safety effective approach.

.

() Through sequential application of this methodology
to first meet the requirements for the SPDS and other

emergency facilities, a set of accident parameters can be

defined which are generic to the detection and mitigation
of any site accident. Further, the application of the

methodology should allow us to implement more quickly in

operating plants those factors which have potential for

tne greatest improvement in safety.

1

N
- . . -. . .
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We are now in the process of several parallel efforts.
' ~

One is to review the functional requirements of the

emergency facilities. Another is to do a human factors

review of the Control Room. We see a logical evolution of

the intent and original spirit of R.G. 1.97 through the

progressive development of the emergency facilities, the

human factors control room review, and then consideration .

(]} of what requirements remain to be addressed in other

regulatory guides. Accordingly, it is our judgement that

the instrumentation requirements in R. G. 1.97 should not

be implemented until such time as the appropriateness of

these requirements can be verified through this

progressive development. As discussed above,

implementation of R. G. 1.97 in its present form at this ;

point in time will preempt this timely and more safety

i effective approach.
'

l

!

v

i
.
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Our first step in this approach has been to develop a

minimum parameter set for localized display in the control

room. We have selected those SPDS parameters that we feel

are essential for focused attention of the operator. Dave -

,

Cain of NSAC will provide the methodology for selecting

these parameters and the resulting list of parameters for

PWRs. Ellery Hammond representing the BWR Owners Group

will also give a presentation on SPDS instrument selection

from a BWR perspective. To further illustrate some of the

specific problems with R.G. 1.97, we have submitted to you

our previous comments on it. Xavier Polanski will highlight,

O our general concerns.

.

!
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{ STRUCTURED PARAMETER SELECTION PROCESS
4

i -

; ,

!

O FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS-
,

h o SELECTION CRITERIA

,
4 $

| 0 DECISION LOGIC L
: !
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PARAMETER SELECTION CRITERIA (SPDS) -|

!
!

LEADING INDICATOR

PLANT SAFETY FUNCTION
: -

RADIOACTIVE BARRIER

I DETECTION
|

1'
DIRECT MEASUREMENT - '

'O RELIA 81LiTv

} DIVERSE PLANT CONDITIONS
,

;

!
i

$

I

! ,

'
!
:
I
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|
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THE OPTIMAL PARANETER SET

tiORE IS BETTER

O vS..

EFFICIENCY IN DESIGN

i

O
6

;
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O
PARAMETER SELECTION PROCEDURE: SPDS

NRC
NSAC/TEC STAFF R.G.I.97 TVA NSAC AIF

INFORMAL B&C WORKSHOP INTERIM

:

+

CONSOLIDATED
PARAMETER BASE ]

CRITERION CRITERION CRITERION
(LI) (SF) (RB) -

Y
" REDUCED"

Criteria: CRITERION PARAMETER SET
(D)

LI= Leading Indicator
|

SF= Safety Function
RB= Radioactive Barrier CRITERION
D= Detection (DM)
DM= Direct Measurement |
R= Reliable Measurement

~

DC= Diverse Conditions CRITERION
(R)

1

CRITERION
(DC)

|

SPDS "MINIMLH"
PARAMETER SET

O .

\

- . - _ . . .
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SELECTION MATRIX
'

'onsolidated Paraneter D DM R DC L1 SF RB COMMENTS
ta rA

Propcsed as an alternative'hE0 x x x x x x
to Core Exit Tc's.

' cold * x x x x x x

;/G . el* x x x x x x

1/G Pressure * x x x x x x

:on t . Rad. Mon.* x x x x x x

' ore Exit Tc's x x x x x x
State of the art precludes

-

-

/cseal Level x x x x x
reliable, unambiguous level
ceasurement at this time.

tHR Flow x x x

tux . FW Flow * x x x x x x Should be augmented by
normal feedwater for normal
operations. -

':ST Level x x x x

ICS Flow Rate x x x

3/G RV Pos. x x x x
'

RCS_ Rad. Mon. x x x x x installation of high range -

[) rad monitoring instruments
under present requirements -

would be sufficient to meet
present selection criteria.

Cond. A/E Mon.* x x x x x

CR Pos. x x x x x Control rod position not
considered reliable, nor
practical, given number of
variables to be conitored
by SPDS.

Main Fac. Exh. Mon.* x x x x x

RHR Rad. Mon. x x x

Pzr. Lcvel* x x x x x x

RCS Press * x x x x x x

Cont. Sump Level * x x x x x x

Drain TK Level x x x x
j

RWS* evel x x x

SRV & PURV Pos. x x x x

Boric Acid Chg. Flow x x x

Boron conc. req'd after
B Conc. x x

TM1(2); methods are unreli-
able and do not account for
concentration in core during

6
boil-off

.
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SELECTION f1 ATRIX
-

.

Consolidated Parameter
D DM R DC LI SF RB COMMENTS_ Base

CVCS Tank Level x x x x
Neutron Flux * x x x x x x
Letdown Flow x x x x

Coolant Subcooling x x x x x Subcooling and/or superheat
may be computed internal to
SPDS.

Cont. Press.* x x x x x x

Cont. H2 Conc. x x On-line H2 monitoring pres-
ently considered unreliable.

.

Cont. Iso. Valve Pos. x x x

Cont. Temp. x x x x x

Heat Removal-Cont. x x
Fan Cool.

*AIF Minimum SPDS Parameter Set for PWR
,

O
|
|
!

i

O

\'
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MINIMUM SPDS PARAMETER SET FOR PWR

O
l. REACTIVITY CONTROL

1. NEUTRON FLUX (<l% POWER)

II. REACTOR CORE COOLING

1. CORE HEAT REMOVAL AND RCS INVENTORY CONTROL

- RCS COLD LEG TEMP
- RCS HOT LEG TEMP OR CORE EXIT TEMP -

- RCS PRESSURE
- PRESSURIZER WATER LEVELi

2. HEAT TRANSFER PATHS

- STEAM GENERATOR WATER LEVEL
- STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE
- AUXILIARY FEEDWATER FLOW
- MAIN FEEDWATER FLOW

Ill. REACTOR COOLING SYSTEM INTEGRITY

1. RCS PRESSURE

() 2. CONTAINMENT PRESSURE

3. RCS TEMPERATURE (HOT LEG OR CORE EXIT)

4. CONTAINMENT HIGH-RANGE AREA RADIATION

5. CONTAINMENT SUMP WATER LEVEL

6. SECONDARY SIDE RADIATION (AIR EJECTOR OFF-GAS)

7. PRESSURIZER WATER LEVEL

IV. CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

1. CONTAINMENT PRESSURE

V. RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE (FINAL RELEASE POINT MONITORS)

1. STACK RADIOACTIVITY NOBLE GASES

2. AIR EJECTOR RADIOACTIVITY NOBLE GASES

O
+r

3

. . -- . . - .. --
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METHODOLOGY FOR.

BWR SPOS
|
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O 8-6-80
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i

BWR SAFETY PARAMETER DEVELOPMENT

BASED ON EMERGENCY GUIDELINES . ,

i

o OEVELOPED BY OWNER CONSENSUS

o SYMPT 0M BASED

o COVER MULTIPLE FAILURES

!

DEVELOPED FROM KEY GUIDELINE FUNCTIONS
~

()'

i o LEVEL CONTROL

o CONTAINMENT. CONTROL,

o SHUTD0'4N

o CONTINGENCIES,

j

!

PRIMARY VARIABLES WERE DETERMINED

o INDICATE STATUS /VALUE OF SAFETY PARAMETER

o SUPPORTED BY SECONDARY VARIABLES

; O
/
5

\ACRS
8-6-80

EH-2
.

4
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O O e_ .

I
I4ER C

C0flTROL ROOM SURVEY r FK>
P

,

REPORT '

TO NRC

EMEftGENCY
'

n m

U
PROCEDURES

T , NRC
_

CONTROL R00t4 IMPROVEMENTS
' NUCLEAR DATA ^ OTHER

SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY Lif1K>
a

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT_

P03T10flS OF CEtlTER

PROCEDURE
CONSOLIDATED
INTO DISPLAY

_ CONTROL
''

ROOM

NORMALi

.

OPERATINGi

MODE
'

NORMAL AND TRANSIENT

SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY
ACRS

8-6-80
Ell- 3C

*
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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' EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDELINES
-

.

CONTAINMENT CONTROL GUIDELINE

Action Where is Information'

Operator Action Ident # Supporting Parameters Available & How Shown:
'

!

Entry any of,

e High Suppression Pool Temp. 1 Suppression pool temp. CR

e High Drywell Temp. 2 Drywell temp. (C 9) CR

I liigh Drywell Pressure 3 DryweP. pressure CR
e

High Suppression Pool Water 4 Suppression pool water CR4

e

l evel level (C 12)-

NOTE 1: Display suggested

I Monitor and control all entry 5 (4 entry conditions (Cl2)) All in CR,

conditions concurrently"

| Close any SRV within (2 minutes), 5-1 SRV positions CR/Ind. Lights:

5-2 Rod positions CR/Ind. Lights
2 or Scram Reactor

Operate available Suppression SA Suppression pool temp. CR

po31 cooling when pool temp. (C 7, 8,18, 20)
i

exceeds normal operating limit. .

If Suppression pool temp. reaches 5A-1 Suppression pool temp. CR

|
scram limit, scram the reactor Control rod position CR (P680) and lights

Neutron flux (SRM) CR (P680), meter / recorder
or verify scr.amsed.

NOTE 2
,

l
Control suppression pool temp. SA-2 (C 16,19, 20)'

and/or RPV pressure below the Suppression pool temp. CR-
'

CR
heat capacity limit. RPV pressure

ACRS
8-6-80D EH-4

:
,

,
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() Minimum SPDS Parameter Set for BWR

I. Reactivity Control

1. SRM Period / Neutron Flux

II. Reactor Core Cooling

1. Core Heat Removal

Reactor Water Level -

2. Heat Transfer Paths

Suppression Pool Water Level

RHR Water Temperature

RHR SW Exit Temperature

III. Reactor Cooling System Integrity

1. RCS Pressure

2. Drywell Sump Collection Rate

3. Drywell Pressure

IV. Containment Integrity

1. Suppression Pool Water Temperature

2. Suppression Pool Pressure

3. Drywell Pressure

4. Suppression Pool Water Level

V. Radioactivity Release

1. Reactor Building Exhaust Ventilation Radioactivity

2. Standby Gas Teatment System Radioactivity

3. Off-Gas Stack Radioactivity

4. Process Liquid Radioact!vity

) ACRS
8-6-80

EH-5

\
. . . - . ._ . . .
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O REG. GUIDE 1.97 (DRAFT 2 - REV. 2)

i
'

BWR COMMENTS

_

PURPOSE

o PROVIDE BWR COMMENTS ON DRAFT 2

o DISCUSS TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF CORE EXIT

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENT -

O
.

CONCERNS

o REVISION TO REG. GUIDE 1.97 INAPPROPRIATE NOW

|

o CORE EXIT MEASUREMENT NOT NECESSARY FOR BWR

o ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC COMMENTS IN POSITION PAPER

O
.

8/1/80

.. . _. _ - - . .. ._ -. - - _ . - _ _ . .
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O
SUMMARY.0F. RECOMMENDED REG. GUIDE 1.97 CHANGES

.

o REFLECT UNIQUE BWR FEATURES

o PROVIDE VARIABLE SELECTION CRITERIA
,

INTEGRATE WITH PROCEDURE GUIDELINES-

_

(-)
- INTEGRATE WITH NUREG-0696 .

FOCUS ON KEY VARIABLES-

o ELIMINATE MARGINAL VARIABLES (NOTABLY

CORE EXIT TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT FOR

THE BWR)

([) -

8/1/80

.
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IMPACT OF CORE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMEi1T

C
0 BASIS: TC IN PRH ASSEMBLY

0 COST: D0LLARS |

$400K/PLAiiT - FORWARD FIT-

TOTAL FOR 33 PLAiiTS: $13 MILLION

$600K/PLAi1T - BACKFIT j-

TOTAL FOR 25 PLAi1TS: $15 MILLION

AGGREGATE FOR 58 PLAiiTS: $28 MILLION

0 COST: DOSE

MAliiTENAliCE = 8 tMil REll/YR/ PLANT - ALL PLANTS;-

58 PLANTS X 40 YRS X 8 = 18,500 MAii REi1 FOR TOTAL

PLAi1T LIFE
~

- IliSTALLATI0ii - 100 MAN REM / PLANT - BACKFIT

O 25 PLAliTS X 100 = 2500 MAN REM TOTAL
'

GRAiiD TOTAL: 21,000 i1AN REM

COST HIGH FOR VERY MARGINAL BENEFIT
.

8/1/80 !

l

O -

- . . - _ _. . - - ... _. - - ..
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R.G. 1.97 REASONS FOR CORE EXIT TEMPERATURE

FOR BWRs

;

e INDICATE POTEt!TIAL FOR OR ACTUAL

FUEL CLAD BREACH.

> e MEASURE EXTENT A.s!D TREND OF COPE

O DAMAGE

e 5-10% CORE BLOCKAGE HITH

NO ECCS

,

I

CDS-1

8/6/80

!

.

:

!

i



Q CURRENT VARIABLES WHICH It!DICATE
CLADDING BREACH

e CLADDING BREACH OCCURS WHET!:

- HIGH CLADDIflG TEMPERATURE /HIGH 'H00P STRESS

. BWR RUPTURE TEMPERATl'RE 2200F-

- CLADDING OXIDATION

e VARIABLES INDICATIVE OF BREACH

- HIGH HYDROGEN LEVELS

HIGH STEAM LINE RADIATION-

- FISSION PRODUCTS IN REACTOR COOLANT /

CONTAINMENT AIR / SUPPRESSION P0OL HATER

- 0FFGAS RADIATION LEVELS

- LOW WATER LEVEL

O - LOSS OF MAKEUP

e CURRENTLY MEASURED VARIABLES

- PROVIDE DIVERSITY

- UNAMBIGUOUS INDICATION

- QUALIFIED AND TESTED

MANY CURRENTLY MEASURED VARIABLES ALREADY

PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT CLADDING BREACH

CDS-2
O- afs/s0

_. - .
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EVALUATION OF SITUATIONS WHERE TC's MIGHT BE USED 1

coa.A. M
e PRIOR TO Chimi4@dd@%H

- BWR OPERATES SATURATED

- WATER LEVEL KEY VARIABLE THAT DETERMINES ECCS
INITIATION AND OPERATOR ACTION

e DURING CORE HEATUP

- ONLY USEFUL IF

- WATER LEVEL BELOW TOP OF FUEL AND NO
MAKEUP

- NOT USEFUL WHEtl

- CORE SPRAYS OPERATING

O - TWO PHASE f1IXTURE IN UPPER PLENUM (CCFL)

- WATER LEVEL AB0VE CORE

e DURING REC 0VERY PHASE

- NATURAL CIRCULATION NOT A CONCERN

- OPERATOR REQUIRED TO DEPRESSURIZE APID MAINTAlf! LEVEL

- NO CORE DAMAGE PROPAGATION WHEtl CORE COVERED

- NUMEROUS PATHS FOR FLOW PER ButlDLE

- TC's WILL NOT INDICATE AB0VE SATURATED

TC's ONLY USEFUL WHEN CORE At!D UPPER PLENUM COMPLETELY

EMPTY

CDS-3

o 8/6/80
Lj
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O O O
BYPASS DIERMOCOUPLE RESPONSE FOR AN EXTREMELY DECRADED CASE

l CORE COVERED
'60

i ;

:

!

LOW LEVEL SCRAM,

i y HlCll PRESStlRE ECCS ONr

f

40 -

,

LOW PRESSURE ECCS ON

C , OPERATOR DEPRESSlfRIZES4

y } Ii

5 r

C$ TOP OF
!$ FUEL.

'

a
i

g WATER LEVEL

4
a

'

20 -
- 2000 ,

A
BOTTOM OF "

FUEL. W

$
e
N
"1000-

,

| $
) FUEL TEMPERATURE N
'

~~~--

BYPASS DIERMOCOUPLE

l i i

O
O 1000 2000 3000 4000

TIME AFTER SCRAM (SECONDS) CDS-4
8/6/80
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o O O
BYPASS TiiERMOCOUPl.E RESPONSE FOR AN EXTRDtELY DECRADED CASE

,

CORE IIEATUP
'60<

!

,

!

,

IIETECTABI.E II,!
'

, PRODllCTION

SIGNIFICANT Hy' 40 -

PRoDtiCTION

DETECTION OF FISSION PRODtiCTS
m IN WE1WEl.L AIRSPACE
Ui

'

E
v

E! TOP OF
E FilEl.
a

h WATER LEVEL.
. s
{ 20 .-

Ut
i 2000-

m

eBOTTOM OF ''
,-

FifEl. ,- '/' I!
'[Q, w/o CORE SPRAY,-

'

FUEL TEMPERATURE .'
ASS TilERHOC0tIPl.E 1000-

AT HIDPLANE ,,- DPN y
__C _ _ ._ _ _ _ _, -]/_ + g w/ CORE SPRAY- _ _ _ _

. _ __ _ _

l I '
O

g iono 2000 '000 4n00

TlHl' AFTER SCRAM (SECONDS).

'

| CDS-5
8/6/80t
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BYPASS 111ERM0 COUPLE RESPONS. FOR AN EXTREMELY DEGRADED CASE
.

RECOVERY
'60

,

.

j

i

| 40 -

,

4

G
0
s
*

d TOP OF
DELAYED ECCS$ FUEL.

a INJECTION

$
WATER LEVEL .-

Q r
'

-:s

,, (CHANNEL ASSUMED
'

: 20 =-

BLOCKED 2000-"p C
i t'\ BOTTOM OF , .

-

/g*kFUEL' ,' '# \ N/*

'

BYPASS TilERM0 COUPLE f-

I
,

FUEL TEMPERATUR ,'
\ ~

/
(\

0-- - - e
__- m-

,

/ 's-

4 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ g
- -

g i i

0
70 1000 ~000

4

TIME AFTER S(' RAM (SECONDS)
CDS-6

,

8/6/80
1
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O
'

|

CONCLUSIONS

.

'

e CONSIDERABLE NUMBER OF VARIABLES ALREADY

MEASURED WHICH INDICATE (P0TENTIAL FOR)
CLADDING BREACH.

,

e NO CORE DAMAGE PROPAGATION EXPECTED,

4 e TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT NOT A RELIABLE

INDICATOR OR EXTENT AND TREND OF CORE
DAMAGE.

1

!

,

O'
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Westingnouse Position in Regard to
Draft Reculatory Guide 1.97 Revision 2

|p i

V Westingnouse is a designer of Nuclear Steam Sucoly Systems and assoc 1- i

sted succort equiement, and thus is in a position to provide relevant I

and cractical comments on :he type of Regulatory Guidance which will be
clear and useful to designers. We suoplied such comments previously and
were disappointed in the lack of serious consideration given them in
deriving tnis latest draft of the guide.

Westinghouse realizes that the NRC and the nuclear industry need an
integrated scoroach to the subject of Emergency Response. Accident
men'toring instrumentation, Emergency Response Facilities and human
engi ?ering considerations are all important parts of the subject.
Westing 1ouse firmly believes that Regulatory Guide 1.97 could provide an
aporopriate address to accident monitoring for the control room
ocerator, but that its effectiveness in that area is currently
alminisned by the attempt to address Emergency Response Facilities. We
understand that further guidance is being developed to provide criteria
for the Technicz,1 Support Center, Emergency Operations Facility, Safety
Parameter Display System, etc., and to integrate emergency response
f acilities into a logical and consistent package. Regulatory Guide 1.97
is seoarable from these other criteria and should not be used as the
vehicle of integration until the other criteria are established.

In this light we would like to make a brief statement of posit, ion con-
cerning the latest draft of Regulatory Guide 1.97 Revision 2; and we

(v') would like to specifically address the following three points: 1) the
aporopriateness of the specification of' detailed functional requirements
by the NRC Staff, 2) the appropriateness of the scope of the present
draft guide, and 3) the tecnnical problems and inconsistencies within
the current version.

1. In oremulgating the latest draft of Regulatory Guide 1.97 Revision 2
the NRC Staff has stepped outside of the traditional and appropriate
role of regulator and is now specifying detailed functional require-
ments. It is our position that the NRC should limit its regulatory
role to the specification of general criteria, and allow the
industry to translate these into specific requirements and designs
which are optimized for specific plant characteristics. If however,
the NRC Staff persists in the specification of detailed functional
reouirements, then a consistent basis document must be established
wnich explains to the designer why the functional requirements have
been established.

2. Work is currently being pursued in relation to Emergency Response
Facilities and human factors reviews associated with optimized data
presentation; these will suoply additional input to post-accident
monitoring criteria and cover the areas beyond the scope of ANS
4.5. In relation to tnese Emergency Resconse Facilities there
exists a potential major problem with draft Regulatory Guide 1.97
Revision 2 and with draft ANS 4.5. As currently written both ANSg
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4.5 and Regulatory Guide 1.97 could impose inaoprooriate Class IE
oualification and design criteria on the Emergency Resoonse
Facilities. A more detailed exolanation of the proolem and a]- oracosed resolution has been indicated in Attacnment 2.(~

3. Regardless of the previously indicated problems there are some
logical and technical problems and inconsistencies within this
latest draft of the guide and in the Staff resoonse to public
connents. Some examples of the most significant items are described
in Attachment 1.

In lignt of the problems indicated in the above discussions Westinghouse
can not endorse the current draft of Regulatory Guide 1.97 Revision 2.
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Attachment 1: Locical and Technical problems

o A. The General Design Criteria wnich are to be addressed by this
d document are directly concerned with accident conditions as :

indicated in the Code of Federal Regulations. As a result, !
there is no direction within the basis for this document which ;

requires an address of " anticipated ooerational occurrences."

3. Oraft Regulatory Guids 1.97 Revision 2 provides in Table 1 a set
of design and qualification criteria categories. The Regulatory
Guide fails to provide a justified correlation between the
numerical categories and the variable types. Since the cate-
gories are applied to several different variable type: there
seems to be a lack of consistent rationale for the app ication

of these categories, much less a basis document for thJ'r crea-
tion and application.

C. Containment Hydrogen Concentration does not fall under the
definition of type 3 as it dces not indicate the Maintenance of
Containment Integrity. Per the definitions provided for vari-

able types, H2 concentration is a type C variable.

D. Condensate Storage Tank level does not provide under type 3 an
indication of core cooling. It is a part of a support system
wnich is properly monitored under the NRC type D.

E. Main Feedwater Flow should be deleted from this Regulatory Guide
since the Main Feedwater System is not a safety system.

F. In Regulatory Position C5, Section 5.1 of ANS 4.5 is endorsed.
ANS 4.5, Section 5.1.2 for type 3 states " identification of the
monitored variables that provide the most direct indication
needed to assess the accomplishing or maintaining of:...." The
large number of variables indicated as tyce 3 in Regulatory
Guice 1.97 is in conflict with the endorsement of Section 5.1 of
the ANS draft standard in that much more than the most direct
indication is specified.

G. Page 7 in the discussion section states that the temoerature
limitation for PWR core exit thermocouples is lower for operat-
ing plants. However, Table 2A does not reflect this statement.

|
The maximum value indicated for operating and non-coerating

| plants is 23000F.

H. The discussion states that direct indication of coolant level in
the reactor vessel is not currently availaole for PWR's; if this
is true then there is no reason to indicate low RCS flow in the

! table of variables. The -12% to +12% flow is primarily required
| as an indicator of natural circulation and there are other

methods available to verify natural circulation based on sub-
coolin and heat removal from the steam generators (parameters

[ 31 read indicated in Table 2). As a result the deveicoment of a
O -12% to *12% flow indicator is not necessary. Furthermore, how
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a -12% to +12% ficw indicator could be calibrated without
bypassing safety systems is not clear, and it is questionaole

C]
wnether a negative RCS flow could be obtained for calibration/
purposes.

I. In resconse to public coment numoer 15 which suggested that the
Regulatory Guide was too prescriptive and should instead consist
of crittria, the Staff merely disagrees with the coment without
adequatt justification for their position.

J. In response to public coment number 26 which suggests that
continuous display of types A, 3, and C variables may be unde-
sirable from a human factors viewooint, the Staff indicates that
the operator must learn to use the information. This does not
address the real human factors problem of optimum presentation
of data.

K. Contrary to public coments that certain instrumentation is not
within the state-of-the-art, the NRC Staff makes numerous state-
ments to this effect. The Staff should be required to provide a
list of acceptable vendors of this instrumentation and provide
their endorsement of the instrument acceptability and
qualification.

O
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Attachment 2: Inacorocriateness of
Class id Emergency Resoonse Facliities

The Regulatory Position in the Regulatory Guide references ANS 2.5's
definition of type A, 3, and C variaoles and the associated general
criteria. As currently defined, oath types A and 3 cover many functions
that are performed by the Emergency Response Facilities (Technical
Support Center, etc.) and consequently can lead to the apolication of
requirements in section 6.0 of ANS 4.5 and Table 1 of draft Regulatory
Guide 1.97 Revision 2 to the Emergency Response Facilities. These
requirements would impose inapprooriate Class lE qualification and
design criteria on these facilities.

In addition the definition of type A variables can lead to the applica-
tion of these requirements to any instrumentation circuits wnich provide
infonnation to the operator that are identified in written precedures
(pre-planned manual actions), independent of whether the action is
required for safety purposes.

We believe that these potential problems can be corrected by the follow-
ing modifications:

a. Modify the definition of type A variables to read:

Type A variables are those variables to be monitored that provide
the primary information required to permit the control room operator
to take the specified manually controlled actions for which no auto-

p matic control is provided and which are required for safety systems
V to accomplish- their safety functions for design basis accident

events.

Primary information is that which is essential for the direct accom-
plishment of the specified. safety functions and does not include
those variables which are associated with contingency actions that
may also be identified in written procedures.

b. Change the scooe of draft Regulatory Guide 1.97 Revision 2 to limit
the aoplication of the requirements for equipment to that part of
the instrumentation system and its vital supporting features or
power sources which provide the direct display of the process vari-
ables. Table 1 should contain a note that these requirements are
not aoplicable to instrumentation systems provided as operator aids
for the purpose of enhancement of information presentations for the
identification or diagnosis of disturbances.
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r3O Short minutes of L'<!R IaC Scecialists !'eetino on
Reaulatory Guide 1.97, "Instrumentaticn for Licht-

Water-Cooled fluclear. Power Plants to Assess Plant
and Environs Conditions Durina and Followina an
Accident, " Revision 2, Draft 2 (July 7,1980)

A meeting was held on August 1, 1980 at ORNL, hosted by Oak Ridge
National La'aratory, attended by 17 instrumentation develooment and
applications specialists to review the status and needs for
development of instruments needed to meet the requirements of Reg.
Guide 1.97, Rev. 2, Draft 2. Representatives from Combustion
Engineering, EG&G-INEL, G. E.-San Jose, ORNL, Sandia Laboratories,
Technology for Energy Corporation, TVA, and Westinghouse attended.

Summary:

Tables 1-3A in the subject draft list particular variables, measure-
ment of which are presumed to satisfy the main purpose of the Guide.
The guide would be more useful to the instrument engineer if the
rationale for choosing these variables were presented. Better still,

the definition of the criteria for selecting variables and their
ranges would allow the plant designer to specify functional require-o

Q ments and design options for this particular plant.,

The instruments and ranges specified in Tables 1, 2, 3, l A, 2A, and
3A of Draft 2 were discussed in some detail and the following general
observations were made.

1. In most instances, instruments for measuring the snecified
variables are already installed in operating LWRs, however,
rarely are they qualified to Category 3 in Table 1 and 1A.

Qualification of the required instruments, particularly
to Category 1, will be a lengthy and expensive process,
taxing commercial capabilities for providing such instru-
ments.

2. Reg. Guide 1.97 does not provide detailed functional
requirements for the instruments listed so that priorities
can be assigned to develcoment, qualification, manufacture,
and installation of specific instruments.

3. The time r,7me for imolementation of Reg. Guide 1.97 -- June
1982 for new olants and January 1981 - June 1083 for retro-
fit in exiging plants -- does not alloci sufficient time for
qualification to Category 1 of many of the recuired instruments.

| b 4. Accident conditions are not sufficiently specified that the
~

| required instruments can be cualified to survive them.
| Clearly, instruments cannot survive all conceivable accident

condi tions . In some more severe accidents, some of thei

! listed instruments will not be useful to the coerator and
; need not be qualified to survive such conditions.
!

I
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5. An instrument qualification orogran cannot adequately address
O the problen of aging without the establishment of criteria for
'd accelerated life testing.

6. The large number of additional instrurants needed for comoliance
with Ragulatory Guide 1.97 could create major problems of sig-
nal cabling and containment penetration. To meet these needs

.the development and qualification of radiation - and anvironmentally
hardened multiplexing equipment for locaticn within the containcent
will be required.

7. In general, the ranges for the measured variables given in the
tables are not accomoanied by accuracy statements and the con-
ditions under which these accuracies are needed are not given.
Ranges given as "O to - " do not define the lowest non-zero
limit of the measured variable. Some of the ranges selected
seem inappropriate as a technical requirement.

Some specific problem areas were identified:

8. Since the statements in the Discussion Part 8, pages 2 and 3
so strongly identified the need for status of coolant level
in the PWR reactor vessel, we do not understand why this
variable was not listed in Tables 2 or 2A. Several techniques
are being developed for measuring coolant level in PWRs which
could be qualified within reasonable time limits.

9. In Table 2, under core cooling, the Reactor Coolant Looo
Flow range is given as 0-120% and -12". to +125. If a require-
ment for measuring conrective flow in a PWR during accident
ccnditions is required, it should be so stated.

10. Even if all of the five items listed under core cooling in Table
1 (page 15) were measured, adequate core cooling of PNRs could
not be established for small or large break LOCA accidents. Only

| natural circulation conditions of an intact system could be
; verified. This section could benefit from coordination with the

vendor studies on inadequate core cooling,'

11. Vendor Paintaining Containment Integrity, page 16. measurement of
Containment Hydrogen Concentration is recuired. Concern was
expressed that all methods of monitoring hydrogen content used
in present plants are inadequate. A soecific develocment pro-
gram would be required to meet this reouirement.

12. Under Fuel Cladding on page 17, Core Exit Temceratures of 15dF to
23C4F are to be measured. Therroccuales with stainless steel
sheaths,used in some existinc lants, uill not withstand temoera-
tures in excess of 1500c? due to stean oxidatien, however, incenel
sheathes thermoccuoles will reet this requirrent.

13. Requirements for measuring radioactivity under Secticns on Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary and Containment on cage 17 cannot be
met with existing equipment under accident conditions. However
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technicues are known for measurinc all the reauired() variables. ! msjor effort :culd Ee required to transfer
this technology from the laboratory to industry to
provide qualified commercial equipment capable of
withstanding an accident environment.

14. Under Airborna Radioactive materials released from the
plant, page 21, two items require monitoring of particulates
in the presence of radioactive noble gases. This'is beyond
the present state of the art without some secaraticn of the
gas and particulate phases.

15. Under post-accident samoling on page 22, grab samoles are
specified for primary coolant, sumps, and containment air.
We believe state of the art technology could permit on-line
monitoring.

16. In the section on meteorology, starting on page 22, the
requirements, accuracies, etc., should be made consistent
with the more definative Nureg 0-654.

: * * *
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GEN ER AL h ELECTRIC suctExa eOwEn

u SYSTEMS DIVISION
t

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,175 CURTNER AVE., SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95125

R E C E ! V E D ugust 4,1980A
ACV.r -" : r _ on

WCTO 537CAS 13n R C.
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
V. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission y' gogg
Washington, D. C. 20555 An s'

Jkkl 1I1-'l "b3 Ai l
Attention : Sam Duraiswamy

A

SUBJECT: REGULATORY GUIDE 1.97 (DRAFT 2 0F REVISION 2) - BWR COMMENTS

References : 1) GE letter Buchholz, R. H. to Secretary of the Commission,
" Comments on the Draft of Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide
1.97", dated March 28, 1980.

2) GE letter Sherwood, G. G. to Roger J. Mattson, " Draft
I Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2", dated May 30, 1980.

!
Gentlemen:

O This letter is written to provide the ACRS coments from the BWR perspective
b on Draft 2 of Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light

Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditidns
During and Following and Accident". Specifically, Attachment 1 provides the
technical basis for not requiring core exit temperature measurements in the
BWR; Attachment 2 provides several additional recommendations for changes to
Draft 2 necessitated by recognition of specific BWR design features. Marked-up
copies of Tables 3 & 3A in Draft 2 are provided in Attachment 3 to show sug-*

gested modifications. Attachment I has been reviewed by and is submitted
on behalf of the BWR Owners Group.

General Electric has provided the Staff comments on all aspects of Revision
2 in References 1 and 2. The Attachments in this submittal are focused on
those proposed requirements which are particularly inappropriate for the BWR.
Emphasis is placed on the core exit temperature measurement because of its
extreme cost from both a personnel exposure and a dollar viewpoint, compared
to its value. General Electric has systematically reviewed use of core exit
temperature measurement and concluded that only in the case of core uncovery
with no normal, emergency, or alternate water make-up systems available to
replenish vessel inventory would unambiguous and definitive information be

As discussed in Attachment 1 even in this case thereprovided the operator.
are several other indications available which provide ample indication of
prcpagating core damage.

O
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General Electric and the BWR Owners Group recognize the need to take allHowever,
necessary actions identified as the result of post TMI evaluations.
as discussed in Attachment I the requirement for core exit temperature j
measurment is unnecessary when BWR design features and capabilities are ;

systematically considered. We look forward to further discussion of this )
matte * with the ACRS during the August 6,1980 meeting.

Very truly yours,

Ikbtlk N'

| R. H. Buchholz, Manager'

BWR Systems Licensing

Attachments

cc: T. D. Keenan
D. Waters
BWR Owners Group
L. S. Gi fford
P. W. Marriott
R. J. Mattson
A. S. Hintze
V. Benanoya

.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC AND BWR OWNER'S GROUP COMMENTS TO THE ACRS

ON CORE EXIT TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT PER

-

DRAFT 2 0F REVISION 2, REGULATORY GUIDE 1.97

1. Technical Basis
'

1.1 Background

The reason cited in R.G. 1.97 for requiring core exit temperature measurement
for accident monitoring is to indicate the potential for, or actual
occurrence of, fuel cladding breach. The NRC staff has also indicated
that they desire to identify local hot areas and the propagation of core
damage; they have suggested that approximately 50 thermocouples should
be utilized. This quantity is felt by the staff to be sufficient to
detect blockage of 5-10% of the core with no core spray (or other ECCS)
at a high confidence level and with a sufficient allowance for attrition.

1. 2 Detection of High Core Temperature

In assessing the plant safety improvement resulting from core exit
temperature measurements, several periods during the course of an event
#st be evei# ted. The first period is prior to core ##covery. The swaO operates under saturated conditions with very strong natural circulation

inside the reactor pressure vessel. Studies (Reference 1) have shown
that, as long as the core remains covered with water, adequate core
cooling is assured. Therefore, for there to be a claading breach, there
must first be a challenge threatening to uncover the core. Thus, reactor
water level is a key parameter on which both automatic and operator
actions are based. Water level is also the primary measure of accomplishment
of the core cooling safety function during accident situations. The BWR

provides multiple and redundant water level instrumentation for these
During this time period, core exit thermocouples would bepurposes.

indicating, at most, saturation temperature corresponding to the reactor
vessel pressure. Core exit thermocouple readings would probably be
erratically indicating lower temperatures due to the subcooling effect
of ECCS (core spray and LPCI). The use of core exit thermocouples would
not provide useful additional information for the plant operator and the
erratic readings may be confusing.

The second time period when knowledge of core exit temperatures might be
useful is during fuel heatup following core uncovery. It is during this

; time that the potential for cladding breach exists, and, depending on
the duration and amount of core uncovery, the potential exists for,

creating local flow blockage as a result of core damage. Reactor vessel
water level provides the ability to detect core uncovery and, thus, by
itself, indicates the potential for cladding perforations. Automatic
and operator manual actions would already be underway to restore water
level to cover the core. Continued monitoring of reactor water levelN
and water makeup system performance parameters provides the capability
for monitoring this critical safety function.

WHD:cas:gmm/142-A 1
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There are many other parameters available to the operator that areI

reliable indicators of actual fuel clad breach. These include high
steam line radiation, high offgas radiation levels, high area radiation,

levels in the containment, high hydrogen concentration in the containment,
and high radioactivity in reactor or suppression pool water. Details of
these current provisions are discussed in Section 1.3.

Core exit temperature measurement will not provide an unambiguous indication
of either the potential for or actual clad damage. This results since
the BWR's multiple, safety-grade core spray systems would continue to
supply water spray over the top of the core even though the core may be
uncovered in a bulk sense. Even if there is only one core spray system'

functioning (out of two provided), the core exit temperature, whether
measured locally or in bulk, will not be superheated. The core sprays
need only provide 300 gallons per minute of their total typical design
flow rate of 12,000 gpm to remove any superheating in the steam. In the
BWR 5 and 6 designs, the Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) system
directly floods the core bypass region, providing further subcooling.
The Staff contends that these ECCS functions not be considered when
determining the merits of core exit temperature measurement; that contention
is unreasonable.

During fuel heat-up following core uncovery, there is only one condition
for the BWR that a core exit temperature measurement would provide unambiguous
and definitive information useful to the operator. Tni., occurs in the

highly unlikely event that, following a loss of water inventory, no
normal, emergency, or alternate water makeup systems are available to
replenish coolant inventory to the pressure vessel. During this situation'

the core is cooled by water and steam flow for a considerable period of
time until the water in the core region is boiled off. Under such
conditions, measurement of steam superheat anywhere above the core
region would indicate core heatup and a low water level. However,
should this condition occur the operator would be taking all appropriate;

j
actions to restore water level above the core based only on knowledge1 that water level is low and no injection is available.

The third time period, called the recovery phase, covers the interval
after the operator has restored the water level in the core region. If

there were no significant core. damage, core exit temperature measurement
would not provide any relevant information. The possibility of thermocouples
providing useful information for operator actions has been raised by the
Staff for.the situation when 5-10% of the core is damaged. The Staff
contends that high core exit temperature readings would indicate localized
propagating core damage and guide the operator in long term decision
making.

(a) once water level is restoredThis position is unreasonable because:
in the core, core damage will not propagate to the rest of the core from

,

the postulated 5-10% damaged core, and (b) temperature readings would
not provide relevant information. A detailed discussion of both these

e

i points follows.

O core ee ese aroaesetioa. a a tae core is coveree. ae bee # eiscussed 4"
a Licensing topical report (Reference 2). Because each bundle in the

WHD:cas: gmm/142- A 2
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BWR core is surrounded by a flow channel, cross-flow between bundles is'
t
\ eliminated and any thermal-hydraulic effects of localized core damage

remain localized. Each channel forms an essentially independent flow
path connecting the upper and lower plena and the core bypass region.
To assure no damage to an undamaged fuel assembly, less than one gallon 1

of coolant per minute must be provided. Since there are three independent !

flow paths into each fuel assembly (the top and bottom of the fuel I

bundle, and the flow paths between the bundle and bypass), any core i

damage propagation must start by almost complete blockage of all these
'

paths. Calculations have been performed which show that all three paths'

have to be greater than 99% blocked for any damage to result. Even if
almost total flow blockage of the bundles were postulated, this situation,

would not be likely to persist for long. Localized heating of the
cladding would result in molten cladding coming in contact with the
channel wall. Such localized heating of the channel would eventually
form a hole in the channel, thus opening another flow path for the
coolant from the bypass region to enter and cool the fuel rods.

Calculations have also been performed for the situation with 5-10% core
damage and with an uncoolable geometry postulated to determine if superheated
steam can be detected in the rcgion around the damaged portion of the
core. The calculations were done assuming the available instruments
were those directly adjacent to the bundles in the damaged core region.
The analyses show that the heat generation (decay heat and heat from
metal water reaction) in the post-recovery phase are so low that, under
all situations analyzed, nucleate boiling would be maintained and no

O superheat would be measured in the bypass region surrounding the damaged
C0re.

| It has been suggested by the NRC staff that *f a temperature sensor was
located adjacent to the assumed local blockage and if it were postulated
that it could indicate some superheat, the operator could restart recirculation

This would then force coolant through the partially blocked flowpumps.
paths. However, as indicated above superheat would not be observed and

Inthe operator would have no knowledge that this action is necessary.
addition, because of the strong inherent natural circulation in the BWR,
this action would be likely to be helpful for only a very limited situation
where greater than 99% but less than 100% of all available flow paths
were blocked. Therefore, operator actions would be no different: the
principal emphasis would still be only on maintaining reactor water
inventory. The addition of 50 thermocouple data readouts may, indeed,

! add to operator confusion such that the reliability of operator action
is reduced.

The most practical location to install thermocouples in a 8WR is in the
in-core power range monitor (PRM) instrument assemblies. All other

locations (see Section 2) would require additional penetration:; and
major redesign of the vessel internals and/or the fuel bundles. A

review of the temperature response of a thermocouple in the PRM assembly
indicat:s that it would only provide an indication of gross core discharge
superheat conditions in the highly unlikely event that no water makeup

| systems were operating for an extended period. But for such a situation,
i

as discussed above, a single thermocouple anywhere above the core would
\

provide comparably useful information as to the existence of a bulk

WHD:cas:gmm/142- A 3
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superheat condition. Figure 1 shows the response of the various variables
already available to the operator to guide his actions during a core
uncovery event. It also shows the expected temperature response of
thermocouples in the PRM tubes if there should be no normal, emergency '

or alternate water makeup systems of any kind in operation. The comparisons
show that the operator already has multiple and unambiguous indications
to guide his actions during the core heat-up time period.

1.3 Detection of Propagating Core Damage

For the worst-case assumptions (i.e. uncovered core and no make-up) for
which the NRC staff proposes that thermocouple indication would be,

useful, alternate means are available to provide trend information
relating to the possible propag6 tion of core damage (PCD). Those means

which were previously available or are presently required by R.G.1.97
and NUREG 0578 and provide direct indication of PCD, with or without
ECCS functional, include: (1) reactor and suppression pool water / containment
air sampling and analysis for radioactive material, (2) containmentOthergross gamma monitoring, and (3) containment hydrogen monitoring.
measured variables required in R.G. 1.97 could also be used to infer
PCD.

Analysis of reactor water samples would measure fission product activity
and the concentration of dissolved hydrogen in the reactor water. The

I fission product activity from the gap / plenum would be released within'

several minutes after the onset of fuel clad perforations. It is expected

that the reactor water sampling system will be sufficiently sensitive to
N] detect the hydrogen concentration resulting from the reaction of as

little as four pounds of zirconium. This is equivalent to a metal-water
reaction involving about 3% of the cladding of a single fuel bundle.

For the dry-core case, vessel depressurization is upected. It will

occur naturally if the event is initiated by a primary system break of
sufficient size. It will occur by automatic or manual actuation for the
no-break or small-break case because of safety / relief valve (S/RV)

Thus, for the entire spectrum of initiating events, indicationactuation.
of core damage will be provided by various instruments in the containment.
These include the suppression pool water / containment air sampler system,
gross containment gamma monitor, and the containment hydrogen monitor.
The gross gamma monitor would detect fuel clad gap / plenum activity
release within several minutes from the onset of clad perforation.

Activity due to noble gases alone should provide sufficient indication
For the relatively straigntforward case involving blockage of aof PCD.

,

single fuel assembly during normal plant operation, analysis (Reference 2)
f

shows that within 9 seconds, fuel element melting would be detected by
| the steam line radiation monitor; scram and steamline closure would
I follow within 4 seconds. The off-gas radiation monitor would alarm

within two minutes.

The more complex case involving main steam isolation valve (MSIV) closure
for reasons other than high steam line radiation has also been investigated.

'

!n for this case, the safety relief valves (S/RV) open within seconds to
-

U relieve vessel pressure, and noble gases are transported via the S/RV,; ,

t
4MiD: cas: gam /142-A
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O discheroe ninins to the suppression nooi weter. taen reieesee to 18e
containment free volume. The results of this analysis are illustrated
in Figure 1 for the situation in which all reactor water makeup systems
(normal, emergency and alternate) are postulated to remain inoperative
for an extended period. Eventually the water level is reduced such that
the readings on all thermocouples would increase with a distribution
related to the core power distribution. For the situation in which the'

-
bulk water level has been significantly reduced tnere would be little or

|
no correlation between thermocouple readings and core area cross sectional

In this case the insufficient reactor water inventory wouldblockage.
affect all fuel assemblies independent of whether or not blockage exists..

The extent to which actual fuel failures occur could only be assessed by
,

monitoring fission gas release to the primary system or the containment.
Gross gamma monitoring should provide a more rapid indication of PCD for
purposes of operator action. Confirming indications of the rate of PCD
will be prcvided by the suppression pool water / containment air sampler,

i the containment hydrogen monitor. The containment
i systet., r 5

! hydroge- is expected to be sufficiently sensitive to detect PCD
...

as low av . to 3% core-wide, metal-water reaction per day,

i 2. Design and Operational Considerations

There are three possible locations for thermocouples within a BWR.
within or on the fuel assembly; on the shroud head withThese are:|

! leads projecting downward to near the fuel assembly discharge; and in
the PRM assemblies. While detailed design investigations have not been
performed, the first alternate is considered unacceptable since it would( create localized flow disturbances and cladding stress concentrations

I with the potential for initiating fuel damage. Both the first and
second alternatives are also considered unacceptable dt.e to the inter-
ference created between the thermocouple lead supports and the ECCS
functior - specifically core spray. They create an extremely difficult
vessel ard vessel internal design problem because of the multiple penetrations
required in order to route the thermocouple leads. These alternatives

Forcould significantly impact the duration of each refueling outage.
both, the number of thermocouples required could be large, since the BWR
utilizes a channeled fuel design which, as previously discussed, prevents
propagating core damage.

Only placement in the PRM assemblies is technically feasible without
extensive plant redesign. The PRM assembly is inserted into the reactor
vessel from above the core with the vessel head and separator and dryer
assemblies removed in earlier BWR designs, and from below the core in
the BWR 6 design.,

In both BWR/6 and pre-BWR/6 designs, the PRM assemblies are secured to
the top grid within the vessel. The top of the PRM latches approximatelyThe PRM10 inches below the top of the channel of the fuel assembly.

| latching mechanism design precludes locating the thermocouple higher
| than approximately 13 inches below the top of the fuel channel.

A
V

WHO: cas: gmm/142-A 5
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To withstand the 200-day, post-accident drywell environment of radiation, |

spray, and immersion for BWR/6, requires metal-sheathed cabling with ;
waterproof connectors from the vessel through the containment penetration. '

Based on preliminary design considerations, a minimum of two connectors --
one located at the bottom of and the other about one or two feet below
the in-core housing flange--would be required for each PRM to permit its
replacement. Difficulties are expected during both maintenance and
installation.

Making, breaking, and testing for leak tightness of the thermocouple
connectors is estimated to require 10 minutes each (with allowance for
occasional stripping of threads and lead breakage) during maintenance.

,

An appropriate means for leak testing each connector has not been developed,
and end-to-end testing of the metal-sheathed cable may be required. It

is therefore estimated that 40 minutes extra (due to thermocouple addition)
would be required each time a PRM assembly was replaced. For pre-BWR/6

units, average PRM assembly replacement is expected to be 25% per year;
for BWR/6, PRM assembly replacement is estimated as 15%/ year (limited by
life of the thermocouple or structural deterioration of the assembly).
For an 1100 MWe plant utilizing 41 PRM assemblies, the manhour exposure
for a crew of three would be:

3 x 0.67 Hr. x .25 x 41 = 20.C manhoursPre BWR/6 -

3 x 0.67 Hr. x .15 x 41 = 12.0 manhoursBWR/6 -

Actual dose rates unoer the vessel vary from plant to plant; from 40 mr/hr
I to over 300 mr/hr have been observed. Thus, the plant annual personnel

s

exposure would be expected to increase by *0.8 to 6 man-rems / year for
pre-BWR/6 plants and *0.5 to 4.0 mar-rems / year for BWR/6 plants.

Also, additional personnel exposure can be expected as a result of
increased control rod drive (CRD) removal complexity. The presence of
the thermocouple leads would further restrict personnel space availability
and increase the possibility of damage to the cable leads and connectors
during drive removal and replacement. Detailed studies and field experience
would be required for a complete assessment, but some increase (perhaps

Such an10 minutes) in CRD servicing time can certainly be expected.
increase would result in an exposure time increase for a crew of four of
40 minutes per drive, or a total increase of 0.25 x 180 x .67 = 30

The annual plant personnel exposure increase wouldmanhours per year.
be in the range of 1.2 to 9 man-rems / year.

The total annual plant personnel exposure increase due to PRM, thermocouple
and control rod drive maintenance would be in the range of 2 to 15
man-rems / year for pre-BWR/6 plants and 1.7 to 14 man-rems / year for BWR/6
plants.

For installation, thermocouple leads would require routing from under
the vessel in four separate arrays of about ten leads each, with the
thermocouple leads distributed inside the pedestal in such a manner that
each bundle would contain leads from the thermocouples located in each

Complete isolation of these leads from the consequencescore quadrant.
of a specific accident is not feasible in operating plants, and is alsoEachthought to be unfeasible for plants under construction and design.

WHD:cas: gme /142- A 6
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of the four bundles of thermocouple leads is assumed to be routed through !

the containment in a structural housing to provide some protection
during the accident (e.g. jet impingement). Assuming two penetrations
can be made available through which the thermocouple leads could be
brought through containment, the installation of the leads in the containment
is expected to take about 2,000 installation manhours. It shoald be
noted that spare penetrations may not be available on operating plants
considering other current NRC requirements. Including installation,
modification engineering, and field engineering, the cost is approximately
$300,000* per plant.

Installation outside the drywell is assumed to be in a two-bundle configuration,*

with Division I power to one bundle and Division II power to the other
bundle. Four multi point recorders in the control room are assumed,
although this is uncertain considering that.the readings may be significantly
delayed and illegible (due to similarity of readout).

On this basis, total installation cost is estimated to average 5600,000*
on operating plants and $400,000* on plants in construction. Exposures
to installation personnel in each operating plant is estimated to be
100* man-rems assuming a 50 mr/hr general radiation field.

Excluding prototype testing, it is estimated that initial shipments of
PRMs including thermocouples could begin 18 months after design initiation.

Note, application of the single-failure criterion of Table 1, Item 2 of
n R.G. 1.97 would eliminate readings from 50% of the thermocouples and
V accident consequence criteria could eliminate readings from another 25%.

This presumed loss of installed thermocouples is of little consequence,
since as previously discussed, exit thermocouples will be of little use
in detecting local fuel temperature. Only 25% of the thermocouples
(assuming 50 total) would still indicate bulk core uncovery with no
water makeup. Even this function is of little value, but at least in
this sense, it is concluded that the single failure criterion can be
met.

|

i

!
These estimatas are approximate. Precise definition would require*

plant by plant assessment. Probable accuracy: +50%
,

,O
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3. Regulatory Requirements

Because of their margir.al usefulness and associated design and installation
problems, core exit thermocouples, if required, should have a Design and
Qualification category no more severe than 4 (Reference R.G. 1.97,
Table 1) since,

I

a) As previously discussed, thermocouples cannot provide an
effective indication of core cooling and would not provide a
reliable additional basis for operator action.

b) Any meaningful thermocouple reading would occur long after
.

other core damage indications have become evident. On-demand

scanning of the thermocouples should be more than adequate.
Continuous readout of thermocouple data could further confuse
the operator as to true core status,

c) It is not possible to meet all the Category 1, 2 or 3 criteria
assuming that one thermocouple per PRM assembly is required.

d) It is unrealistic to postulate the occurrence of an SSE level
earthquake simultaneous with an event in which all ECCS are
also presumed inoperative.

Finally, if core exit thermocouples are to be required, they should not
be specified via a Regulatory Guide. The requirement should be deleted
from Regulatory Guide 1.97 and the issue added to the scheduled core
damage rulemaking.

4. Conclusion

It has been determined that core exit thermocouples provide only marginally
useful additional information to the operator. Moreover, the only
practical location for their installation in any plant (operating or in
design) would result in no significant enhancement of the operator's
ability to protect the plant or public.

The combination of existing or planned (as a result of R.G. 1.97) instrumen-
tation is sufficient to detect not only the presence of PCD, but also
its rate and trend without core exit thermecouples. This is true for

|
all possible loss of primary system coolant events independent of ECCS'

operational combinations. Detection is expected to occur within several
minutes following initial clad perforations with PCD trend detection
capability extending beyond 100 days.

|

The introduction of thermocouples in the PRM assemblies constitutes not
only a significant design problem, but also subjects plant personnel to
increased radiation exposure.

,

| For all of these reasons, core exit thermocouples should not be required
|

! in boiling water reactors in operation or design.
| A
| V

|
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ATTACHMENT II]/
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMMENTS TO THE ACRS

ON OTHER PROVISIONS OF DRAFT 2 0F REVISION 2 TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.97

1. Reactivity Control by Neutron Flux

Tables 3 and 3A in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Draft 2, Rev. 2) would
require that neutron flux be monitored as a means of providing the plant
operating staff with an indication of the reactivity control status of

The guit% also would require that instrumentation meetingt

the core.i design and qualification Category 1 be provided to monitor neuteon flux
over a very wide range from one count per second (cps) to 1% (rated)

'

powercg{{espondiggtoacoreaverageneutronfluxmeasurementrange
from 10 to 10 of full reactor power 8 ANSgjandard4.5 requires
flux measurement over the range from 10 to 10 of full reactor power.

The neutron flux range requirements of R.G. 1.97 exceed that which is
available for a fixed position detector.

The intent of these requirements appears to be the assurance that core
average thermal neutron flux can be reliably defined as decreasing,
constant or increasing, over a range extending from a significant power
level to somewhat below the minimum neutron flux at initial criticality.
The rate of flux change would allow the calculation of reactor period,
and the absolute count rate can be compared to that of previous reference
values at various conditions to infer roughly whether the core is fully,

! It is assumed that 1) basic core geometry is maintained,shutdown.
2) the bottom head and core volume are flooded at least to the levelq corresponding to the top of the jet pumps, and 3) localized core region

l voiding does not occur near the detector.

Experience has shown that the full-in SRM count rate at initial criticality
due to decay of spontaneous ggutron sources is approximately 1000 cps Mof rated core average thermal flux, With200 days corresponding to 10
asixde:adeSRMrangecapabiyty,thefull-inSRMreadingwouldbeof rated core average thermal neutronoff-scale at approximately 10

M thdrawal of thg SRM at initial criticality to reduce the cour.twould allow t full scale reading at approximatelyflux.
ratg by a factor of 10of rated core average thermal neutron flux. Although detailed10
analyses have not been performed, the neutron flux at this positon is
expected to it; crease by several orders of magnitude at rated power and
could significantly shorten detector life.

An approach which is cons'dered to meet the intent of R.G. 1.97 is to
power the SRM's in core Quadrants 1 and 3 by Division I power, and thoseOne each of the Division I
in core Quadrants 2 and 4 by Division II power. 6 cps)
andIIpowerSRM'swillbeinsergedsuchthatfullscale(10One each of the Division) rated power.corresponds to approximately 10
1 and 2 SkM's will be withdrawn somewhat further such that full sca19

'

cps at 1% power. Since the SRM drive3
corresponds to approximately 10
mechanisms are not seismically or environmentally qualified to operatei s

in the acc! dent environment and are not powered by a Class IE power4

f
Mf9: cas:gmm/142- A 1
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/''N supply, the SRM position would remain fixed (locked in) during all modes
V ofplantoperation,exceptstartupandpossib]grefueling. The more

fully inserted SRM's can measure as low as 10 of core average flux.
The more fully withdrawn SRM's should have sufficiently long71tfe to
assure that period can be assessed down to approximately 10 of rated
Core power.

This approach meets the intent of R.G. 1.97, including the effect of a
single active failure in the power supply system. However, it will not
meet the R.C'. 1.97 requirement 3 for those hypothesized specific accidents

I for which the resulting mechanical consequences could disable one of the
two signal crbles of the single power division remaining after the,

'

postulated single active failure. This approach will not necessarily
satisfy the requirement for one cps minimum sensitivity because: (1) burn-up
of the inserted detectors will reduce their i,ensitivity, (2) neutron
flux at the location of tne withdrawn detector may be too low, and
(3) neutron flux will decay at 200 hys to a very low level.

Sufficient ana: lyses have not as yet bee performed to assess fission
chamber neutron flux for various core lifetimes and rod patterns.
Preliminary indications are that the proposed approach could reduce the
life of the two more fully inserted fission chambers to approximately
one year, while the life of the other two would be approximately five
years (versus the present 10 year or more life.) This would represent a
significant increase in SRM replacement expense.

The BWR employs four SRM chambers, one located in each quadrant of the
O' The sensor, electronics and mechanical /st)actural support portionscore.

of the assemblies do not now meet R.G.1.97 Category 1 requirements.
Specifically, the following changes would be required:

1. Seismic redesign and qualification,

2. Signal cable and connector upgrade to meet long-term high
radiation and water immersion service,

3. Connection to on-site emergency power. (Two SRM's each on
Division I and II power.)

The feasibility of seismic upgrade and emergency power provision is
uncertain. Approximately six months will be required to assess seismic
feasibility and, if qualification is not possible, a substantial redesign
may be required. The other design changes appear to be technically
achievable.

Therefore, it is recommended that the follcwing changes be made to R.G.
; 1.97:
.

1. TherangeofneutronfluxmeasuremengshouJdberevisedto2
reflect a range of approximately 10 to 10 of core average

thermal neutron flux at rated thermal power. This change more
properly reflects a measurable design criteria and clarifies

dc that SRM's need not be calibrated to core power.

2WHD:cas:gmm/142-A
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O 2. ade a note to Tabies 3 and sa ieeatifyins taat a redeced renae
of five decades is acceptable for the low probability condition

-| in which the specified event could disable one neutron flux
measurement channel. Since this would occur only when the
single active failure was hypothesized to disable two of the
neutron flux channels, no significant impact on plant safety
would result. In addition, even one SRM channel is sufficient
to eventually detect whether any part of the core is supercritical.
Operator action (eg., to initiate boron injection) still could
be accomplished prior to the generation of sufficient core
power to produce core damage.e

:

2. Main Steam Line Flow

Regulatory Guide 1.97, Table 3, requires that main steam line flow be
monitored to provide an indication that the core cooling function is
being perfonaed. For a BWR, there is no relationship between the accomplish-
ment of core cooling and the presence or absence of stesm 'Icw in the
main steam lines since 1) MSIV closure will occur, and 2) steam flow is
independent of inventory provided there is water in the vessel.

Main steam flow recording is provided in the BWR control room; however,
the design and qualification criteria for the control room readout are
roughly equivalent to R.G. 1.97, Category 5, rather than Category 1 as
is required.

O Since there is no known relationship between steam flow and core coolingd in the BWR, the main steam flow requirement of R.G. 1.97 is unwarranted
and should be deleted for the BWR,

3. Core Coolant Level in the Reactor

The GE design provides a Category 1 water level measurement and indication
to approximately the top of active fuel rather than bottom of the core
support plate to assure initiation of all necessary safety functions and

R.G. 1.97 should be revisedprovide appropriate operator information.
to make a less stringent criteria category apply to the range of water
level from the bottom of the core support plate to top of active fuel.
Full range redundant indication is available when offsite power is
available. Even if water level indication below the top of the fuel was
not available, low water level indication on the Category I instruments
(i.e. those for water level above the core) would be unequivocal indication
that full ECCS should be maintained. Operator action would be no different
even if he knew from an instrument reading that the water level was
below the top of the core. It is excessively conservative to impose the
higher water leval measurement requirements for the low probability
occurrence of the Design Basis Accident simultaneous with loss of offsite
power and ECCS functions.

4. Primary Containment Pressure (Drywell)

For the Mark III plant, the drywell is not the primary containment;
hence, the word "Drywell" should be deleted. However, for Mark I and II)v

plants, the drywell is part of primary containment and hence the word
"Drywell" is appropriate.

WHD: cas: gmm/142- A 3 ,
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There is no relationship between drywell temperature and the maintenance
of containment integrity. This variable should be deleted from the
Type B and (if for some reason desired) inserted under Type 0 as a
Category 4 variable.

6. Containment High Range Area Radiation

The requirement for the 10 R/hr range to apply to the secondagy containment7
A range of 10 to

pogtionofthereactorbuildingisunjustified.10 R/hr is more than adequate for the secondary containment.,

7. Emergency Ventilation Damper Positions

The dampers significant to safety are those in the openings between
secondary containment and the environs. Add "between secondary containment
and the environs" to that variable description in Table 3.

8. Effluent Radioactivity - Noble Gases

The words, " release points" should be added af ter the phrase, " reactor
building or secondary containment," in order to make it consistent with
that which follows, and to make it more explicit as to what is to be
monitored.:

t

9. Post-Accident Sampling Capability in Sumpsh
The suppression chamber is the collection point to which all drains in
the post-accident mode would eventually collect and, hence, the suppressionTables 3 and 3Achamber would be the only meaningful measurement.
should be revised to read, " Suppression Chamber Water" in lieu of " Sumps."

10. lype D

Accurate measurement of zero or low flow in any of the lines is virtually
Note #1 should be revised to add "The accuracy should beimpossible.,'

.,5% of design flow."*

11. Steam Flow to RCIC

This variable is not a measure of the performance of the RCIC system and
should be deleted.

Contaitment and Drywell Hydrogen Concentration12.

Present commercially available equipment is designed to sense hydrogen,

concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 10 volume percent hydrogen (dry),
rather than the range of 0 to 30% specified in Table 3 of R.G. 1.97.
The current range is considered acceptable since it adequately covers
the range over which hydrogen is of practical importance for all planned

The range is consistent with the requirement tooperat.or actions. Monitoring for
O- monitor the accomplishment of critical safety functions.

I

4WHD:cas:gmm/142-A
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iO the event for which hydrogen could be postulated to exceed 10 v/o is
! adequately provided for by the Containment Air H2 grab sampling requirements

specified elsewhere in Table 3 of R.G. 1.97.

Tables 3 and 3A should be revised to require a range of 0.1 to 10 v/o
(dry) for this variable.

Since the containment and drywell communicate freely through vacuum
breakers for all pressure suppression plants and for BWR 6 plants mixing
between the two volumes is assured by the drywell mixer system, it is
adequate to monitor the two volumes sequentially but not simultaneously.*

Simultaneous measurement would double the number of sensors required to
meet the single failure criteria. A note should be added to the variable
to read as follows: " Simultaneous sampling of each volume is not required.
Sampling transfer from one volume to the other with a maximum sampling
interruption of 30 min. is satisfactory."

This variable in Table 3A should be revised to read Suppression Chamber
and drywell hydrogen concentration since both volumes are primary containment.

13. Containment and Drywell Oxygen Concentration (for those plants with
inerted containments)

The recent staff decision (Facility Operating License Nos. DPR 33,
DPR-52 and DP2-63 for Browns Ferry Units Nos. 1, 2 and 3 - June 22,
1978) supports the position that the control of combustable concentrations
in inerted containments can be adequately accomplished by monitoring the

--

This is a technically appropriate position.(
hydrogen concentration.
If, for some reason oxygen monitoring is desired, it is adequately
provided for by the Containment Air 02 grab sampling requirements specified
elsewhere in Table 3 of R.G. 1.97.

Tables 3 and 3A should be revised to delete this variable.

5WHO:cas:gmm/142-A
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I
TJat.! 3 - (c ntinuad)

***"
Nr-ese & Vadables

hdce

"YPE C - (conti= cad)
f

Isactor Coolant 7:sssure
) WW ~

I
YAl m A 8LY

. . .

, Cote =d-=-at 113h" 1 te la' an, 2 ,185
" _ , . ;;;_ , ,

"1 1 _1Range Area Radiatics "Lm.,,
... ,

% i

- 1. a - - . ---r.. .

-- - .- -~ ~ --

a.. ;. ). . . . . . . . ,...

%'''~ .

f ---- -
|'-

i P 10 R $Hs.- 1' g ~ : * : ' .". _r ",' , '
~ |

-~~--

*cAcreu bn.w sMu y
- j.

' |LA n t' A zts A n s tred
.------ .

I

Gryw11 Bruin ses settaa ta tse i

Level (Ieentiftes .

and unf oontifies
La mage)

!
,

.

Centainrent 18 1726 s uC1/c 4
Standby Gas Treat =ent , 10 go lo

System vent

4'8 18 17to lo UC1/cc 's 1 1

Effluan: Radicactiv 10"5

1:7 - Noble Casas 1 L'' -
''l- :' :

-

7 18
Envirecs Radioacci-r- 10"i to 10 1/hr 41

'': ~ ' ~?*"

1:7 - Ex;csura late .. .-

TYP5 0 - Variables 'Mch Indica *a
Cperation of Individual Safety
Systac:s

.

Power Cenversicn Svstes

. _ _ . . _

a t 11:s sesion 5
min ree.st.c r1. fl ow'

$lettam *J tas
canesesata Starsee
fact Level

O,

1
- 26 -
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TA8LE 3 - (c::dmad)
ategen _

hficeNmsa & VaMables

m o _ < _ . ~ .d>
Containtnent Systems -

a ta uns aeste 3
cantat -mat secey

f1='nw

12 psia to 3 psig 3Dryvell Pressure'
O to 110% desipFeu mwAK, 2

ce W A N s tsT5 pressure

3

s m er w ates Chamber
Tae of w at **
tse of m ir mell .

gg, %g

swerweiea Chmaber 30*F co 230*7 3

msar Temeerstre

Auxiliary Systems p

team
'- g, .-- : 1

f
0 to 110% desip 33Pc: ylew

l

. . fl..ow

ac:: n o se um metp 3
na

doreSprayFlow 0 to 110: desig= 3

flowl
.

. . . _ _.

1
1 IMA system F1** (LPCI) o ta us eeste 3

no.2

** met taca.ng.e 2:*5 ta 2 scar 3
m.ti.t r o.citure

(LPCI)
Service Caeling 32** to 2 C'' 3
* ter Temooret ,,

. .

Service Caeltng a ta us desty 3-

weer nw nw
. .

M o= fa Ultfasta o ta u s sesi e 3
fesat $1na Laeo n o,&

Temeerstars in ulti- 30** to UC'F 3

O seta Meat Ifas Laos

Ultf asta Meat if es Plant specific 3
Level

- 27 -
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.
. .

.

. .

T;au 3 - (endnuad)
.

Ca mhaes^

s.gc.se & VaMabies
_

TWE O - (c=s:'==ad)_
Aux 11iarv Systms (med==adi_ .

--

sLes stare ,e rana settaa ta tao 5
Levet

s o L m i ta s. ace. To come netn, . 5
of (m.fs t n ires i m i of e.foty

, fee safety emissant fetim
;

. - - - ..
,

SLCS 71cv 0 to 110~ design 5
flowl ,

.

emm Svm

Swign tasioectivity - Tee ta bettan
Li sta Tans Level

.

.

O -

.

VENfiLAftcu SYs*t*5

Esmegency Ventitetten Coen-closes stat s 3
Sansee Posttien 5(f"wa TWr

EEC*a t4 Av CawtasJsng/r AJe prir g#vgAo.;g

Tem.oretace of seaca W F ta 180*7 5
in Vicinity of (sta=
8ent Esodires for
safety

NMe surects

Statass of Class 3 voltages 3
3***ee ememanas aae e-ts

sretama Sourcas p ressuras

statas of een-Claes voltages
IM Poser Jesudes p.y ssu es 5e- wattaans srstems Sources

O
- 28 -
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TJELE 3 - (c:ntimad)

Catege.y _

Amesa & 'laMahles Ranee^

-

TYPE E - VaMahles Which Indicata
Magnitude and Girt <:tica of Disper-
sian of Ralsased Radioactive Matadals

uermee omreet
uns :c;;| wfW

at <c:_::en saEas n

Ti 88 u'88* ' ') *Eav "1
dy r . 4 Laat; ta le. ,

,

M
R/hr 18,

4
10*%ta 12* RNlastatten Esoseure W

Rasm
.

.

ater e=r encien c e
.sti : d at - si;

nc. .e a....:.

Efflu at Raetoactic
1ty . Pamele Gases

16 17'

Reactor Bldg or 10-6 to 10" uCi/cc 4

Secondary Contain-
sent RELinM 90w'f*$ 16 17410-4 e 10s ,cife.

,t.ctnee netoes.
j points (inctustag ~-

fuel neneItno
tutteing, austit-
ary tut 141ng. and
tucatne sulIding)

.

10
Ig a to los act/cc 4

Effluent tastoac.1va
f ty * - . .

tasionslogene ene
I Parttcuiates'

11
A a ig-e pCf/cc 4

t10gn,1rsee tastoacti c rec meta rwien ie-tty . R 4enai n. e = = particv-, .

| = ,.rticusasm . taase.

t
9

aten taece 127 tant ans Envirene 6'. Resteactivity & Radiation 5.1 14 ac* E N
'

1 (portante instrumenta) onetene
4.1 te lo*-

ress/nr setas
| - i-ener,

paessas
.

nas1:1-channel 6&

samme- ey
spectrumetae

"O
1
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TlJLE 3 (c=utinuad)
.

Ranca Catecorv
Purcose & VariabTes

PE E ~(c=utinued)

e,-- ..n
Dueip (s ,iv.4

;
f'aSability Oestre) ,

13 |
5 ;

Prd. mary Coolant Grab Sample
ilos"Ci/mi to 10 C1/mlGross Activity

Gamma Spectrum (Isotopic Analysis)
Boron Content 0 to 1%

5">1">zoTWAfssi N Am6(4. WM(IL Grab Sample
*

Gross Activity 10/C1/mi to 10 C1/mi
Gamma Spect=u:s (Isotopic Analysis)

2 to 12pH 135 ,20
Containment Air Grab Sample

|
2

0
G!mmaSpectrum (Noble gas analysis)

l

er-rase, ,15
_

O 4 to 240* (25' 5
wins 01ric.f on accuracy .tta a

eeflection of 1**.
Starting spees

0.45 aos (1 asa))

.

0 te 30 see (s7 5
wsne see.4 en) (s0.22 aus

(0.3 son) accuracy
for wi.w secoes

'less snet 11 ses
(25 men), wita a
starting thres- 1

hele ef iess taan !
0.45 ses (1 son))

5F
-4c'.F to 12(sd f** accuracy)Temeersture

\

-9*F ta 4*7 5
Vertical Tameerature (sc.3*F accuracy
01ff arence

L per 164-foot
! intervals)

Recortfeg reta 5Precipf tation
| gage with range
i sufficient ta

ensurg ac aracy
j ef total acemu-

lation witnin 1 5O of recerned value
- 0.01* resetution

!
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TABLE 3
BWR VARIABLES Design & Qualificatien Cri-

teria Catecorv (See Table IA)Rance
.

Pur;o*e & Variables
.

TYPE E - (continued)

Mr3CROLOGT15 - continued

-60*T to 120*7 ( 2.7'T 5
Dew Point Temperature

, accuracy for temperature "

range, -22*T to 68*7 when
relative humidity is

*

greater than 60*),

i

.

t

:

i
,

o'

.

.
.

! -

!

.

e

.

I

I

O
.
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TABLE 3 (continued)

NOT:5 centinued -

O3The ==% value may be revised upward to satisfy AM requirements.-

"Approximately 50 thermocouples should be available, the exact number needed vill dependIn the absence of core spray theon thermocouple location and other characteristics.
therucouples should detect 5 to 10% core area cross sectional blockage, with high con-

Sufficient numbers should be installed to account for actrition.fidence.
S ininnna of two monitors at v"lely separated locations.M

,

EFrovisions should be made to monitor all identifidd pathways for release of gaseous
, radioactive materials to the environs in conformance with General Design Criterion 64.

Monitoring of individual effluent strea=s only is required where such streams are re-If two or more stres=s are conbised prior to re-
leased di:ectly to the environ =ent. lease from a ecm=en discharge point, menitori=g of the ce=bi=ed stream is censideredas-

to meet the inteat of this guida provided such =enitoring has a ra=ge adequate to ne'

| "

ure worst-case re* eases.'

; .

7 or esti=ating release rates of radioactive materials released during an accident
frem unidentified release paths (not covered by effluent nonitors) - continuousF

(App cximately 16 to 20 locations - site dependent.) ,

readout capabiliry.

5tatus indicarica of all Class II A-C buses, D-C buses, i=verter entput buses a d8

pneu=atic supplies.

15tatus indication of all non-Class II inverter output buses, D-C buses and pneu=atic.

supplies.

IC o provide infor=ation regarding release of radioactive halogens and particulates.TCont 1=uous collection of representative saeples followed by enshe laboratory measure-The design envelope for shielding,ments of sa=ples for tadichalogens and particu_lates.
handling, and analytical purposes should assume 30 misuces of integrated sa=pling time

.

2 UC1/cc of radiciodi=e is gaseous
at sa=pler design flow, as average concent:ation of 10UCi/cc of particulate radiciedines and2
or vapor for:n, an average concentration of 10
particulates other than radiciodises, and an average ganuza photon energy of 0.5 Mav per
disistegration.

accida=t
11 Tor esti=ating release rates of radioactive materials released durbs 4:Con'housf:ca unidentified release paths (not covered by affluent monitors) .

collection of representative samples followed by laboratory measure =ents of the
samples (Approx 1=acely 16 to 20 locations - site depe= dent.)

12 o acnitor radiation and ahborne radioactivi:7 concentrations is nany areas
the facility and the site environs where it is i=practi=al to i=seallT

throughout
stationary monitors capable of coveri=g both normal and accident levels.I

'.These provisions should i=clude:
13 o provide means for safe and convenient samplisg.

'
'

T
1. Shielding to maintais radiation doses ALARA,
2. Sample contai=ars with contaise -samp11=g port con =ector compatabilley,
3. Capability of sa=pling under pri: nary systes pressure and negative pressure,
4. Rand 1hg and transport capabili y, and
5. Pre-arrange =ent for analysis and interpretation.

' O

- 31 -
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TAat.E 3 (c:ntinued)
J

.

NOTES c:nifnued -
Cdt*r*M55to.s eHAm3fA. s.o417 A.

1% installed ca;ab111:7 sheuld be p::vidad fn ob ea' d g -- - e -- -- - - , IC~.5_;u=p

roca sumps, and other s' d' =- a'{ 's y building su=p liquid sa=plas.
*

-

1! e:acrougical = assure =ases shculd confo:s to the pr:visi::s of the fer;he=1 g ;,yt3tgM
:o leg 1.la: cry Guide 1.13. "Ces'.:. Metec:chgical 7::gra=s".*

.

Menitors should be capable of de:seti=g and measuring radi: active gamecus efflues: con-
18

ce ::sti=s with c mpositi=s ra=gi g fr:m fresh eq"''#brks schle gas fissime p;cductCal-siz:ures :o 10-day cid six:::es, vi.h overall systa= ac:=acias of : 1/2 decade.
.

ibra:1:n should be perfomed usi=g radia:1:n sourcas :e;: eses:ative of both hw and high
Tov low-ce:gy sm=na phot =n calibratice,e:arg7 por:1::s of :he emissien spe::=n. the ra=ge of approx 6a:ely 60 *s.a7 to if 0 ka7source cission es:gies sheuld fall wi.ni:

(examples - An-141, cd-109, *.m-171, and Co-57) . . or high-energy ga=4 pho::s calibra:1:= ,
source emissics a:ergias should fall wi.hi the : rge of approxha:aly fC0 ke7 to 1.5 M47
(exa=ples - Cs-137, 3:..-54, a:d Co-60) . Efflue== cmce==:a:1er.s say be empressed is ta=s-

of Ia-133 equivalents or in ter=s of the equivale:: of any scble gas :uclida(s).

17.: is so: expec:ed tha: a s1=gle seni:ori:3 devies vill have sufficie:: ra ge :o en-
c=mpass the en:1:e :ssge previded i this guida a=d that =ul:1ple c:=peces:s c s7sta=scf the
will be =seded. Exis:1=g equip =as: say be utill:ed to sesi:or a:7 pc :10:
sta:ed range vi:hi the equip =as: desig: rating. Addi:1ecal az: ended ra ge i=str=a :-less: a fac::: of 2.sti:n should everlap the es=ge of axisting iss:rmes:a:1=n by a:

18Ce::::::s should respend :o gm radia:1:n pho:::s vi:hl: any energ-r range f::s
a: a=7 specifi: ph :=n a:e:g7 f:= 0.1 Me760 ka7 to 3 Ma7 wi:h as accuracy of ::::

Cverall system accuracy should be wi:his 21/2 decade over sie entire ra=ge.to 3 Ma7.
f::= circula:i:;should be sede of the 3:ssa gn=a radia:1:= a=asati=318 Measure =ce: of ::adeu: :oprisar7 coolant, with isser.=m== calibratics persi::1=g cosre: sic

radioactivi:7 ::cce:::a:10:s 1: :s=s of sider curies / gras c: curies /u=1:-vel =e.
Sys:es ac=uracy should be til order of oasnitude. The po1== of =aamure=e : sheuld11:a or Icep, such as a ho: leg, a:d
be exte mal to a circula:isg pri=ary coolas::o isola:1:n, e.g. , F%'F. legden li:e or 3%~Ashould no: be a 11=e or loop subject

he curres:17 available of f-:he-say o:mais s:ea= line. L'hile such an 1:str=a=::he necessary c==poces:s are available c==ar:ia117shelf, the staff censiders tha:
and have been a=phyed and de=o=s::a:ed under adverse a:vir==es:41 cc di:1::s is

; high-level he: call operatiens for =any years.

=cci:ori g of radicactive liquids and gases shculd be perfs :ed in a =a==arM Sa=pli=g c For gases, the cri:eria of ANS:of represen:a:1-re sa=ples.
liquids, previsiens sheuid be =ade for sa=p*ing f t:= vell-which assures pr: cure =es:

To:N13.1 should be applied.
::ces and sa=pli:g 11:es should be desig=ed :o _i: ' ':s p*a:acut cmizad turbula::

dayes1:ica.
'nt[ PtfAl''A!"(A SN#UGO Ed

3.8 f~e s. M y. T Ho Nitt Mr. H. Co M her m f M G
e

1$
*

' or ny we,.u nesi v a.

\
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TABLE 3 A

r.1 VAADELE! ..

Design & Qualification C ri-O teHa Catecer-/ / Sea Tobia 11*

Ranes
Purcess & VaMahles

itPE A - VaMahles 'dhich Indicap Pias specific 1

cassi:) for Fre-plar.ned Manuss .

.
. .g, . I.

|
'

Tr/E 5 - VaMahles 'dhich Indicata
Ac=sclis. ment of CHtical Safat/

|'
|

Fmc:tcr.s
,

Reac". ritt C:nt- si -

5 Uer 2 hrs minimus)l -

Fell is oc not
Cantret and Peeftfm rist1 f a

. s.
10*# o 10 F'la '-T

- '. O paec 1"

mentren rius . ,

.

.

Core Coelisst . .
. . .

..
. 21.,

of coce H ftsed r 1 >

Caetans Level in tae ' - -
L:"

neac'.or ta aseve tse of
disc 2arge glemse

af caAf JJ#f#M" A ATII d$.l
8 crNew /2L To n. a <t Mcne n s- p
a ta 1 gn 7;

- ,--n-ene.
j -. .

.

M' 4 taisi:2 lascter Cco11st
Sestas I=ceerier

3
U sets ta 1

ACS Pruwe 1300 seig

- * . . . . . . . . . .
..

Main staealtne Isala. O ta M* er wter 1

Sten valves' Laeseqe O ts 3 aste
Castrel $retas
Pressure

21
M eery fystes Safety Closee w t c!eees g

2nifef Vaive post- er
tiens. f actuatM 0 tm 34 pefg
A03 er Flow Threvgn

-

ee 7 m sure te velve
Linoe

O
ftf E I Ea #.

%d' Aces 44cy fifo v&.0.. _

"C**'en fle= - the saateus fle entistaates en norut eeeregten.
DESIGJ vs.a w , 4:' ' ' ' .
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TMLE 3A. (c:nt'ausd)~

Categcq
Rance

_. _
__

Pur ecss b 'ta*4abTes

TYPE 5 - G - -O .

W %en% % t h t_
Inta crirv_-

21 kb..
-

2 8.. .

Msery Cantatreent , la sefa pressurg
to 3 stans emety*

iProesure woi - pressur,a for con =
8 areta: 4 tf ame

eneip pressure
for steel

e

21to 1*

Cantatmment and trywell O to M*
Myeregen Cansantretten (casasf1fty ef.

esortting from *
12 peia to east **

-::c"
- +
-

,ree

--- $1_.v.IEE esti w%u t.,.se .i t.
12 sefa towtta fa* enei p pressee ,a}*

)
r

1
CTesee-wt c!ssentPrimary Cantatmeent

I Isolatten valve-Poststen (excluding
j check valves)

1
Suppression Chamber 30*7 to 230*7
Air Temperature

% i40*7 to 440*F 4 g
Dr7vell Te=perature ^

k o d T * e m t s s G.4
,

D.

1TPE C - Variables 'n'hich Indicata
Breach or Potantial for Srnach of
Barriers to Fission Product Releasa

Fuel Claddine_

** .

-
_

5'l

!
ladioactivity Concentratice Normal to 10 C1/gm
or Radiation Level in Cir-
culating Primary Coolant

a

a
l ase= allowest e. ..

t.iat value sorcessenstag to ASME code values 1.44% are attained at sr ge ow c
. . . . .

ahien eressureesterial oestp strees values.a
, - 45 -
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T78LE 3A- (:::=tinued)
e

Categoy
Ranes

_
,, _

N.se & Va-iables
i

TTAE O fece *- edi_ |
'

).

Containment Systems .

canutemmes seny a to 1:25 esefes 3 |

tidnm.

.

.
.

.

.

scenestea Chamber 30*7 to 230*7 3

mue Tenoretun
.

.

i

Auxiliary Systems 4

st no. u ac:: 3
, , , .

.- . ,

O to 110*. desis2 3D C 71ew -

l

.. . .. f.i. .ev

AC Meu 0 to 1125 easi p 3
r1es

!
-

.

.. .._

ans syssas ptow (I2 C ) e to 1:ss seet, 3rfe.4

*a .t t, ,,, ar F u s e r 3
Outlet femmerstu n
(IJC)

.

Servics Caeling 3g*P W 200*f 3
hter Tempervture

..

88 MHa6 0 to 1125 deofP 3*

Wter Man gg g
. .. . .

Mew f a Ultf anta g to 112E sosty 3
ri gMeet 3fna Laos s

Teneerstm en utst. 3gey y ,ygey 3

O esta meet $fna Laae

uttt a e.t sin. ,, a ,,,,,,,, 3
t ei

- 47 -
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TABLE 3A. (c:ntinuad)

Categery _

Itance
7Ir-esa 1 variabtes

U PE C - (c=a '=nso
.

Reactor Coelant Pressurs
Bound.an

Con **'mamat High- 2 to Ia' an," [8 18> 21 _
7Asm A AT . . . . . . -.

m_,,
- ^ ---'--- ,4 '''

1ange Arma 12Ad2 tion -- -- c ~ r 1._.~ . . . :...N
- - 2. . 3 >___ ;

, - , ' . ,, -- - - - - . -. -. .....-

::= :: q=,i . a i .'. . ,. . . '

_g W
.

|4 . . . . . _ _ . _. _,

8f Acrea.140s,JC MidN . m I o n } 8 a. 2.r> % 't
_. .-- ., ,

-
<...

lRang Ascs Knosew 21
0 to 5 feet above 1Centai= ment

Water Level normal vatar 1*evel
.

-
..

.

Centainrent 16 17, 21346 5 vC1/cc jStandby Gas Treatment ,10 to 10
Syscam vent

O
Effinest Radioac:1r- 10-4 to 10s yegfee 4.s;1s,17,:1

-
.

'_ ': _ r ;_:i;::aty - sabia casas _

10"to10f1/h 4/7 18
Invirens Radicacti-r-

':: * 7 ... : '' 7;icy - Exposura sata __

TYF5 0 - Variables 'ahich Indicata
Cperatien of Individual Safety

. Systa::s .

.
i

Pcwer C:nversien Svs'est

'

.
e

.emeum e pee em

O ta ligt sesisa 5
main Feeematar M a. nw

I 5'

ses as ta t**
cus.= ate sures.
rua u,.:

!O
I - 46 -
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TMt.I 3A. (c:rr1Mrtad) |
\

Categ m
Rarren

h.sa & Variabtes_

" TY7E O - (e== 1=nedi
A_uxiliar-f Svs-m (W_ ==adl .

. _

sL:s st case rans sees **ta 5

Lent

5s t.witosus T. on net , .

er :=1s .as n trw tmt er utsty

fee safety e.fs.a.t fatture
,

0 to 110~. desigs 5
f: SLCS Tice flovl ,

|;
';

.

.

vaas-r m-~
! 5,

ws ,n aset uctietty - to s. netta.

u.ve rans Lea
.

..
.

.

-

O
.

vemurt:. sys tus

E.er:eary vensttatten % .s** sta us 3

ca.m c w tt1*a 8t f.att'3
f f C+JO A 4y caafAwm(sr A,Jo wg grJvsa.es s
reaeerature of suca sa*r se 180*T 5

f a Vicinity of (suip*

. ant 4.eutree for
safety

smso sur.t:rs
3statas of Class 2 V.itages

3
% P h and cur =enu
Systans Sourcas , pressuras

5tatas ef man-ciase v.Isa ,.. $
t 5M ber M P assu(esC F'ans syssame Sources

.

O .

.
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TMLE 3A- (c:stt;im:ad)
.

Category _

.

-
Ranee>Jr css & 'lariables-

TYPE E - VariabIas Witch Indicata
lengsit::da and Qirection cf Dis;er-
sica of Aaleased Radicactive Ma: arf ais

.

44CfAT**e U se1'let
taru Mi:ttvi' N I

ER 4Jt_41 44E ac'in
T1 sV'_tts' ~2 H ro 2
IAl m* * s ta * O v:v iu ,

= J
R/hr 1s 1

4' '

r%e m s/wesee<sts ta.cour. anagemeene
setas

.

.

At**cout tactese*=4
=a.t.;4t 3 0. . i -g'

vse.. -t oc

Ef''uant teef eactiv-
fty * M le Gasee

Ra$ctorEldsor 10-8 to 10" vC1/cc 416,17

. Secondary Contain-
mant M(Ld'A 5( Pas #5 16 l7 21.

4 j j13 6 g, las ,ct/cc
.etnee setease ' ~~

C'"-Points (including
rueI haselfat
tuttaing, aunt 11-
ary tut 1etng, and
turetne Delleing)

.

12"' tt las yC1/ss fl0#

fffluent tastemetiva
Ity - ,.

tastehalogene ane
Particulatae

.

11
11N'toIg.a vCf/cc 4!

tm i nne tasteactiv- fee meta casionale-ity = tas1onetegans gone ans paettsu-
,

ane Particulates ,

lates
.

1
.

=ven taree I,'| Plant ane t=4rene 6*t Ameisectivity & Radia:1cs 4.1 ta w 4/he
(Sertaele instr'amenta) pnetans

4.1 ta IC**

ress/nr estas
ane te.-energy

pnetans

an.iti-cha= sal 6
samme-ny' '

seectrusetar
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!
TABLE 3 A(c=nci= cad) !-

-

|-

Pur:csa & 'lariabies Rance Cat:cerr _ |
;

1=uad)]E E - (c=n:
eeme-:we wous
po s4 i .1 rr <1- ,*n c_e

-

Casabili o Oestre) ,

5 *' * *' * *
1-

Primary Coolant Grab Sample
Gross Activi 7 10/C1/31 to 10 C1/d
Gamma Spect um (Isotopic Analysis)
Baron Conten: O cc 1% 13 1'*j20,2:f5T # M N g 8 H A m 6 44. W 4 7tra. Grab Sa=pla.

Gross Ac:171:7 10A1/31 to 10 C1/d
Gamma Spect =m (Isotopic Analysis)
PE 2 C8 U 135 ,20) 22

Conr=#-~ n: Air Grab Sample
I

2
0
Gd=ma 5 pac::::s (Noble gas snalysis)

13e aeat w

wine cirection 6 to 384* (sS* $
accuracy vita a,

seflec.1en ef 15*.
Starting spese

0.a5 see (1 son)),

t
*

Oto50aos(ET $
wine Seeee son) (so.2: mes

(0.5 son) accurnet
for wine seeees
fees taat 11 aos
(15 san), wita a
starting snresa
asia of less taan
0.45 aos (1 een))

5-4C*? ta 1*.0*FTemperature
(20.S*1 ace.ract)

Vertical Tameerature -1*? ts +4*F 5
(=0.3*F accurae/01fference per 164-foot
intamals)

4ecorting et"* 5Pncipitatten
gage witn rs%
sufficient ta
erJuM acCartC'/
et total ace.:su-

-Q latten vitnin 125
g er recarted value

- 0.01" resolutten
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TASLE 3A

BWR VARIABLES
^ ~ Design & Qualificatien Cri-

teria Catecory (See Table 1A)
posa 1 Variabler Rance

-

- TEentinued) id

EOROL0g 15 - centinued t-

-60*7 to 120*7 ( 2.7*7 5
Dev Point Temperature

accuracy for temperature *

range, -22*7 to 68*7 when
.**relative humidity is

grestar than 60") t-

t-

ts-

.

.

O -..

E.

Is

*
.

.

e

e

e

.S

.O e
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